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Tecmar Sweetens Macintosh
with Hard Disk Power

Mac Drive
Tecmar's Mac Drive gives you a 10 megabyte
fixed hard disk or a 5 megabyte removable
hard disk. You can add a 5 megabyte
removable hard disk to either of the above.

With Tecmar's Mac Drive . . .

Your Macintosh runs much
faster than with the built-in floppy.

Mac Drive will provide up to 38 times

more storage than floppies.

You can minimize the use of floppies.

You can access files and save time by
loading programs from Mac Drive.

You can take your removable Mac Drive

cartridge with you for added security.

Tecmar Sweetens Apples™

Tecmar Inc. 6225 Cochran Road Solon (Cleveland), Ohio 44 1 39-3377 Phone:(2 1 6)349-0600 Telex: 466692
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'Borland's Turbo Pascal is a giant step in the right direction."
Jerry Pournelle, Byte, April, 1984

EXTENDED PASCAL FOR YOUR
IBM PC, PC jr., APPLE CP/M
MSDOS, CP/M 86, CCP/M 86

OR CP/M 80 COMPUTER

NOW . .

.

WITH
WINDOWING
(for IBM PC and Jr.)

$49.95

WHY ARE SO MANY BASIC PROGRAMMERS
NOW USING PASCAL?

Pascal is structured. It's designed not to tangle.

What a relief!

Many of us began programming in Pascal because more than

once, we'd come smack up against Murphy's first laws of BASIC:

GOTOS DONT and GOSUBS NEVER RETURN!!

You can name variables what you will. Instead of "R", you can

call your variable "RateOfSpeed". It makes sense. And its modular

structure allows for the greatest ease of program maintenance.

Of course, some of the new BASICS have variations of these

features, but as anyone who's ever tried to write a game in BASIC

knows, its an awfully slow language in execution. Programs written

in Turbo Pascal run many times faster!

If you're wondering why BASIC has overshadowed Pascal until

this year, the answer is really quite simple. BASIC, as I'm sure most

of you know, comes "bundled" with almost every microcomputer.

It therefore, became the "default" language

In the past, to convert to a usable Pascal was, at

the very least, an expensive proposition.

Our predecessors were costly (S300-S900). occupied huge

amounts of disk space, and most required a separate editor. It's no
wonder BASIC predominated for so long.

Therefore, until the introduction of Turbo Pascal,

this powerful language remained a language of

professionals.

Now . . . with the advent of Turbo Pascal . . . Pascal is a language

for everyone who programs. It comes with a built-in editor, occupies

only 33K of your precious memory and is menu-driven for true

programming ease.

And Turbo Pascal compiles up to 97 times faster than any other

Pascal compiler around! Yet. it offers all the features and extensions

you ever dreamed of; even a windowing procedure for the IBM PC!

If you're running a computer with PCDOS. MSDOS, CP/M,
CP/M86, or CCP/M86, give yourself a treat . . . TURBO PASCAL!

As Bruce Webster said in Sottalk IBM in March 1984.

"It is, simply put, the best software deal to come along in a long time. If you
have the slightest interest in Pascal . . . buy it!"

To order your copy of Turbo Pascal 2.0 call:

For VISA and Master Card orders call toll free:

1-800-227-2400x968 In CA: 1-800-772-2666x968
(lines open 24 hrs, 7 days a week)
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CHOOSE ONE (please add
$5.00 for shipping and hand-

ling for U.S. orders)

Turbo Pascal 2.0 $49.95

Turbo Pascal 2.0 with

8087 support $89.95

If you have a 16 bit computer
with the 8087 math chip—your
number crunching programs
will execute up to 10x faster!

Check
VISA
Card#: _
Exp. date:

_ Money Order

.

MasterCard _

Shipped UPS

BBORlPfiD
INTERNATIONAL

Borland International

4113 Scon* Valley Drive

Scons valley. California 95066
TELEX 172373

My system is: 8 bit

.

16 bit

PC DOS
Operating System: CP/M 80
CP/M 86 MSDOS
Computer: Disk Format:

Please be sure model number & format are correct

NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY/STATE/ZIP:

TELEPHONE:
California re«dent* add 6H mm ux OutsxM US' Ml $1500 in

ouraideof U S.A. payment mutt be by bank draft payable in ma us and in

U S dollar* I Sorry, no C O O or PurcrtaM Order* c- 1

2



Treasure Chest of Software
with Tecmar's Captain ,jrCaptain and

IstMATE" multifunction boards
Your PC can finally do all the wonderful things you've dreamed about — with
the Treasure Chest of Software. Eliminate the need for many desk top ac-

cessories when you discover Tecmar's new easy to use software technology.
With the press of a key you access many Treasure Chest programs without
having to exit from a program you are now using. This Treasure Chest of Soft-
ware gives your PC more power for:

Information Management
•Calculator
•Sorting Program
•Forms Generator - create letters, labels & reports
•Electronic Rolodex*
•Mailing List

"Electronic Notepad

Time Management
•Automatic Appointment Alert
•Calendar Generator
Automatic Time and Date

System Improvements
•Background Printer - frees

PC for other work
•Disk Simulator In RAM
Hardware Diagnostics
•Memory Diagnostics
•Printer Diagnostics
•Clock-Calendar Diagnostics

Information Security
•Confidential File Coding

Use at Home
•Checkbook Balancer
•Inventory Management
• Banner Generator - prints saaaaaaahc^"

letters 4.5 inches tall

•Tlc-Tac-Toe
•and more I

You'll never want to turn your
computer off once you ex-
perience the ease of use, effi-

ciency and enjoyment of the
Treasure Chest of Software.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
* Rolodex Is a trademark of The Rolodex Corp.

for the IBM PC - Captain & lstMATE
for the PCjr — thejrCaptain

• to 384 KBytes of Memory • Clock Calendar with battery
on the Captain Board • Serial Communications Port

' to 256 KBytes of Memory • Parallel Printer Port
on the lstMATE Board • Treasure Cheat™ of Software

1 to 128 KBytes of Memory
Upgrade to 512 KBytes
with addition of

JrCadet Board

1 Clock-Calendar with battery
1 Parallel Printer Port
' Treasure Chest™ of Software

TECH/1RICVaiKI^IK the power behind the PC
Tecmar, Inc. 6225 Cochran Road Solon (Cleveland), Ohio 44139-3377 Phone:(216)349-0600 Telex:466692
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The world's fate
is in your hands.

&_a
Picture yourself as the

world's greatest super-

agent, Graham Crackers.

You must go undercover and sneak into an

enormous art museum. Incredibly, it's a front for

an international terrorist organization!

Your secret mission is to heist all the artwork in

search of a classified microfilm. If you don't

carry it off in time, the world is doomed!

Grab the keys to the 90 fiendishly boobytrapped

rooms (144 in Apple). Brave the multitude of

heart-stopping dangers as you make your

tortuous way through the deadly rooms. Test
your cunning against overwhelming odds!

Chilling suspense and unknown terrors await

you behind every door. You must evade man-
eating robots, monstrous stompers, sweeper
drones and tons of falling boxes — and make
death-defying leaps from moving platforms.

Only your artful handling of this dangerous
assignment can save the world from destruction!

For Apple II & He, IBM PC & jr, Atari,

Commodore 64, ColecoVision & Adam.

* 1984 by MicroLab, Inc. The Heist is a registered trademark

of MicroLab. Inc. Apple II & He. IBM PC & jr. Atari

Commodore 64. ColecoVision & Adam are registered

trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.. IBM Corp., Atari. Inc..

Commodore Electronics. Ltd. and Coleco Industries. Inc..

respectively.

micro
THE COMPUTER ENTERTAINMENT DIVISI

2699 Skokie Valley Road. Highland Park, IL 60035
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Input/Output
Adam: Yea
Dear Editor:

As the owner of a ColecoVision Adam Expansion Module, I

wanted to thank you for your extensive, objective review of the
Coleco Adam. What a refreshing relief from the poorly
researched, headline-mongering drivel I've read elsewhere!

I also wanted to extend a suggestion to Mr. John Butler of
Virginia Beach, the man whose Adam seemed to be "blowing
up" letters: try another Digital Data Pack tape—or another
track on the same tape.

I encountered what I think is the same problem: strange
hieroglyphic characters when I tried to go back over the
second page of text. Yet this happened on only one track of the
Data Pack. I therefore assumed the problem was in the tape
itself and kept a "dummy file" open on the track where the
malfunction occurred. The problem has never recurred on any
other track.

Also, I'd like to agree: Coleco service is extremely fast and
courteous. When I discovered three or four minor glitches in

the word processing program, Coleco's service agent, Honeywell,
installed a revised CPU overnight under warranty, and the
Adam has been working perfectly ever since.

Finally, the reviewer, Stephen Gray, made one error of some
significance in an otherwise flawless critique: he says one
should "turn Adam off, put the SmartBasic tape into the drive,

turn Adam back on." Wrong! One should insert or remove a
Data Pack only when Adam is on and the tape has stopped
moving. Turning Adam on while the tape is already in the
transport may erase the files.

Jerry P. Danzig
105 E. 24th St.

New York, N.Y. 10010

Adam: Nay
Dear Editor:

Regarding "Coleco's Adam" (April, 1984), are you kidding?
You clearly state that this computer is "good for beginners."
Do you really think a computer with a 50% return rate is a good
place to start?

The tape drive is extremely unreliable. The printer rarely
works. The software is full of bugs and devoid of documentation,
and local service is non-existent. Many of my friends have
given up on home computers with far less reason than this.

If your readers have $750 to spend on a home computer,
word processor, and game machine, may I make the following

suggestion? Buy this:

Atari 800XL 64K Home Computer
Atari 1027 Letter Quality Printer

Atari 1010 2-channel Cassette Recorder
Atariwriter Word Processor Cartridge

Perhaps you know something you are not telling us, but I can
see no advantage to buying a Coleco Adam over an Atari or

Commodore computer.
George F. Rice

122 Autumn Dr.

Vicksburg, MS 39180

Adam: Hey
Dear Editor:

I am writing to inform you of an error that appeared in the

article entitled "Coleco's Adam" (April 1984). The author states

that, like Apple Basic, Smart Basic looks at each line for errors

as it is entered. Apple Basic does not check each line for errors

as it is entered. There is also a problem that I hope you might
be able to help me solve. I am having problems sending, from a
Basic program, the control codes that set the tab stops on the

Apple Imagewriter printer. If you or any of your readers could
help me in this, I would be much obliged.

John Engstrom
4008 Fawnhollow
Dallas, TX 75234

Cleaner Clarification
Dear Editor:

The article in your December issue on disk head cleaning

kits was worthwhile reading, but I would like to point out three

things:

1. The Nortronics kit does not get 32 cleanings per disk; it

gets only four (one for each logical track). This raises the cal-

culated cost per cleaning from $.13 to $1.02, or just about
average.

2. The big feature of the Nortronics kit, the use of a different

area of the cleaning disk each cycle, is obviated (at least on the

TRS Models I and III) by a slight bug in the supplied program
which outputs the logical track (1-4) to the drive instead of the

physical one (4, 13, 22, or 31). Physical tracks 1-4 are so close
together as to be essentially the same spot. The simple fix is:

3000 POKE 14319.B for the Model I

and
3000 OUT 241,B for the Model III

3. Users of any kit who have single-sided drives get a bargain:
they can flip the cleaning disk over and use the other side. I

suggest marking the hub area of the used side in some way to

avoid confusion.

Bob Blumenfeld

8824 West 34th St.

St. Louis Park, MN 55426

Notices
Game Camp
A one-week course on programming

your computer to play chess, blackjack,
checkers, bridge, and othello will be given
by computer game experts Monty Newborn
and David Levy at the Salzburg Inn in

Stowe, Vermont. The course will be held
twice: August 13-17, 1984 and August 20-

24, 1984. The cost is $550 a week.

The course is intended for people who
can program in Basic, Fortran, or Pascal.

Attendees are encouraged to bring their

own computers, but it is not necessary for
enrollment. As a renowned resort area,
Stowe features a variety of summer sports,

entertainment, and excellent restaurants.

For information call (514) 481-1766.

Bibliography
More than 300 new books are listed in

the 17th edition of the Annual Biblio-

graphy of Computer-Oriented Books,

recently released by the University of

Colorado.
All introductory-type books published

prior to 1980 were deleted. Despite the
deletions, the bibliography still contains
more than 1200 books from 173 publishers.

The bibliography separates the books into

86 categories and catalogs them according
to type (reference, textbook, handbook)
and style of presentation (programmed
instruction, case study or narrative).

Copies of the bibliography are available

for $4 from Computing Newsletter, Box
7345, Colorado Springs, CO 80933. The
cost is $6 if an invoice is required.
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GRAPHICS
MASTER'

WHAT A PAIR !

Tecmar's Graphics Master™ & Lotus 1-2-3

Graphics Master is the only board that creates

both monochrome and color graphics for

Lotus 1-2-3.

You can also run IBM compatible software

because Graphics Master emulates both the IBM

Color Graphics Adapter and the Monochrome
Adapter.

We are pleased to announce that Graf-Talk2 and

MetaWindow3 software take full advantage of

Graphics Master's high resolution graphics.

Graphics Master is the only board that will do all

of the following with appropriate software:

• High resolution color graphics -

640 x 400, 16 colors

• High resolution monochrome graphics -

720 x 700
• Run software for IBM Monochrome Adapter

• Run software for IBM Color Graphics Adapter

TEGVMR —
the power behind the PC
Tecmar Inc. 6225 Cochran Road Solon (Cleveland). Ohio 44139-3377 Phone:(216)349.0600 Telex: 466692

1 Registered Trademark of the Lotus Development Corp. 2 Registered Trademark ol the Redding Group In. IR
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CreativeComputing

Benchmark
The Creative Computing benchmark is

a short test of computational speed and
accuracy and the random number gen-
erator in Basic.

Computers are listed in order of com-
pletion time of the test in minutes and

seconds. In the accuracy measure, the
smaller the number, the better (.00000001
is good while .187805 is poor).
We have taken note of the criticisms of

this simple test and have devised a new
test which is considerably more valid and

Computer Time Accuracy
Cray 1

Amdahl 470
Harris H-ll
IBM 370/67
Control Data cyber 855
Control Data 1.40J
Harris H-800
DEC System 10
DEC VAX 1

1

DEC 11/70 HSTS/t w/m
21 IHuBaalc)

Burrouqhs 86810
DTI 8000. Rev. 4.2
DEC VAX 1 1/700 (double)
DEC PDP 11/44
DEC PDP 11/70 (KSTS)
IBM PC (Baslc87)
Prime 550
HP 98458 (390 bit slical
Control Data cyber 730
HP 3000/44, slnqle pre.
HP 3000/44. louble pre.
HP 9836
BT1 5000
Control Data 3500
Wang 2200 SVP
Alpha Micro AM 10O0E
IBM PC (Compile*! Basic)
DEC PDP 11/44 (HSTS)
IBM S/38. model 7
Hang PC
Tandy Modal 2000
Data General Eel Ipsa
Eagle 1600
Stearns Micro
Burrouqhs 820
Symbolics 3600
DEC PDP 11/24
Alpha Micro AH 100T
DEC Professional 350
HP 9825
morthstar B/16
Burrouqhs 822
NEC Adv Pars Comp
Taktronix 4054
Olivetti M20
Apple w/Saybrook 68000
Laadlna Edqe PC
TI Professional
Compaq
HP 150
HP 98458
Zenith Z-100 (80881
Samurai 816
ACT Apricot
Canon AS-100
Corona PHD
Sharp PC-5000
IBM 34 (ahort preclalon)
Eaqle PC-2
Apple w/ uspeed
Victor 9000
DEC Rainbow 100
Acorn BBC Computer
Columbia MPC
Computer Devicea DOT
Compucorp 775
Apple 11 w/ALP 8088
IBM PC
LM1 CADR
Monro* EC8800 (sinqle)
Gimlx 6809. TSC Ext Baa
0CE Vectrex
Apple 11, Titan Accel
Sharp MZ-80A
TI DS990/12 (Mini T8>
Lanler/AES 7200. C20
Laser 2001
CompuPro (8085)
Monroe ECB800 (double)
Epson OX-10
Memotech MX-512
Coleco Adam
HP 9020C

-"pass
Lobo Max-80
Lynx
TftS-80 Model 4
Panasonic JR200
SCS 100
IMS 8000
Alsp* ACl-1
DECmate II
Xerox 820-11
Midwest SCI 6800 (SDOS)

Access Matrix (Actrix)

OiO0.04

.!: IV. 00

0100.14
0100.14
.':.:.'. n
0)00.28
0iO0. 31
.':1V. 14

lip). B2
0101.41
0101.5
0101.8
0102
0102
0i02
0103
0103
•04
0105
0105
0105
0105
0i05
0105
O|06
0107
0107
0107
0107
l*; OH
.'li'H

0108
0109
0109
0i09
0: 10
0tll
0111
0111
0tl2
0112
0112
0,13
0113
011)
0115
0115
0115
0115
0117
0117
0118
0118
0il8
0|18
0il8
0tl9
0119
0i 20
0i 20
•21
0i21
0i 22
0122
0i 24
01 24
0124
01 27
0|29
0133
0133
0|)5
0i)6
01)8
0100
0141
0142
0|42
0,46
0t47
0|4B
0i4S
0|48
0i 51
0> 5)
Ol57
0159
0159
Oi59
0159
01 59
01 59

Random

V! ie46
.'971975

.000000000)458)5
r,470)
4703

418194294
BSSSSSmSJ
.00113525

1602M
01SHU2S

.00000850856304
23
163283

.K.021H
.000000000160390

.800000072876

.MNNM1941I1

. 112549

.0000000000271996

.00000000012 7)29

.097412109151

.001)02457

. 000000076

.0000009)6911

.01159668

.0000008001 5802!

.000000000008185

.005859)75

.005859375

.0000000003458)5

.005859)75

.005859)75

.0059)0744544977

. 111328125

.00110011-7)17

.00000M2

.005859)75

.005859)75

.000000014042590

.0114116
11

.005859)75

.005859)75

.005859)75

.005B59)75

.MMHtl

.005859375

.01159668

.005859375

.005859)75

.005859)75

.005859)75

.1967

.005859)75

.041015624

.005859)75

.005859)75

.0000128746033

.005859)75

.005859)75

.005B59)75

.0OOK7S1H

.01159668

.0002021 78789551

.247559

.aVrammmmVM 1041407

.0753174

.0010414235

. 00022 17292B
0)88

.0003272295

. 107805

.0670776

.000252962112

.000426292419

.000000000127329

.99•00MMO061

.0338745

.155

.0670776

.00021481514

. 107005

. 1B7BJS

.1U7S05

. 1H7B0!,

.187805

.014842

6. 1

12.4
0.9
4.6
6.1
6.1
0.9
0.9
5.3
9.8
0.8
21.6
9.9
5.3
2.4

15.8
87.3
12.2
23.1
6.1
6.0
9.4
5.5

10.)
2.8
3.9
12.4
20.4
11.5
4.6
7.2
7.2
1. 1

7.2
7.1
3.2
0.5
9.9
12.4
15.8
9.1
7.2

15.7
7.2
0.5
6.2
10.4
7.1
7.1
7.1
7.1

23. 1

9.7
6.3
7.2
7.2
7.2
7.2

25.2
7.2
0.0
7.2
7.2
5.2
7.2
7.1
7.1

10.4
6.3
B.6

10.8
0.2
0.9
4.5
8.6
3.1
4.0
17.4
7.4
10.0
7.5
6.9
6.2

23.2
2.3
5.8

14.1
6.5

15. I

7.4
9.6
7.4
7.4
7.4
0.6
7.4
7.4
7.4

Computer

comprehensive. Watch for it in the early

fall.-DHA B
10 ' Ahl's Slsple Benchmark
20 FOR N=l TO 100: A = N
30 FOR 1=1 TO 10
40 A=SQR(A): R=R+RND(1)
50 NEXT I

60 FOR 1=1 TO 10
70 A=A*2: R=R+RND(1)
80 NEXT 1

90 S=S+A: NEXT N
100 PRINT ABS(1010-S/5)
110 PRINT A8S(1000-R)

Time Accuracy Random
Heath li-a, Tr lonyi i. 1

10H 34 (lorn) precision) 16.2
Vector Graphic J VIP It 04 18745 7. 5

elf '

Micron-cation Marlnir liC5 cms 7.4
itoe . 187805 7.4

Toshiba TIM 1109 .187805 7.4
Lpsor. QX-10, MBiitr It 89 . 187(305 7.4

It 10 .187805 7.4
9 Mo<1eI II 111! .187805 3. 1

1:11 . 18 7.5
Hull ivtsion 8085 1.15 . 187805 7. 5

1541 w/FDOS 1)16 .08001483 4. 1
Mattel Aquarius 1 i 17 .187805 10.8
Heath H-89A (Bastc-80) 1.17 .067*776 7.5
t,pson UX-1.J .187005 7.4

• AES Typetriaster It 18 . 167805 7.4
HP-USA It 20 iMNMI] 14. 3

.llenger IP It 20 .32959 5.5
Morrow HD3 (Basic 10) 1 1 21 .0004 7 3 3.6
Lamer/AES 7100 It 24 .187805 7.4
HP-86A, B lt25 .00000002 13.6

i x 4051 .-00014042598 8.1
Digital Croup By t etnaster Ii27 .000002779 3.6
NEC PC- li29 .0338745 3.0
Onyx C&O01/MU It 30 .000002 7 79 3.6

NSC 550, 550 It 30 .0626221 3. 6
800, 1200 (MBasic) Ii35 .150879 2. 1

0S1 C6P-DF It 35 .00104141235 18.6
Heath H-6 It 35 .00561523 2. 7
Apple Macintosh (dbl) I j 36 . 000*30004»l 4.2
Kaypro 11 It 36 .187805 7. 5Sony SMC -70 li 37 .0000000458 ,'

HP-75C 5.8
North Star Horixonf 1.41 .000473
NEC PC-B20I It 44 . 187805 9. 3

rcerer lt47 .0336745 13.2
MicroOf f ice Road Runner li46 . 187805 7.4
Teleram 3000 It 48 . 187005 7.4
Apple III It 48 .011914 6.7
Vic 20 It 49 .0010414235 23.7
Coswodore SuperPET It 50 .000209331512 20.4
HP 9830B It 52 . 0JMMM4J 13. 1Co—odora 64 lt53 .0010414235 8.9
Apple He, 11* It 53 .0010414235 12.0
Franklin Ace 1003, 1200 lt53 .0010414235 12.0
NBC PC -6801

A

It 54 . 187805 7.4
Rockwell Aim 65 It 56 .00104141235 14. 7
Conpucolor 1

1

lt57 .0336745 1 .4
TRS-80 Model 111 It 59 .0338745 5.8
Micro Color Conputer It 59 . 000596264667 7.6
Cotvaodore CBM 8032, 2001 2t01 .0010414235 1 .4
HP 71B 2.03 .00W0W2 5.0
Heath/ Zenith H-89A 2.04 .167605 7.4
Atari 2600 Graduate 2.15 .000224679708 7.9
TRS-80 Model I 2tl9 .0338745 12.0
Color Computer 2.23 .000596264867 7.3
Atari 800 ( fasten. p) 2t23 .006875 7.0
Dragon 3 2 2i29 .000596284667 7.3
Epson HX-20 2t36 .0338745 23.8
DAI 2.38 .210266 9.6
TlMex/Sinclair 1000 (fast) 2t43 .00041294098 8. 7
Interact Model R 2|50 .0336745 8. 1
Wang 2210 2t52 .0000114 32 12. 5
OSI Challenger 1 3.87 .0010414235 13.9
Lanier/AES Suporplus 3.30 . 187805 7.4
SpectraVideo 318/328 3 1 40 .00300002050 0. 7
TI 99/4A 3>46 . 0000001

1

2.6
Radio Shack PC-3 4t00 . 000004*2 7 10.9
TI 99/4A, Extended 4.10 .00000011 10.7
Oric-1 4t 10 .00104141235 12.1
Oatapoint 1808 4.16 .0000012042 11.3
Sinclair ZX01 4.23 .00066852 57 6.3
Sinclair Spactrun 4t 39 .00045685257 3.5
TRS-80 Model 100 4i54 .0000002058 0.7
Tiiaex 2068 4i55 .00066876411 12.8
Casio rP-200 .00)723 30. 3Sharp PC-1500 (Hs PC-2) 5tl0 . 0000288 7.8
Croramco C-10 5t 18 .00000001 16. 1
TI CC-40 5.41 00M04U i 6.2
Sanyo PHC-25 5t41 .000267505646 10.2
Franklin 1200 (CBasic) 5.47 . 0000000744 14. 3
Canon X-87 6i03 .0030000205I 24.9
Atari 12O0XL 6.45 .013959 5.2
Atari 400/800 6t48 .012959 22.6
Casio FX-602P 8,35 . 000034 2.8
Casio FX-702P 9t32 .0000062 7 3. 5
Sharp EL-5500 9.55 .0000260 7. 2
Sharp PC-1250 lit 14 .0000288 5.9
Magic 11.45 .004T0J0M744
Midwest Scl 6804 13t48 .1597 11.5
Tlisex/Sinrlair lOO0(alow) 16:55 . 1*0041 2M0M 7.4
IBM System 23 18:48 .0000000550 3 3.4
HP-97 23t00 .000034
Sharp PC-1211 28.32 .00002882
HP 11-C 30t34 , 0030034 0.8
Central Data 265C 82: 31 .033526 4.6
TI SR-50 (Calculator) 12.7 days .193704269 16.4
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ENTERTHE ELEPHANT SAFMI
EPSTAKES.

GRAND PRIZE
(1 winner)

tips,

SECOND
PRIZE
(25 winners)

A Bell & Howell

35mm camera. The 35J

complete with fine Lumina lens completely elim-

inates complicated focusing.

An exciting two week adventure for

two to a wild game preserve in Kenya,

Africa. The trip includes airfare,

luxurious accommodations, meals,

and taxes.

FIRST PRIZE
(5 winners)

A Deluxe Camping Pack-

age featuring an 8' x 10'

Wenzel Cabin Tent, four

Wenzel sleeping bags,

plus a Coleman lantern,

stove and cooler.

THIRD
PRIZE
(100 winners)

Camouflage

Nylon Duffle Bag. This handsome bag

is water repellent and double reinforced at all

stress points.

And thousands ofElephant Safari camou-

flage T-shirtsfeaturing the Elephant logo.

HOW TO ENTER
No purchase necessary. Just come into a participating

Elephant Safari Sweepstakes dealership where you'll

find free entry blanks and official rules. While you're

there, check out our full line of quality

Elephant memory disks and accom
panying products. Entries must be

received by July 31, 1984. Void

where prohibited.

For the Elephant

dealer nearest you,

call 1-800-343-8413.

In Massachusetts, call

collect 617-769-8150.

CIRCLE 123 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ELEPHANT NEVER
FORGETS



Make Way For Hayes'Please.
An advanced, easy-to-use data management
system for the IBM® PC and compatibles.

Want to get your paperwork out of
a clumsy file cabinet and onto your
PC's screen, where you can manage
it better? Frustrated with data base
software that's either too limited or
too difficult to use? Hayes offers you
a simple word of kindness.
Please™A powerful, yet easy-to-use

system for organizing and managing
your information. Please is flexible
enough to store any data you enter,
and it'll return data to you in exactly
the form you need. Please does
more.
It does
it all

faster.

And it's

sure to

please!

"The menu, Please?"
Menus list all your options
and tell you exactly which
keys to press for every

Please feature.

That's to be expected. As the
telecomputing leader. Hayes built its

reputation on quality design, relia-

Meue is itradorurk of Hiycs Microcomputer Products Inc

bility and customer support.
Now these same standards have
been applied to a new data
management system that is go-

ing to instandy change the way you
do business!

Say you're looking for an efficient

way to maintain
sales data. Please
leads you every step
of the way in creat-

ing a sales database
that might include

"Make it snappy. Please!"
Need a report fast? You and

Please can put together a Quick
List in a matter of seconds.

your spreadsheet program. Please
will even look up a name and com-
pany for you. your Hayes Smart-
modem* will dial the phone number,
and you're ready to talk!

Taking this same sales database,
you might also want to define special

fields for a custom

names, addresses, dates and figures.
These categories are called "fields" in
database lingo, and they're the very
heart ofyour database structure.
Want last month's total in a par-

ticular region? Press a few keys and
it's yours! A few more keystrokes
and you'll know who's moving pro-
duct, and what's your biggest seller.

Please will supply you with labels
for a mailing to selected customers. It

can send customer information to
vour word processor for a promotional
letter. And it can receive data from

Snurtro^^^ Snunn,odemU00

r

Snurtmodem *CK>

Output Plan.

With a defined
field for "COM-
MISSIONS DUE!'

Please can automa-
tically compute each salesman's com-
missions, and print them out in a
report of your own design. All this

and more, just for saying "Please:
1

And if you ever change your mind
and want to change the structure of
your database, please feel free. Step-
by-step instructions show you how.
You have the same flexibility with

any database you and Please design.
You can store up to 16 million records
and 200 custom Output Plans for each
database! More than you're likely

ever to require. But isn't it nice



Wr

"Put it here. Please'.'

Design a special screen
format to position data
in a particular place.

knowing
all that

storage

power
is there?

Just in case you ever need it?

Now you might think that a data

management system that does all

this must be difficult to use. Right?

Rest assured. Please works hard so
you don't have to. An easy-to-follow

sample disk shows you everything

you need to know to

create your first data-

base. Three Please

menus show you
which keys to press

to access every fea-

ture. And whenever you need it,

Please provides on-screen HELP
messages, tailored to a specific task.

So you needn't waste time reading

through a list of unrelated instructions

on your screen. Or stop what you're

doing to consult a manual. In no time
at all and with no assistance at all.

you'll be a Please database pro!

"Merge these, Please!"
Combine data from one

database into another, with-
out changing your original.

Everything about Please is designed
to save you time and effort. So what
could make data management even
easier? Please Application Templates.

that's what!
To help you get up-and-running

immediately, we've developed a

series of practical, pre-designed

templates. You'll appreciate their

welf-thought-out structure, and "fill-

in-the-blank" ease. Choose several!

For business and personal use.

Including Mailing
List, for storing

names and
addresses and pro-

ducing mailing lists.

Contacts, for man-
aging facts and figures about your
sales contacts. Applicants, for follow-

ing applicants throughout the inter-

viewing process. Appointments, for

maintaining your calendar and track-

ing all ofyour business expenses.

Household Records, a complete
home management system. And
more! Your dealer has details!

Buy Please nowl
Get a FREE Mail-
ing List template
from your dealer

Second FREE
template ofyour
choice, direct

fromHayesI

Help yourself.
Please! And take
advantage of
these two valu-

able offers. See
your dealer right

awayl

k

Hayes
Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc..

5923 Peachtree Industrial Blvd..

Norcross. Georgia 30092. 404/441-1617.

CIRCLE 129 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Apple Macintosh
Cutting Through The Ballyhoo

The first step to knowledge is to know
that we are ignorant. —Socrates

Why, a four-year-old child could under-

stand this. Someone get me a four-year-

old child. —Groucho Marx

The shorn, brainwashed drones sit

motionless in row after benumbed row.

In tight close-up on the oppressive view-

screen, an awful, sneering face spouts

empty Newspeak slogans while computer-

ized rhetoric scrolls by left and right.

The hall is blue and motionless. Sud-

denly, an athletic blonde woman appears,

running down an aisle towards the ap-

parition of Big Brother. In her hands there

is grasped a heavy sledge of the type that

is used in Olympic competition. She stops

and sets. Obviously practiced in the

hammer throw, she swings the tool away.

We watch it fly in slow motion—we watch

it shatter the viewscreen to bits in a flash

of light. We see for the first time a glimmer

of feeling cross the faces of the multitudes.

Their mouths simultaneously gape into

slackjawed amazement.
Fade to white. And the words "On

January 24th, Apple Computer will intro-

duce Macintosh. And you'll see why 1984

won't be like 1984."

Orwell that Ends Well
Hype, certainly. And just the tip of a

multimillion dollar ad campaign iceberg

that included lavish 12-page four-color

inserts in Time and other major noncom-
puter magazines. The launch of Apple

HARDWARE
EVALUATION

John J. Anderson

Macintosh was quite a media event.

And yet something about the commercial

seems more than mere hype— seems to

have hit home somehow. Directed by

Ridley Scott (director of the modern cult

classic Blade Runner), the 60-second spot

touched a nerve across the nation, even

though you could count the total airings

of the spot on the fingers of one hand.

Something about it— its mood, its tone,

its timeliness, its youth, its feeling of liber-

ation, its likeness to music video—captured

the public imagination.

And perhaps the commercial touched

a nerve with more than a few computer
users— those who feel frustrated, shackled

by current software restrictions. Perhaps

it excited a few potential buyers— those
who have wanted a micro
but felt oppressed by the

complexity of existing sys-

tems. Personally, I identi-

fied closely with the drones,

and not just because they

were mouth-breathers. If I

found that something truly

better was available I

would hurl that hammer
myself.

Mac Under the Microscope
But you must be careful about buying

promises, and that is exactly what the

1984 commercial attempted to sell. In its

current form, the Macintosh is the distilled

embodiment of a promise: that software

can be intuitively easy to use, while re-

maining just as powerful as anything else

around.

That's a tall promise.

By this time you have undoubtedly

already read and/or heard about the Mac-

intosh machine. And what you have heard

is very likely to have been praise, though

you may not be so clear on if or why such

praise is merited. The honeymoon phase

is still in progress, you see, and most re-

viewers, it seems, are so moved, so awe-

stricken, so swept away by the excellent

features of the Mac, they are willing to

gloss over the not-so-excellent.

And there are more than a few of those.

Don't be misled, however. You will not

be reading a pan of the Apple Macintosh

in the pages of Creative Computing. We
are quite impressed with the machine.
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emphatically enthusiastic about its philo-

sophical underpinnings, very hopeful for

its future. We just feel it is about time the

hard questions were asked, and answered

alongside the starry-eyed hoopla. It is time

for a good hard look at Macintosh under

a piercing and objective light.

Objective Light on the Subject

Whether or not the Macintosh is actually

a breakthrough, it surely looks like one.

It doesn't look like much of anything that

has come before (with the possible ex-

ception of the moribund Vectrex video-

game unit, which, if painted beige, would

bear a startling resemblance).

The Macintosh is small. With a recessed

handle in the top of the main unit and a

total weight, complete with internal CRT,
of 22 lbs., the Mac qualifies as a bona fide

transportable, meaning you can move it

around relatively easily when the time

comes. Drop it into its custom-made

rucksack (a $100 option), and take off.

Sit it on your desk, and you will quickly

notice how little room it takes up. Its

footprint is barely larger than a sheaf of

papers. And though the unit is rather

bizarre-looking at first glance, it is also

rather handsome. Its looks grow on you.

The Keyboard
Attached by a modular phone cable to

the main unit is the detached Macintosh

keyboard. This is a 58-key, full-stroke

Selectric-style layout (see Figure 1 ), with

a somewhat stiff but very professional

feel.

Based on my experience with the Mac,

I think it is unlikely that you will ever be

pulling the keyboard onto your lap. Still,

the detached design is desirable. It makes

comfortable positioning of the keyboard

entirely independent of comfortable po-

sitioning of the screen, and that is ex-

tremely important. At the same time, the

keyboard can be pushed away in an instant.

so that you may reclaim precious desk

space when access to the keyboard is not

immediately necessary.

Noticeably lacking on the Macintosh

keyboard are special function keys and

directional cursor movement keys. These

are replaced by the mouse pointer per-

ipheral from which the Mac receives all

directional inputs. I am told that cursor

movement keys appear on the add-on

numeric keypad (a $130 option), but these

are not read interchangeably with mouse

movement. We shall be examining this

question more closely up ahead. As for

special function keys, the idea is that the

cursor mimics your moves. At first, con-

trolling the screen cursor with the mouse

is anything but intuitive. The mouse seems

cumbersome, and hard to control for de-

tailed work. (Unlike the Summa Graphics

mouse, by the way, tracing is out of the

question.) With a few days of practice,

however, working the cursor with the

mouse becomes second nature. (Once you

learn to lift the mouse when you run out

of desk space and reposition it so that

you have the room you need, you have

learned the major secret of effective

mousing.)

The mouse has a mechanical devicea
iiiiimii

Figure 1. Detachable keyboard allows comfortable positioning.

mouse renders them unnecessary. I'm all

for that.

The Mouse
Then there is the mouse itself. Though

it is a tiny thing, better clear at least a

square foot or so of desk space for moving

it around. The more room you make for

it, the easier control of the mouse becomes.

As you move the mouse, an on-screen

with a rolling ball inside it, as opposed to

optical or pull tracking, to measure rel-

ative movement. Therefore your desk area

must be free of dust and particulate matter

(such as Ritz cracker crumbs) for the

mouse to work reliably. The documentation

actually tells you how to remove the ball

for an occasional cleaning.

The Mac mouse has a single button on
its top. Hence there are no inhibitions

SYSTEM
PROFILE

CPU: 68000 32-bit Motorola

microprocessor

Memory: 128K RAM, 64K ROM
Display: 9" diagonal b/w bit mapped

monitor 512 x 342 pixel graphics

resolution

Keyboard: Detachable 58-key fullstroke

keyboard

Disk Drives: One single-sided 3 1/2"

microfloppy drive (400K storage)

Sound: Four-channel sound/music

capability

I/O Ports: RS-232/RS-422 connector

Other: Mouse controller, clock/

calendar (battery backup),

modem/AppleBus connector,

second disk drive connector (may

also be used with a hard disk

when available)

System Software: System software

supplied in ROM includes Group
Code Recording disk operating

system and QuickDraw graphics

package.

Desktop Accessories: Calculator,

Clock, Puzzle, Control panel,

Scrapbook, Notepad, and Key

caps. Additional desktop software

includes Wastebasket, Get Info,

Disk Copy, and Clipboard.

Instructional: Guided Tour learning

system disk with audio cassette.

MacWrite and MacPaint included

free for a limited time.

Dimensions: 13" x 10 1/2" x 9 3/4"

22 pounds

Summary: Without a doubt, a hardware

and software breakthrough.

Price: $2495 for Macintosh

$2990 for Macintosh and
Imagewriter Printer

Manufacturer:

Apple Computer, Inc.

20525 Mariani Ave.

Cupertino, CA 95014
(408)996-1010

July 1984 • Creative Computing
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concerning which button to press when
the time conies to press a button. It is

BUSINESS/PERSONAL h

Macintosh mouse: point and click.

impossible to make the wrong choice.
When designing a mouse for ease of use,
a single button helps considerably.

Double-clicking the single mouse button
frequently also acts as a short-cut
mechanism, to obtain certain other
functions.

The System Unit
The major business goes on inside the

main unit of the Macintosh, so let's get a
closer look at it.

Your first concern about the system
component is bound to concern the CRT
display. Is a 9" diagonal screen truly big
enough to allow extended viewing without
fatigue or strain?

The answer in this case is yes, and the
reason is the super-high screen resolution
of 512 x 342 monochrome pixels. Add to
this the fact that nearly all text reads out
in black type on a white background,
emulating an actual printed page, and
you have an exceptionally legible display.
Not once have I found myself lamenting
the diminutive screen size. Indeed, after
a few minutes on the Mac, you will dismiss
that question for good.

The Microdrive
Also appearing on the front of the main

unit is the doorless disk drive slot. A single-
sided 3 1/2" Sony microfloppy drive is

standard and internal to the system unit
of the Mac. Each disk can hold approxi-
mately 400K of data on a single side. In
addition, the disks themselves can take
much greater abuse than conventional
floppies.

Each disk has a spring-actuated sliding

aluminum cover on it, which the Macintosh
opens automatically when the disk is

inserted, and shuts automatically upon
ejection. Thus the head slot is protected
at all times. The disk case is rigid, and as
you may have heard before, "slips into a
shirt pocket."

Apple uses a proprietary technology to
get 400K onto a side: nearly 100K more
than the conventional Sony format. More
importantly, this effectively eliminates the
possibility of third-party Macintosh "work-
alikes." This is a good indication of the
savvy that went into the design of the
Macintosh.

At times, when a disk is spinning in the
drive, it sounds jarringly like a cheap
friction toy. This is because the Macintosh
drive utilizes a variable RPM speed. The
result is the ability to write more data to
the outer disk tracks. Drive rotation speed
varies from 390 to 600 RPM, depending
on the track.

No read/write light is necessary on the
Mac drive; when a disk is in the drive you

=sr. W

i

Figure 2. Rear ofsystem unit.

Internal disk drive slot.

14

cannot remove it without undertaking
rather drastic measures. Nor is there a
disk eject latch or button. Disk ejection is

controlled entirely through software, as
we shall discover ahead.

If, as a result of some emergency, you
must manually eject a disk from the drive,
you can effect this by pressing the point
of an unbent paper clip into a small hole
beneath the drive slot.

The only other features of the system
unit front side are the brightness knob
and the keyboard input jack. The bright-

ness knob is the only CRT control exter-
nally available on the Mac, and the only
one necessary. The keyboard input consists

of a modular telephone jack.

Now let's flip the Mac system unit around
for a look at its rear panel.

Here we see the power switch and six

connector jacks (Figure 2). These connect
to AC power, the mouse, printer, optional

second disk drive, optional modem or
AppleBus network line, and optional ex-

ternal sound amplifier. You will also notice

the Macintosh nameplate back here on
the rear of the computer. Why? My guess
is to keep the front of the machine as

nondistractive as possible. The Apple Logo
appears up front and constitutes identifi-

cation enough.

Some things you won't find on the rear

panel of the Mac are an expansion bus,

parallel port, or video output jack. We
shall return to the issue of these omissions.

Standard DB-25 RS-232 serial connection
is available, however, using the printer

port.

The top right side of the back panel
sports a battery compartment. The special

4.5 volt alkaline battery maintains the built-

in clock/calendar, as well as serving to

keep user-selectable settings in memory
between power-ups. The documentation
estimates a battery life of approximately
two years.

Inside the main unit is an unimposing
9" x 9" circuit board with a 32-bit 68000
central processor chip residing upon it.

The CPU runs at 7.83 MHz, which is fast

indeed (see (Figure 3) for the benchmark
test results). The Mac spoils 128K of RAM
and 64K of ROM. Six special chips are
most responsible for compactness of the
motherboard. Each in itself is the equivalent

of an actual circuit board.

A major benefit of Apple's advanced
motherboard design is not only compact-
ness, but the fact that the system does not
require a cooling fan. If there is one thing
that drives me to distraction on certain
micros which shall remain nameless, it is

the constant hum of their cooling fans.

Computers can, and should, run in total

silence.

Except when we want them to make

Internal battery powers clock/calendar.
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EXECUVISION
The Presentation Graphics Program

from Prentice-Hall, Inc.

w iiiiitot Y & f n ¥

ABOVE: just two of the library slides from which

you can pick images to enhance your
presentation data.

"You don 't have to be an artist to create

presentation slides like these in minutes!"

u
...Prentice-Halls

VCN ExecuVision will become

the standard against which

other programs will be gauged"
-PC Magazine

1S7 ON READER SERVICE CARD

VCN ExecuVision is an incredibly advanced

software program that allows professionals in every

field to create top quality visual presentations directly

on an IBM PC or IBM XT. In minutes, you'll prepare

exciting presentations that previously would have taken days, or weeks

to complete. Presentations that you can run directly on your computer

monitor; with an overhead projection screen; or, convert to hard copy or

slides.

Automatically plotted charts and graphs are just the beginning. You'll

have access to hundreds of pre-drawn images and clip art from special

add-on software graphics libraries such as:

• TheBorderCollection
• The Initials & Decorative Design Collection

• The Industry & Business Collection

• Professions: The Faces and Figures Collection

• The International Symbols & Landmarks Collection

• The Maps and Regions Collection

Each library contains both full screen images and partial screens

(Pixes). You can include the entire image, or, using the program's

electronic scissors, isolate a single detail from the full screen. You can

modify or enhance the images, mix and match them, choose from 64

possible color combinations... you can even set images in motion across

the screen using VCN ExecuVision's animation functions.

With the program's extraordinary sketching capabilities, you can

create your own visual images! For your text, choose from 10 different

type styles, from bold to script, plain to fancy. Every function is offered

through the program's easy-to-follow menu selections, making it as fast

and simple to use as possible.

VCN ExecuVision is the ideal tool for

business proposals, consulting symposia,

educational/training programs, marketing

plans, management reports, or virtually

any other professional presentation.

lb see VCN ExecuVision for

yourself, visit your nearest

computer software dealer. For

more information, call toll free

800-624-0023 (NJ residents call

800-624-0024), or return the

coupon below.

r
CC-7/K4

Mail to:

VCN ExecuVision
Prentice-Hall, Inc.

200 Old Tappan Road, Old Tappan, NJ. 07675

I would like to have more information

on the exciting potential of VCN
ExecuVision sent to the name and

address below.

Name

Company

Address

City State Zip

s

VCN ExecuVision is

a trademark of Visual

Communications Network.

Inc.. Cambridge. MA. IBM
is the registered trademark
of International Business

Machines Corporation.

C 1984 Prentice-Hall. Inc.

Suggested retail price $395

Graphics Libraries individually priced $80-$90
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The Imagewriter makesfull use of the Macintosh graphic capabilities.

noise, of course. The Macintosh has four-

channel multi-octave sound synthesis

capability. This capability can create

beautiful music and can certainly be trans-

lated into state-of-the-art speech synthesis

as well. Macs are bound to become the

most talkative microcomputers around
before too long.

The Imagewriter
Though in theory you can drive any

RS-232 serial printer with a Macintosh, I

can't imagine why you would want to do
so. The only printer that fully supports all

Mac's potential is the Apple Imagewriter.
This printer was introduced last year as
an accessory for the Lisa and the He. but
was designed solely to serve as the de
facto Macintosh printer. In this case again,

Apple has insured exclusivity (at least for

a time) in its design of the Macintosh
printer interface. Until third-party manu-
facturers decide to create their own Mac-
compatible printers, Apple has the market
sewn up.

The Imagewriter is a serial interface,

impact dot-matrix machine, capable of a
top speed of 120 cps. Its vertical dot spacing

is 1/72" minimum, which is very tight.

Line spacing is selectable in increments
of an incredible 1/144" minimum. The
result is crisp and fully-formed looking
characters and graphics.

Paper width can run from 3" to 10",

and is acceptable in single sheets, roll, or
fanfold pinfeed formats. The printer is

easy to load, and a special cut sheet slot

aids friction-feed applications.

During operation the Imagewriter is

relatively noisy, but the machine is totally

silent in the standby mode. The ribbon
cartridge is quick and simple to change.

Conveniently, paper feed is

bidirectional— forward or reverse, without
the threat of jamming. The control buttons
are well placed and designed for ease of
use. You can execute a form feed, for
example, then reselect for on-line operation

before the form feed has completed. When
the paper stops, the select light will come
on, indicating the printer is back on-line.

This kind of attention to detail makes
working with the Imagewriter a pleasure.
The unit has three print modes: draft,

standard, and quality. Naturally, draft is

the fastest, and most closely approximates

the output of the average dot-matrix

printer. On the Mac. the standard mode
reproduces text and graphics just as they

appear on the hi-res screen. In the quality

mode, a second pass is made for every

pass of the standard mode. This makes
the resulting copy darker and, more im-

portant, fills in the dots of the matrix for

a fully-formed look.

A la carte, the Imagewriter lists for

$695, which is a good price considering

its quality and features. However, bundled

with the Mac, the unit goes for $200 less.

I am quite sure that most Macs are ordered

with Imagewriter. To do otherwise at the

price would be sheer folly.

Documentation
Macintosh documentation is uniformly

superlative. It is colorful, thorough, lively,

and fun to read throughout. IBM could
take a lesson from Apple on this account.

Included with the documentation is a

training disk and audio cassette. The
cassette is from Windham Hill Records
and includes some very mellow jazz piano.

Like the Mac itself, the Mac documentation

exudes simplicity and class.

As we shall now discover, the Macintosh
is very easy to use, just as the documen-
tation is easy to read. The entire goal was
to create a system that is powerful, yet

utterly painless to use.

Toward a Philosophy of Software
Though the story of the Mac is unde-

niably a story of hardware breakthroughs,

it is just as much a history of solid software

effort. The Macintosh is the first piece of

consumer hardware to display a defined

software philosophy. Before we can truly

understand the Mac, we must make a
swift digression to grasp that philosophy
and trace the software history of the Mac.

Indeed, the hardware technology neces-

sary to bring you the Macintosh is quite
fresh. But the basic concepts underlying
Mac software are more than ten years

litt
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Figure 3. Benchmark program and results.
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Figure 4. Pull-down menu overlaps Macintosh logo.
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CAN SAVE YOU UP TO $250.

AND THATAIN'T HAYES!
You can bank on it. Your outlay will be less than

if you settle for our major competitor, but not

your output! A Password modem sends and

receives up to 1 20 words a minute. Provides

both 1 200 and 300 baud capacity. Offers total

interchangeability that lets you transmit in-

formation from any make microcomputer to

any other make. And your investment is

protected by a 2-year warranty.

Unlike our major competitor. Password
'

delivers operating simplicity, plus the

convenience of uncommon portability.

Thanks to lighter weight, it goes almost

anywhere. And because of the ingenuity

of Velcro strips, it attaches wherever

you need it. from the side of a desk to

the side of a computer!

This means that Password ' doesn't tie you

down, and its price won't hold you up. It features

auto-dial, auto-answer, and even knows when
to disconnect. If you're cost conscious.

but refuse to sacrifice high-speed

capability and performance, hook up
with the right modem— Password

The smart decision.

PASSWORD
by U.S. Robotics, Inc.

vl

1 123 W Washington

Chicago. IL 60607
Phone:(312)733-0497

'Based on suggests d
comparisons o'US Robotics

M crocompuler Pre:



old. It has taken until 1984 to realize

them in a relatively low-cost machine.
Yet the imagery used in the Macintosh

1984 commercial is quite apt. In the
category of software, the Mac is truly an
innovator and may actually get its chance
to bring down the well entrenched big
blue guard. The system software, as well
as the two existing pieces of truly finished
applications software currently available
for the Macintosh, MacPaint and Mac-
Write, are the direct result of five years
of Apple research and development with
the Lisa machine and its software. And
that research was based on an earlier five

years of effort begun and built upon at

Xerox PARC (Palo Alto Research Center).
As a result, even the most severe critic

might agree that Macintosh software sets
new precedents for ease of use. Harnessing
the power of formidable bit-mapped
graphics resolution, along with mouse
pointer technology, the user is guided
through available functions using three

- BUSINESS/PERSONAL -

main methods: the icon, the window, and
the pull-down menu (Figure 4). AH rely

on the mouse pointer peripheral, rather

than the keyboard, for input.

Icons are pictures that represent ideas.

On the Mac, a disk is depicted as a small
picture of a disk. Deletions move into a
small garbage can. Word processing docu-
ments appear as tiny typewritten pages.
Graphics documents appear with tiny paint-

brushes on them. Systems programs take
the form of mini-Macs.
Now if we assume that a computer user

knows how to read, which may or may
not be a safe assumption, why use icons
when you could just as well spell things
out? Well for one thing, there is an im-
mediate spatial recognition of icons, and
as lexical cues are used alongside them,
the icons act to help the system work
more "intuitively."

Want to "throw something away?" Use
the mouse to pick it up and put it in the
garbage can— it's that simple. Point, click.

reposition, click. And until you "put the

garbage out," you can go back into the

can and retrieve anything you have put

there.

Windows are just that: they are movable,
re-sizable viewports into documents, ap-

plications, and functions. Multiple windows
can be opened and closed, stacked on the

screen, then selected with the mouse. They
can be tailored to sit side by side or one
on top of another. You may choose to

keep your desk as clear or as cluttered as

you want it to be.

The idea here again is to make things

work more intuitively. The more the

computer can appear as an actual "elec-

tronic desk top," the easier it will be to

use. Windows allow you to "shuffle papers"

just as you would on an actual desk. In

fact, there is probably a correlation be-
tween the messiness of a user's real life

desk top and his Macintosh desk top.

Pull-down menus make choosing com-
mand functions as simple as possible. A

Mac Microsoft Basic

Abigail Reifsnyder

Those of us who have had our Macs for
a while have been champing at the bit for
more software—one can only do so much
with Macs Paint and Write. So it was with
much excitement that I opened my copy
of Microsoft Basic for the Mac. I soon
discovered that Microsoft Basic for the
Macintosh is just that: Microsoft Basic—

a

strict translation whose two best features
are that it is Microsoft Basic and that it is

out, but whose most remarkable feature
is that it does practically nothing to take
advantage of the special capabilities of
the Macintosh. Sure, it has windows; sure,
it uses the mouse; and, yes, it does include
commands to let you access the Macintosh
ROM routines. But there is more to the
Mac than windows and mice.
When you first call up MS Basic, you

see the familiar menu bar at the top of
the screen, an empty "untitled" window,
and a small command window at the
bottom. The command window is where
you type in commands while the output
window displays everything you type in
exactly as you type it along with the results
of your program as it runs.

The menu bar includes the standard
Apple menu with the desk accessories
and three MS Basic menus: File, Edit,
and Control. The File menu includes six

(not three, as indicated in the manual)
commands that act on program files: New,
Open..., Close, Save, Save as..., and Quit.

All of these commands operate in much
the same way as they do with MacWrite
and MacPaint, warning you in "dialog
boxes" if you are trying to do something
that will cause you to lose the current
file. The one exception to this is the Open...
command which expects you to remember
the name of the file (or the name of another
disk) you want to open. (In both MacWrite
and MacPaint, all the files on the disk are
listed alphabetically in the dialog box.)
The Edit menu allows you to Cut, Paste,
and Copy—but only one line at a time.
(There is no full-screen editing, but more
on that later.) Finally, the Control menu
has seven commands that control program
execution and output: Stop, Continue,
Suspend, List, Run, Trace on, and Trace
off. These functions can be invoked from
the command window or through keystroke
commands as well as from the menu.
You may also call onto the screen up

to three List windows where your code is
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List window displays portion of simple
program which accepts mouse input.

displayed; you can scroll through using
the scroll bar at the side of the window.
The advantage to having three of them is,

presumably, to facilitate comparisons and
cutting and pasting among different parts
of a program. The usefulness of this feature
is limited since you can edit only one line

of code at a time; if you want to move a
block of code, you are better off just re-

entering it. Perhaps, if you were able to
run two or more programs simultaneously,
this feature would be more useful for
comparisons. As it is, it seems to be merely
a bell or a whistle, take your pick.

This version of MS Basic does have
some special features such as LINE and
BOX statements, mouse functions, and
double precision variables. GET and PUT
statements are especially powerful in this

version of Basic, since they allow you to
store a screen graphic into an array that

can be put anywhere else on the screen.
This facilitates such things as dragging a
picture around the screen and creating
the effect of animating an object. The
mouse functions make it easy to write
programs that respond to mouse inputs
(mouse position, single click, double click

and drag).

Unfortunately, these new features do
not compensate for the slap-dash feel of
this implementation of Basic on the Mac-
intosh. It could be much more than this.

Not having a full-screen editor to edit

source code undermines the advantages
of both the windows and the mouse. In
fact, the program works in such a way
that the mouse is more annoying than
helpful. Another particularly glaring gap
in the capabilities of this Basic is the lack
of any commands to address the four
sound channels of the Mac. (Someone
forgot that computers can make noise!)
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list of command headings appears on the
ruler at the top of the screen. Each heading
indicates a category of command. By
pointing the mouse to a heading, then
pressing the mouse button, the available
commands under that heading "pull-down."
You may then scroll down through the
menu. When the mouse highlights your
choice, you let go of the button and that
command is implemented.
And folks, take it from me: one pull-

down menu is worth a thousand modes.

Mode Indigo
Socrates' wisdom cannot be responsibly

challenged, and his statement concerning
knowledge and ignorance certainly applies
here. The simpler we can make a tool,
the more the uses to which it will suggest
itself. But perhaps we can take the advice
even a bit further. Perhaps true wisdom
comes by sifting the pertinent facts from
the impertinent facts.

Impertinent facts are a distraction from

The Print function is less than obvious.
For example, if you pick Print from the

main menu, it merely opens the file you
chose. That's it. I don't understand why
Print is even on the menu. (To print the
file, you have three options once you
open the file. You can use the Save as...

command and save it as LPT1 choosing
the ASCII option. Or you can enter Hist

in the command window. Finally, list,

"lptl :" will print your file.)

Also, while you can print the entire

screen, everything in the List window,
and anything sent directly to the printer

by the running program, you cannot print

the output window. As a result, a program
which displayed the textfaces available

via routines in ROM in the output window
was unable to print them. Printing the

entire screen gave only the textfaces
currently on the screen, and sending the

list output directly to the printer resulted

in a complete list, none of which was in

the appropriate face.

On the other hand, a convenient feature

is that you may save a file three ways: as
ASCII, Binary, or Protected. Once you
save a file with the protected option, you
cannot modify it in any way.

One final complaint: the manual. It is

adequate to get you started, but much
too much space is devoted to explaining

such things as how to comfortably view
two List windows simultaneously. Mean-
while, the "Macintosh Toolbox Support"
appendix consists merely of a listing of

commands with no indication as to what
they will do for you. This is typical of this

package as a whole: there's nothing really

wrong, but there's nothing particularly

right either. For $150, I think it's fair to

expect a little more to be right.
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the knowledge at hand and detract from
insight—detract from clarity in the ex-
pression of what we do care to know. For
a pertinent example, we might consider
the concept of "modes" in conventional
computer software.

In a typical word processor of any real
power, there are multiple command modes,
each with its own set of subcommands.
To make even the simplest change to
existing text, you must know all about
available command modes and how they
work. Every minute of the sidereal day
someone makes a mistake on a computer
and mutters some variation on the line,

"Shoot. Wrong mode."
Or consider the idea of embedded

command codes. As we scroll our way
through life, we insert numerous tiny mon-
strosities like .pa and .np and .ul into our
text, and accept these as commonplace,
necessary evils. They are not English. They
have nothing to do with the actual matters
at hand. Yet they are frequently the root
cause of wasted revision time, i.e., "Shoot.
It should have indented there, but I forgot
the period in front of the .pa code."

Parochialists wonder what the problem
is with modes. Sure, they require real
effort to understand, and nothing about
them is in the least bit intuitive. But effort
is what separates the wheat from the chaff,

right? The men from the boys. The smart ies

from the dummies. If you can't learn about
modes, then maybe computers aren't for
you.

Understand?
Certainly some users would prefer to

be perceived as micro-Merlins. Perhaps
the more cryptic a command code, the
better. This category of user perceives
the eventuality of real democratization of
computer power with something akin to
melancholia.

Imagine how depressed the very first

auto owners must have been when the
Model T started popping up everywhere.
It became harder to feel superior.

But the fact of the matter is that even
for those of us with the faculties to com-
prehend cryptic command codes and
modes, the way of icons, windows, and
pull-down menus is a better way. We do
not care to waste time reminding ourselves
that CTRL-D deletes in the insert mode
but implies a DOS instruction in the
command mode. These are impertinent
facts— facts we are the more intelligent

for being without. We are much better
served when thinking about an application
itself rather than about the applications
program that frames it.

A Four-Year-Old Can Understand
The notions of the pull-down menu,

adjustable-sized window, pointer-based icon
system, and document "stacking," are
generally credited to Alan Kay, founder
of the Learning Research Group at Xerox's

Palo Alto Research Center. (Kay has spent
the last two years at Atari, but shortly
before press time announced he was leaving
to join Apple computer. One can only
imagine what this alliance may foster.)

Kay's great leap of faith was to embrace
Socrates' principle— to embark upon the
design of a computer that could be learned,
and then productively used, in minutes.
To put the case more clearly, Kay's

ideal was to design a computer that a
child could not only use, but want to use.
Kay knows that adults will put up with all
sorts of bilious gobbledygook in order to
work with computers. A child will not.
He will either produce real results without
formal training, or he will lose interest
and walk away.
And so at PARC, and later at Apple,

development progressed on a computer
system so straightforward, so intuitive,
that adults and children would not only
comprehend, but embrace it.

What is all the ballyhoo about the Apple
Macintosh, you ask? Why the hue and
cry? Why the excitement over this crazy-
looking little beast? I have tried to explain,
but it would be best if you got yourself to
a Macintosh sometime soon. Give yourself
a half an hour, and you will then have a
better idea of what the power of the
machine truly is.

If, after a session with it, you still have
no concept of what makes the Mac the
most promising computer introduction of
the '80s, don't despair. You have simply
been sitting in the blue glow of the Or-
wellian viewscreen with the other drones
for far too long. Get yourself a four-year-
old child, and ask him to fill you in.

But thpre we go with that word "promise"
again. Better be careful. For as it stands,
the Macintosh is a more powerful machine
for what it promises than for what it

delivers.

Let us now examine exactly what it

does deliver.

Systems Software
The following program is provided on

the systems disk:

• Finder. A document management
system that allows creation of new docu-
ments, opening, closing, copying, renaming,
and deleting of existing documents, appli-
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Display ofsome systems functions.
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cations, and files, and movement of same

on or between disks and folders. Folders

allow documents to be arranged hierarchic-

airy. Finder allows you to obtain directories

by icon. name. date, size, and kind.

The following systems functions can be

called up during Finder or any other ap-

plication, and concurrent with each other:

• Calculator. Looks, and works, just

like an actual calculator. Results can be

cut and pasted into other documents or

applications. Numbers can be entered

from the keyboard, numeric keypad, or

using the mouse to point and click screen

"buttons."

• Clock. Shows the current date and

time. You can copy the date and time to

paste into other accessories or documents.

You can also set an alarm function.

• Key Caps. Allows you to use the

mouse to enter text. Its real utility is to

display available special graphics char-

acters obtained by holding down the

OPTION or SHIFT key.

• Puzzle. A pure bit of whimsy. Some-

thing to play with when you need a break.

A sliding tile puzzle simulation that will

take you back to your childhood. Docu-

mentation quote: "unfortunately, you can't

pry out the little plastic tiles when you get

frustrated."

• Note Pad. A place you can jot down a

few notes and keep them separate from

the document you are working on. Or
type text and edit it even if you are using

an application that doesn't allow for text

editing. Using the cut and paste option,

you can move text from the notepad to a

document or application.

• Scrapbook. A place to keep pictures

and text you use frequently. This might

include your letterhead or even a "moused"

version of your signature. A graphic

equivalent to the text storage of Note

Pad.
• Control Panel. Lets you set system

defaults, including speaker volume, date

and time, blink rates, key repeat rate,

keyboard touch, mouse sensitivity, mouse
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The Control Panel allows the userto con-

figure Mac defaults.

double-click speed, and desktop graphics

pattern. Most control pattern settings are

remembered even when the system is

powered down.

The following packages are offered free

for a limited time to the Macintosh pur-

chaser:
• MacPaint. The most powerful mono-

chrome graphics system ever offered on

a microcomputer, MacPaint is the showcase

program for the Macintosh and currently

the best available demo of the capabilities

of the machine. It gives you a set of tools

( Figure 5) that allows you to create sophis-

ticated screen graphics in seconds. Contrary

to the opinions of some reviewers, I believe

MacPaint does provide dramatic new abil-

ities even to those who lack underlying

skills. Perhaps you literally "cannot draw

a straight line"; the Mac will make sure

the line you draw is straight. I have been

needing a tool like MacPaint for a very

long time, without even knowing it. Now
in 20 minutes I can create charts and

diagrams that would have been scrubbed

before the Macintosh appeared because

of the time and effort they would have

required.

MacPaint is an image processor that

handles images in the way that a word

processor handles text. Its resolution is

extremely good. Figure 6 is an example,

drawn in about 40 minutes by Karen Brown

of our typesetting department. Figure 7

took her about half that time. Total effort

was nearly an hour.

As a graphics aid, MacPaint is a serious

tool. And as a toy. it is exquisite. It is the

ultimate executive doodler.

• Mac Write. The ultimate "see what

you'll get" word processor. Easy to use,

yet powerful. Does most things you might

expect, including moving blocks of text,

find and replace, line spacing, headers

and footers, centering, margins, page num-

bers, justification, tabs, and decimal tabs.

In addition to the expected functions.

MacWrite has some special functions all

its own.
For starters, what you see on the screen

is exactly what the finished document

will look like. There are no embedded

codes. Because even the "text mode" of

the Macintosh is entirely bit-mapped as

hi-res graphics, you can look at the CRT
and see the printed page.

In addition, you may choose between

multiple fonts, multiple point sizes, and

multiple style options including bold, italic,

underline, and "shadowed" text. If and

when you choose to reformat a document,

changing a margin or line-spacing, the

document reformats right before your eyes

on the screen. There is no guesswork

with MacWrite concerning the look of

the hard copy. If you are coming from a

word processor that would print an entire

document underlined because you forgot

a single closing underline control char-

acter, you will find MacWrite an extremely

refreshing development.

All text selection functions are performed

by the mouse. Position and click, then

move through the text you want to mark

and it will automatically be highlighted.

Position and click. Now you can cut and

paste, move, delete, copy, change font,

point, or alter typestyle of the selected

text.

To change formats within a single

document, you simply insert a new ruler,

reflecting the format change. If you wish

then to return to the original format at a

Figure 5. MacPaint palette.
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Figure 6. Single portrait manipulated by MacPaint.
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New TGS Version with Special Free

Expansion Module works with KoalaPad

and (iibson I.i^ht Pen M

THE GRAPHIC SOLUTION
Solve your toughest communication problems with the

Graphic Solution
1"

, a sophisticated, new graphics package

from Accent Software.

With precise, multi-speed

ANIMATION create captivating sales

presentations and product demon-

strations that will both intrigue and

inform your clients and customers.

Watch their reactions; youll see your

messages getting through.

Develop educational materials

and training aids that MIX TEXTAND GRAPHICS on

the screen, breathing new life into abstract, hard-to-grasp

concepts. Mix programs too.

Images can be displayed on back-

grounds loaded from any of your

other programs. Construct custom

TYPEFACES AND TYPESIZES to

balance the visual elements.

Tired of run-of-the-mill business

graphics? Change standard charts

and graphs into colorfulTHREE DIMENSIONAL
PERSPECTIVES. Add text and animate the data to show the

relative rates of change for your most important information.

Like cash flow projections. Or revenue estimates.

Plot flowcharts, time and motion

studies, industrial process flows with

COLOR-CODED ELEMENTS high-

lighting critical paths. Animate the

sequences to show how flows actually

progress.

Work with live action? Prepare

film and videotape storyboards using

the unique FRAME-BY-FRAME graphic sequencer that

lets you create and animate a video story before shooting.

Whatever your graphic communication demands—in the

business world, the arts, industry,

education—The Graphic Solution™

at $149.95 has the answer. Take a

hard look at The Graphic Solution.

You'll like what you see.

The Graphic Solution requires a

48K Apple II withROM Applesoft

and DOS 3. 3.

See your local dealer or

send $10.00 for a demonstration diskette to:

ACCENT SOFTWARE, INC.
4546 El Camino Real, Suite S. Los Altos, Calif . 94022, Telephone 415-949-2711

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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Figure 7. A MacPaint original.

later point in the document, simply copy
and paste the original ruler itself at the
point you desire.

You may also paste graphics created
with MacPaint directly into MacWrite files.

Other Announced Software
In addition to these two already released

packages, Apple has announced the follow-

ing packages for release soon:
• Mac Terminal. A terminal communi-

cations package for the Macintosh.
• MacDraw. A business graphics

package.

• MacProject. A project management
system for supervisors.

• Macintosh Basic. Apple's version of
the popular programming language will

allow a program trace to run alongside a
listing in one window, while the program
itself runs in another.

• Macintosh Pascal. Apple's Macintosh
Pascal will be interpretive rather than com-
piled, which may make Pascal a popular
Mac programming environment.

• Assembler/Debugger. What every
68000 aficionado is waiting for.

• Macintosh Logo. Announced for
release in the fall.

Microsoft has announced several Mac-
intosh packages for imminent release, and
Microsoft chief Bill Gates has voiced a
serious commitment to support of the Mac-
intosh machine. We wanted to get a look
at Macintosh Multiplan. the popular linking

spreadsheet package, but no release copy
was available at press time. We did manage
a look at Microsoft Basic for the Mac
(see sidebar). Other packages promised
by the company are Chart, a business
graphics package: Word, a word processing
program; and File, a database management
system.

There is that word again—promised.
We were promised a copy of Multiplan
nearly two months ago and have yet to
see it. That sometimes happens with
promises: they get broken.

Taking the Bads with the Goods
The astute among you may have de-

tected by now that I have been storing up
my criticisms of the Macintosh— holding
them in abeyance until the full complement
of Mac "goods" was laid before you. It
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should be obvious to you now that the

Mac does represent a significant break-
through, both in hardware and in software.

It should also be clear that the true

concern is whether the machine will live

up to its undeniable promise.
Fine. It is now time to lay out the "bads."
• The Macintosh does not have enough

RAM memory. To those of us used to
48K and 64K machines, 128K may sound
like plenty. But that is a rather misleading
statistic. Between the video display, oper-
ating system, and an application like

MacWrite, when booted, you are left with
little more free RAM than a typical Apple
lie.

The answer we have heard regarding
this complaint is that when 256K RAM
chips become available, you will be able
to upgrade your Macintosh to 512K. This
is a promise that will undoubtedly be ful-

filled. The question is when 256K RAM
chips will become available, and how much
they will cost. An optimistic guess might
be Christmas or so, but you never know.
We are depending on the Japanese to
provide us with plentiful 256K technology.
As for cost, well, chips are expensive

when they're newborn. At the outset, 256K
RAMs might cost upwards of $80 apiece.
That would make the Mac memory up-
grade quite a costly one. And who knows
what Mac owner demand might do to
RAM chip prices?

The bottom line on this point is that it

might be two years or so before you can
inexpensively give your Mac enough RAM
to be truly useful. And it is possible that

large-scale software development for the
Mac will be stalled until 512K systems
become standard.

• Single microfloppy storage is slow
and inadequate. One arena where Apple
has not fared well of late is in custom
drive configurations. Sony drives on other
systems run quickly and silently. That is

why I was surprised that the single-drive

Mac system is so slow and cumbersome.
Creating a new startup disk seems to take
an eternity, and repeated disk swaps are
the norm.
As with the RAM situation, 400K storage

is a misleading figure. The operating system
takes up fully half of that, and a typical

application program, such as MacWrite,
another 50K. That leaves little more free
disk space than on the typical Apple He
drive.

External disk systems will not be avail-

able for some time, as the limited supply
of existing Sony drives must be earmarked
for new Macs. And even the availability
of the external drive will not transform
Mac storage as dramatically as one might
hope.

The best answer to this problem is the
promise of the Sony double sided drive.
This could become the default external
drive system, to be used in conjunction

with the existing single sided internal drive.

Certainly some type of hard disk will

play a big role in the Mac's future, and as

all software applications we have seen so
far have been released without copy pro-

tection, application programs could be
moved over to hard disk easily. Davong
has announced a third-party Mac Win-
chester drive for release soon.

I must also register displeasure with

the disk ejection procedure. To remove a
disk from the drive, you must close every-

thing down, quit your current application,

and request an eject from systems software.

I understand that this procedure is for my
own protection, but it is a drag. In a way
it reminds me of 1975 cars. Remember
those? They wouldn't start unless you had
your seatbelt fastened.

Everybody ended up hot wiring them
to get around the interlock— even people
who wear seat belts. I can just imagine a
pile of unbent paper clips sitting in front

of every Macintosh in the nation.

• There are no internal expansion slots

or external expansion busses. What's the

big deal about that, right? The Mac already

has everything you need. Well you might
have said the very same of the old Apple
II back in 1977. So many expansion slots,

way back when there was no firmware to
plug in them. That situation changed quick-
ly. Nowadays many Apple owners wish
they had another three or four slots. By
precluding easy hardware expansion on
the Mac, Apple writes off a major com-
ponent of its early success—expansion
flexibility. Sure, it might take some imagin-
ation at first to envision the kinds of cards
the Mac might need. But if an expansion
bus were available, people would start to
invent them.

On the same score, it is lamentable that
the Mac does not sport an internal modem
standard (or at least the capacity to add a
modem internally). The circuitry is much
less expensive than it typically sells for
and is certainly compact enough to have
fit inside the Mac. To charge an extra
$300 for the external Mac modem almost
suggests— I shudder to say— tactics typical

of Apple's main competitor.
• Mac Write has some severe limitations.

Although MacWrite has some very re-

freshing features and is a joy to use overall,

it is not a serious word processing tool.
Part of this relates to the RAM and disk
storage shortage of the machine. I was
flabbergasted to discover that the 128K
Mac is capable of supporting MacWrite
documents no longer than 10 pages in

length. After it reaches the last available
byte, it will accept not one more character.
And to make matters worse, document
files cannot be chained.
Other problems, however, will not be

remedied by a simple RAM upgrade. Lack
of directional cursor keys, for example,
was to my mind a major omission. I under-
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Finally;computergamesyou want your kids to play.
Spinnaker makes computer games kids love to play.

But some of our biggest fans are parents.

Because on top of all the fun and excitement our games
have something more. True educational value. They help

develop a child's learning skills, in all kinds of fun ways.

5o Spinnaker games aren'tjust computer games. They're
Learning Games.

They're written by top educators who know how to make
learning fun. And by expert game programmers, who use
colorful graphics, animation and sound to make our games
so exciting your kids may not even realize they're learning.

They're having too good a time!

That's why children love us. And parents love us.

And why we're already the leader In the field of home edu-
cational software.

5o if you're looking for computer games that you'll like as
much as your kids will, look for Spinnaker Early Learning
Games (ages 3-8) and Learn-
ing Discovery Games
(ages 6-12) at your
local retailer.

5pinnaker. We're
giving computer
games a good name.
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We make learning fun.
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New Grist for the Mill

Arlan Levitan

Aside from all of the conjecture by
professional micro watchers about whether
the public, computer dealers, software

houses, and businesses are ready for a
machine as radical as the Macintosh, there

was one sector of the industry that was
well prepared: The Rumor Mill. The first

Macs had no sooner been barely burned
in by their new owners, than the Mill

embraced the new machine and went into

full production.

The undisputed leader in the rumor
race is system memory. Tales abound about

late year introduction of a "Fat Mac"
with 512K of memory. Although perfectly

serviceable, the present 128K system does
present some limitations, particularly in a

single disk drive configuration. Swapping
disks during the process of back-up upwards
of 20 times is nobody's idea of fun and
games and takes at least five minutes per

disk, even for the most fleet-fingered user.

Additional memory will aid more than

just disk duplication. Although a fairly

straightforward memory management sys-

tem allows programs whose total size

exceeds memory to run on 128K Macs,
execution is slowed considerably by the

amount of disk access involved in such
operations. More RAM will significantly

speed up the execution of programs that

rely on overlays at this time.

To top things off, Mitch Kapor of Lotus

Systems has flatly stated that their "1-2-3

like" product for Mac that will hit the

streets late this year or first quarter of '85

will require 512K to run at all.

The culprit here is ol' Adam Smith's

law of supply and demand. Apple intended

the Mac to be released as a 5I2K machine,

but industry predictions of the availability

of 256K dynamic RAM chips fell short of

the mark, and as a result, type 41256
RAM chips still command prices of $60
to $85 apiece. Since the popular 4164
series 64K chips are going for $5 or less

these days, don't expect to see Fat Macs
floating around in quantity until 256K
chip production is well ramped up and
prices fall to at least half of their current

level.

Apple has maintained a generous attitude

toward upgrades for its installed base of

users in the past, and their Mac minions
will be no exception. Loose talk in the

most popular watering holes of Cupertino
pegs the cost of a 128 to 51 2K upgrade at

about $700. Since the Mac memory chips

are soldered directly to the system board.

the upgrade will consist of a complete
system board swap, with the old boards
being returned to the factory for retooling.

Do-it-yourselfers would be well advised

to leave such an upgrade to their local

dealer. The system board is a four-layer

affair, and even Mr. Wizard would have a

hard time not bungling that amount of

delicate solder sucking and re-installation.

Second place in the rumor sweepstakes

goes to the introduction of double-sided

drives with 800K total storage capacity as

soon as Sony can supply them in quantities

in line with Apple's requirements. Best

guess on availability at this point is early

1985. Even more interesting are claims

being made by some hardy souls, who
have pried open their Macs to poke around

inside, that with a simple retooling of the

Mac faceplate there is just enough room
to cram two disk drives instead of one in

the system unit itself. Sources at Apple
refused to deny the possibility of such a

move in the future.

Expect to see third party external drives

competing with Apple's own $500 add-on

by mid summer at prices that may force

Apple or its dealers to cut at least $100
off the selling price.

RPN (Reverse Polish Notation) operation

was dropped as an option on the Finder's

Calculator at the last moment. Don't believe

it? Check out the calculator on the Guided

Tour disk.

A new release of the Finder is reportedly

in the works and will be ready to be
shipped by Fall. Finder updates will require

a trip to your dealer.

If you think that students purchasing

their systems through the Mac College

Consortium program are getting a bargain,

the sales people at your local Apple dealer

are said to be getting an absolute steal

through a program called Own-a-Mac. Ab-
solutely unimpeachable sources tag com-
plete systems consisting of a Mac system

unit, Imagewriter printer, MacPac carrying

case, MacPaint/MacWrite, Microsoft

Multiplun, and a box of ten disks at an
otherwise unbelievable $1 100! Looks like

Jobs and company are taking no chances
in generating a high degree of sales force

enthusiasm.

To round things out, an extremely high-

resolution RGB color monitor version of

Mac is said to be in the wings for spring

1986. By that time 512K black and white

Macs with double-sided internal drives

will be going for less than $2000. Price of

the Rainbow Mac is rumoured to be cur-

rently targeted at $2995. But why wait

two years when you could be Mac'ing

around right now.
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stand and appreciate that the mouse is

quite capable of handling this input for

me. But when all I wish to do is move the

cursor to the lefthand margin and up six

lines, I would like to do it without having

to remove my fingers from the keyboard.

Many application functions on the Mac
make use of "expert keys" to allow short-

cuts through nested menu selections. My
general understanding of pointer phil-

osophy has always been to offer a choice.

Both means of control should be constantly

available, so that the decision of how to

input is left to the user. To have elimin-

ated keyboard cursor movement entirely

from MacWrite is in my opinion a flagrant

example of mouse chauvinism on the part

of Apple.

MacWrite will not calculate a word
count, has no spell-checking, merge, or

hyphenation capability, and will not allow

a column width wider than 80 characters*.

In short, MacWrite in its current form
is too limited to be of real use to anyone
who does a lot of writing.

• The system is monochrome-only.
Despite rumors to the contrary, (see

sidebar) the Macintosh is likely to remain

a black and white system. The circuitry

to drive a color printer is already in place,

but don't bother holding your breath for

an ultra-hi-res RGB tube to replace the

current Macintosh CRT.
• MS-DOS compatibility is ruled out.

As I have said many, many times, though

MS-DOS may be a mediocre standard, it

is a standard nonetheless. Apple has

decided to challenge IBM on this and

could not have started off on better footing

than it has with the Mac. But if it is IBM
compatibility you have in mind, don't look

to the Mac. If you must have an IBM-
compatible Mac, you can buy a Compaq
and plug it into the same power strip.

• The Macintosh will not multitask. I

mention this not as a criticism, but because

it is a fact largely overlooked by Mac re-

viewers. The main difference between the

Mac and the Lisa is that the Lisa can run

more than one program at a time. Not so

the Macintosh. You may open multiple

document windows from MacWrite or from

the Finder. But whatever multitasking

abilities the Mac finally inherits will come
from cleverly designed software modules—
not from within the Mac itself. It is a

tribute to Apple's marketing that this fact

has remained so obscure.
• You can't use a Mac away from a

desk. Unless you have a place to do your
pointing, you won't be going very far with

your mouse. It would be nice if Apple or

a third-party company were to offer a

MacBall trackball, so that the Mac could

be used in bed, reclining on the couch, or

in the back seat of a Buick. Our artist/

typesetter Karen Brown said she would
have preferred using a graphics tablet to

compose her drawings. Perhaps Koala
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Technologies will remedy this situation

shortly.

• MacPaint has an easel size limitation.

The screen window cannot be re-sized

from MacPaint; it presents a 4" x 6" window
on an 8 1/2" x 11" page. It is still quite

possible to draw shapes larger than the

window size, but the process may seem
disjointed and cumbersome.

• Forget about external video. Because

of its non-standard ultra-high resolution,

there are no plans to offer a larger, external

Mac monitor. The lack of an external

video connector jack bespeaks this. I feel

this may change as the Mac enters college

classrooms, however. Having taught my
share of microcomputer courses, I can

vouch for the tremendous help a second

monitor can be when 40 students all need

to see the same screen at the same time.

With the Mac going into colleges and uni-

versities nationwide, a remedy to the ex-

ternal video restraint may be forthcoming.

• Macintosh software development is

an involvedprocess. Although many inter-

face aids are offered in ROM, develop-

ment and debugging of Mac programs is

currently slow going. Witness the delays

from even the largest and smartest software

houses around. Because the Mac strives

for such high standards, it calls for the

absolute most from the absolute best. As
a result, it is unlikely that Macintosh

software packages will flood the market

before the end of the year.

I have never criticized a new machine

for the lack of software. When the IBM
PC came on the scene, there was literally

nothing available for it but a buggy word
processor. The Macintosh debuted with

MacWrite and MacPaint, both of which

have been thoroughly debugged, and these

programs promise an unbeatable standard

of software quality.

Closing Arguments
I simply wonder if this standard can be

upheld. The thought first occurred to me
as I played around with Microsoft Basic.

A Basic program running on the Mac
looks very much like a Basic program

running on any other machine, except for

its windows. Without the icon/window/

menu shells, the Mac is reduced to a

rather average machine.

It is up to talented programmers to

make the most of Macintosh ROM in

every program they develop. With it they

can meet the ambitious promise that is

the Apple Macintosh. Otherwise the Mac
may never develop the staying power it

needs.

We are still quite some distance from

the ideal machine Alan Kay envisioned

back in 1971 and christened the

'Dynabook." This is a computer the size

of a Model 100 with the power of a hundred

Macs. In a recent interview, he rather

cynically predicted that it would be the
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Japanese who would make the Dynabook
a reality. He told Allen Munro of St. Mac
magazine that the Macintosh was in point

of fact "no big deal."

That's the problem with people who
are vastly ahead of their time. The times

never seem to catch up. The Mac clocks

in at 8 MHz, but Kay is already imagining

what he could do with 12MHz. In my last

vestiges of prideful nationalism, I only

hope it is Apple, not NEC, that introduces

a 1000K 12 MHz machine two years from

now. Perhaps I will write about it using a

truly professional word processor running

on a 512K hard disk Macintosh
Of course Kay will still be cranky with

it, even when it does happen. If only he

had 20 MHz and 5000K in a case the size

of a box of Milk Duds. Then he could

really make things happen.

Well if anybody can pull off that kind

of miracle, it is probably Apple. Those
folks show a lot of promise.

CIRCLE 400 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Data Defenders by Ring
King. They're the finest quality

protection you can buy for the

information you have stored

on 5V4" mini-diskettes and
printout.

The Ring King 070 Tray holds

70 mini-diskettes in a tough
copolymer shell with security

lock. The Ring King Flip File II

binder holds 20 mini-diskettes

and converts to a desktop
index. Ring King Looseleaf Files

are punched to fit standard 3-

ring binders. Ring King Data
Binders hold up to 8" of 8V2"x
11" or 14%" x 11" unburst

printout.

Ask for Ring King Data Defen-

ders at your computer supply

dealer. Or send for our free, full-

color catalog of computer sup-

port products. Write Ring King

Visibles, Inc., 22 1 Second Ave-
nue, RO. Box 599, Muscatine,

Iowa 52761 . For customer serv-

ice, phone (800) 553-9647, in

Iowa (319) 263-8144.

DATA
DEFENDER

Ring
King
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Thenaturaldevelopmentfor
Commodore 64users

If you want to unlock the full potential of your
disk-based Commodore 64, you need Superbase 64
- the complete records-handling system that puts
business-style power and practicality at your
fingertips.

Invoices/Finance & Banking Membership
Collections Recipes Personal Filing Inventory
Prospects Management Accounts Home Finance
Records and many, many more!

Superbase " 64 solves a host of filing problems
with its easy record formatting, powerful indexing
and sorting, extensive outputting options, and its

Extended Basic programming capability.

And Superbase 64 comes with a simple-to-
follow manual and operators tutorial

so you'll have no trouble getting the
benefits straight away.

Superbase 64 - The complete information
control system for the Commodore 64.

From the authors of Easy Script & Easy Spell

Precision
Software

Consumer Products Division
Precision Software (USA), Inc.

Suite 1100, 820 Second Ave.,

New York, N.Y 10017
Tel: 212-490-1825

More information is available from your dealer or from
Precision Software direct.
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Inching Closer to the Perfect Portable

HewlettPackard

HP11D
The kinds of tasks to which men and

women have assigned computers have

always been related more directly to the

size of the computer than to the size of

the task. Sure, you can't solve differen-

tial equations in 1.5K (spare me the let-

ters, I may be wrong). But I am speaking

of size here as proportion as opposed to

power.

On the one extreme: the mainframe

the size of a nuclear submarine. Impres-

sive, but hard to love. On the other, the

credit card calculator. Cutest thing you

ever saw, but rather limited.

I play from time to time with a Sharp

PC- 1250 handheld computer, and it is

fun to see just how much code I can

cram into 1.5K. But the machine doesn't

have a whole lot of utility in the real

world. Its tangible contribution was to

help set the stage for more powerful and

more refined miniaturization.

Despite the current limitations of

most portable machines (and I mean by

this term internally powered "notebook

computers," not the Hernia- 1065, which

OEMs sewing machine cases from

Singer), the category has managed to

catch on. Perhaps we should pause to re-

flect for a moment on why this is so.

The Mind Appliance
What can computers do, anyway?

What good can they do for actual hu-

man beings on a day-to-day basis? That

is the question that portable designers

are attempting to answer, and the better

the answers they give, the more portable

computers they can sell. People have be-

gun to realize that having a computer

tag along with them is quite a helpful

concept. There is no certainly no threat

in a plastic computer the size of a dic-

tionary sitting on your airline tray table.

It zips into a carrying case just like your

toiletry kit, and you are much more

likely to hurt yourself with your razor.

Since May of 1983, 1 have been raving

about a portable computer called the

TRS-80 Model 100. In brief, its answers
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to the question posed above are as fol-

lows. It can:

• Provide bare-bones word processing

with a tolerable screen size.

• Maintain a database.

• Dial the phone from a list of stored

numbers.
• Keep time and maintain an auto-

matic calendar.

• Keep track of appointments.
• Act as a terminal for communica-

tion with mainframes and other micros.

• Provide Basic so you can program

your own applications.

This was a good set of starting cri-

teria, and the market agreed. Other
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manufacturers straightened up with a
snap. The portable market had been
born.

My Model 100 has 32K, which
seemed like quite a lot for a portable

—

until the subject at hand arrived. Sure, I

ran out of memory every time I rough-
drafted an article such as this one, but
you have to live with that kind of thing,

right?

Okay; this is not a Model 100 review.
I am using the Model 100 as a unit of
measure. Its capabilities have become
the standard by which to measure new
competitors.

When I first reviewed the Radio
Shack Model 100 in August of 1983, I

heralded the success of the machine as a
direct result of its increased screen size.

As opposed to its predecessor, the Epson
HX-20, the Model 100 gave you 40 col-

umns by 8 rows—the kind of screen size

you needed to actually get some work
done.

At the time, I gleefully anticipated the
advent of larger LCD screen sizes. I pre-
dicted that portables' screens would
come to reside in the flip-up lids that
protected their keyboards and that with
each increase in screen size, the ma-
chines would become more desirable.

That was not a difficult prediction to
make, and by the time Dave Ahl put to-

gether the notebook computer issue of
Creative Computing in January 1984,
fully four flip-up models had been an-
nounced (see sidebar).

Dream Machine
Also appearing in that January issue

was a piece by Dave called "The Ul-
timate Notebook Computer." Described
in some detail and depicted as an artist's

conception was a dream machine of ma-
jor, albeit diminutive, proportion. It was
an imaginative aggregate of all one
might want from a notebook portable.

Large display, large memory, built-in

software of great capability, modems,
adjustable screen angle; the list went on.
When the Hewlett-Packard HP 110

showed up at the lab a few days ago, I

was agog. I had heard that HP was go-
ing to do a notebook portable, but was
totally unprepared for what I saw.
My thoughts ran again and again to

the "ultimate portable." We have seen a
heck of a lot of notebook machines
around here, and some of them have
been rather impressive. We really use
notebook machines here (the first draft
of this piece was composed on one), and
we know how they stack up.

So I'll quit the long winded buildup
and move straight to the central theme:
the HP 110 is quite simply the finest

notebook computer available on the
market today.

It doesn't attempt to impress with
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$5000 plasma displays or touch screens
or mice or icons or even the sexiest de-
signer styling you will ever see. If offers
instead sheer power—more power than
nine out of ten current desk-top systems
by my thumbnail accounting—and the
sexiest ROM software you have ever
imagined.

The 110 offers unbelievable set of
specifications in an off-white box 13"

wide by 10* deep by 2-7/8" high, weigh-
ing 9 lbs. 2 oz. I dare say you may have
trouble suspending disbelief at a descrip-
tion of the features of the HP 1 10. It

sports a CMOS (complementary metal
oxide semiconductor) 8086 micro-
processor. This a true 16-bit micro-

HARDWARE
PROFILE

Name: Hewlett Packard HP 1 10

Type: Portable microcomputer

CPU: CMOS 8086, 16-bit

RAM: 272 K
ROM: 384K
Keyboard: 75-Key Selectric -style

half-stroke

Operating System: MS-DOS 2.11 in

ROM
Display Resolution: 80 characters

by 16 lines, 128 x 140 pixels

Ports: HP-1L, HP- IB, serial

RS-232, printer, modular phone
Dimensions: 13" x 10" x 3", 9 lbs.

Documentation: Preliminary at time
of evaluation.

Summary: The most powerful self-

contained portable computer
system ever offered.

Price: $2995

Manufacturer:
Hewlett Packard
19420 Homestead Rd.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408)725-8111

processor with a 16-bit data bus. It runs
at a clock rate of 5.33 megaHertz. That
is fast.

The HP 1 10 features 272K of non-
volatile CMOS RAM. That means that

you can turn the machine off and a
trickle charge keeps your information in-

tact within RAM memory. Another 8K
of RAM is dedicated to the screen dis-

play. This is a highly legible LCD screen

at 80 characters by 16 rows. With twice

the horizontal and vertical resolution of
the Model 100, the HP 110 display

makes a Model 100 screen seem pos-
itively claustrophobic. (In fairness, al-

though the Model 100 makes an
excellent yardstick, it is probably unfair

to compare it point for point with the

HP 1 10. The 1 10 beats it cold and also

costs four times as much.)
How they crammed all this stuff into

such a pretty little case is beyond me. I

wanted to take a screwdriver to it, but
had second thoughts. Not only is it rude
to dismantle a prototype on the first

date, but a mishap could end in tragedy.

So we'll follow up with a look inside the
HP 1 10 at a later date.

And legible LCD display? Talk to me
about legible LCD displays. The font is

not only clear but extremely handsome
with thick and thin strokes that emulate
a printed typeface. The 1 10 can plot 480
by 128 pixels in the bit-mapped mode,
and screen contrast is controllable di-

rectly from the keyboard.
It features 384K of CMOS ROM.

These are not typos, folks. Another 8K
of ROM is devoted to configuration and
serial number.
What is nearly 400K of ROM used

for? Well, an utterly complete version of
Lotus 1-2-3 resides inside the machine,
for one thing. That is the number one
selling integrated spreadsheet, statistical

graphics, and information management
package. Also in ROM are MemoMaker,
a full-function word processor; Personal
Applications Manager (a menu-based
MS-DOS shell); and a terminal commu-
nications package.

In addition to this built-in software,

there is the MS-DOS 2.1 1 operating sys-

tem. This makes reams of existing soft-

ware, including programs from the HP
150 touchscreen desktop computer (re-

viewed in the April issue of Creative

Computing), a distinctly compatible
possibility. It also makes the HP 110
compatible with other MS-DOS ma-
chines, like uh, the IBM PC, for

example.

And because all this software resides
in ROM there is more RAM room left

to these applications on the HP 1 10 than
most any other machines on which you
might imagine running them.
The keyboard is a half-stroke,

Selectric-style 75-key matrix, with eight
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Monitor Value and compatibility
for your Apple II, He.

The SAKATA SC-100 Composite Color Monitor is completely compatible with your Apple
Computers. Combining low distortion, exceptional linearity with true colors for vivid

graphics, SAKATA's SC-100 gives better performance and extra value.

See the complete line of SAKATA CRT monitors wherever personal computers are

sold...RGB High Resolution (SC-200) RGB Super High Resolution (SC-300) Monochrome
Green (SG-1000), Monochrome Amber (SA-1000).and SC-100 for Apple II and lie.

Or, write for illustrated and technical literature and prices.

"We Promise Performance."
Open up a new world for your Apple lie If you require 80
columns or super high graphics, use the SAKATA SC-200
RGB High Resolution monitor with the SAKATA XB-7 Board, 80
column/RGB extender board for your Apple lie.

SAKATAUSA CORPORATION
651 Bonnie Lane. Elk Grove Village. Illinois 60007
(312) 593-321 1 800-323-6647 (outside Illinois)

SC-200
Saiati

"Serving industry worldwide since
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special-function keys. We shall take a
closer look at the keyboard up ahead.
Power is supplied by three semi-

permanently installed, lead/acid D-cell

batteries. Lead/acids charge faster and
hold that charge longer than nicads. The
light, compact power adapter supplied
with the unit provides AC power and/or
recharge juice for the D-cells. Battery
life is estimated at 16 hours of continu-
ous use on a full charge. Of course, if

you use the batteries on a less stringent

duty cycle, they can last much longer be-
fore requiring a recharge. CMOS mem-
ory can be retained for a solid year while
the unit is off. The cells themselves are
rated at five years of service life.

From the main applications menu,
you get an automatic display of battery

condition. If power drops to less than
l.S hours, a low battery indication is dis-

played every eight minutes. If the power
dips below five percent, the machine
shuts itself off and can be powered back
on only when the AC adapter is attached
and functioning.

As you might have extrapolated in

your growing awe by now, a modem is

indeed built-in to the unit as well. It is a
300 baud direct-connect modem with
auto-answer and auto-dial, and it is ca-

pable of producing both pulse and tone
dial signals. It functions smoothly and
simply with the built-in telecommunica-

tions software.

The system also sports a built-in

clock/calendar, of course, with calendar
capability through December 31, 2079.
After that you'll require a ROM update.
Clock resolution is to a tenth of a sec-

ond, with an accuracy of two minutes
per month under normal conditions.

Multiple alarm and appointment keep-
ing functions are provided. Whenever an
application ruler is invoked, the time ap-
pears near the center of it—a very nice

touch.

In addition to all these features, it

must be mentioned that the HP 110 is

absolutely the sturdiest portable we have
seen to date. While we did not drop test

it from a height of three feet onto a con-
crete floor, we were told that the 1 10 can
withstand a 100-g force on all six sides.

It will withstand operating temperature
extremes of 32 to 115 degrees Fahr-
enheit (0 to 45 degrees Celsius). If it gets

hotter or colder, best to shut it off and
shove off.

For scientists and technicians on-site,

the HP 1 10 is probably the first practical

means of bringing a serious and power-
ful computer to the problem as opposed
to the other way around. It is built to

withstand tough field conditions that no
other portable would survive over term.

Hewlett Packard has always had very

exacting quality standards for its hard-

ware, and the Model 1 10 is in no way an
exception. But the story just begins with

the Model 1 10 itself.

Perfect Portable Peripherals
A special machine deserves a special

mass storage device, and the HP 1 10 will

have one. The HP 91 14 disk drive unit is

a Sony-format 3'/2
" hard-shell floppy,

capable of storing about 630K per dou-
ble-sided disk. And the unique fact set-

ting the 9114 apart is that it sports an
internal battery pack as well, making it

the first self-powered and self-contained

professional disk drive unit.

One battery charge will see you
through six to eight hours of use,

depending on the duty cycle. The dimen-
sions of the unit are 1 1 '/

2
* x 8" x 3* , at a

weight of a mere 5 lbs. 9 oz. The transfer

rate is 6K per second maximum with an
average access time of 497 milliseconds.

The 9114 drive is still very much in

prototype, and so we did not get a

chance to do more than read about it, as

you are doing. There is no doubt, how-
ever, that HP will make good on the

promise to deliver—probably around the

time you read this.

In the meantime, you can connect

existing HP floppy drives to the HP 1 10

using the HP-IL bus, standardized for

HP hardware. This makes daisy-chain-

ing of interface loop peripherals trivial.

The most obvious comparison to be
made with currently available portables

would be to match up the features of the

HP 1 10 with those of the PC-5000 from
Sharp.

HP 110 vs. Sharp PC-5000
Both machines offer an 80-column

flip-up LCD display, MS-DOS com-
patibility, built-in modem, ROM soft-

ware, and a carrying weight in the

neighborhood of 10 lbs.

The Sharp unit cannot match the ba-

sic specs of the HP 1 10, but then it must
be noted that it is $500 cheaper with

modem (S2350) than the HP machine.

Without the modem feature, the PC-
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Lotus 1-2-3 software comes built into the HP 110. The keyboard. Note linear cursor key placement.

Additionally, the HP 110 contains a

standard RS-232C interface for setting

up serial devices, and provisions to inter-

face with HP-IB peripherals as well.

Because RAM memory is partitioned

into theoretical silicon drives A and B,

external drives are referenced beginning

with drive C.

As soon as we receive an HP 91 14 at

the lab for testing, we will provide a fol-

low-up evaluation. At press time we had

no pricing information on the unit.

The ThinkJet
Another unique peripheral designed

especially to reside along an HP 1 10 HP-
IL chain is the HP 2225 "ThinkJet"

printer. Even if there were no HP 1 10,

the ThinkJet would deserve a stand-

alone review. It is hardly bigger than the

average dictionary and is priced under

$500. At the same time, it is a full-func-

tion 80-column printer, utilizing state-

of-the-art ink jet technology to get the

print onto the page

.

The ThinkJet weighs less than 7 lbs.

and has a footprint of a mere 93.2 sq.

inches. It measures 11.5" x 8.1" x 3.5".

It accepts pin feed, fanfold, or friction

feed single sheets.

The unit is capable of print speeds to

1 50 cps, with a noise rating of under 50

decibels, which is only attainable at that

speed through non-impact inkjet

technology.

Four pitches are available, each in

regular or boldface mode. International

character sets are supported, as are

underlining, super-, and subscripts. Text

appears in an 11 x 12 dot character ma-
trix. Graphics resolution is to 192 x 96

dots per inch.

5000 lists for $1995.

The HP 110 offers 272K of CMOS
RAM, while the PC-5000 offers "only"

128K, expandable to 256K. The PC-
5000 has a "mere" 192K of ROM, as

compared with the HP's whopping

384K. The Sharp uses a "hot" 8088

microprocessor, with an 8-bit data bus,

while the HP uses a CMOS 8086, for

true 16-bit operation.

The most significant difference be-

tween the two machines is probably in

the area of screen size: the Sharp sports

an 80-column by 8 line display, while the

HP 110 offers 80 columns by 16 lines.

On this account the HP is without ques-

tion the winner. The difference may not

sound like much, but it makes a very big

difference indeed during use.

We did not confirm the theory, but in

a torture-test competition, we feel con-

fident that the HP would outlast the

Sharp by a wide margin. The Sharp ma-
chine does not seem to have been de-

signed with punishment in mind. The
HP, on the other hand, comes from a

long line of machines built to military

specifications.

But there are more than a couple of

areas where the Sharp PC-5000 manages

to come out on top of the HP. For an-

other $400, you can get your PC-5000

with a built-in 80-column dot-matrix im-

pact printer, and system weight then

reaches only 12 lbs! The modem unit is

unique and includes a module that can

be used as a voice handset.

HP could learn a bit about keyboards

from the handsome, sculpted keyboard

offered on the Sharp machine. It clearly

has a superior feel to that of the Model
110. Unfortunately, neither machine
makes use of directional function keys.

So far the NEC 8201 seems the only por-

table to get high marks on that score.

Probably the most significant advan-

tage of the Sharp machine is its RAM
cartridge capacity. Open a neat little

door on the front on the unit, and pop in

or out a 1 28K bubble memory cartridge.

These cartridges can hold applications

programs as well as operating systems

and user data, just like a floppy disk. On
the road, this arrangement is more com-

pact and convenient than floppies. Of
course if floppy drives are what you
want, you can have those too.

The PC-5000 also comes with Basic in

ROM and an audio cassette port.

The Sharp PC-5000 is just becoming
available in this country, and if it can be

distributed successfully, might pose the

greatest competition to Hewlett Packard

in the category of high-end portables.

For a full review of the Sharp machine,

see the January 1984 issue.
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Text and graphics print quality is ex-

tremely good, as reproduced here (Fig-

ures 1 and 2). Print buffer size is IK,

and carriage returns are selectably bi-

directional and logic-seeking.

Three versions of the printer will be

made available. The HP-IB version is

designed to mate with HP desktop and
handheld machines, while a Centronics

parallel version will service markets out-

side HP (which could turn out to be siz-

able). We received the HP-IL version,

designed especially to mate with the HP
1 10. It has a very special bonus—it too

sports a rechargeable internal battery

pack. The HP-IL ThinkJet therefore

qualifies as a truly portable printer.

Teamed with the HP 110 and HP 9114

portable drive, the HP 2225 ThinkJet

rounds out the first truly portable com-
puter system ever offered.

Remember, no computer is truly por-

table if you can't take it beyond the

reach of the longest extension cord you
own. If you are researching polar bears

in Hudson's Bay or just spend a lot of

time traveling, this could be important.

Turning On
Remove the HP 110 from its hand-

some protective carrying case and snap

open the lid just as you would a fine

attache. Adjust the physical angle of the

screen to the optimal viewing angle (it

will counterbalance to stay at any po-

sition you set). Press any key to activate

the display. Adjust LCD contrast di-

rectly from the keyboard.

You will be presented with the Per-

sonal Applications Manager menu. This,

and all the ROM software on the Model
110, is menu-driven, using either the

eight function keys, or directional

highlighting, to make a selection from
the menu. At any and all points within

P.A.M., Memomaker, Lotus, and the

terminal communications package, you
are presented with or can call menus to

delineate all your options.

Even more significantly, I have never

seen a portable computer with anything

remotely approaching the level of help

that the Model 1 10 offers. Quite a lot of

code can be packed into 384K of

ROM—more ROM, incidentally, than

any microcomputer has used before.
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Figure I.

And help screens get their share of sili-

con. At any point within any program,

you can all up the specific helps you de-

sire. I was able to get going with all the

ROM software without any recourse to

accompanying documentation. All the

documentation you need is right along-

side you, on-line. How very refreshing.

Of course 1-2-3 is a complex program,

and to make the best use of it, my
recommendation is to turn to the man-
ual. What I am saying about on-line Lo-

tus helps is that even with a display

confined to 16 lines, the HP 1 10 version

of 1-2-3 contains a remarkably helpful

set. I am told that a 1-2-3 manual from

Lotus will ship with the completed
documentation.

And as far as the other pieces of soft-

ware go, the on-line documentation is all

you need. I learned how to create and

store documents, save telecommunica-

tions configuration files, set the clock/

calendar as well as set alarms, and set up
directories, all within a couple of hours,

and without any recourse to the photo-

copied preliminary documentation that

accompanied our prototype unit.

So the ROM software on the 110 is

very easy to use. While it does not have

the show-and-tell user interface of the

Macintosh, its operation is logical,

consistent, and easily mastered. The
P.A.M. is designed to be user-con-

figurable. You can load and access the

program you want to in the way you
want to upon power-up.

But, as no programming language is

offered in ROM, you will have to trans-

port one from another machine or from

Figure 2.

retail disk. I am not a real Basic freak,

but I missed the presence of Basic on the

HP 110. I would have liked to have

made a project of transporting it over

from its consanguineous pal, the HP
ISO, but time restrictions precluded such

ambitious plans.

As a result, we were unable to run the

Ahl Benchmark on the Model 1 10. Nor,

therefore, will you be designing your

own P.A.M. applications right off the

bat. Perhaps the inclusion of Basic in

ROM would have been a smart move.

But, if you're a Pascalian, Forthright,

Logotype, or Lispian, you will be glad to

hear that no ROM has been wasted on
Basic, and you may airlift in your lan-

guage of choice.

I did not spend a great amount of time

with MemoMaker, but it seems a very

serviceable word processor. It is scaled

A battery-powered version ofHP's ThinkJet personal printer and the battery-powered

HP 91 14 disk drive.

down from its HP 150 debut version and
works very nicely on the 1 10 display.

As with the Model 100, you can gain

maximum screen space by clicking off

the menu ruler once you have an idea

what the function keys can do for you.

Not having worked with any very

large files on MemoMaker, I cannot

speak for its utility in handling the very

big jobs. Judging by its format and its

name, I would not recommend writing a

novel on it, though I am quite sure you

could. However, I think that HP is bet-

ting that most Model 110 MemoMaker
files will be 25 pages or less, and I would

agree with them on this judgement. And
MemoMaker works very well on this

size document.
The terminal package is excellent, and

I spent a couple of enjoyable late evening

sessions with the Model 110 on
CompuServe. As mentioned above, you

can save sets of terminal configurations,

including phone number, log-on string,

and terminal parameters. Then all you

have to type is CSERVE, for example,

and the Model 1 10 will autodial your lo-

cal access number, put you on-line, send

your log-on string, and set you down
gently into full duplex. Uploading and

downloading of files is straightforwardly

menu-driven. And if you get into trou-

ble, the ever-present help screens are at

hand.

One of the most convenient features of

the HP 110, and one I have always

missed on my Model 100, is the ability

to set multiple alarms from the clock

calendar. Simply define a special file

from MemoMaker, indicating the times

dates, and messages you would like to

include with the alarms. Then, whether
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This is more than a simple trivial pursuit. This is
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a Learn-By-Playing Game
for Apple II, Apple II+, and
Apple HE computers*.

Pursuit of Knowledge has over

7000 carefully selected and
researched questions.

It can be played by one player,

or up to 6 players, or teams.

Numerous playing options are

available as parameters vary from

game to game. Some of these

parameters are:

TIMER may be set anywhere from

15 sec. to 3 minutes or not used

at all.

LENGTH OF GAME - you
predetermine how many questions

will be asked or how many points

will be required to win.

ASSESSING PENALTIES - you choose

point deductions for incorrect

answers.

*v><*

s»

PECIAL FEATURES:

Pursuit of Knowledge has

numerous special features built into

the program! The game will be
enjoyable for many years. A few

of these features are:

STATISTICS - each player or team

has their own screen of how
they are progressing statistically in

the game.

RANDOM SELECTION - the

computer randomly chooses
which diskette side, as well as the

questions that will be asked.

NUMBER OF PL/VERS OR TEAMS can

be changed during the game.

CHANGE OF SCORE FEATURE -

the computer allows for

handicapping or to continue games

(which can last for weeks or

months).

£ ND MUCH MORE!

UNSURPASSED QUALITY The

game comes in a luxurious

padded vinyl binder to

keep your diskettes safe

and secure.

Ask your local retailer for

"Pursuit of Knowledge". If

they do not carry it,

telephone or write us.

Gemini Info Systems Ltd.

Box 1629
Great Falls, Montana
59403
(403) 251-3393

or in Canada**
Gemini Info Systems Ltd.

Box 817 Station T

Calgary, Alberta

T2H2H3
* Soon to be available for the Macintosh,

PC jr., dnd other computers.

•• Special Canadian edition includes over

1 000 Canadiana questions.

Also soon available, "JUNIOR" Pursuit of

Knowledge and "GENIUS" Pursuit of

Knowledge.

MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE

Apple & Macintosh are registered trademarks

of Apple Computer, Inc.

PC jr. is a registered trademark of IBM, Inc.
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the machine is on or off, a pleasant elec-

tronic alarm will sound at the preset

date and time.

If the machine is off when the alarm
sounds, the message will automatically

be displayed. If you are working with
the computer when the alarm sounds,
you are offered the option of moving to

the alarm message screen. You can turn

off the alarm by hitting a key or it will

shut down automatically after about 12

seconds. Up to 16 alarm presets can be
set simultaneously.

You can also use alarms to invoke
special programs at special times. I

would assume that the electronic
speaker can be made to beep, hum, or
chirp under user control as well.

Hewlett Packard has also announced
an initial release of optional software

available on 3'/2
" disks. These include:

• Microsoft MultiPlan, a multi-
purpose electronic spreadsheet.

• Microsoft Chart, a presentation

graphics package.
• MicroPlan. a financial package from

Chang Labs.

• Microsoft Basic.

I have never seen a
portable computer with

anything remotely
approaching the level
of help that the Model

1 10 offers.

• Microsoft Compiled Basic.

• Microsoft Pascal.

• Microsoft Fortran.

• Microsoft Cobol.

• MicroPro WordStar, the classic

word processing program.
• MicroPro MailMerge, multipurpose

file merging program
• MicroPro SpellStar, WordStar spell-

ing checker.

• Microsoft Word, word processing

program.
• Ashton-Tate dBase II, a relational

database management tooL
• Ashton-Tate Friday, an information

management tool.

• Link Systems Datafax, an electronic

notebook program.
• Link Systems Datalink PC, a tele-

communications software package.
• Dow Jones Market Analyzer, a

financial portfolio management package.
• Dow Jones Investment Evaluator,

an investment analysis package.
Among the entertainment packages

that will be available on disk for the HP
1 10 is the Zork series of adventures from

34

Infocom.

I would have liked to comment on the

documentation that will accompany the

release system package, but all material

we received was extremely preliminary.

I cannot comment at all on the final

documentation based on what was sup-

plied with the protoype unit.

Nitpicking is My Life, Man
Here is an utterly phenomenal ma-

chine with capabilities that leave many
of the desktop micros currently available

looking rather pale. And yet, there are a

few things about the HP 110 that are

slightly disappointing. Oh, the joys of

being a critic. One thing is for sure, if I

am going to pick nits, I prefer to pick

state-of-the-art nits. And certainly the

1 10 fits that category.

Some accompanying PR copy refers

to the HP 1 10 as weighing 8 l/2 lbs. The
prototype we tested weighed 9 lbs. 2 oz.

Still, that's light, right?

After it has been sitting on your lap

for a while, 9 lbs. 2 oz. is enough to cut

off most of the circulation to your legs.

After it has been sitting in your shoulder

bag for a while, you begin to feel a little

numb. After you have carried it for a

while, the carrying arm begins to feel

noticeably longer than the other.

It would be insane to call the HP 1 10

"too heavy," and I am not doing that

here. It is light as afeather for a machine
with 272K of RAM. And I certainly

would not trade it for 128K at 4 lbs., or
even 64K at 2 lbs.

Still, the HP 1 10 is not "light." Find a

table when using it for protracted ses-

sions. Switch arms and shoulders when
porting it about. And jettison the anti-

quated pads, appointment books, and
portfolios you may consider carrying

along with the unit. The 1 10 is all that

you will ever need and all that you will

ever want to carry.

The keyboard feel of the unit is not

optimal. You may have noticed that I

called it a "half-stroke" keyboard above,

as opposed to a full-stroke. I said that

because the "travel," or distance that a

key moves from the unpressed to the

fully depressed position, is rather scant.

The result is a rather flat feeling that de-

tracts slightly from speed.

The keyboard choice obviously op-

timized the use of space inside the unit.

The more you want a key to travel, the

deeper the keyboard "well" you need.

Don't misunderstand: the HP keyboard
is far superior— in no way
comparable—to membrane and Chiclet

keyboards. Touch typing is quite pos-

sible on it, though an experienced typist

might be slightly disappointed with the

feel.

The Model 100 keyboard has just a

little bit more travel, (a couple of milli-

meters or so), yet this translates into a

much better feel. Perhaps HP might

think about a fuller-travel keyboard for

its own machine.

I was also disappointed. at the' linear

placement of the cursor keys. It makes
them tough to use.

There is no cartridge slot to be found
anywhere on the machine. With 384K
ROM and 272K RAM, this is not a ma-
jor consideration. Or is it? If a cartridge

slot were available, ROM software

changes could be made without requir-

ing a trip to the service department. If a

RAM slot were available, there would
never be a point at which you were truly

out of CMOS RAM. (See the August
1983 and January 1984 issues of Creative

Computing for more information on the

RAM cartridge.)

There is no apparent video bus. It is

possible that HP might make Model 1 10

video output a reality anyway, but I saw
no hardware hint or manual reference to

It would be insane to

call the HP 110 "too
heavy." It is light as a
feather for a machine
with 272K of RAM.

any type of bus other than the ones de-

scribed above. That might preclude

video capability with the HP 1 10.

The unit we received would not self-

test. Self-testing is an important capabil-

ity for a machine as powerful and
complex as the HP 1 10, and such a fea-

ture is referenced by the preliminary

documentation we received. Yet we
could not get our evaluation unit to self-

test. As we received one of the very first

units, we assume this is a ROM problem
of our machine alone, and will not be a

problem on machines that come off the

line.

The ThinkJet cartridge requires fre-

quent replacement. Each Thinkjet ink

cartridge contains about 3 ccs of usable

ink, which is good for about 500 pages of

text, before requiring replacement. If

you use the printer frequently, it will be

important to keep extra cartridges on
hand.

The Bottom Line
We don't think these criticisms de-

tract in the slightest from the technologi-

cal marvel that is the HP 1 10. If you
have $2995 to spend on a portable, there

is no other machine to consider. The
highest compliment: I was utterly
crushed to send it back.
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SUMMER GAMES.
WHY WATCH THE OLYMPICSWHEN YOU CAN BE IN THEM?

U.P km

You're an Olympic athlete competing in eight key events at the

Summer Games. How well can you score in track, swimming, diving,

shooting, gymnastics and more? So realistic, there's even an opening

ceremony and awards presentation after each event.

Unlike other "Olympics-Like" games, Summer Games has incredible

realism, superb state-of-the-art graphics and sound effects (including

national anthems from 18 countries), and it is a true action-strategy game.

In each event you must plan and execute your game strategy in order to

maximize your score. It is not just a matter of how fast you can move
the joystick. .^

So change into your running shoes, /J&| ^*m^fi[
grab your joystick and GO FOR r^rn1 ^mfJwwK. -

THE GOLD!
One or more players; joystick controlled.

r~r{// McampumnofrmuK

StrategyGames for theAction-GamePlayer
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«Dare to
TI makes the best software

perform even better.

When choosing a computer, there are

two important things to look for. Who
runs the best software—and who runs

the software best! That's why we're staging

a dramatic country-wide side-by-side

comparison against IBM™ called "Dare
to Compare."

Come to a participating dealer and
take the "Dare to Compare" challenge.

You'll see first-hand how...

TI makes software

faster to use.

Take a closer look. See how we give you
more information on-screen than the

IBM PC? That way you'll spend less time
looking for data, and more time using it.

We also give you 12 function keys, while

they give you 10. Unlike IBM, we give

you a separate numeric keypad and cur-

sor controls. And that saves you both
keystrokes and time. We also isolated

the edit/delete keys to reduce

chance ofmaking mistakes.

TI makes software

easier to use.

TI gives you up to 8 colors

on-screen simultaneously,

which makes separating

the data a lot easier. IBM
displays only 4. Our graphics

are also sharper. And easier

on the eyes.

IBM Personal Computer

M^H^BB ^mmmm



Compare
And TI makes it easier to get your data

on-screen. Our keyboard is simpler— it's

more like the familiar IBM Selectric™

typewriter than the IBM PC keyboard is.

TI lets you see for yourself.

Right now, you can "Dare to Compare"
for yourself at participating TI dealers all

over the country. Stop in, present your

business card, put both machines through

their paces using the same software

titles, and see the difference for yourself.

We'll give you a TI solar powered calcu-

lator, free, just for taking our challenge*.

For the name of a participating dealer

near you, please call TI toll-free at

1-800-527-3500, or write: Texas Instru-

ments Incorporated, P.O. Box 402430,

Dept.DCA232CC,
Dallas, Texas 75240. »•

Iexas
Instruments
Creating useful products and services for you.

J
* This offer available only to person* age 21

or over, while supplies last

.

This offer expires July M, 1984.

BPS Business Graphics™ shown.

BPS is a trademark of Business

& Professional Software Incorporated.

IBM and Sele* lrn are trademarks of

International Business Machines, Inc.

Copyright © 1904 Texas Instruments

v:i

Texas Instruments Professional Computer
mc 276J-69
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NCR enters the desktop market
with a novel 8/ 16-bit German-designed computer

NCR Decision MaleV

i * i * i ,

I
I 7
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BUSINESS

HARDWARE
EVALUATION

David H. Ahl

The NCR Decision Mate V is an in-

teresting entry in the world of business-

oriented personal computers. In its

normal configuration, it is furnished

with an 8-bit Z80A microprocessor.

However, an optional plug-in module is

available that converts the machine into

a dual 8/16-bit processor with the

capability of running both CP/M-86 and
MS-DOS. If this option is ordered with

NCR Decision Mate V has display and
disk drives in single unit; keyboard is on
a four-foot coiled cord.

I

t
s

New Strategy
for theBunch

It used to be Snow White and the

seven dwarfs. Then GE and RCA left

the computer business. Today, the

five remaining mainframe majors are

known as the Bunch (for Burroughs,
Univac, NCR, Control Data, and
Honeywell).

Today, most of the Bunch are

scrambling to get into the desktop
computer business. But, in the view
of Jack Hart, an analyst at Inter-

national Data, the move "looks like

too little, too late."

With 1983 revenues of $3.8 billion,

NCR is the smallest of the Bunch
companies. Nevertheless, $3.8 billion

makes NCR considerably larger than
most of the players in the micro-

computer industry. Moreover, NCR's
strength in small systems—linked

primarily to supermarket checkout
terminals and automatic bank teller

machines—has made it the most
profitable of the Bunch companies.
NCR has invested heavily in per-

sonal computers and microelectronics
and even the semiconductor business.

Most of these ventures are not yet

profitable, but Charles Exley, Jr.,

president of NCR predicts that 1984
will be the "year of the turnaround."

the basic machine, it is installed in-

ternally. We think this is the configura-

tion that will have the greatest appeal to

users, so that is what we tested.

The basic machine includes 64K
(expandable to 512K); a 12" high-

resolution monitor (monochrome or
color); dual 5 1/4" double sided, double
density disk drives; and a detachable
keyboard. Available as options are a
Winchester disk drive, parallel and serial

interfaces, and additional memory, as
well as a wide range of software.

In a departure from the traditional

separate keyboard, display, and system
unit, the German-engineered Decision
Mate V combines the system unit and
display into a single, compact package
(14.9" x 18.1" x 14.6"). The CRT and

disk drives overhang the base of the unit

so
f
the total desk space occupied by the

keyboard and display/disk unit is about
the same as a TRS-80 Model 4 or IBM
PCjr.

The unit we had for evaluation had
the 8/16-bit processor option, 128K,
dual floppy disks, color monitor, and
parallel printer port.

Low-Profile Keyboard
Upon seeing the Decision Mate V,

most people comment about the key-
board. Instead of the familiar sculpted
keys found on most full-stroke key-
boards, the Decision Mate V has square
keys with raised round concave tops. Al-
though the travel of each key is the same
as on a standard keyboard, subjectively

HARDWARE
PROFILE
Name: Decision Mate V
Type: Desktop business computer

CPU: 8-bit Z80A, optional 16-bit

8088

RAM: 64K expandable to 512K
Keyboard: Detached, 100 keys

Text resolution: 80 x 25

Graphics resolution: 640 x 400
pixels, 8 colors

Disk drives: Two 5 '// 320K floppy

drives or 10Mb Winchester and
one floppy drive

Ports: Optional parallel and RS-232
serial

Operating Systems: CP/M, CP/M-
86, MS-DOS

Documentation: Small User's Guide;
customized software vendor-

produced manuals with

applications software packages

Price: $2650 and up

Summary: Capable 8/16-bit system
able to run wide range of
software; excellent graphics
capability especially with
supporting DR Graph package.

Manufacturer:
NCR Corporation
Dayton, OH 45479
(513)445-2077

The system has a compact footprint on
a desk.
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it seems quite different. After a few
hours of use, we had no trouble touch
typing on the keyboard, but we never
shed the feeling that it was "different."

NCR tells us that a standard, sculpted

keyboard will be available for the ma-
chine. On the other hand, it is our feel-

ing that if this is your only computer,
you will not have any trouble adjusting

to the current unit.

The keyboard is physically divided

into two groups of keys although there

are the usual four logical groups of keys:

alphanumeric, numeric keypad, control

keys, and function keys. The alpha-

numeric keys are arranged in a reason-

ably standard pattern; there is only one
extraneous key that might confuse a
touch typist—the backslash between the

Z and shift at the left end of the bottom
row. The return key is double size and
labeled new line. A second control
key is found over it at the right side in

addition to one in the usual place at the

left side of the keyboard.

The caps lock key is a toggle and
latches in a down position when it is de-

pressed. All keys repeat automatically

when held down for about one-half sec-

ond. All keystrokes produce audible

feedback through a small speaker in the

system unit, the volume of which can be
controlled (from silent to annoying) with
a volume control on the front.

A 17-key numeric keypad on the right

provides keys for the ten numerals, dou-
ble zero, decimal point, four arithmetic

operations, and new line. Also in this

cluster are clr, home, and four cursor

keys. Unfortunately, the cursor keys are
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Keyboard has square keys with raised, round tops.

It takes time to get
used to the rounded-

top square keys.

laid out in a horizontal row rather than

a more logical diamond or rectangular

pattern.

Across the top of the keyboard are 20
programmable function keys. These are

colored a dark gray to contrast with the

other keys, which are white with black

markings. Function Key 20 is normally

set up as a reset key, but the other 19

have different meanings depending upon
the software package in use.

On the right side of the keyboard is a

male DB9 connector for a switch-type

(Atari) joystick or other controller. This

is wired in parallel with the cursor con-

trol keys, and the fire button is equivalent

h Tnniri
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Display has exceptional graphics resolution.

40

Right side of keyboard has an "extra"

CONTROL key above the NEW LINE
key. The numeric keypad has double

zero for fast entry offinancial data. Un-

fortunately, cursor control keys are ar-

ranged in a horizontal line.

to new LINE. Although not documented

by NCR, we found this a wonderful tool

for moving around a spreadsheet pro-

gram and editing word processing docu-

ments and Basic programs.

On the bottom of the keyboard is a

DIP switch for selecting eight different

character sets for English and seven other

languages. The keyboard attaches to the

system unit by means of a coiled cable

with a reach of about four feet—more
than enough for lap use. The keyboard

has an eight-character buffer which

permits rapid data entry without loss

of characters.

High-Resolution Display
A high-resolution monochrome or

color display is built in. On the color unit

that we had, text is displayed in green on
a dark blue background. As with most
RGB displays, there is only one adjust-

ment for brightness; no others are acces-

sible to the user.

Text resolution is 25 lines of 80 charac-

ters. The characters have good definition

on the color screen with full lowercase

descenders and two-pixel interline spac-

ing. For some reason, in reverse video

(dark blue on green), much of the resolu-
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Figure I. Menu.

creating. That is, if you place the com-
pleted figure on a dusty desktop, the

footprint is the impression left in the

dust by that object.

If you want, you can reposition the

base on the drawing board, or you can
add another dimension by moving out to

the next Z plane. Whereas the X and Y
coordinates may be thought of as the

length and width of the object, Z is its

height. As you move out along the Z
plane, you are extruding the box with

you.

Unfortunately, there is no way to go
backward along the Z plane—if you
want to make changes, you must select

the modify option from the main menu.
When you decide that the box has been
stretched out to the appropriate height,

you may complete it with either an open
or closed top, depending on whether you
want to build a box or a block. You are

now ready to go to the main menu by

quitting.

The main menu has seven items (see

Figure 1), but all you want to do right

now is to see what you have made. The
display option allows you to do just that.

By pressing the various arrow keys, you
can rotate the object in any direction.

This in itself is a truly impressive fea-

ture. When the rotate keys are used in

conjunction with the commands that let

you magnify, reduce, and move the fig-

ure, you can view your creation from

any angle, any distance, any perspective.

At this point, your figure is only a set of
connecting lines drawn by the computer.

To make your object jump off the screen

•'OBK&Sr"

Figure 2. Workspace.

in an amazing display of 3-D realism,

enter the picture mode.

Adding 3-D
In the finishing stage, the tremendous

capabilities of the VU-3D package be-

come apparent. One option is to remove
the hidden lines from your drawing,

By pressing the various
arrow keys, you can
rotate the object in

any direction.

those that the viewer normally could not

see from his particular vantage point

(see p. 189, Feb. *84 for an excellent tu-

torial on hidden lines). Once done, you
can go one step further and shade the

figure by choosing the direction from
which the light source will strike the ob-

ject. This function can be repeated using

different inputs until the desired effect is

achieved. One shortcoming of this fea-

ture is that even if there is more than one
object displayed on the screen at a time,

the objects do not throw shadows on
each other as you would expect them to

in reality.

Up until this point, the figure exists

within the memory of the computer as a

complex string of zeros and ones; if the
machine is turned off, your object dis-

appears. To save your creation for

Figure 3. Footprint.

posterity, you may print out a hardcopy
if you have a printer connected to the

TS2068, or you may keep it on tape. Un-
like the save command that can be
accessed through the main menu, this

option saves the current picture screen

to tape, not the original figure from
which the picture was created. This
static screendump can be loaded back
into the computer via a Basic command
and used by programs of your own
design.

Summary
While VU-3D is extremely flexible

and easy to use, it isn't without its short-

comings. For one thing, there is no easy
way to draw ovals, much less circles.

For another, instead of using a "repeat

figure" command, you must pains-

takingly replicate each figure if you want
similar objects on the screen at the same
time. Finally, when the objects number
more than a few, or become too com-
plex, the rotate command is a little bit

slow. This is more of a gripe than a valid

complaint—after all, how much can one
expect of a $200 computer anyway?
Make no mistake about it, VU-3D is a

program that struts the stuff of the
TS2068. Aside from the hours of fun

you can have simply dreaming up exotic

shapes and figures, VU-3D proves an
invaluable tool for budding artists and
geometry students as well as those in-

volved in mechanical drawing pursuits. I

strongly recommend VU-3D; the right

hemisphere of your brain will thank you.

CIRCLE 406 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Figure 4. 3-D Perspective.
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Figure 5. Hidden line removal

CIRCLE 1 1 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Figure 6. Color shading.
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VU-3D for the TS2068

Back To
The Drawing
Board

•»'-'''*

For many in the computer world, the

name Timex conjures up images of a
tiny, black "toy." Timex Computer
Corporation now has a larger, more
expensive machine, the TS2068, and
they are convinced that it is a powerful
home computer. After experimenting
with the hi-res graphics capabilities of
VU-3D, a new cassette-based program
for the TS2068, I must agree.

While not advertised as such, VU-3D
can be thought of as a poor man's CAD
(Computer Aided Design) package
which allows the user to design, display,

and print sophisticated three-dimen-
sional "objects." Supplied on an

While many software
packages are touted
as being user-friendly,

VU-3D honestly is.

autostart cassette, VU-3D was written by
Psion Software and is being marketed in

the U.S. by Games to Learn By.

While many software packages are
touted as being user-friendly, VU-3D
honestly is—you are never more than a
key-stroke or two away from a helpful

menu in VU-3D, and a list of available

commands is always present on the

screen. Your first option, after loading
the main program, is to enter a data file

July 1984 e Creative Computing

SOFTWARE
EVALUATION

Owen Linzmayer

from tape or begin to create your own
figure. Unless you want to recall an item
previously saved to cassette, you must
choose the latter, which brings you to

the "drawing board."

The drawing board is where all of the

cut and paste work is done. Your
workspace is set up on a cartesian co-

ordinate grid with the origin (0,0) lo-

cated in the lower lefthand corner.

Above the drawing board is a thin ban-

ner in which the current commands are

displayed, and at the bottom of the

screen is a dynamic status line with such
information as the cursor position. After
leafing through the sketchy seven-page
pamphlet that is supplied with VU-3D,
you are adequately prepared to "build"
your first object.

Building An Object
Let's say, for example, that you want

to create a rectangular box. Start off by
pressing O to open the file which will

contain your finished figure. A set of
crosshairs pops up at the center of the

screen. This is the cursor that you move
around the screen using the arrow keys
(5-8). After positioning the cursor where

you wish to begin the base of the box,

designate the starting point of the figure

by pressing S.

The only thing currently on the draw-
ing board is a single glowing point—not
much to speak of yet. Slide the cursor
over to the right and draw a line to that

point. Move the cursor down again and
draw another line. Once again to the left,

and you have already drawn three sides

of the box. To complete the base of the

box, type E for end. This draws a line

from the current position to the original

starting point.

The rectangle displayed on the screen
is the footprint of the object you are

r

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: VU-3D
Type: Poor man's CAD package

System: Timex/Sinclair 2068

Format: Cassette

Language: Assembly

Summary: A showcase of program-
ming talent and computer
capability.

Price: $16

Manufacurer:
Games to Learn By
P.O. Box 575

Williamsburg, MA 010%
(413) 268-7505

67
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Sentinel

Color
Diskettes.

Introducing a practical new time-saving

approach to help you organize data stoi

Classify information h\ diskette color: lor

inple. receivables in green, payables in

red, inventor) in blue, purchasing in orange,

and so on...

Each Sentinel Color Diskette has a lifetime

guarantee; 100% certified at levels which

meet or exceed all criteria necessar) for

accurate, error-free read/write operations.

Phone toll-free for the name of the dealer nearest you:

1-800-323-5005 (in Massachusetts 1-800-323-5001).

Sentinel
TECHNOLOGIES

On.- Sentinel Plaza. H\annis. MA 02601.
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Treat Yourself

More Detail..,

Treat Your A le //e to fHJ=,

Imagine — hi-res graphics with 16 colors.

560 x 192 dots. Your Apple //e with Extended
80-Column Card has the capability. Now HGR6
makes it easy to use by adding new HGR, GR.
and HCOLOR functions directly to Applesoft.
Change your current programs for 16 colors —
or create new ones with twice the detail!

HGR6 lets you easily save double-res images,
too. And "compress" them to take less disk

space. Viewing both regular and double hi-res

images is a snap with the slide show program
included.
HGR6 is a real treat at only $49.95. Want

more color and detail? Get HGR6 today!

Available at your local computer dealer or direct from ALF.

Includes both DOS 3.3 and ProDOS versions. Apple is a trademark

of Apple Computer Inc.
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Different types ofgraphs can be created with B/Graph.

The scalings for the various graphs are

all performed automatically by the program
but can be overridden at any time. You
can enhance the look of your graphs by
filling in under or between lines on a line

graph; adding or removing grids, borders,

and labels; and changing the intensity or
hue. You can even overlay one graph
onto another.

B/Graph can either save your data as

data files or save the graphs themselves

as binary picture files. These picture files

may be used with the Imaging function of

the program which allows you to set up a
slide show and present your graphs in

sequence.
During your graphing session with

B/Graph, the most commonly used DOS
functions are readily available. You can
get directory listings, lock and unlock files,

rename and delete files, and even format

a disk. Having these DOS functions right

at hand is a convenient and thoughtful

addition to the product.

On the right side of the B/Graph balance

sheet are ease of use, comprehensive set

of features, and thorough documentation.
On the left side are a few minor annoy-
ances. Printer codes cannot be passed to

your printer for such things as enhanced

64

or double-strike printing. When printing

pie charts on my Epson FX-80 printer, I

get footballs instead of pies. The horizontal

axis is longer than the vertical axis due to

the better horizontal resolution of the
printer. Other printers supported by the

package, however, do not exhibit this

anomaly.
There are two aspects of the documen-

tation that initially got my dander up.

One is the page numbering. It is not se-

quential from the beginning of the book
but. rather, is sequential within each
chapter. It is confusing to flip back and
forth between sections. The other severe
deficit in the manual is the lack of an
index. Fortunately, B/Graph is so easy to

use, I rarely needed to look anything up.

I also understand that both of these
problems have been remedied in a new
manual.

Since January 1984, B/Graph is no
longer sold by In-Home Software. Com-
modore has purchased the rights to dis-

tribute and market the product for the

Commodore 64, Apple, and Atari com-
puters. Commodore will sell an entirely

new version of the program with new
documentation.
By the time you read this, an enhance-

ment disk should be available to all regis-

tered owners of B/Graph. This will pro
vide plotter support to the program. In-

expensive plotters such as the Mannesman
Tally Pixie, the Sweet Pea, and the Atari

1020 color printer will all work.
Additional plotting functions will also

be supplied. Horizontal bar charts, opposed
bar charts, bubble charts, and full x-y

plotting will be available. Two new sta-

tistical functions— analysis of variance and
full multiple regression with six independent

levels— round out the enhancement disk.

B/Graph is a powerful graphics charting
program that allows you to enter data,
perform an assortment of statistical ma-
nipulations, and make several types of
useful and informative charts and graphs.
One of the best features of the package is

its interactive nature. Being able to perform
a statistical test and then immediately
display the results graphically really aids

comprehension.

B/Graph is extremely easy to use, has
an excellent reference manual, and repre-

sents an outstanding value. Michael
Reichmann, Robert Wilson, and Ian Chad-
wick deserve a round of applause.

CIRCLE 405 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Business Graphics for Home Computers

B/Graph

SOFTWARE
EVALUATION

Arthur Leyenberger

Apple and IBM owners are not the

only ones who can create sophisticated

business graphics with their computers.

With the introduction of B/Graph, Atari

and Commodore users (as well as Apple
users) can easily produce bar, scatter,

and pie charts. In addition to creating

numerous types of graphs and charts, you
can also use the analytical tools in the

package for the statistical evaluation of

data. Analyses such as regression, T-Test,

F-Test, Chi-Square Test, and a variety of

distribution functions can be performed.

If statistical functions and graphics

charting were all that B/Graph offered, it

would be a tremendous value. But there

is more. Included in the excellent manual
is one of the best plain-language brief

tutorials on statistics I have ever seen.

The information presented stresses the

practical uses of the various tests and
routines, so you do not have to be a sta-

tistician to use them. If I had only had
access to material like this in my college

Stat classes.

Also included are several appendices
discussing such topics as artifacting, disk

file descriptions, and even a step by step

guide to photographing your video screen.

All of the information is accurate and
much appreciated.

B/Graph is so easy to use, I created a

pie chart within 10 minutes of opening

the package without referring to the

manual. The program uses a combination

of menus and single-key commands to

July 1984 c Creative Computing
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create the graphs and manipulate the data.

The graphs are displayed in four-color

high-resolution mode using artifacting to

produce crisp detail and sharp color.

The program walks you through the

creation of the graph. First you select the

type of graph you want. Then you choose

labels and enter the data. The graph is

automatically drawn. Data can easily be

changed using familiar editing commands,
and the graph is instantly redrawn with

changes incorporated. If at any time you
decide that the type of graph currently

displayed is not the most appropriate for

your data, you can easily switch to another

type without losing your data or having to

retype it. B/Graph will even read VisiCalc

DIF format files, so you can pull in data

from your spreadsheet files for plotting.

You can dump your graph or data to

your printer whenever you wish. Printing

is as simple as pressing the START key

on the Atari. You choose what you want

to print (graph or data) by toggling between

the two screens with the SELECT key.

What you see is what you get. B/Graph
supports the following printers: Centronics,

Epson with Graftrax, C. Itoh, N.E.C.,

Okidata 92, Gemini, and Seikosha AT/ 100.

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: B/Graph

Type: Graphics charting and
statistical analysis program

System: 48K Atari, Commodore 64,

Apple

Format: Disk

Summary: An excellent business

graphics program. One of the best

Atari software values.

Price: $99.95

Manufacturer:

Commodore Business Machines
1200 Wilson Dr.

West Chester, PA 19380

(215)431-9100
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Your tickets. . .

to the
fight YOU

want tcTsee

A challenging Strategy
game

Manage your choice of fifty-three world famous
boxers! History's Heavyweight Champions,
today's Contenders, plus popular
fighters from other weight divisons, all

captured for your entertainment. Stage
rematches of great boxing matches, or

pair up boxers who have never met
before. Match your strategic skills

against the computer or another player!

Manage fighters at the peak of their

abilities, or change their statistics to

reflect other points in their careers. You
can even build your own boxers!

SIERRA

An exciting Arcade
game

When you want to do more than manage, get into

the ring yourself. You control your fighter's jab,

hook and uppercut, his feints and
footwork. The Sierra Boxing Clinic

coaches you in tricky moves and
advanced combinations until you know
as much about the sport as almost
anyone. Read the History of Boxing
for information on your opponent's
strengths and weaknesses. Match your
moves against the computer or another
player in the best arcade action of any
strategy game yet!

Look for special
promotions wherever
you see this display!

SIERRA CHAMPIONSHIP BOXING™
available on

APPLE • ATARI • COM 64 • IBM PC • IBM PCjr
TM dwignfs trademark ol Sierra OnLine. Inc. © 1964 Sierra On-Lme. Inc.
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Picka
Winner!

The Rainbow gives you good looks, an

award-winning design, and a whole lot

more . More of what you need in a

personal computer.

Best of Show—
Two Years in a Row

Winner of the 1983 and 1984 International

Design Award* for craftsmanship and

engineering— the monitor tilts, the

screen is anti-glare, and the keyboard is

sleek, detachable, and intelligently

arranged— so you work more easily,

more productively.

More Power
With the Rainbow you get more power
(memory and storage) standard than

most other personal computers. It's

ready to start working for you as soon

as you plug it in.

Pick Your Rainbow
Choose from three compatible Rainbow
models. They run more than 1,300

popular software packages on any of five

industry-standard operating systems.

You can tailor your Rainbow for your

particular business applications.

The Rainbow Spans
\bur Business Needs

You can start small and work up to more
memory, more storage capacity, and
more computing power as your needs

grow and you begin to use more complex

applications.

100B you can expand memory up to

896KB. Plenty of power for complex
databases and large spreadsheets!

With the lOOB's standard dual-disk

drives you can store the equivalent of

400 typewritten pages without switching

floppies. And you can double its floppy

storage capacity, if you wish.

Need still more? Get the Rainbow with

the 5 Megabyte hard disk, the lowest

priced hard-disk system in the industry.

It stores up to 2,500 typewritten pages of

words or data, more than enough for

most small businesses.

And there's more. The Rainbow 100+

with its 10 Megabyte hard disk. It stores

up to 5,000 typewritten pages.

The Rainbow
Gives \bu More

Color. It dazzles you with up to 16

brilliant colors. You select them from a

palette of 4,0%.

Clarity. Its high-resolution bit-mapped-

graphics monitor gives you sharp reading,

even when you display your spreadsheet

over 132 columns.

Keyboard. It looks great and feels great.

With its 105 keys laid out in four logical

groups, you can breeze through reams

of words or stacks of numbers.

Convenience. You can stand Rainbow's

versatile system box on the floor and save

With the powerful floppy-based Rainbow valuable desk space.

Confidence. The Rainbow is covered by

the industry's most comprehensive buyer

protection plan** featuring one-year on-

site service, and a "Hotline" Advisory

Service, at no extra cost.

Compare the Rainbow with any other

personal computer. Once you try it

you'll pick...The Winner.

To see a Rainbow at a location near

you, call

1-800-DIGITAL, Ext. 150.

•Nttf and NKt iF "Good Industrial Design" award.

Hanover Fair. W. Germany.

"Limited Warranty

DIGITAL FOUIPM1 Nl CORPORATION

I
"I

Please send me more information on the

Rainbow quality leader.

Name .

Position

Org

Address

.

.Zip

.

Mail to:

Digital Equipment Corporation

Att: Rainbow Information Manager

2(X) Baker Avenue. Concord. MA 01742

Standard for Quality

Rainbow and the Digital lois>™ are trademarks of Digital hquipment Corp. ODiuital Equipment Corporation. WW.
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Attache

Presenting a marvelous cose for pocking-up

oil your accounting software cores and woes.
Attache Accounting Software

has been flawlessly designed to

provide you with effective financial

solutions.

Thoroughly Tested
Developed for small to large

companies. Attache Accounting

Software has been extensively

tested in the United States and
Australia and is acknowledged
to be bullet-proof. Yet, for all its

power and versatility, it is easy to

install and easy to use.

Programmed For Growth
Amazingly flexible, it is sensibly

designed with "tum-on/tum-aff"
options to help meet your com-
pany's expanding needs.

Attache modules can be pur-

chased separately or as an inte-

grated system. Modules include:

Accounts Receivable, Invoidng/

CIRCLE 112 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Sales Analysis, Inventory, Accounts

Payable, General Ledger, and
Payroll.

Software To Go
Everything you require

to run your accounting
system is packaged
inside our attractive

Attache Case.
CPA Support

Recognized by lead^
ing microcomputer
manufacturers as

the ultimate in accounting software.

Attache has also earned the recom-
mendation and support of major
CPA firms.

End User Training

"Honds-on" instruction is available

from a nationwide network of

community colleges.

For more details, visit your nearest

Attache Software dealer or write:

Attache Software Inc., 4251
Plymouth Road, Ann Arbor,

Michigan 461 05. (31 3) 663-1 1 66.

Attache
Attache Software Inc.

Accounting
software

that carries you
far into the future.
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On a single pass the Print Shop positions

graphics and text for greeting cards so
you need only fold them as they emerge
from the printer.

hires graphics screen created with the

graphics programs. It includes a kaleido-

scope generator that can be used to create

unique and interesting backgrounds for

your artwork.

Printing, loo, is a simple matter of making
menu selections, although the actual print-

ing process can be quite slow. It can take
several minutes to print a single page, but
when it takes only a few minutes to create

the item to be printed in the first place,

you can hardly quibble about time lost

during printing.

Since we had a preliminary copy of the

program, we did not have the final docu-
mentation, but it is safe to say that no
matter how good or how bad it may be, it

will be superfluous. The program is com-
pletely self-documenting: if you can turn
your Apple on, you can turn it into a
print shop.

Included in the final package will be
samples of brightly colored pin feed paper

Ifyou can turn your
Apple on, you can

turn it into a
print shop.

and matching envelopes that can be pur-

chased from independent suppliers.

The Print Shop is one of the most

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: The Print Shop

Authors: David Balsam and
Martin Kahn

Type: Graphics

System: Apple II

Format: Disk

Summary: Useful, fun to use program
for making signs, greeting cards,

banners, etc.

Price: $49.95

Manufacturer:

Broderbund Software

17 Paul Dr.

San Rafael, CA 94903
(415)479-1170

unusual and useful programs I have seen
in a long time. It is the epitome of user-

friendliness and should go a long way
toward lessening the envy that Apple II

owners may feel toward their Mac-owning
friends.
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In need of computer software
for youngsters ages 3 and up
that's for both learning . .

.

and fun?

Co with Kangaroo.

liANqAROO
Kangaroo, Inc.. 332 S. Michigan Ayr.. Suite 700. ( hk jro. II M604 (312) 9I7-4050
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Precision Data Products
P Box 8332
Grand Rapids. Ml 49508 0332
Outside U.S.A. (616) 452 3457
Michigan 1 800 632 2466
Outside Michigan 1 800 258 0028
TELEX 226353 CAMPINS WOLV

3M Brand Diskettes @ Our Prices
+ Toil-Free Ordering =

Error Free Performance
Precision Data's Prices

Unlimited Warranty on All 3M Diskettes

3M 8" Diskette Per Diskette (Orders of SO or mora)
Single Sided Single Density • Soft or Hard Sector
SS SO Storage Box $) 94
SS • SD Bulk with Envelope No 3M Logo $1.69

Single Sided - Double Density - Soft or Hard Sector
SS DD Storage Box $2.49

Double Sided - Double Density - Soft or 32 Hard Sector
DS DD Storage Box $2 79

3M 5H" Diskette

Single Sided Double Density - Soft or Hard Sector
SS DD RH Storage Box ... $1 84
SS • DO • RH Bulk with Envelope No 3M Logo $1 65
SS DD 96 TPI • RH Storage Box $2.49

Double Sided Double Density Soft or Hard Sector
DS DO RH Storage Box $2 39
DS DD RH Bulk with Envelope No 3M Logo $1 99
DS DD 96 TPI RH Storage Box $3 19

Apple Fileware Compatible $4.24
DEC RX 50 Compatible $2 89

3M Certified Oata Cartridges
DC 100A $1335
DC 300XL $20 65

COMPLETE LINE OF 3M OATA RECORDING PRODUCTS
Shipping A Hsnaung t3 0040 DrsA*/f»i Su'rijig* ot W. tot gw«ytri.«pl toil t*i»n 50 ChtHettn

till R#IK**>firl mOd 4" . SaVaTJ Fc«
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GRAPHICS

At Last, a Graphics Program
Even an Editor Can Use

SOFTWARE
EVALUATION

Betsy Staples

I usually feel uncomfortable with issues

of Creative that deal with graphics, for I

am a truly uncreative person when it comes
to the graphic arts. 1 was somewhat creative

and exhibited a fair amount of artistic

inclination up until the time I was about

eight years old. There my artistic develop-

ment was arrested: I still have the artistic

abilities of an eight-year-old.

When faced with an exciting new graph-

ics program, graphics tablet, or even the

Macintosh, I freeze. If pushed by onlookers

who assure me that anyone can create

with this gadget, I can usually muster a

perfunctory squiggle or two before sliding

off the chair and attempting to vanish in

the nearest crowd.

The problem is simply that I cannot

think of anything to create, even given

the wherewithal (as with the Mac) to create

almost anything imaginable.

Imagine my joy, then, when I saw a

demonstration of The Print Shop from

Broderbund. A few seconds into the demo,

I knew this program was for me— and

others of my ilk. I could hardly wait to

get my disk drive around a copy.

When my copy arrived, I was not dis-

appointed; 1 created things— cards, signs,

letterhead, all kinds of artistic, clever things.

The program is entirely menu-driven.

All you have to do is choose the elements

:;pM£:m£^PX-fOMWJ^'\
?? PINE TREE ALLEY )LEDO, KENTUCKY 54321

you want in your masterpiece, and The

Print Shop does the rest.

From the opening menu, you first choose

Setup to tell the program what sort of

printer and interface you are using. The
printers supported are Epson, C. Itoh (Pro-

writer), NEC 8023A. Apple Dot Matrix.

Apple Imagewriter, and Star Gemini.

As you begin to create in earnest, you

work your way through the menus, using

the keyboard, a joystick, or a Koalapad

to make your selections. First, you specify

whether you want to create a greeting

card, letterhead, sign, or banner. Then
you choose one of the nine border designs.

For the background of your creation, you

can have either an overall pattern made
up of one of the ten abstract "tiles'* or a

scattering of one of the dozens of pictures

(train, teddy bear, champagne bottle, disk,

computer, heart, etc., etc.) and symbols

that are available in various sizes.

Since you probably want to communicate

something verbally with your masterpiece,

you must also choose one of the eight

typestyles that can be printed in three

sizes and in solid, outline, and three-

dimensional format. You then type your

message, specifying whether you want it

centered or right or left justified. The
message is artfully reproduced complete

with sophisticated kerning or proportional

spacing which enables small letters to

snuggle up to their taller and wider brothers

One of many ways to set up a letterhead.

July 1984 6 Creative Computing

An8lhx 1 1" sign.

and sisters. Typing errors are easily cor-

rected right on the screen.

For those who feel compelled to per-

sonalize their cards and signs even further,

there is a graphic editor that allows you
to create your own graphics or modify

those that come with the program. The
KoalaPad is particularly useful in this mode.

The Screen Magic option is a screen

dump utility that allows you to print any
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[WHAT IF ITJUST PAID FOR ITSELF?]

ANACOMPUTER
MAKEYOU RICH?

rt wltww how

A jetc years

ago, they said home
computers would
take care ofyour

personal finances.
They would give you faultless advice

on when to buy and when to sell.The

implication was, they would make you

rich. But until now, they did just the

opposite.

We're about

to change all

that with a pro-

gram called

Financial Cook-

book. It's the

first home com-

puter program

actually de-

signed to save

people money.

And while Financial Cookbook alone

will not make you wealthy, we think it

will do more in that direction, for

more people, than any other home
computer program to date.

One reason for this is that Financial

Cookbook is easy to use. It combines

the computing power of a pre-pro-

grammed spreadsheet with the simplic-

ity of a basic calculator.

There are mme than 101 laarrnrini

Financial Cookbook helfH you ansuvr

This is a peek at /mi tine of them-

Financial Cookbook.
T>« calculate* that do., all thasrork

by Sun Trent and ElectronicAm

Money hi stpprry There are ptoMenat Be nitui.ll thai gets compounded dady for 20 yean and then

eroded every second by inflation. That problem, and njoretra» 30 others, hi what rlrioja^CooMoo*
comes to terms with. Al that as recipes require of you are a few easy ngrecfents: numbers. You plug

them in and the computet dci iius atiswua. The entire play-by-play on the 20 years of your account.

Money begins to seem less slippery. You may even start Hong it

tUCTft. •

But more important are the ways

Financial Cookbook can show you how
to save money. Like how to make thou-

sands of dollars by borrowing to start

an IRA. How to pay offyour home
mortgage 10 years sooner with half the

interest charge, by paying only $100
more a month. How to get $20,000

more retirement income from a $2,000

investment. And many, many more
questions—on subjects from alimony to

tax shelters— that we don't have the

space to list here.

We do, however, have a revealing

booklet called 101 Easy Ways to Save

Money With Financial Cookbook. Ifyou

call (415) 572-ARTS, well send you

a free copy. Or you can stop by your

Electronic Arts dealer and pick up
a copy.The booklet ofcourse, just lists

the questions.To get the answers, we
think it's only fair to ask you to buy
Financial Cookbook itself.

We can't promise it will make you rich.

But we're pretty sure that for $50* it

will pay for itself in record time, and
maybe even pay off that promise you

invested in called a computer.

ELECTRONIC ARTS
FINANCIAL COOKIUX1K IS A FEATURED PRODUCT ON THE NEW APPLE lie and will wcirk with Apple II, II+, and lie I |laam(ll>ll i.r without mouse), the
IKM PC and PCjr, Commodore 64. Atari home computers and .ill Apple and IBM PC 100% compatibles. Apcst i. . u gill ml liak anal is* A|1M| PiauM! I. hi

mora, Inc



WE'LL MRKE YOUR HPPLE CROW

II

The Infax 101A subsystem can add 10 megabytes of

storage capacity to your Apple,* Apple II, Apple III.

Coming soon Macintosh and Lisa!

That's megabig! The Infax removable disk cartridge sub-

systems provide performance, capacity, speed and con-

venience. Engineered specifically for the Apple* owner,

this system has a removable disk cartridge that is egual
in capacity to 69 floppy disks. Contained in a newly de-

signed cabinet, the Infax 101A features state-of-the-art

engineering that makes it more resistant to shock and
vibration than any other fixed or removable disk drive.

With its proven high performance Infax brings the Apple*

owner a removable disk cartridge subsystem that is sec-

ond to none.

The Infax removable disk cartridge is the

ultimate convenience.

Only a little more than 8 by 10 inches in

size, the disk cartridge easily slides in and
out of the 101A and 102A. A specially

designed electronic locking system pro-

tects an operating environment that is both

efficient and fail-safe. In fact, both Infax

systems offer the fastest start/stop (car-

tridge replacement) of any high perfor-

mance disk drive.

Introducing the Infax 102A . . . it s megabigger
and designed for the up-scale Apple* owner.

Imagine 20 megabytes of storage capacity in a

cabinet barely larger than an electronic typewriter.

Containing 2 disk drives, the Infax 102A features all

of the engineering technology of the 101A and more.
Lightweight, this removable disk cartridge subsystem
provides the same capacity of many less portable

mainframe computers and at a fraction of the cost.

Vufax, Incorpc
5301 Covington
De< Georc



PROGRAMMING
menu chaining routine I wrote for one
PC wouldn't work on another PC, I gave
up, expecting that I would have to start

over from the beginning. Instead, I found
that it took me less than 30 minutes to

convert a program written in IBM Pascal

to Turbo Pascal.

Short programs that had taken four

minutes to compile now compiled in 10

seconds. Longer programs that had taken
20 minutes to compile now took less than

a minute. And a program that I had to

compile in four pieces under IBM Pascal

compiled in one piece!

I have been working on a series of 60
programs; under IBM Pascal, the average
program took two weeks to write. With
Turbo Pascal, the average is now two
days. And program chaining, so necessary

for turnkey applications, worked the first

time I tried it.

Limitations
To date, I have found only two sig-

nificant limitations to Turbo Pascal. First,

it creates only COM files, while IBM Pascal

creates EXE files. The difference is that

COM files always load into the same area
of memory, while EXE files are relocatable.

It is possible with IBM Pascal to have
several programs in memory and switch

between them without disk access. Abort-

ing a program called from a menu program
returns you automatically to the menu.
The same is not true of Turbo Pascal.

The second limitation is that Turbo
Pascal limits you to 64K of program and
64K of data in each program, while MS-
DOS allows much larger programs if you
have either a hard disk or the patience to

compile dozens of modules and units.

Turbo Pascal follows the Jensen and
Wirth standard for Pascal closely, with
only a few justifiable omissions. Mark
and Release are used with pointer vari-

ables instead of Dispose. Read and Write

have been extended to handle all I/O
needs, eliminating the need for Get and
Put, which are not implemented. Goto
statements are limited to the current block,

but no self-respecting Pascal programmer
uses Goto, anyway. Page, Pack, and
Unpack are not implemented: all are minor
functions.

Enhancements
There are many enhancements to the

Pascal standard in Turbo Pascal, including

a set of string functions, random file

handling, screen control, DOS primitives,

random number generation, and memory
management functions. The built-in pro-

cedure MsDos allows direct access to DOS,
with a set of dependent functions and
procedures and control over all registers.

The procedure InLine allows machine code
to be embedded in your program, with

other features such as optional absolute

addressing and predefined types Addr,

54

Here Is a direct translation of Dave Ahl's Basic benchmark:

program Ahl sSimpleBenchmark

;

var n, 1 : integer;
a, r , s : real ;

begin
a :> 0.0; r » a; s : = a;
for n : 1 to 100 do

begin
a : n;
for i := 1 to 10 do
begin

a : = sqrt (a)

;

r : r + random
end ;

for 1 :» 1 to 10 do
begin

a : * sqr (a ) ;

r :• r + random
end

;

end ;

writeln(abs(1010 - s/5) ) ;

wri teln(abs( 1000 - r)
end

;

Turbo Pascal Benchmark results on an IBM PC Jr:

Time Accuracy Random
0:59 0.0000000000E+00 1 . 5178304262E+01

Ofs, Seg. CSeg, DSeg, SSeg, Byte. Mem,
MemW, Port, PortW, and Word for direct

machine control. You can also link to

external subprograms.
Turbo Pascal comes with a built-in editor,

which is very similar to WordStar, with

38 commands. You can also set up a key-

board translation table, so I changed my
keys to match the functions of Perfect
Writer, which I use to write programs. I

use the built-in editor only for minor
changes to programs, since I prefer the

dual windows, text movement, and search
functions in Perfect Writer. If you compile
from memory and encounter an error,

either during compilation or at run time.

Turbo Pascal automatically locates the

line in which the error occurred, and after

printing an error message, puts you in the

editor at that location.

Usually I program with Perfect Writer
in my Seequa Chameleon and Turbo Pascal
in my IBM PCjr. The monitor for the
PCjr sits on top of the Chameleon. I save
the program to a DOS 2.1 disk (one key
stroke), put the disk in the jr, and execute
it (two more keystrokes). That way I can
adjust the graphics or fix bugs while
watching the program on one screen and
editing it on another.

Turbo Pascal is lacking in graphics
functions, probably to keep one manual
compatible with various Z80 CP/M, CP/M
86, and MS-DOS machines. I use a set of
procedures developed by Richard Koch
that add the ability to set graphics modes:
set, reset, and test points on the screen;
and draw lines and circles on the IBM
and compatible computers. ( I have Dick's

permission to send a printout of the routines

to readers of this article for $2 and a self-

addressed envelope.)

Documentation
Turbo Pascal comes with a 250-page

perfect bound instruction book that is of
above average readability for a technical
manual. (I can recognize English, French,
Greek, Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, Thai,
Spanish, Latin, Arabic, Coptic, German
and Russian, but I still haven't figured out
what language IBM uses in their Pascal
manual.)

Many explanations are cursory, and
examples are too few and too limited,

especially for functions unique to Turbo
Pascal. The manual also contains several

typographical and a few factual errors. I

was able to obtain some limited and only
partially accurate technical help by calling

Borland International. Microsoft's tech
support was better; IBM's far worse!

Borland recently eliminated my only
other complaint about the package by
dropping the $100 license fee it previously

charged users of Turbo Pascal for reselling

programs written with it. The $50 purchase
price now includes unlimited rights to

write programs using the compiler and
sell those programs in the commercial
market.

My only fear for the program is that at

$50, it is grossly underpriced, and I worry
that people might fail to take it seriously.

That would be a shame, for this is a terrific

package, whether for learning Pascal or
for software development.

CIRCLE 403 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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The Best Costs Less
PROGRAMMING

SOFTWARE
EVALUATION

George Blank

For years, programmers have been
arguing the relative merits of different

computer languages. They often miss the

point. The language may not be as im-

portant as the implementation. Consider

the relative merits of two cars: a Rolls

Royce might be a better car than a Ford,

but I would prefer a new Ford to a Rolls

that just had a head-on collision with a

train.

Theoretically, Pascal is a language far

superior to Basic. To quote Edsger Dijkstra.

"It is nearly impossible to teach program-

ming to anyone with a prior exposure to

Basic." Learning Basic as a first language

practically guarantees that a programmer
will develop bad habits, including spaghetti

coding, cut and try programming, inade-

quate internal documentation, abuse of

global variables, and a failure to avoid

side effects.

Problems With Other Pascals
Until recently, the Basic vs. Pascal con-

troversy was irrelevant to IBM PC users.

The computer has a powerful, full featured

Basic, while the first three versions of

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: Turbo Pascal

Type: Language (compiler)

System: IBM PC, PCjr, MS-DOS,
CP/M-86, CP/M

Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Outstanding value

Price: $50

Manufacturer:
Borland International

4807 Scotts Valley Dr.

Scotts Valley, CA 95066

Turbo
Pascal
Pascal I obtained for the PC all had serious

flaws. Pascal MT+ at that lime worked
only under CP/M. UCSD Pascal demanded
exorbitant fees from programmers who
wanted to sell programs written under

the system, which was also slow, clumsy,

and not very accurate. IBM or Microsoft

Pascal lacked the most fundamental ex-

tensions for serious programming: program

chaining, cursor control, and screen

handling functions. Despite these inad-

equacies, all three charged $300 and up
for their mediocre versions of Pascal.

Of the three, IBM Pascal seemed the

best choice. So I spent weeks developing

routines for cursor and screen control. I

paid S100 for a routine to allow program
chaining, only to have the program fail if

I tried to use it in a different machine.

Even after I developed a batch file to

speed up the compilation process and
reduce the typing necessary to name 12

intermediate files generated by the com-
piler, I tolerated four minutes of disk

swapping to compile even the smallest

program.

The intermediate code was so grossly

inefficient that my 360K disk drives were
inadequate for moderate size programs. I

had to break the programs down into

smaller units and compile them separately.

After one year of using the system, I still

could not produce a reliable turnkey

package.
Then I saw an advertisement for Turbo

Pascal. The ad promised everything I

needed at the ridiculous price of $50.

The ad promised
everything I needed
at the ridiculous price

of $50.

Built-in functions included ClrScr to clear

screen and GotoXY to position the cursor.

Program chaining was supported, with com-

piler options allowing the creation of either

COM files or chain modules that used

less memory. It was even possible, the

literature promised, tocompile and run a

program directly from memory. I sent for

the program.
I had so much time, effort, and money

tied up in the IBM Pascal version of my
programs that I avoided switching over

for three weeks. But when I found that a
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stringofcomplex DOS commands into
a batch file and execute them when-
ever you want simply by selecting that

file from the menu. And in case part of
your organizational problems stem
from not always remembering just

how things are organized, you can use
Fixed Disk Organizer tocstahlish Help
files as a reminder.

So we're all in trouble—no more
excuses for not being organized.
Moving Pictures and Mathe-
matical Castles. Let's not forget that
there's more to 1 i fe than programming,
compiling, and getting organized
There's also software from IBM for

pureenjoymentand forenjoyable edu-
cation. Two such packages are Anima-
tion Creation and Adventures in Math.

Adventures in Math incorpo-
rates math drills into an adven-
ture game with vivid color
graphics of a castle and its

passageways and treasures.

To fi nd t he way out—and to tin -

cover as main treasures as pos
Bible along the way—children
(or particularly skillful adults) have to

solve basic math problems. The pro-
gram's difficult) level increases as you
solve the problems you're confronted
with.

I sing Animation Creation, you
or your children can draw your own
pictures and watch them come to life.

To draw pictures, you select from 25 »

computer characters and position
them on your screen. Add color by
Choosing any of 16 foreground and 8
background colors Then, by slightly

repositioning the images on succes-
sive screens, you can create ani-
mation.

Next stop. Hollywood.

The Guide, published
twice a year, is a catalog that

contains clear, concise de-
scriptions of IBM PC, IBM PC
XT IBM PCjr, and IBM Portable
PC systems. It also reviews
printers, video displays, ex-
pansion units, and all other
IBM PC hardware products. A
separate section of The Guide
contains articles on IBM PC
software packages.

Both hardware and soft-

ware articles are illustrated

=1
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You Can't Enjoy the Game without
a Program. Earlier in this issue (see
"On the Storefront '), we discussed
the Customer Support System for on-
line information about IBM Personal
Computer products. Much of that in-

formation is also available in two pub-
lications: The Guide, a directory of
Personal Computer offerings from
IBM. and The Library a directory of
IBM Personal Computer software
offerings. If you want loenjoy the per-
sonal computer game, these are the
"programs you need to do it

with annotated color photo-
graphs—of key screens for the
software packages—and start

with charts that provide quick
product overviews. Other
noteworthy features include
sample configuration tables for

all three systems and a closing
section on Sales and Service
Support.

The Library updated
quarterly, presents an over-

view in booklet form of the
entire IBM PC software prod-
uct line. It presents the soft-

ware by category, with sec-

tions on Operating Systems
and Languages, Personal Pro-

ductivity, Communications.
Business. Education, and
Entertainment. Program
descriptions are brief

and to the point. Each in-

cludes a short overview,
program highlights, and
system requirements.
There's also a chart at

the end of the booklet that shows at a
glance which programs are compat-
ible with the IBM PCjr
Or the Hardware without a Man-
ual. If Jhe Guide and Tin- Library are
the general road maps to IBM PC prod-
ucts, the Technical Reference and
Hardware Maintenance and Service
manuals'—now available in newly up-
dated versions—are the detailed maps
of downtown It's not a trip everyone
wants to take, but if you do. these- are
the right directions.

There's a three volume Techni
cal Reference set for the PC and an-
other for the PC XT and Portable PC
These manuals include the functional
specifications for the system units and
for the opt ions and adaptors in the IBM
PC product line The Hardware Main
tenance and Sen ice manual details
main aspects of troubleshooting a

personal computer from IBM. It in-

cludes a parts catalog, a section on
preventive maintenance, and in-
structions for identifying the failure
of a replacement unit.

These manuals arc intended
lor use by technically

qualified service

personnel. <P

TIPS AND TECHNIQl IS

If you use Personal Editor—
IBM's full-screen editor for writing
programs and brief documents—but
find yourself displaying the Help file

whenever you forget a function kev
assignment, here's a little help from
the fellow forgetful.

Function key assignments can
easily be displayed on the command
line Ofyour Personal Editor screen by
assigning II to display the unmodified
beys and alt i II to display the all •

I \

keys, You can then assign the Help
function to alt I H. although you prob-
ably won't need it nearly as often
as before

The macro for the I 1 assignment
can be written as follows: del fl =
(cursor command] [begin line] 'F:

2-Save 3 File t Quit 5-Erase
6-ErascEOL "'Print 8 Switch
9=InsL 10=lns&lndt' [cursor data].

Bur more Information about IBM
Personal < iomputer products, sec
your authorized ihm Personal
Computer dealer or ihm Product
< enter To learn where, call
son 1

1- 1700 InAIaakaand
Hawaii, 800- i i~ohvo

CI9B4 International Business Machines Corporation

Link-Tnmp character licensed hy Huhhlo Inc .1.1



WHAT'S THE PROGRAM
We Speak Your Language. IBM Per-

sonal Computers arc shameless poly

glots The) can handle most of the

popular programming languages you

want to work with. Much of the credit

for their versatility goes to the IBM
Disk Operating System (DOS) 2.10.

This updated version of DOS 2.00 was
developed to provide support for the

IBM PCjr as well as for the IBM PC, PC
XT, and IBM Portable PC So all mem-
bers of the IBM Personal Computer
family are united by a single master

program that provides the required

support between their hardware and a

wide range of application programs.

More to our present linguistic-

point, the DOS 2.10 diskette contains

two programs. Disk BASK; and Ad-

vanced BASK:, to help VOU write your

own programs on an IBM PC. (IBM
PCjr BASIC—a separate, optional car

tridge—provides this support for the

PCjr) Disk BASIC adds DOS file sup

port. date, time of day anil commu-
nications capabilities to the BASIC

language that comes with every per-

sonal computer from IBM Advanced
BASIC adds advanced key trapping and

advanced graphics—including view
ports, windows, and paint tiling—plus

music and other capabilities

DOS has other features that help

simplify advanced program devel-

opment and design, including a line

editor, a linker, background printing,

and chaining of commands. It>r help

With writing and editing particularly

sophisticated BASIC programs, there's

the BASIC Programming Development

System, a software package that con-

sists of two programs and four util-

ities The lirst program includes a Text

File Editor and a Structured BASIC
Pre -processor; the second includes

a BASK: Formatter and a BASIC Cross

Reference.

Native Translators Available. The
IBM BASIC Compiler compiles or

translates the BASIC programs you've

written, down to native object code so

they'll run on your IBM PC. And BASIC

is just the beginning DOS also pro

viclcs the support you need to develop

and run programs using the IBM Per-

sonal Computer Macro Assembler or

the FORTRAN, COBOL, and Pascal

Compilers'
Two of these, the FORTRAN and

Pascal Compilers, are available in re-

cently updated versions. IBM PC Pas-

cal 2X> is based on the ISO standard,

and IBM PC FORTRAN 2.0 conforms to

the ANSI -7 7 standard subset level.

Both new versions feature improved

arithmetic capabilities, and both sup-

port the IBM 8087 Math Co-processor

for greatly increased speed in pro-

cessing floating point calculations.

(For more about the Math Co- pro-

cessor, see "Hardware News" in this

issue ofReadonly)
In addition, versions 2.0 of the

FORTRAN and Pascal Compilers fea-

ture a Library Manager for creating

user defined libraries and provide

easy access to all files in any sub-

dlrectory through DOS path support.

FORTRAN 2.0 supports linking of

object modules with subroutines

written in Pascal 2.0 and vice versa.

Both new versions support linking of

object modules with subroutines

written in IBM PC Macro Assembler.

There's a bargain in store for

those who already own the 1.0 ver-

sions of these compilers: you have the

option of buying an upgrade to the 2.0

version at a substantial savings from

the full 2.0 price.

To ensure that your program-

ming reach doesn't exceed your

grasp, the IBM PC API. Interpreter en-

ables you to write and edit your own
programs in APL. It can also be used to

exchange data tiles and workspace

between your IBM PC and many main-

frame computers

'

Finally, if you're inclined to

make serious use of the IBM PC's array

of programming aids, we suggest that

you also take a look at the recently

announced IBM PC Sort program. It

provides support for data types and

file organizations used by the IBM
DOS-supported languages mentioned

-r-

Application development tools from lliM

above and can significantly speed and

streamline your programming efforts

IBM PC Sort can be used as a

stand-alone utility, integrated into a

batch job stream, or invoked directly

from a COBOL program via the Sort

verb. It can sort records from a data file

or files, merge multiple input files, se-

lectively include or exclude records,

and create an output file containing

the records, pointers, or keys from the

input files. There are no arbitrary lim-

its in IBM PC Sort for file size, record

length, number of keys, or number of

input files.

'BASIC Compiler ami Macro Assembler will

rim on I he I BM PCjr.APL I nlcrpretcr Will DOC.

Although the IBM 1'cjr does not Nippon

FORTRAN, COBOL, ami Pascal Compilers.

miM of their output will run on the PCjr if

there is sufficient storage

Now Get Organized. The IBM PC's

ability to run a wide variety of com-

mercially available pn>grams and to

help you develop your own applica-

tions may result in a good news/bad
news situation. The good news is that

you'll be able to satisfy your applica-

tion requirements. The bad news is

that you'll probably be the one re-

sponsible for keeping track of your

growing library of programs If, as

we've often found, enthusiasm out-

strips organization, you may find

yourself falling behind—especially if

you're working in an area, such as

Animation Creation softwarefrom IBM

small business finance or education,

where programs multiply rapidly.

Fortunately, help is in sight, in

the form of Fixed Disk Organizer, an

IBM software package that does just

w hat its name suggests

Fixed Disk Organizer has a mas

ter menu that lets you sort out your

various application programs by cate-

gory—word processing, spreadsheet,

communications, and so on You can

tailor the menu to your specific appli-

cation needs by adding new menu cat -

egories. revising or deleting existing

categories, or changing titles The
master menu allows you to review all

the programs stored on your li xed disk

at a glance and to call them up quickly

with just a couple of keystrokes

Fixed Disk Organizer also helps

protect sensitive data by allowingVOU
to create passwords and restrict ac-

cess It also enables you to write a
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Information from CSS withSimple

one-heycommands

product demonstration you want, if

you know a product name- to begin
with—Word Proof, for example—CSS
will make an alphabetic search for it.

To keep you up-to-date, there's also a

special listing for new product an-

nouncements
"Sou can browse through the CSS

displays at your own pace, pausing at a

given spot or moving quickly back-

ward or forward by using simple one-

key commands that are always dis-

played at the bottom of the screen.

One ofthesecommandsenablesyou to

make print-outs of any information
you wish to save for future reference.

The IBM PC family senior graph-

ics capabilities make the CSS software

demonstrations especially impres-

sive The Multiplan demonstration, for

example, consists of several con-
secutive screens of information. Each
screen is split vertically, with repre-

sentative sections of the actual pro-

gram on the left and explanatory text

on the right. By the time you've seen

the entire demonstration, you'll have

a good idea of both what the program
can do for you and how it does it.

Answers at the End of the Line.

Over 1,000 authorized IBM retail deal-

ers and IHM Product Centers are

linked through their Customer Sup

port System to the IBM Information
Network. This nationwide commu-
nications capability helps your dealer

give you fast, efficient service. War-
ranty claims, for instance, can be han-

dled through CSS with a minimum of
paperwork and delay. Dealers also use
the network to communicate with

'other dealers and with IHM to keep
abreast of the latest product and ser-

vice information
In addition, the CSS network is

yourgateway to technical information
' about the IHM Personal Computer

family of products. IBM maintains a

database on a 3033 mainframe in

Tampa. Florida, that your dealer can
use to answer— within minutes—

a

wide range of questions. If the solu-

tion isn't on hand in the database, your
question can be submitted through
CSS to a technical support staff in Boca
Raton. There, it will be analyzed ami
an answer returned through CSS to

your dealer.

The information used to answer
your inquiry is added to the CSS data-

base, where it will be immediately
available foranyone elsewith asimilar
question. Your technical inquiries

therefore contribute to the growth of

the Customer Support System. Its on-

line product information, colorgraph-

ics displays, and advanced commu-
nications all have a single purpose—to

help you get the most out of your in-

vestment in IBM Personal Computer
hardware and software products.

#
HARDWARE NEWS

Color. There's color news for the IBM
PC. IBM PC XT, and IBM I'ortuhlcVC in

the form of" the IBM Personal Com-
puter Color Printer. It's a high-per-

formance, dot matrix printer that can
print charts, graphics, artwork, and
text in up to eight colors. The Color
Printer produces color graphics that

can enhance the appearance of your
reports and presentations and make
the information they contain even
easier to understand. It can also type di-

rectly onto overhead transparencies.

The IBM PC Color Printer's

range of performance features make it

especially well suited for heavy-use/
high -productivity applications. A near

letter quality printing mode is stan-

dard. Printing speeds of up to 200

characters per second can help save
time. So can programmable automatic-

control of print requirements such as

print mode, line spacing, and margin
and tab setting. These programmable
features act as an extension of many
software products—word processing
programs, for instance—and can be
initiated with just a few keystrokes.

A final feature for those who like

a personal touch. You can use the
Color Printer to personalize your doc-
uments by varying the printing
modes, character spacing, and bold-

ness. 'This allows you to differentiate

among headlines, subheads, and quo-
tations and even to print math and sci-

ence equations
The Big Crunch. Not long ago. com-
puting and number crunching were
nearly synonymous. Personal comput-
ers and software for everything from
office management to agriculture
changed that, but the need for heavy
number crunching has hardly disap-

peared. If it's still a part of your com-
puter workload, the IBM Personal

Computer 8<>8~ Math Co-processor
can helpspeed upyour calculations.

The 808" is a floating point co-

processor that multiplies, divides.

adds, subtracts, exponentiates, anil

performs trigonometric and loga-

rithmic functions. It works together

with the PCs 8088 processor to im-

prove the execution speed of floating

point operations by as much as 10:1.

The Math Co-processor increases cal-

culation speeds so greatly because it

makes floating point operations a

hardware rather than a software func-

tion.

In addition to increasing the
speed—and often the level of pre-

cision—of statistical and analytical

math packages, the Math Co-proces-
sor can improve the display speed of

graphics and video games. It also

significantly improves high-level lan-

guage execution time, ami is designed
to work with the API. Interpreter and
the version 2.0 Pascal and 1 ORTRAN
Compilersdiscussed next in this issue.
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A reticle of theMM Personal Computerfamily. Summer J9S4

l'P AND RUNNING
And Swimming, Building, and
Baking. Buildingand baking?They
don*t produce gold medal winners.
bin they do figure in staging the Olym-
pic games. So do 200 IBM Personal

Computers (including software) that

arc part of IBM* sponsorship of the
198-» Olympics in LosAngcles. In fact.

IBM PCs arc hard at work in both
sports anil administration.

PCs arc involved in a wide range
of planning and analytical activities,

though they don't provide official re-

sults of the various athletic events
Some events, for example, use the IBM
PC to determine how competitors art-

seeded—who competes against
whom. In other events, such as arch-
er), the PC simplifies the complex task

ofrecordingscoresand compiling sta-

tistics for each athlete as the compe-
tition progresses

In events like gymnastics that

depend on points awarded by judges,

statistics can be kept on the PCs to

analyze scoring consistency. Also, a

whole range of information about in-

dividual athletes, past Olympics, and

V

world and national records, both past

and present, can be quickly recalled

and compared with the help of the

IBM PC
Last but not least, adminis-

tration. Spreadsheet programs, such as

IBM's Multiplan'". were used on the PC
for planning and forecasting by nearly

every administrative department.
from Construction to Ticketing. The
same departments speed up some of

theirday-to-day accounting taskswith
the help of the PC and IBM accounting
packages

Departments with specific
software needs developed special

packages with the assistance of a

programmer whose services are part

of IBM's Olympic sponsorship. Spe-

cially designed programs in-

clude database management ap-

plications to help handle transpor-

ation requirements and inventory

CH taut >l pn >grams t< > keep track ofsports

equipment and personnel records.

In short, there's hardly an area of

planning and staging the 1984 Sum-
mer Olympics that the IBM Personal

Computer doesn't play a part in.

Maybe there should be medals for ad-

ministration.

Multiplan is a IS trademark of Microsoft

Corporation.

ON THE STOREFRONT
A Shorter Distance between PC
Points, we're all familiar with the
feeling of being lost in the growing
maze of new computer products. IBM
has opened a path through that maze,
straight to I lie information and an-

swers you need about IBM Personal

Computer Products— information
about a specific software package or

hardware configuration and answers

to technical questions.

The key to entering this new in-

formation path is the IBM Customer
Support System (CSS) at your autho-

rized IBM Personal Computer retail

dealer or IBM Product Center Dealers

in over 300 cities throughout all 50
stales use the Customer Support Sys-

tem, which includes a nationwide
communications network, to help
give you instantaneous computer-age
service support that's unmatched by
any other computer manufacturer.
Colorful Stops along the Way. More
than 1,700 authorized IBM dealers

have access to a permanent and con-
tinually updated directory of IBM Per-

sonal Computer product information
in IBM's Customer Support System, lor

a sharp color display of the type and
level of information you want, visit

yourdealeror IBM Product Centerand
choose from lists ofoptions displayed
on an IBM PC color monitor. There are

choices that guide you quickly anil

easily from product directories to in-

depth product demonstrations and
configuration information.

Since knowing how 10 take the
lirst step is often a problem. CSS gives

you a variety of possible starting

points. By selecting the appropriate
category—sue h as pri liters or busi ness

software—you can move to a list of

specific products and then to the



PERIPHERALS

Editing a font with FatBits.

Colors and patterns are selected from
the bar at the bottom of the screen.

Move the pointer over your selection

and click the mouse to select one.

The editor box can be dragged or
"rubber banded" across the screen, let-

ting you copy, invert, flip, or cut and
paste graphics. Cut text is moved into a
buffer and can be placed anywhere in the
picture you are working on or onto an-
other picture.

"Rubber banding" makes the drawing
of lines and shapes very easy. Click a
shape icon, such as rectangle, circle,

free-style, or polygon, and move the

mouse back to the drawing page. Click
the mouse and drag it across the screen.

As it moves, the shape is continually
drawn, erased, and redrawn until you
are satisfied and the mouse button is

clicked again. The shape is always true,

i.e., the sides of a square are always even
and in proportion. Depending on how
you "rubber band," a circle might be an
oval, a flat disk, or a perfect circle.

Unlike other graphics programs, the
background underneath an image isn't

erased or changed; it is always there.

Selecting Undo from the Edit menu
erases the last drawn shape and restores

what was behind it.

Fatbits is a magnified mode that

blows up the portion of the page occupy-
ing the upper left of the screen, allowing
editing of fine details. You use the pencil

icon to turn on or off different blocks in

the picture.

Five fonts—Toronto, New York, Ath-
ens, Venice, and System Font—are used
to place text anywhere on the screen. Se-

lect a font from the menu, click the text

icon (a large letter A), and move the

cursor to the point where text should be-

gin. All keyboard characters are avail-

able, including delete.
MousePaint is one of the easiest and

most responsive graphics packages I

have used. It does have three drawbacks,
however. The pencil and paintbrush
icons draw only with black or white ink.

Colors aren't allowed. Second, you can
Undo only the last command. You can't

do a series of Undo's to erase successive

steps. And finally, the clipboard holds
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just one cut image at a time. These may
be minor points to you, however. I found
it both enjoyable and instructive to work
around these limitations.

Windows
Like the Mac and Lisa, MousePaint

features overlapping menus and win-
dows. One gives information about
MousePaint. Another lets you set the

size and type of brush, and the third

shows a miniature view of what the page
will look like when printed on the Apple
Imagewriter printer. The final window is

used to select a font.

The menus follow the Mac/Lisa
scheme. At the top of the screen is a bar
with the names of different menus: File,

Edit, Aids, and Font. Point to one, press

the mouse button, and the menu slides

down onto the screen. Moving the

pointer to a menu option activates it.

When the mouse button is released, the
menu disappears.

Mouse Technicalities
The Apple II Mouse includes a S-chip

interface card with its own 6502 micro-
processor and ROM routines which
make the mouse a good deal more
responsive than any game controller.

The dedicated 6502 frees the Apple CPU
for other tasks and speeds mouse opera-

tions. The Apple II Mouse may be in-

stalled in any slot, though slot 4 is

recommended.
Because you use the mouse by moving

it around a table top, you will need to set

up a clean working area. The work space
should be next to your Apple and about
one foot square.

Software and Documentation
In addition to the MousePaint pro-

gram, a short tutorial on how to move
and use the mouse is included on disk. I

wish that Apple had included some sam-
ple graphics, perhaps the same graphic
in different stages of completion. Disk
space may have been a problem, though.
You can save only one picture on the

MousePaint master. MousePaint files can
be saved on any proDOS formatted disk,

and the master is unprotected.

The documentation is a 56-page book-
let that explains how to clean the mouse,
what the various icons mean, hints on
easier shape drawing, and how to write

mouse programs. It is written in Apple's
usual style—understandable, readable,

and very friendly.

Survival of the Fittest
Can the Apple II Mouse make it? Is

mouse technology the way the future

will be, or is it just a novelty? Sure,

MousePaint is fun to play with, but what
else can you do with it?

First, the mouse works. It is respon-
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A MousePaint drawing.

sive, fast, and transparent—i.e., you get
used to it quickly. Using the mouse with
MousePaint makes me want to use it in

conjunction with other programs, such
as AppleWorks. That leads us to a sen-

sitive question. Will there be software
that can use the mouse?
We hear that Bill Budge is at work on

more software for the mouse, including a
graphics toolkit and other goodies that

will help make the Apple II look like a
Macintosh. And we won't have to wait
long for a mouse-based Pinball
Construction Set.

Other developers are working on
converting existing software for use with
mice. The Electronic Arts personal
productivity line will use the mouse, as
will the graphics series from Penguin
Software.

Not every program will benefit from
mouse technology, however. Where key-
board use is vital, a mouse interface is a
luxury.

Other than the conversion of existing

software, what does the future hold? Are
there any applications that are perfect
for a mouse interface? One potentially

intriguing area is in communication for

the motor-impaired. One system of
communication, called Bliss Symbolics,
uses iconic representations of different

actions and words. A hand pointer is

moved across the board, and the sym-
bols are read and interpreted by another
person.

A mouse is just a pointer. With a
speech synthesizer, intelligent software,
and the Apple II Mouse, the disabled
would be able to better communicate
with the world. The software could col-

lect the symbols and print or speak com-
plete sentences. The relative low-cost
and ease of use of an Apple II makes
such a system practical.

The real test of the mouse will be on
the Macintosh or the Lisa. Those sys-

tems demand a mouse interface. The
Apple II will be the proving ground. If

intelligent software is written, and if the
$149 price tag isn't seen as too high, the
Apple II Mouse should have a long,

prosperous life.

CIRCLE 41 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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BASF QUALIMETRIC" FLEXYDISK:
A GUARANTEED LIFETIMEOF
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE.

BASF Qualimetric FlexyDisks feature a unique lifetime warranty* firm

assurance that the vital informationyou enteron BASF FlexyDisks today
will be secure and unchanged tomorrow. Key to this extraordinary

warranted performance is the BASF Qualimetric standard...

a totally new set of criteria against which all other
magnetic media will bejudged.

You can countonBASF FlexyDisks because the Qualimetric

standard reflects a continuing BASF commitment to

perfection in magnetic media. One example is the

unique two-piece liner in our FlexyDiskjacket. This

BASF feature traps damaging debris away from
the disk's surface and creates extra space in the
head access area for optimum media-head
alignment. The result is a guaranteed
lifetime of outstanding performance.

For information security that
bridges the gap between today
and tomorrow, look for the
distinctiveBASFpackage with
the Qualimetric seal. Call

800-343-4600 for the name
ofyour nearest supplier.

ttASf^

<*zP/=/GAcyOisK

* Contact BASF for warranty details.

CIRCLE 107 ON READER SERVICE CARD
.
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PERIPHERALS
Rodent Technology for the II

Apple II Mouse
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HARDWARE
EVALUATION

Steve Arrants

Apple owners who have taken a test

drive with the Lisa or Macintosh are im-

pressed by these new machines. They
are sleek, powerful, and fun. But let's

face it, most of us are not going to rush

out and buy these expensive and power-
ful machines based only on a short test.

We have a large investment—in both
time and money—tied up in our Apple
lis. Still, after using a Macintosh, you
begin to see the usefulness of the mouse.

For control of text in MacWrite, image
creation and manipulation in MacPaint,
and in other programs, the mouse makes
many things easier to do.

HARDWARE
PROFILE

Name: The Apple II Mouse

Type: Peripheral

System: Apple II, II + , or He

Software: MousePaint software

written by Bill Budge

Documentation: User's manual

Price: $149

Summary: More than a novelty. The
Apple II Mouse might change
the way we use the Apple.

Manufacturer:
Apple Computer Corp.

20525 Mariani Ave.

Cupertino, CA 95014
(408)996-1010

Say "Cheese"
Now, there is a mouse for the Apple

II series. It is the same mouse that Lisa

and Mac use: a small, cigarette pack si/c

box topped by a big grey button. On the

bottom, it has a small rubberized ball

held by a locking ring. When the mouse
is placed on a tabletop, the ball is held

against a set of motion detectors that

convert your hand movements into sig-

nals that the computer can process.

As an analogy, think of a track-ball

Training the Mouse
The MousePaint software is a free-

hand graphics program which incor-

porates different tools to convert mouse
movements into patterns, shapes, brush
strokes, lines, and curves. To select a
tool, drag the pointer to the lefthand
side of the screen. Place the pointer over
a tool, click the mouse, and you are

ready to take action.

The hand icon is used to pull more of
the page into view, since the space you

controller on your favorite arcade game.

The mouse is a more refined version of

this game controller, turned upside

down. Instead of using the cursor keys

and a control-key squence, you use the

mouse to move a pointer across the

screen to an icon or verbal menu selec-

tion. Action is initiated when you de-

press the button.

Included in the package is MousePaint
software written by Bill Budge, a full-fea-

tured graphics package that is as close to

MacPaint as many Apple II owners will

get. And it has one feature that will make
Mac owners jealous—color.
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see on your monitor is only part of the

total sketchpad. The pencil lets you
make freehand drawings on the sketch-

pad. The spray can helps you shade your
picture. The brush paints a swath of
black in different widths on-screen. A
straight edge draws straight lines at any
angle, in various widths and patterns. If

you make a mistake, the eraser quickly
wipes clean any part of your drawing.

Five pairs of shape symbols are also

available: rectangle, rectangle with
rounded corners, oval/circle, free-form,

and polygon. You may choose an outline

shape or its solid form.

July 1 984 c Creative Computing
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ourself in the pilot's seat of a Piper 181 Cherokee Archer tor an awe-inspiring flight over realistic scei

from New York to Los Angeles. High speed color-filled 3D graphics will give you a beautiful panoramic v

as you practice takeoffs, landings, and aerobatics. Complete documentation will get you airborne quickly

even if you've never flown before. When you think you're ready, you can play the World War I Ace aerial battle

game. Flight Simulator II features include animated color 3D graphics day, dusk, and night flying mode:

over 80 airports in four scenery areas: New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Seattle, with additional scenery

areas available user-variable weather, from clear blue skies to grey cloudy conditions complete flight

instrumentation VOR. ILS, ADF, and DME radio equipped navigation facilities and course plotting World

War I Ace aerial battle game complete information manual and flight handbook.

See your dealer . .

.

or lor direct orders enclose $49.95 plus $2.00 lor shipping and specify UPS
or first class mail delivery. American Express. Diner's Club, MasterCard, and
Visa accepted.

Order Line: 800 / 637-4983

sQjfcLOGIC
Corporation
713 Edgebrook Drive
Champaign IL 61820
(217) 359-8482 Telex. 206995
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colors; add text to graphs; fill areas with

various colors or patterns; and select line

styles, widths, and colors.

DR Graph is furnished in either

CP/M or CP/M-86 versions, and re-

quires, for hard copy, either a plotter or

dot matrix printer. The package sup-
ports a wide range of printers and plot-

ters including units from Epson,
Hewlett-Packard, Houston Instruments,

DEC, Digital Engineering, ADDS,
Datamedia, IDS, Okidata, Print ronix,

Strobe, and Televideo. The graph in Fig-

ure 2 was produced by DR Graph driv-

ing an Epson MX-80 printer v/ith

Graphtrax Plus.

We mentioned taking advantage of
color in the previous section. Talk about
color! If you have it, Dr Graph uses it,

and uses it well. Of course, if you have a
monochrome system, the high-resolution

display is capable of displaying the detail

on the graphs as well.

The manual is divided into four parts:

a getting started tutorial, an advanced
tutorial, a section on data interfacing,

and a section on moving around in the

menus. The data interfacing section de-

scribes how to load and use data from
VisiCalc, SuperCalc, and other pro-

grams which store data in the DIF or
SDI formats.

Documentation
This is the first computer we have

evaluated in quite some time that did not

come with a fat User's Guide or equiva-

lent. Instead, the Decision Mate V has a

52-page introductory packet in the MS-
DOS manual titled "User Information."

The first two sections describe installa-

tion procedures and the elements of the

system. The next tells how to get it

started, and the last two sections provide

helpful hints ("Discourage smoking and
drinking near the computer") and a
troubleshooting chart. We rate this

guide adequate, but no more.
The MS-DOS User's Guide is the stan-

dard mishmash supplied by Microsoft.

Actually, the MS-DOS Guide is better

than most. It consists of three sections:

the main basic guide, a supplement
(which isn't about MS-DOS at all, but

describes the CP/M applications pro-

grams), and the MS-DOS Programmer's
Manual. In all, this is a formidable pack-

age and one designed to discourage all

but the most courageous user.

The manuals for the MicroPro and
Sorcim packages are written by the soft-

ware producers and are quite competent
and understandable as is the DR Graph
manual from NCR. The GW Basic man-
ual is awful, but at least a wide assort-

ment of books on MBasic is available.

Unfortunately, none of these describes

the use of the graphics commands
particularly well. We did not have the

CP/M manual so we cannot comment
on it.

Service and Support
As a major manufacturer of main-

frame computers, NCR has a large field

service organization in 1200 offices

throughout the world. Hence, they offer

a range of service options including an
on-site service contract, time and ma-
terial service, and depot service. Also,
computer stores and system houses
selling the Decision Mate V may
have established their own servicing

arrangements.

To aid in the service procedure, a
plug-in diagnostics module is available.

This may not be an economic investment
for sites with just one machine, but for

companies with several units, it probably
makes sense to diagnose problems before
the clock starts running on expensive
service rep time.

For real do-it-yourselfers or for mul-
tiple systems installations, NCR offers a
set of service manuals. Be warned: these

are not for the casual hacker.

Local Area Network
While this is not a review of a local

area network, we should mention that

NCR offers a network for up to 64 sta-

tions. NCR Omninet, a version of the

NCR offers Omninet, a
cost-effective local

area network.

CP Net developed by Digital Research,
requires a central input/output file man-
ager and a storage device known as Mo-
dus. Modus maximizes system through-
put by using multiple I/O processors,

cache memory, and state-of-the-art data
management techniques. It allows many
users to share the same file on the same
peripheral, provided they all have the

appropriate security clearance. Modus
offers three levels of system security:

user I.D., password, and user number.
Access to Omninet requires the addi-

tion of a plug-in communications mod-
ule in each Decision Mate V. The
module is supplied by Corvus, a leader

in local area communications. Although
64 stations can be on the net, only 16
can be simultaneously operational.
Omninet uses a data transmission rate

of one megabit per second, one-tenth the

speed of Ethernet, but it is easier to in-

stall and costs about half as much.

Pricing
The decision Mate V comes in three

basic configurations, all of which have

64K. of memory:
1. 8-bit mpu, monochrome display,

$2650.

2. 8/16-bit, monochrome, $3090.
3. 8/16-bit, color display, $3440.

Memory, other options, and software
are priced as follows:

64 K. to 128K upgrade $200
64K. to 256K upgrade 550
64K to 512K. upgrade 1200
8 to 16-bit upgrade 500
10Mb Winchester drive 3000
Parallel interface 100
RS-232 serial interface 200
RS-232 modem interface 150
MS-DOS 50
CP/M-86 60
CP/M 150
WordStar 495
SuperCalc2

295
DR Graph 400

Our 8/16-bit test machine with 128K,
color display, parallel interface, MS-
DOS, CP/M-86, WordStar, SuperCalc3,

and DR Graph—more or less an ideal

configuration for business applications

—would go for $5040, certainly no bar-

gain, but not out of line either.

A Decision for Decision Mate V?
Should you buy a Decision Mate V?

The system is solidly engineered and
constructed, and shows off its German
heritage. For the price, we don't think

the 8-bit configuration makes much
sense (you can get a Z80A machine for

one-half as much). However, the 8/16-

bit configuration is another story. In one
machine, you have the ability to run
CP/M, CP/M-86, and MS-DOS soft-

ware. While NCR doesn't offer that

many packages directly, they are avail-

able from dealers and third party

vendors.

The graphics are stunning and second
to none. Moreover, the NCR DR Graph
package produces business charts and
graphs in an easy to use package.

The shortcomings? The keyboard for

one. While it is possible to get used to

the unusual round keys, there is no sub-

stitute for the good, solid feel of an
Epson QX-10 or TI Professional key-

board. Since the system is not bundled
with software, and interface modules are

extra cost items, the price can mount up
fast. A fully configured Decision Mate V
with a good selection of software can
cost upwards of $5000, certainly no
bargain.

On the other hand, we were impressed
with Omninet at Softcon and, for

companies wanting this capability, it is a

cost effective choice. But even as a
stand-alone machine, the Decision Mate
V offers a great deal of capability and
potential.

CIRCLE 402 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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modules have either an attached cable or

appropriate connector on the rear. The
parallel printer module, for example,

includes a six-foot attached cable.

The 10Mb Winchester drive, if in-

stalled, replaces the floppy disk drive on

the left side. Like the floppy disk drives,

it has a small red LED indicating opera-

tion of the drive.

The system unit has an outward-fac-

ing muffin fan at the rear which is all but

inaudible. A welcome touch is the or-

ange rocker power switch on the front of

the unit and green power-on lamp; this

replaces the inaccessible power switch

found on the side or rear of many similar

computers.

System Software
Three operating systems are im-

plemented for the Decision Mate V:

CP/M, CP/M-86, and MS-DOS. De-

pending upon the options installed, you

Three operating
systems are available:

CP/M, CP/M-86, and
MS-DOS.

can use one or all of these. For our test-

ing, we used CP/M and MS-DOS.
As a protective feature, the MS-DOS

master disk supplied with the Decision

Mate V will not run until it has been

copied onto a backup disk. Although
manufacturers generally recommend
copying the master disk, you can usually

run the disk without doing so. Not so,

with this machine. However, page 2.3 of

the manual takes you step by step

through the format and backup proce-

dure, so it is not an onerous process to

create this required backup disk. Once
this is done, you are ready to go.

A plain vanilla version of MS-
DOS—no menus or fancy stuff—is in-

cluded. Nor are any of the function keys

implemented. Of course, if you want,

you can use the CONFIG utility to as-

sign frequently used functions such as

DIR, DEL, or COPY to function keys.

CP/M does not have the same protec-

tive feature as MS-DOS although it, like

the other software disks with the system,

is furnished on a disk with a permanent
write-protect tab.

In addition to the standard CP/M
disk, a second disk containing IS

demonstration and application programs
is furnished. We found it curious that

the contents of this CP/M disk are de-

scribed in a supplement to the MS-DOS
User's Guide, and there is no hint that

they are CP/M programs rather than
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MS-DOS ones.

These programs include several

mediocre games (but after all, you don't

buy a computer like this to play games),

an excellent real-time clock demo, a

continuous graphics demo, a music pro-

gram with 11 tunes, and an excellent

graphics application program.

VEGAS (Very Easy Graphics
Application System) is a program writ-

ten in MBasic which allows you to cre-

ate line, bar, and pie charts and output

them to certain NCR and Epson dot ma-
trix printers. See Figure 1 for a sample

graph created on this system.

Both MS-DOS and CP/M functioned

as expected. One minor annoyance is the

use by the main CP/M screen of black

characters on a light blue background;

we found this was more difficult to read

than the standard green on dark blue

used with MS-DOS. Curiously, the

CP/M applications programs do use the

green/dark blue combination.

Applications Software
Obviously with the availability of

MS-DOS, CP/M, and CP/M-86, a

great deal of software should be avail-

able for the Decision Mate V. As of this

writing, NCR has made arrangements

with several manufacturers to market

customized versions of their packages.

These include Microsoft GW Basic;

MicroPro Wordstar, SpellStar. and
MailMerge; Sorcim SuperCalc'; and sev-

eral others. In addition, NCR offers its

own business graphics package, DR
Graph.
As we have often remarked, WordStar

is an excellent full-functioned word
processing system that should meet the

needs of the most demanding user. It is

not especially easy to learn, but the spi-

ral bound Training Guide that MicroPro
now supplies should make the task easier.

Furthermore, it includes the usual exten-

sive printer drivers for every imaginable

type of printer in the WSINSTALL
module. WordStar includes two man-
uals, a 20-lesson Training Guide in a spi-

ral binder and a fat Reference Manual in

a three-ring binder. It also includes a

three-panel command card and
keyboard overlay which fits over the

function keys.

The function keys are not set auto-

matically in WordStar. Rather, the

WSKEY utility program must be run

before you load WordStar. Unfortu-

nately, WordStar does not take advan-

tage of the color display as does the

version furnished with the TI Pro-

fessional and some other machines. Ob-
viously, people have used WordStar for

years without color, but having used the

color version, we think it is a shame that

more manufacturers do not customize

the package to take advantage of color.

We were pleased to see that unlike

WordStar, SuperCalc2 takes advantage

of the color display. Row and column la-

bels are yellow while worksheet entries,

prompt lines, and the cursor are green.

This is a pleasing combination and very

easy to read at a glance. SuperCalc2
is an

excellent, easy to learn, and easy to use

spreadsheet package. It comes with a

six-panel reference card, 20-page spiral

bound booklet (10 Minutes to

SuperCalc*), and a looseleaf three-ring

User's Guide and Reference Manual.

GW Basic is the most advanced ver-

sion of Microsoft Basic with all of the

extensions and graphics statements im-

plemented. Unfortunately, NCR did not

follow the lead of Wang and re-do the

Microsoft manual, so the user is faced

with a three-part manual consisting of

the MS-Basic User's Guide, MS-DOS
Extension Guide, and GW-Basic Exten-

sion Guide. As if that weren't bad

enough, none of the three has an index.

Although the manual is terrible, GW-
Basic is nifty—particularly the color

graphics extensions. Using these graph-

ics extensions, we tried some high-

resolution plots and were amazed at the

detail and clarity of the output, even

with several colors mixed.

DR Graph
DR Graph is an interactive software

package that lets you create a graph,

preview, change, and enhance it before

you print or plot it. This menu-driven

package can create text-only charts as

well as six types of graphs: line, bar, pie,

step, stick, and scatter. As you design

your graphs, you can generate titles and

legends in different type sizes, fonts, and
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Business graphics can be displayed in

monochrome (shown here) or color.

High-resolution monochrome graphics
are usefulfor engineering design.

tion is lost, and small characters are diffi-

cult to distinguish. On the other hand,
reverse video is used only for notations at

the bottom of the screen, so this is not

especially bothersome.

Graphics resolution is 640 by 400
pixels (about 15% more than the IBM
PC and its clones) so the detail on
graphs, schematic diagrams, and en-

gineering drawings is truly amazing.
Moreover, this resolution is preserved in

all eight colors (black, white, red, blue,

yellow, magenta, green, and cyan). The
only computer that we have evaluated in

this price range with similar color graph-
ics capabilities is the NEC 8801, although
several of the other Japanese units have
the same specifications.

The display is angled back at about
five degrees; there is no provision for tilt-

ing or swiveling it.

The Heart of the System
In addition to the display, the system

unit contains the mpu, memory, disk

drives, and seven expansion slots. The ba-

sic unit has an 8-bit Z80A. The 8/16-bit

option is contained in a 4" x 4" expansion
module that plugs into expansion slot 1.

This contains an 8088 mpu and, when in-

stalled, the Z80A is automatically dedi-

cated to input and output functions.

Graphics are produced by a third mpu,
the NEC 7220 graphics chip (which ex-

plains why the graphics are the same as

those on the NEC 8801). In addition to

the graphics chip, separate graphics
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memory is included in the unit, 32K for

the monochrome display and 96K for the
color display.

The speed of the Decision Mate V in

the standard Creative Computing bench-
mark is comparable to that of other
computers in its price range. Although
not listed in the specifications, it would
appear that the machine is operating at a
2MHz clock rate (see Table 1).

The basic unit includes 64K of user
memory. Three plug-in expansion mod-
ules, which increase total memory to

128K, 256K, and 512K respectively, are
available.

Three plug-in peripheral adapters are
available: one for a Centronics-type par-

allel printer, one for an RS-232 compat-
ible modem, and one for an RS-232
serial printer. In theory, any serial or
parallel printer can be used with the De-
cision Mate V, but, NCR recommends
using one of their own units (641 1, 6442,
or 6455). We used the computer with a
Diablo 630, a popular daisywheel unit,

and had no trouble although, frankly,

we did not try to do any fancy printing

or graphics.

Two slimline 5 1/4" disk drives are
mounted vertically to the right of the
display. They use the reliable quarter-

rotation levers to secure the disks rather
than fold-down doors. Each double
sided, double density drive has a format-
ted storage capacity of 320K.

Seven 96-pin expansion slots are

Expansion modules can
be plugged in

without opening the
system unit.

Computer Time Accuracy*
TI Professional 0:15 .005859375
NCR Decision 0:22 .005859375

Mate V
IBM PC 0:24 .01159668

mLown is belter

Table I. Benchmark test of selected
computers.

found in a 4" x 8 1/2" recess in the back
of the system unit. These slots accept
processor, memory, and I/O port expan-
sion modules. This is a handy design and
eliminates the necessity of removing the
cover or disassembling the computer to

plug in an expansion module. The I/O

Disks are held in with reliable, quarter-
rotation handles. Controls include screen
brightness, sound level, and power
ojf/on switch.

Optional add-ons plug into the back of the unit: no disassembly is required.
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Thanks To CompuServe's
CB Simulator,

"DigitalFox"Accessed"DataHari"And
Proceeded ToAn"Altared"State.

The CB Simulator, where
CompuServe Subscribers can
Access Friends and Influence

People on 72 Different
Channels.

Just pick your handle and get

on line. From math to matrimony,
there's always someone out there

who speaks your language. Friends

from all over the US. and Canada are

at it 24 hours a day. Talking tech or

just having fun. And if you've got a
secret, just use the CB Scrambler.

That'll fool the "lurkersr those CB
"see it alls" who get their kicks

by watching. Or you can always use

the private talk mode for guaranteed

one-to-one conversation.

The CB Simulator is just one
of CompuServe's many electronic

communications options that

include a National Bulletin Board,

Professional Forums and Electronic

Mail. Plus, there's a world of on-line

information and entertainment all

for the price of a local phone call

plus connect time.

You can access CompuServe
with almost any computer and

modem, terminal or communicating

word processor.

To receive your illustrated

guide to the CompuServe Information

Service and learn how to subscribe,

call or contact:

CompuServe
Consumer Information Service. P O Box 20212

5000 Arlington Centre Blvd . Columbus. OH 43220

800-848-8199
In Ohio call 614-457-0802

An H&R Block Company

:le 113 on reader service card
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SESAME STREET and theStum Street Stan

ant trademark* and service marit of Children's

Tekvtvon Workshop *BrC BIRD. LITTLE BIRDond

ERNIE are trademarks of Moppets. Inc JAZZ SOTS
-so trodemari of TheDoveta.l Group. Inc NEOSOF In

a trodemorfc of Neotoft. Inc. THOUGHTWARE n a regn

fered trodemorV of the Institute for Management Improve-

ment Apple*. Alan* and IBM* ore registered trodemonV* of

Apple Computer. Inc., Alan, Inc and International Business

Machines Corp.. respectively Commodore 64" is a trodemori of

Commodore Electronics Ltd Product availability and specrhccrtions

subject to change ot ony time at tote discretion of CSS Software



ERNIE'S MAOIC SHAMS
A shape and color matching gome where
children help their Sesame Street friend

ERNIE match shapes in six different ways! Developed
by Children's Television Workshop, ERNIE'S MAGIC
SHAPES gives children practice in visual discrimi-

nation—an important early learning skill. Children

match shapes and colors while the delightful antics

of ERNIE'S magic bunny provide reinforcement and
encouragement. The manual includes activities

that blend fun and learning. For ages 3 to 6.

AVAHJUMUnr : COMMODORE 64, liM-fqr, ATARI

• 1W4 CMdwt , Conpuh* Wonnhop. he A> Ughftbmd
HNC ' 1984 Muppm. Inc.

•Trodefnart ol CCW. he

IG BIRD'S SPECIAL DELIVERY
An object recognition and classification

gome developed by Children's Television

Workshop. Children help BIG BIRO and LITTLE BIRD

sort mail and deliver packoges on Sesame Street.

BIG BIRD'S SPECIAL DELIVERY helps children improve
their understanding of form, class and fun<

'

while having funl Children feel right at home with

their Muppet friends, ond the manual is easy to

read ond includes family activities. For oges 3 to 6.

AVAILA»UITY COMMOOOtf 64. IIM-PCir. ATARI

• 1984 Otldnjn > Compute WoHohop. he AlMm tnoved
MC HMO and I II II F MO « 1984 MuupeK. he
TfticKiTxini ot CCW, inc.

U C K • A H O
I Developed by Joyce Hakonsson t

Ducks Ahoy is a discovery gome of p

ond surprise. Children practice counting skills c

predicting outcomes, and ore encouraged to think

logically while they keep dizzy ducks afloat and
avoid the boat-dunking Hippo! Music and lively

graphics entertain as they help to develop pre-

school skills. Illustrated activity book is filled with

ideas for fun ond learning. For ages 3 to 6.

AVAILAWITY COMMODORE 64, ATARI

•1984 Joyc* liufconMun Auocotw. he.

SEA HORSE NIDI 'N SEEK
Developed by Joyce Hakonsson Associates,

Sea Horse Hide N Seek is a gome of color

and camouflage in a novel environment. Childi

match colors and develop their understanding

size relationships, while they help sea
change color to hide from lagoon-fish and
homel Illustrated Hide Guide shows how animals

use camouflage in nature. A preschooler's intro-

duction to the computer. For ages 3 to 6.

AVAILAtlUTY COMMO0ORE 64, ATARI

• 1984 Jo|u Habaraaon Aaocom. he

I



WIISTEI: THI WORD CAM! '

I

jaced game of fun and learning,

Webster: The Word Game encour-

ages children to recogr .vord forms

ond gives them a hand with their spelling, tool

But Webster: The Word Game is not just for kids;

seven degrees of speed and word complexity

make it a real challenge for the whole familyl Start

three and four letters and progress to six letter

words. Hints help when time grows short ond

ion Words" appear to challenge even the

best spellers. For ages 7 to Adult.

A T C H - W I T S
The programmable, educational ond

• ertoining family challenge! Concen-

n, skill and memory involve players as both

creators ond participants. Match pairs in six pro-

grammed categories to reveal a hidden picture

puzzle for bonus points. But that's only half the

fun because Match-Wits lets you program your

own categories! History, family members, science

i\ ... whateverl Parents, children and friends

can challenge each other in favorite subject

areas. For ages 7 to Adult.

lAHAitUTY: AIW /»•. COMMOOOM 44. HM-fCjr. AVAIIAMUTY: AmiH./H«.l»MrCCOMMOOO«t««, ATA«I
AVAHAIHJT

mm A T H MILEAGE
|MB Build basic math skills as you race against

WB the do ' ood rally that rein-

•hematicol facts and concepts as

up to four players steer their cars along a fork-

Iled
rood to o number goal. Math problems pro-

,el ond help develop planning ond esti-

|ht Driving option provides practice

ags and music warn racers

azards. For ages 7 to 1 2.

AVAHAUUTY: COMMOOOIf 44, AIAH

•li*.' 1714 Do.' Cooper

PEANUT BUTTER PANIC"
In this game of cooperation and strategy

from Children's Television Workshop,

the secret of success is clear: to catch stars, make
peanut butter sandwiches—and win—you must

cooperate. Jump for stars to power your sand-

wich machine, but to catch the highest stars you

must work together and share the sandwiches

you moke. The more you eat, the higher you can

launch your partner! Teamwork develops natu-

rally, os you plan your jumps to move to higher

levels. For ages 7 and up.

AVAIIAUUTY: COMMOOOIf M, l«MPC|r . ATAII

Children i Comporef Workshop. Inc. All Right!



COCO-NOTiS
Fun with music from The Dovetail Group.
Aided by the Jozz Scats on Coco-Note

Isle, you catch notes, create melodies and fish

for tunes. Reel in notes and compose millions of
melodies, then hear them as of*en as you want, or
compose new ones ... even select accompani-
ments. In Beat the Clan
to complete a Jo note-

's Mr. Cool Clam makes lunch out of your
; polel For ages 7 to 12.

AVAIIAIIUTY: COMMOOOIti 64. ATARI

• 1984 ti..

ALFTIME BATTLIN' BANDS
A challenging test of musical style, speed
and strategy by The Dovetail Groui

Jazz Scats cheer as you create men
and outwit your rival! Lead ranks of bandsmen
onto the field, complete your formation and con-
struct a unique march in the process. At your
disposal is an entire bench of goodies to confound

opponent as you race to be first with a
ed march. Combines fun, skill and rrn

awareness. Rah! For ages 8 to Adult.

AVAOAMUTY: COMMODORE 64, ATAII

•1984 The Oovet

OVIE MUSICAL MADNESS

the writer, composer, prodi
rector os you make your own movies, from c<

and set design to editing and so Make
your movie >ngle, even
space. Cho. >n f

props and sets, and from doze r ,$ you

Dove'

AVAHAIIUTY, COMMOOCMf 64. ATAKI

•1984Th.no.,



M I O U N D
A 2,000 year dash throuc<

ur hapless a

to another
•lace throug'

edge in

ou go. Only with q

AVAILABILITY COMMM

iges 10 to Adult.

tM.PCit., ATAM

LI a H T - W A V I •
This is no ordinary move-oround-the-maze
game because you create and chonge the

Id, the rules and what you see on the screen.

iy beams pulse in their own direction as

LlghtRiders glide over them, travelling through the

energy field. You control the direction of the

beams to guide the LightRiders to their goals.

Developed by Children s Television Workshop,
>ou have fun exploring spatial

nships, problem-solving, rule-mailing and
ig. For ages 10 to Adult.

AVAUAUUTY: COMMOOOtf 64. ATARI

"igritirini lit

Fl I I I F I I T"
1 6 different feet, each with Its own

.ou choose four to rvn

each race. Use the correct feet and successfully

clear obstacles along the escolatlng 3-0 track,

ace that relies more on speed of thought

and memory than fast reflexes. Developed by
i elevision Workshop, Fleet Feet pro-

vides opportunities to plan, cooperate and
solve problems. For ages 10 to Adult.

AVAUAUUTT: COMMOOOtf M



THE tlOOS EXPEDITION
In this space adventure designed by Chil-

dren's Television Workshop, players inter-

act with each other and the computer, as they

cooperate and share information to accomplish
their mission. The computer is transformed into

a spaceship console that players jointly control.

Soaring through space, players take an active

role in group decision-making, coordinating

inputs to avoid hazards, finding artifacts and
returning safely home. Each voyage is a new
adventure as players take on different roles and
encounter new situations! For ages 1 to Adult.

AVAILABILITY: COMMOOOM 64

WEATHER TAMERS"
This is a game that allows you to do
more than talk about the weather.

You and your fellow weather forecasters create,

manipulate and control a computer-simulated

weather system. You control the forces of nature,

cope with hurricanes and jet streams, uv

entific thinking as you cooperate and compete
with other players to create and forecast the

right weather outcomes for your region of

North America. For ages 10 to Adult.

AVAKAMUTY: COMMOOOM 64

•1984 Oi.IiIi.im Cwnpuln Wortihop. Inc All >>g>iR «•«•
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THE EASYKEY" KEYBOARD OVERLAY
Made of durable vinyl, EasyKey fits ovei

computer keyboard to become the program menu!

Quickly select options and answer questions with-

out any computer or typing experience. K i

AMERICA COAST-TO-COAST "

An exciting activity package featuring

colorful, animated graphics and the Easy-

Key'" Keyboard Overlay five geog-
raphy games of the 50 states: names, cai

years of statehood, sizes, mottos and selected

industries. Program guide aid
i and

provides resources to encourage further investiga-

nio Americon history. With America Coast

to-Coast, you've got a ticket to every state of the

union ; home 1 f oi ages 8 to 14.

AVAILABILITY: Ami II • /ll.. IBM r-C/r-C;.
. COMMOOOM 64

NOSAUR DIO
e lost world of dinosaurs ond •

knowledge leoming octivities. Com-
plete with EasyKey" Keyboc Begin

with an electronic journey back in time to discover

these amazing creatures for yourself, to see where
they lived and investigate why they died ou"

:

the program guide, encourage further study. With
Dinosaur Dig, the lost world of dinosaurs won't

stay lost for long! For ages 8 to 14.

AV Al LAB 1 1 ITY APPl * 1 1
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ASTIRINO TNI SAT"
Developed in cooperation with the No-

_ tional Association of Secondary School

Principals, this comprehensive and self paced pro-

gram covers all areas: Verbol, Math and the Test

of Standard Written English. Emphasizing the

principles involved in each question and solution,

as well as test-taking strategies, it includes SAT

pre- and post-tests, menu-driven skill development

exercises, explanations of answers, and 1 52-page

Test Preparation Workbook. Mastering the SAT

offers the practice, information, specific training

and confidence students need.

AVAKAilUTY: AffU «.,»» fOfCjr, COMWOOORl *4

• 1 983. 1 9*4 National Amoc lotion of Secondary School Prmcipoh. All

Right! t«Mfvod.

ENGLISH COMPOSITION"
Comprehensive, self-poced preparation

program and review of the fundamentals of

standard written English covers the four types of

test questions plus error analysis and test-toking

strategies. Over 1 ,000 randomly generated ques-

tions offer practice in rewriting sentences, phrasing,

editing and identification of grammatical errors,

plus pointers on sentence structure. Explanations

of answers and diagnostic scoring is included.

Teocher developed, this is on effective tool for

review and preparation for the ECAT at home.

AVAiLAHirrr : Ami «•/«., w* K/rqr.

• IWJ. 19*4 HAcroconouM' Wortuhopi

SWCCISS WITH MATH™
Comprehensive, self-paced math tutorials

for primory ond secondary school students

in basic skill reinforcement ond remedial learning.

Like a patient tutor. Success With Math works with

students every step of the way. Simple on-screen

explanations illustrate step-by-step problem sol-

ving. Students ore directed to the source of errors

before continuing on, and analysis at the end of

each program helps monitor overall progress.

Problems are generated at random with new ones

appearing each time the program is run. Success

With Moth encourages and prompts the student

to successfully arrive at correct answers.

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION-FOR GRADE
LEVELS 1 TO 4

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION-FOR GRADE
LEVELS 2 TO

FRACTIONS: ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION—
FOR GRADE LEVELS S TO 8

FRACTIONS: MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION-

FOR GRADE LEVELS 5 TO 8

DECIMALS: ADDITIONS AND SUBTRACTION-
FOR GRADE LEVELS 5 TO 8

DECIMALS: MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION-
FOR GRADE LEVELS 5 TO 8

UNEAR EOUATIONS-FOR GRADE LEVELS

7 TO 11

QUADRATIC EQUATIONS-FOR GRADE LEVELS

9 TO 12

AVAHAUUTY:Ami If/Ho. •*» PC/fCjr. COMMOOOM *4.

ATARI

• I9i2. 1983. 19S4 kkcrocompuW Wortuhopv



ANAGINO FOR SUCCESS
Be o better manager with the business

I ond classroom-tested instruction offered
by this comprehensive, innovative series of pro-
grams developed by Thoughtware*, leaders in the
field of computer-assisted management training.
Self-paced and interactive, these programs utilize

cose studies and simulations of day-to-day situ-

ations so you gain practice ond experience in

managing For ages 16 to Adult.

P Includes analysis ofhow managers function,
what qualities define a good manager, a

step-by-step assessment of your attitudes toward
management ond managing others, ond under-
standing your strengths ond weaknesses as a
manager. Emphasis is placed on recognizing your
personal preferences as you begin to explore
management career options ond formulate steps
toword realizing your personal development goals.

PI O PL I MANAGEMENT
Through self-paced instruction ond case
studies, you con become o better ond more

effective manager of people, in both one-on-one
ond group situations. Examine leadership styles
ond strategies, motivating others to ochieve results
and building ond evaluating effective teams for
business and personal goals. Major emphasis is

placed on an understanding of communication
and its practical applications.

AVAHA1AITY: Ami II •/!!.. «M POfC)r.

•I«3. 1W4 ThoughlWar. Inc.

ICROSPEEDREAD
Designed to put you bock in control of
your reoding time, making you a more

dynamic, flexible ond productive reader Micro
SpeedRead approaches speed reading os on
information-gathering process. Provides reinforce-
ment, encouragement ond feedback through strat-
egies tested with students ond professionals in
college classrooms ond business workshops. Pro-
gram guide provides learning objectives for each
lesson and printed practice selections from current
periodicals ond literature. With so little time and
so much to read, you need MicroSpeedRead. For
ages 16 to Adult.

AVAKANUTY:Ami I. . /H* ItM rc/Kjr, COMMOOOKM
•1 984 GoJ 6andmr, tow Waaman and Jann Lucu.



TITIIT M A f T I Rt
MUIOII BY TNI OOZIN
Twelve tangled webs of crime and

I

puzzlement put your powers of logic and de-
duction to the test! Begin witfi a cose profile of

each carefully constructed murder and then travel

a twisted trail of shady characters, false leods,

clever deceptions and red herrings in search of

clues. A unique Gome Clock ticks on as you
interview suspects, search apartments or travel

ocross town. Do you have enough evidence to
convict? Only the computer knows! With four
player capacity, a separate Solution Book, work-
sheetsand tips for successful investigations. Murder
By The Dozen has all the makings of a bloodygood
time! For ages 10 to Adult.

AVAMAUUTY:Ami ll • />!.. MM K/K)r. COMMOOC4E 64

•1983, IVMBron&rt.Inc

^TJ Bridge is fun to play, but hard to leam in

public. Charles Goren is the answer, a private tutor

with endless patience and expert guidance. This

bridge learning system provides sectionson bidding
and "the ploy of the hand." Quizzes, evaluations

and explanations clarify and encourage. Complete
with a 144 page Player's Manual. Whether you
don't know o trump from a trick or simply want the
master's expert advice at your own pace. Charles
Goren is your ace in the hole! For ages 1 to Adult.

AVAKAMITY, Ami ll/ll.. MM ft COMMOOOM *4

•19*3. 1984 Goran hir-iiuliunul. Inc.
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SOFTWARE
CBS Software, A Unit of CBS Inc.

One Fowcett Ploce, Greenwich, CT 06386 (203 622-2525)

In Canada. Holt, Rinehort & Winston
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Basic Types of

Business Graphics

Software

Business Graphics Packages: These packages
automatically produce bar graphs, pie charts, line

graphs, etc. from data entered by the user They
normallyhaveno capability to manipulate thedata
orperform transformations on it (e.g., PFS: Graph.
Super Chartman 11/

Statistical/Graphics Packages: This software has

the ability to manipulate and/or transform the data

after entry as well as to display the results graphi-

cally (e.g., VisiTrend/Plot. Graph N' Calc/

General Purpose Graphics Software: Although
not necessarily intended only tor business use. these

packages allow the user to design any type of
graphic (not just charts orgraphs) and often include

special features allowing text screens, three-dimen-

sional graphics, animation, and "cut and paste"

routines (e.g., The Complete Graphics System,
MacPaint/

Slide Show Software: This type ofpackage is the

computer equivalent of a 35mm slide projector The
graphics created with other programs are stored

and sequenced with slide show software to allow

organized presentation and display (e.g., Executive

Briefing System, Frame-Up/

Graphics Dump Programs: This specialized soft-

ware allows users to print and/or plot graphics dis-

playedon the monitor screen (e.g., Paper Graphics/

CHOOSING

ost business

presentations you attend (department
meetings, sales presentations, annual
meetings) are meant to convey some in-

formation to those attending: some suc-

ceed more than others. These meetings
often make use of:

• "Chalk talks" in which one person
alternately draws on a board or
tablet and talks.

• Slide shows with professionally

prepared 35mm color pictures.

• Prepared handouts of either nu-

meric or graphical material.

• Overhead projectors with trans-

parencies.

Most business meetings include graphic

tools to get the poi nt across. The reason is

simple: graphics convey more informa-
tion more directly and vividly than any
other medium.

A quick look at almost any college

textbook, regardless of discipline (eco-

nomics, sociology, mathematics), reveals

numerous illustrations, charts, and
graphs. The reason here is also that

graphics are a dramatic and informative

way to encapsulate large quantities of in-

formation. If your business involves

transmitting information, you probably

should be using graphics to do at least

some ofthe work for you.

While we are interested primarily in

business graphics in this section, the pro-

grams and techniques mentioned are ap-

plicable as well to anyone who teaches,

demonstrates, trains, or presents almost

anything.

Over the last few years, the variety of

graphics software which has become
available to microcomputer users has in-

cluded easy-to-use packages capable of
producing presentation quality graphics

to communicate many kinds ofinforma-
tion. Even so, the potential of the micro-
computer is relatively untouched because
the computer deals with things mathe-
matically while most people prefer to deal

with things visually. The most successful

ofthe new graphics packages we will look

at link the mathematical capabilities of

the computer with the visual require-
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USING A BUSINESS GRAPHICS PACKAGE /BARRY KEATING

ments of the viewer to create a powerful

tool for business professionals, teachers,

designers, engineers, and others.

Types of Graphics Software
The graphics software available today

falls into five main categories:

• Business graphics packages.

• Statistical/graphics packages.

• Frecform or general purpose
graphics packages.

• Slide show software.

• Graphicsdump programs.

Few of the programs available today fall

neatly into only one of the five pigeon-

holes. Rather, each of these five catego-

ries offers different useful possibilities to

the business user.

Most of the graphics software mar-

keted directly to business users falls into

the first category, business graphics

packages. This type of package will rep-

resent data as it is most commonly used

in business, as bar charts, pie charts, and

line graphs. We shall look at examples of

each generated by specific programs.

A more powerful group of packages
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figure 7. Produced with Visi'Trend/Mot, \his

graphic is a plot of three data series on a

single screen. The axes are scaled automati-

cally, and the legend and titles can easily be

added by the program.
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(statistical/graphics packages) not only

presents the data in graphic form, but

also manipulates raw data to get it into a

meaningful format. These programs are

able to use regression, trend analysis, ex-

ponential smoothing, and other statisti-

cal operations: store the results ofthe cal-

culations: and then present the results in

pictorial form. Few packages of this sort

exist on mainframe computers; this use

of integrated analysis and graphics al-

most requires the use of a microcom-

puter. (SPSS and SAS. ofcourse, perform

these duties on many corporate main-

frames but at great expense while requir-

ing some knowledge ofprogramming).

( ieneral purpose graphics software is

not marketed to busi nesspeople in partic-

ular, but the power ofsome ofthese pack-

ages (coupled with their ease of use)

makes them very useful for displaying

anything other than the traditional line,

bar. and pie charts.

Slide show software turns your micro

into a presentation device. These pack-

ages make a microcomputer behave (in

some ways) like a slide projector.

Graphics dump programs enable you

to get hardcopy (printouts) of whatever

you can see on your monitor. Ifyou want

to pass your graphics around, keep your

eye out for this feature.

Let's stress again that most commer-

cial packages are a combination oftwo or

more of the five types of graphics pack-

ages.

Your First Presentation

As
you step on the elevator Monday
morning your section manager.

Alice, reminds you that this

Wednesday the management
team from "corporate" will be in to re-

view the sales ofyour three product lines.

"Could you supplement your presenta-

tion with some graphics?" asks Alice.

"We need to convince them that our

Economy model is the hot item."

A simple request, but to supplement

your facts with a graphics display is going

to take some time and effort—how much

time and effort? Any business analysis

involves plottingand graphing numerical

data. These numbers could be the dollar

sales of different product lines or they

could be the results of calculations de-

signed to identify trends and tendencies.

What it is going to take to produce the

graphics is a pencil, paper, a large work-

ECOHOHY UEMW DELUXE SALES

580

82

ECONOMY SALES ON THE LEFT

DELUXE SALES ON THE RIGHT

Figure 2. Alsoproduced with VisiTrend/Mot,

this graphic placestwo bar charts side-by-

side for comparison.

sheet, a calculator, some raw data, and a

great deal oftime or. .

.

With your personal computer you can

organize the data, store it. analyze it. ma-

nipulate it to your heart's content, and

then finally display it. Doing it this way is

actually going to save you an immense

amount of time rather than making the

process more time consuming than it al-

ready is. Let's emphasize, however, that

this first time through a computer-gener-

ated presentation will be a little slow at

times. With the correct software, the final

product will be first class, but it will take a

little learning time the first time around.

Those who have to do this once a month

or three or four times a year are bound to

save much more time than those who give

only one presentation each year.

Let's take Alice's suggestion for a pre-

sentation and show the actual results you

SPECIAL BUSINESS GRAPHICS SECTION S-3



Business Graphics

could achieve. While our case will be a
simple one, you should get a feel for how
your own, more complicated situations

could be presented using the same tech-
niques and software. Thirteen years of
sales data (from 1970 through 1982) are
available for the three product lines

(Economy, Standard, and Deluxe) that

your company produces, and you would
like to present the sales data graphically

in a way that will convey some informa-
tion about the numbers to youraudience.

Two ofthe most widely used programs
that could easily handle this situation are

VisiTrend/Plot (available for the Apple II,

III, and IBM PC) and Lotus 1-2-3

(available for the Tl Professional. DEC
Rainbow, Wang Professional, Grid Com-
pass, and IBM PC). Figures I through 5
were done with VisiTrend/Plot; similar
figures could also be produced with
Lotus 1-2-3.

After keyingin the salesdata. either of
these programs will allow you to:

• Save the data to a disk for later use.

• Analyze the data in some fashion

(e.g.. calculate summary statistics).

• Plot or graph the raw data.

• Plot or graph calculated data.

Both I isilreml/Plot and Lotus 1-2-3 are

combination business graphics and sta-

tistical packages. Figure I is a concurrent
plot ofthe sales ofeach ofthe three prod-
ucts over time. It quite clearly shows that

sales for each of the three are growing
over time but that the Economy model
appears to be growing in sales much more
rapidly than the other two models. The
same information (that is, the raw data)
was used to produce Figure 2 as well.

Figure 2 highlights the relatively rapid
growth in the Economy model when
compared to Deluxe sales. A bar chart,
like the one in Figure 2, is often more
dramatic, especially in color, than the
simple line graph of Figure I. Both Visi-

Trend/Plot and Lotus 1-2-3 can produce
color graphics for screen display, but
Lotus 1-2-3 can also print graphics in up
to seven colors, depending on your
printer or plotter. VisiTrend/Plot is not ca-
pable of driving a color plotter. The fig-

ures reproduced here, however, were
printed on an Epson MX-80 dot matrix
printer (no color).

Pie charts, like the one in Figure 3 are
often useful for representing a single set

of data. Figure 3 shows forecasted 1984
sales shares for each product line.

Often, however, it is necessary to
"massage" the data in some fashion, and
then display the results. Your company
may wish, for instance, to project 1984
Deluxe sales from past sales data. 1 isi-

Trend/Plot can compute a trend line with
a single key command and then display
the results as pictured in Figure 4. Lotus
1-2-3 has some statistical functions built-

Figure3. Apie chort produced with rVs/frerioVPforalsoincludesobreakdownof the
percentages of total as in this figure.

S-4 SPECIAL BUSINESS GRAPHICS SECTION

Figure 4. The results of a simple trend
analysisor* displayed showing the
projected sales in 1984. This graphic
required two stops toproduce with Visi-

Trend/Plot: first, the trend linowas
computed; second, that trend line and the
actual sales through 1982 were plotted.

in (e.g., average and standard deviation),
but cannot run regressions or perform
trend analysis. Lotus 1-2-3 does, however,
have a built-in spreadsheet program (like

VisiCalc) and can use data from the
spreadsheet for plotting and graphing.

I isiTrend/Plot also has the ability to
split the viewscreen into windows for

comparison of two graphical pieces of
data at one time. Figure 5 shows this fea-

ture with the Economy sales trend line at

the top ofthe screen and the Deluxe sales
trend line pictured immediately below.
Vertical screen splitting is also available
in I isiTrend/Plot

Both Lotus 1-2-3 and VisiTrend/Plot
are, then, capable of producing line, bar,

pie, stacked bar, and X-Y graphs from
data either entered from the keyboard or
from data files on disk. Both programs
allow "what if graphing by allowing you
to produce entirely new graphs with sin-

gle keystrokes. I isiliend/Plot also has a
trend analysis program which allows you
to see quickly the results ofmany types of
data relationships such as time series
data, stock prices, and production fig-

ures. While I isiTrend/Plot docs not offer

the convenience ofa built-in spreadsheet
as Lotus 1-2-3 docs, it can use informa-
tion from VisiCalc files for further statis-

tical forecasting and graphic display.

PfSrGrnph
any of the same types of
graphics produced with Lotus
1-2-3 and I isiTrend/Plot may

lalso be produced with
PFSdrapli. a business graphics program
that is available for the Apple II and III

line and the IBM PC. PFSdrapli will as-
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semble charts or graphs in color or black

and white. PF&Graph can use informa-

tion in VisiCalc files, information en-

tered from the keyboard, or information

from its companion program, PES.Eile.

Up to four graphs may be overlaid on a

single set ofaxes just as in I 'isiTrend/Plot

Mixing line and bar graphs and stack

graphs or displaying them side-by-side is

also a simple task with PISXiraph The
program will print the graphs to a wide

variety of printers and will also drive an

HP7470A color plotter.

Graph N'Cak

While PhSXJraph is only a busi-

ness graphics program (and

not capable of statistical cal-

culations). Graph N" Calc for

the IBM PC is a completely integrated

system that allows you to enter data in a

ECONOMY MODEL SALES TREND LINE

i I i I i I i I i I t I i I

78 72 74 76 78 82 84 86

79 72 74 76 78 88 82 84 86

DELUXE MODEL 8ALE8 TREND LINE

figure 5. Split screen projection shewing

two plots at ene time using twe horizontal

windows is also available with

VisiTrend/Plof.

spreadsheet format, perform complex
analysis of the data, prepare color graphs

using the data, and save and retrieve the

data from external storage in DIF (Data

Interchange Format). The use of DIF for

files in Graph S'C 'ale means that you may
use files created by other programs which

also use DIF files, such as I 'isiCalc, 1 1st-

Trend/Plot, and 1-2-3

Graph N' Call is marketed for serious

business forecasting use—that is why the

program disk comes with two manuals,

one. the standard program manual with a

tutorial section (well done) and the sec-

ond, a 292-page textbook-like manual on

forecasting technique. The forecasting

book is not directly keyed to the program

and includes quite a bit of information

which is not relevant to the program at all

while leaving out explanations ofsome of

the more powerful features of Graph N'

Calc. The program, for instance, can cal-

culate internal rates of return which are

often used for project selection and net

present values, but the book doesn't men-
tion either technique (the Calc section of

the program can also use logarithmic

transformations, exponential smoothing

and polynomial functions).

For display of completed material

Graphs' Calccan print graphics to either

an IBM or Epson printer (a plotter mod-
ule for the HP 7470A plotter is available

for $100 extra), save graphics to disk, or

create a slide show ofcompleted graphics.

Super

$
Super Chartman II

I uper Chartman II for the IBM PC
closely resembles PFSXJraph. Super

\Chartman is not a statistical pack-

age in any sense and has no slide

show routine; it is strictly a business

graphics package that can read DIF files.

It does, however, offer a complete set of20

different chart types includingsome with

a three-dimensional look. It will drive the

HP 7470 plotter, the IBM XY-750 plotter,

and the HP 7220 plotter: Chartman will

also drive many printers.

The manual for Chartman is written

for first time users and includes step-by-

step instructions for many common
chart types. One interesting addition to

the manual is a set of reproducible

"graphics requests forms" to allow people

unfamiliar with computers to order

charts or graphs by filling out a specially

designed form which includes some
graphics examples as part ofthe form.

Text As A Graphic s Tool

Text
screens are also part of any ef-

fective business graphics presenta-

tion; they provide the explanation

for what the viewer has seen or is

about to sec. Figures 6 and 7 are examples

ofscreens used for presentations. Figure 7

was produced with Executive Briefing

System which is available for the Apple II

and Apple III. Similar text screens could

be produced with a variety ofother pack-

ages (sec comparison chart and Figures 8

and 9).

Graphing and plotting programs can

be difficult to use (VistTrend/Plot, Lotus

1-2-3, and PFSXJraph are notable excep-

tions) but their output is limited largely to

chart format material; to produce text

screens and present text screen/graphics

combination displays you need a pro-

gram capable of producing multiple text

formats interspersed with graphics, many
type fonts, and a variety of colors. In ad-

dition, you need a simple method of dis-

playing one screen after another (in slide

show fashion) for active presentations.

Executive Briefing System and The
Graphics Department fit the bill perfectly.

Let's assume you have produced the

graphics screens in Figures 1 through 6,

and now you need some text screens to tie

the program together; you also need a

method for displaying your work that is

foolprooffafxcr all, the worst thing to have

happen in a presentation is a breakdown

in the equipment). Aimed primarily at

business users, EBS is a simple program

that allows you to transfer the charts and
graphs from other programs to EBS, add

extremely professional text screens, and

select among several formats for the pre-

sentation of your material. One impor-

tant note: Pl'SXiraph. much to my dis-

may, is apparently unable to produce files

readable by EBS or any other program

with which I am familiar. In other words.

THE STRUCTURAL DEFICIT

. rue , ui'Mi

DEFICITS AS
* DF CMP 3.6Z SB/. 3. TZ

figure 6. Executive Briefing System text

slide.

figureZ Text slide done with The Graphits

Departmenton an Apple.
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Business Graphics

PF&Gruph graphics may not be used by

EBS or any of the other slide show pro-
grams mentioned below. This clearly

makes PF&Graph acceptable only for

business graphics which will be printed
or plotted rather than displayed on a
monitor or large screen projector system.

While PF&Graph is a bit easier to use

than VisiTrtnd/Piot, its limitations in

transferring the output toother programs
is a real liability.

EBS. however, can use material pro-

duced by 1 isiTrend/Tlot as well as several

other graphics packages. Up to 32 slides

can be included on a single EBS format-

ted disk. This includes the EBS runtime
program (the program that controls the

display) which may be transferred to any
blank disk. Transfer of graphics from
other programs is easy—Figure 2, for in-

stance, created with I IstRend/Plot was
saved to a disk with the pixsave com-
mand of I isilrend/l'lot. After EBS was
booted, the figure was called onto the

screen with the get command and then

saved to an /: W.S'slide disk (i.e., a disk with

the EBS runtime program already writ-

ten onto it). The entire procedure of
creating Figure 2, saving it to a disk, and
transferring it to an EBS disk took less

than ten minutes.

figure 8. IBM text slide done with

Hypergraphits.

Designing text slides with EBS is

really quite a bit of fun. To create a text

slide like Figure 6 you need to specify in

EBSihe type and size ofthe font in which
you wish to compose. The particular font

(typestyle) or size you use can be changed
at anytime while you are composing the

slide as can the color of the text. Figure 6
uses two different fonts, while Figure 9

uses multiple fonts as well ascolor. lotus,

which produces EBS. also sells an extra

disk of accessory fonts, many with both

upper- and lowercase and even some spe-

cial characters to improve your presenta-

tions.

Hie Graphics Department
The Graphics Department is aptly ti-

tled. It is a complete set ofgraphics utili-

ties for the Apple which is built primarily

to do the work you might have previously
sent to a graphics department within an
organization (including text slides). It is a

more integrated package than some of
the older material available for the Apple
and combines the power of many of the

older programs with some new twists

which make it an extremely useful tool. It

is easy to use, too.

What "standard" techniques can you
apply with The Graphics Department'
It is first and foremost a tool for entering,

saving, and displaying business data in a

variety of formats. Data can be entered

from the keyboard or read in from a DIF
file (this makes it compatible with data
files used by I'isilrcnd/l'ltU. I isiCalc. and
many other programs that use DIF data
files). Once the data are in place, you can
choose any ofthe familiar bar. line, pie, or
scatter formats for display. Grids can be
overlaid, and multiple plots can be dis-

played on a single chart.

Trend analysis, the most common
statistical forecasting technique, is han-
dled by The Graphics Department as you
are given the opportunity to plot addi-

tional statistics on any given chart (see

Figure 10). These optional statistics in-

clude: the mean value, the standard de-

figure9. Executive Briefing System slide.

figure 10. Trend line with statistic

calculated and drawn with The Graphits

Department.

v iation, and a "best fit" trend line (i.e.. a

simple regression line).

Regression analysis in general and
other more sophisticated forms of mani-
pulating data are not handled in the pro-
gram. Up to 99 data points can be used at

one time, and any chart type can be used
to describe the data once they are in

memory (after all, you may not know
which type of chart to use in an actual

presentation until you try each ofthem).
If that were all The Graphics Depart-

ment did, it wouldn't be much different

from say, TESdraph. But the system,
which includes three double-sided disks,

can also use 20character fonts (Figure II).

more than 100 colors, a specialized set of
"graphic tools," and a slide show utility-

all in addition to the standard charting
utilities (Figure 12). You will find the
graphics tools most useful for editing
completed slides and pictures. These pic-

tures are saved as normal Apple 33- or
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34-sector tiles and arc thus compatible

with most other programs such as Execu-

tive Unci ins; System. Frame-Up, and

Screen Director.

With the tookyou can overlay shrink,

and move pieces of a picture at will. You

could, for instance, take a chart, shrink it.

and place it on a text slide, all in a matter

of a few seconds I he tools mtxlule also

allows the creation of slides and pictures

from scratch, changing colors, masking

portions of the screen, and adding pat-

terns. With the slide show module. The

Graphics Department&ts you the power

to displav all your work. A print module

allows you to print any screen on an

Apple Silentype printer, hut any com-

mercial printing program (like Paper

Graphics) can be used to print anything

produced with TheGraphics Department

on a standard dot matrix printer. One
final important point: the manual ishon

esth readable and helpful (or is it just that

the program is so easy to use)

Apple Mechonic

Another delightful program for

composing primarily text slides

(although it lacks the presentation

facilities ol/./f.S and TheGraphics

Departmen t) is the Beagle Bros. Apple

Mechanic for the Apple II. This inexpen-

si\e ($2995) program includes six ready-

to-use fonts and allows custom building

of fonts. Beagle Bros, also sells an acces-

sory disk with 26 extra fonts: that should

be enough of a selection of letters, num-

bers, and special characters to keep any-

one happy. Typing text screens w ith Apple

Mechanic is simple with the Xtyper pro-

gram, which allows upper- and lowercase

as well as various colors. Changing fonts

while composing is even easier than in

EBS, st) a single slide can use as many

different fonts and colors as you like.

MacPaint
MacPaintdearly falls intoourgeneral

purpose graphics package category. The

accompanying pictures printed on an

Apple Imagewnter should demonstrate

its usefulness for producing quality

graphics in a business environment.

MacPaint on the Macintosh is by far the

simplest of all the graphics generators de-

scribed here.

The manual for the program is trivial

—who needs it? It is like providing a man-

ual fora lead pencil The program is most

like Penguins Complete Graphics System

with icons representing things you would

like to do. You just point and choose, Text

and graphics can be easily mixed because

the Mac uses only a hi-res screen (and it is

really hi-res) (see Figure 13). There is no

color, but there are many different types

ofshading. Anything on the screen can be

dumped to the printer by selecting the

Figure It. Differenttype fonts oreavailoblein The Graphirs Department.
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print option with the mouse.

Slide Shows

After you make the slides, you still

need a way to display them. Apple

Mechanic slides arc useable by

ESS and The Graphics Depart-

ment, hut if you want a less expensive

display routine. I suggest the Beagle Bros.

Frame-l /> (THS costs $19$ TheGraphics

Department sells for $124.95. and Frame-

I /> sells tor $29.50). While Frame-l '/> (for

the Apple II) is not nearly as sophisticated

and capable as £05or The Graphics De-

partment it is simple, easy to use, and

cheap. Learning to use it takes about ten

minutes. It performs three important

functions: it allows composition of sim-

ple, one-font text screens: it displays slides

in rotation at the press ofa paddle button

or arrow key: and it performs unattended

figure 12. Standard iharts are automati colly

produced by The Graphiis Department.
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Figure 13. MatPaint ureens dumped toon

Apple Imagewnter printer with the raMlf

command.
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Host Personal Computer*

User Interface

Apple II. III.

IBM PC

Menu

Calculate Simple Statistics

Regression/Trend Analysis
Create Text Slides

Create Plots/Graphs
(line, bar. pie)**

Create Pictures

Move Objects (animation)
Print Screens (slides)

Slide Show (auto-sequence)

Modify Graphics Slides

Allows Freehand Drawings
3-D Rotations

Drives Plotter

Special System Requirements

Suggested List Price

Yes

Yes

No
Yes

No
No
Yes

No
No

No
No
No

I28K. two
disk drives

for IBM PC
version

IBM PC-

Menu

Apple II. III.

IBM PC
Apple II

Menu

$300-1BM
$300-Apple

Yes

No
Yes

Yes

No
No
Yes

No
No

No
No
Yes

192K, two
disk drives

color

graphics

$495

No
No
Yes

Yes

No
No
Yes

No
Only its

own slides

No
No
Yes

Menu

$140-1BM
$125-11

$175-111

No
No
Yes

No

No
No
Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No
No

Apple II

Keyboard
overlay

$199

No
No
Yes

No

No
No
No
No
Yes

No
No
No

$2950

Also, most IBM PC programs will run on appropriately configured IBM PC compatibles
"Created from data and drawn automatically.

by showing slides in the order you choose
with a time delay chosen by you. It also
hasan instruction booklet which ishilari-

ous (like all the Beagle Bros, materials).

Frame-i'p doesn't do anything other pro-
gramsdon't do. but it does the basicsquite
well indeed.

Another Apple slide show program is

Screen Director, an exceptionally easy to
use program but one quite different in

concept from Framc-l p. EBS, or I he
Graphics Department slide show module.
SUreen Director is actually a simple lan-

guage with which you create and edit text

slides as well as print the slides and/or
present them in slide show fashion. EBS.
Frame-Up and TheGraphicsDepartment
use menus to guide you through the pro-

$
eVlf ^ '

6> *','•*••,

C 4) «34t. ecu

C 6> <44(.M4)

< 4> I3S1.|«|

figure M. Partofananimatedsequence,
thii (hartwas drawn with the KoalaPad and
toe Graphit Solution.

gram; choices are highlighted on the
screen, and you move a cursor to select a
particular procedure. In Screen Director
the system is quite different. First. Screen
Director requires two drives for produc-
tion ofmaterials, although only one drive
is needed for showing presentations. Sec-
ond. Screen Director uses English-like
commands to control the system. For ex-
ample: SHOW FROM I AUTOMATIC 10

A reference card is included with
Screen Director, and the language is al-
most easy enough to use that the manual
becomes more ofa reference guide than a
piece of required reading (I recommend,
however, that you read at least the tutorial
section of the manual). Screen Director
accepts screens from most packages, in-
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Comparison Chart

^̂
Apple II

Menu

No
No
Yes

No

No
No
No
Yes

No

No
No
No

$29.50

•
Sr
Apple II

Command
language

No
No
Yes

No

No
No
Yes

Yes

No

No
No
No

$150

s

IBM PC

Menu

No
No
Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
Yes

No
No
No

$149.95

/
IBM PC

Menu

No
No
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No
No

128K.two
double sided

disk drives,

color

graphics

board

$395

>Jf

S
if

IBM PC

Menu

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
Yes

Yes

I28K,

color

graphics

board

$250
Plotter

$100

a#

IBM PC

Status

line

No
No
Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No
Yes

I28K.

color

graphics

board

$225

•
Apple II.

IBM PC

Touch
sensitive

pad

No
No
No
No

Yes

No
No
No
Yes

Yes

No
No

$125

eluding VisiTrend/Ploi and Apple Me-
chanic, but also has the ability to create

and edit text slides. One unfortunate fea-

ture is that there is no way to add or delete

material on a graphics slide. This is a real

disadvantage if you wish to modify a I '/-

silrcnd/Plot slide; it simply cannot be

done. EBS and The Graphics Depart-

ment, on the other hand, do have the abi 1-

ity to modify graphics slides (by adding

text, for example).

Ifyou wish to use hardcopy handouts

with a presentation. Screen Director will

print all its screens to many printers as

well as to the IDS Prism Color Printer.

Screen Director will not, however, print

yourchoice ofslides but will print only all

ofthe si ides listed for one "show." Up to 17

figure 15. P€RT chart drawn with CCausing a

KoalaPad and lettered with The Complete

Oraphid System.

graphics may be stored on a single disk.

One of the very attractive features of

EBS is that it offers several methods for

switching from one slide to the next (dis-

solve, curtain rise, spiral cut). These tran-

sitions between slides enhance the pre-

sentation enormously. Screen Director

and The Graphics Department have fewer

options. One quite useful inclusion in the

Screen Director package is a si ide changer

like those used with 35mm projectors.

The two buttons work to advance and
recall slides just as they would were you

actually using a slide projector.

Animation, rreeform Graphics,

and Unusual Devices

We have dealt with entering and
transforming data, displaying

the results as graphs and
charts, creating text screens

for explanation, and, finally showing the

ini iTik t^s cnr/-iAi ni icikircc /^n « nui/~r oc/-—ri/"\M c e\
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Host Personal Computer*

User Interface

Calculate Simple Statistics

Regression/Trend Analysis

Create Text Slides

Create Plots/Graphs

(line, bar, pie)**

Create Pictures

Move Objects (animation)

Print Screens (slides)

Slide Show (auto-sequence)

Modify Graphics Slides

Allows Freehand Drawings
3-D Rotations

Drives Plotter

Special System Requirements

Suggested List Price

<f
IBM PC

Menu

No
No
Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No
Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No

128K.

color

graphics

board

$395

Apple II

Menu

No
No
Yes

Yes

Yes

No
Silentypeonly

Yes

Yes

Limited

No
No

SI 24.95

Apple II

Menu

No
No
Yes

No

No
No
Yes

No
No
No
No
No

$49.95

IBM PC

Menu

No
No
Yes

Yes

Yes

No
Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No
Yes

I28K,

color

graphics

board

$425

'Appl* II refers le Apple IH- as well as Apple lie systems. Mast Apple II parages will alse work en the Apple III in

Also, most IBM PC programs will run en appropriately configured IBM PC compatibles.
"Created from data and drawn automatically.

IBM PC

Menu

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No
Yes

Color

graphics

board

$125

ulatia

results as a slide show. Now that is quite a

bit of ground for anyone to cover, but we
haven't done anything that couldn't be

done by a professional graphics depart-

ment with plenty of time, a 35mm slide

projector, and a lot ofmoney. But can the

computer make sophisticated presenta-

tions that do things that slide projectors

are incapable ofmatching? You bet!

Several software packages offer pow-
erful animation routines, sometimes in

conjunction with other useful features

(like 3-D graphs or libraries of prepared

graphics). For the Apple II, IH- and lie the

most complete and easy to use of these

packages arc The Graphic Solution and
Graforth. For the IBM PC there arc three

packages in this category: Kxecuvision.

Hypergmphia, and EHergiaphics. Each
of these packages has both strong points

and weak points.

Usually the use of animation in pre-

sentations requires the knowledge of a

programming language like Basic, Pas-

cal, or Forth, but few business users are

willing to spend their valuable time
learning the languages needed to address
the specific graphics features of their

computers.

What the businessperson (or teacher,

consultant, guide, or trainer) really needs
is a package that gives him the ability to

create presentation quality animations
and displays with relative case.

Hie Graphic Solution
The Graphic Solution is one ofthe few

Apple software packages featuring ani-

mation that could conceivably be used by
a neophyte. It is a friendly system, but be
aware that to create complicated anima-
tions with it requires some practice. The
basic technique is to create "movies" or

animated sequences frame by frame. The
frames may then be edited, shown in se-

quence, deleted, or added to previous
work. Some quite complex work can be
handled by TGS—large imagcanimation.
animation over colored backgrounds,
flicker-free animation, scrolling, and an-

figures 16-19. Sequential pictures of a

three-dimensional rotation performed by

imatcd text—but it takes time to learn the

system. A knowledge ofApplesoft Basic is

also helpful for some of the applications.

The documentation for TGS, which
comes in a small three-ring binder, is well

done and includes a tutorial as well as a

quick-and-dirty introduction to using the

package. A demonstration disk offers

some insight into the capabilities of the
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Comparison Chart

*
Apple II

Command
language

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
Yes

No
No
No
No

$25

/
Apple II. 111.

IBM PC

Forth

language

Requires programming
Requires programming

Yes

Requires programming

Yes

Yes

No
Rcqu i res programm ing

No
Yes

Yes

No

$75

yf
Apple II

Menu

No
No
Yes

No

Yes

No
No
No
Yes

Yes

No
Yes

$79.95

iW
£

IBM PC

Menu

No
No
Yes

No

Yes***

No
Yes

No
Yes

Yes***

No
Yes

$25(1

^*

Macintosh

Mouse

No
No
Yes

No

Yes

No
Yes

No
Yes

Yes

No
No

Included

with

machine

•/
Apple. IBM.
TRS-80

Menu

Yes

Some
No

Specialized

No
No
Yes

No
No
No
No
No

128KIBM.
two disk drives,

color graphics

board

$275

Create* architectural type drawings.

package.

I found the most useful feature of IX tS

to be its ability to use completed screens

created with other packages (like Vtsi-

Irend/I'lot) as backgrounds for animation

in presentations.

TGS also offers one other feature of

potential interest to business users which

could easilv be overlooked. Accent, the

manufacturer of TGS, also sells a TGS/
KoalaPad interface which allows you to

use a KoalaPad to input graphics into

TGS Since the KoalaPad has been mar-

keted primarily for home use. its applica-

tion in business graphics may be over-

looked. The KoalaPad is not really a

software package: it is actually a small

graphics tablet sold with MicrvMustmtor,

B software package needed to use the pad.

B> itself, the small KoalaPad along with

MicrollhtstratOK is capable of producing

some interesting graphics which can be

saved and used with other packages (Fig-

ure 14). To draw, you use a stylus (pro-

vided) or even your fingertip to trace lines

on the touch sensitive pad. The KoalaPad

for the Apple plugs into the gameport

ITI*. ly""* cdc/hai m rciMF^roAPHir^FrTION S-TI



Business Graphics

(there is also a KoalaPad for the IBM PC)
and allows freehand drawing in any of 16

colors—something no other package
mentioned in this article can do. The Mi-
croIUustmtor package uses a rubber band
cursor to help draw straight lines, boxes,
and circles.

Hie Complete Graphics System
The c 'omphne Graphics System (c GS)

is a close relative of the Microlllustrator

package. It is also an Apple package and
can be used with the KoalaPad. but it is

much more powerful than Microlllustra-

tor.

C GS is a generalized graphics pack-
age. It will not. for instance, plot the stan-

dard charts after you have entered nu-
merical data, nor will it perform any
statistical analysis, but it docs offer a sim-
ple method for producing freestyle
graphics for business (as well as text
slides) in a "quick and dirty" manner.
CGSis, above all, simple to use—the man-
ual is less than 60 pages long and most of
that you will read only once. With CGS
you are offered a variety of input devices:

the KoalaPad. joystick, trackball. Apple
Graphics Tablet. Houston Instruments
HiPad, Apple Mouse, or the reliable old
keyboard. It is definitely easiest to draw
with this package using one of the
graphics tablets. We did not have an op-
portunity to try it with the mouse, but
that is a close analog ofa tablet and so will

probably be just as easy to use.

Like Microlllustrator. CGSdraws per-
fect rectangles, circles, and straight lines

for you; unlike Microlllustrator it also
helps draw ellipses, arcs, and triangles.

The combination of96 different brushes
and more than 100 colors with these tech-
niques boggles the imagination, but each
technique is as easy to use as pointing
to it.

Drawing is only one of the facets of
CGS; it also produces text screens (only
one font is included with the program,
but 50 additional fonts are available from
Penguin), draws three-dimensional ob-
jects, and drives most plotters (we tried it

with an Amdek Amplot, and it per-
formed flawlessly). Like The Graphics
Department it also shrinks screens or
parts of screens and allows you to move
one part of the screen to another picture
or another part ofthe same picture.

Ifyou already own a KoalaPad, Apple
Graphics Tablet or HiPad, you ought to
have CGS to take full advantage of its

features. Even from the keyboard, how-
ever, CGS is a powerful general purpose
graphics package.

Figure 15 is a PERT chart drawn with
the KoalaPad and CGS; text was added
with TheGraphicsDepartment. The lines

were defined by specifying the two end-
points, while the circles were defined by
picking the center of a circle and then
expanding the radius by choosing an-
other point. This graphic could be saved
to disk and used by another package

(EBS. for instance) or used as a back-
ground for animation by TGS.

While TheComplete Graphics System
can draw three-dimensional graphics
and The Graphic Solution can create real

animation, neither one can actually ani-
mate the three-dimensional color
graphics themselves. That is the strong
point ofa program written by Paul Lutus
called Graforth which is available for the
Apple as well as the IBM PC.

Graforth
Graforth. however, is not for the nov-

ice. It is actually a programming language
that allows some rather fast and slick ani-
mation. That means that to use the pro-
gram, you must learn this modified Forth
system—Reverse Polish Notation and all.

For someone familiar with Basic. Pascal.

figure 21. Screen created with Hypergra-
pA/uforuseinits "presentation" facility.

Figure 20. This figure

uses txetuvision't

business graphics

ability as well as the

library of pro-ren-

dered graphics in-

cluded in the basic

package.
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or even Fortran the task is relatively sim-

ple (but time-consuming), but lor others

it may be too time-consuming to be
worthwhile.

Once the language is mastered, how-
ever, true three-dimensional objects can

be moved about the screen and text

placed anywhere you want it (sec Figures

16-19). For some types ofdemonstrations
this capability just can't be beat. It is the

type ofdemonstration that cannot be du-
plicated with a chalk-talk, a set of over-

heads, or even a slide projector. Only a

movie comes close to representing the

type of displays Grqfbrth is capable of
creating. This specialized program is not

for all. but it may be just perfect for a few

users.

But TGS and CGS are not available

for IBM PC users. Not to worry! IBM
users have available to them three power-
ful and complete packages which are ca-

pable of producing many of the types of

graphics we have already described with

animation as well as some novel addi-

tions.

ExMinrision
Execuvision is a very complete new-

comer to the IBM PC market: its case of

use and totality ofcoverage are a delight.

It can generate the normal business
graphics (pie charts, bar graphs, etc.),

overlay text, or create text screens. It also

allows sketching, uses animation and
special effects, and includes a complete
slide show (automatic run-time option).
/•.' xex it visit m. however, does requ i re some-
what more than the basic IBM PC system
to operate: requirements are I28K. PC
DOS I.I, two double-sided disk drives,

and a color/graphics monitor.

Execuvision is really a very complete

package: it also is compatible with the

IBM PC version of I isiTrend/Ploi. Figure

20 represents a unique feature of the

package: Execuvision includes a library

of pre-rendcred images for use in your

presentations. Some of these library

images are included with the basic pack-

age while others are available separately.

The library subjects currently available

are:

• Borders Collection.

• Initials and Decorative Design
Collection.

• Industry and Business Catalog
Collection.

• Professions: The World's Faces and
Figures Collection.

• Maps and International Symbols
Collection.

It surprises me that there is no compara-
ble collection ofimages and backgrounds
for Apple users. The use of pre-rendered

graphics is certainly the easiest of all

graphics techniques (i.e.. "let someone
else do it"). The Execuvision library,

though, is not the most impressive part of

the package: the integration ofall the de-

sired graphics techniques in one easy to

use package is clearly its strong suite. No
other package mentioned here combines
practically all the features of the menu-
driven Execuvision. Even considering its

heavy hardware requirements and price

($395) it stands apart from other pack-

ages. A glance at the comparison chart

accompanying this article will empha-
size the breadth of the Execuvision pro-

gram.

Hypergraphics
Hypergmphks is a wry sophisticated

general purpose graphics package for the

IBM Personal Computer; it offers fea-

tures that are unavailable in other soft-

ware but similar in some ways to TGS for

the Apple. Hypergraphics is designed pri-

marily for executive users but will proba-

figures 22 and'23. These figures use trends (Fig. 22) and polynomial regression (Fig. 23)

to plot sales of three different types of computers. Both statistical analysis and drawing
are handledfrom the tnergraphiis menu.

figure 24. This three-dimensional surface

was drawn by specifyingthe functionand
the ranges overwhich to plot it. The surface

may be viewed from any angle by rotating
the surface from the tnergraphiismenu.

bly take longer to master than either Exe-
cuvision or Energraphics.

The producers of Hypergmphks be-

lieved enough in their product to present

the tutorial in disk form rather than in the

usual walk-through manual format. The
tutorial itself is produced with Hypergra-

plucs. A user's manual, provided in book
format, is meant to be used only asa refer-

ence manual to answer specific ques-

tions. The disk tutorial is well done, but

often you need to look something up
while you are in the middle ofproducing

a presentation—that is a bit difficult if the

tutorial itself is on disk.

The unique feature of Hypergraphics

is that it can become part of one of your

own programs; you may transfer control

back and forth from your control pro-

gram to Hypergraphics as needed. This

means that all the capabilities of Hyper-

graphics are available within your own
programs, but you do not need to learn a

specialized programming language to do
animation and freeform graphics. To use

Hypergraphics. you need not know how
to program, but its use in your own pro-

grams is one ofits most powerful features.

The Hypergraphics system creates pre-

sentations by making files which consist

ofmany (up to 999) pages numbered con-

secutively and linked in that order. You
use the Hypergraphics program to place

information on each page.

The information you place on any
given page may consist of text, graphics,

and/or animation commands. Each page
is distinct and can be edited separately

just as each frame of a '/'(>S movie could

be edited on the Apple (Figure 20). Pages

may be copied onto new "blank pages"

and then altered slightly to show progres-

sions of text or graphics. The presenta-

tion facility of Hypergraphics is like the

projector module of TCiS; both allow the

pages or frames to be viewed in some
preselected order. Both Hypergraphics

and TGS are different from slide shows
because they allow true animation and
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Business Graphics

because they can be called from yourown
programs.

Text pages may be sent to a printer,

and screen images may be saved todisk in

a format useable by other packages.
There are no provisions for plotting.

EnerGraphics

An entirely different sort ofpackage
for IBM PC" users is EnerGraphics
which also requires I2XK. two
double-sided disk drives (or one

drive and a hard disk), a graphics monitor
(preferably color), an IBM (or compatible)

graphics adapter board, and a dot matrix

printer. This package requires a bit more
hands-on time before you can produce
presentation quality graphics when com-
pared with Execuvision (and less time
than it takes to master Hypergraphics) but

that is not surprising since EnerGraphics
is a statistical/graphics package designed

to do several unique things:

• In addition to the standard pic

charts and line graphics. Ener-
Graphics can do statistical analysis

or fit straight line or polynomial

functions (user definable) to data

and plot the results (see Figures 22

and 23). It can also perform linear

and polynomial regression (quite

useful for economists and fore-

casters).

• While Execuvision can produce
bar charts with a 3-D look. Ener-

Graphicsc&J\ produce real 3-D sur-

faces including color, zoom capa-

bility. rotation, hidden line

removal and perspective (see Fig-

ure 24).

• EnerGraphics also performs as a

sort ofword processor by allowing

you to edit charts, graphs, or de-

signs with easily addressed sym-
bols (see Figure 25). The authors

suggest such applications as flow

charts, floor plans, and mechani-
cal drawings.

EnerGraphics also has the ability to

produce text screens interspersed with

special user-defined symbols, and is

compatible with DIF files. A slide presen-

tation program included in the package

allows you to display completed graphics

in the familiar slide show fashion.

Figures 24 and 25 are produced with

EnerGraphics using its simple menu-
driven production routines. These
screens can be saved and used in the slide

show routine (included) or printed or

plotted for hardcopy handouts. Execuvi-

sion. EnerGraphics, and Hypergraphics

all offer demonstration disks for prospec-

figure 25. Energraphits slide with a combination of textand graphics.
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Figure 26. PC-Drawdraftsman - 1 ihe rendering.

tive purchasers, which provide an excit-

ing method of viewing each package in

action.

Single Purpose Programs

Some programs just do not fall into

the general categories we outlined

earlier: PC-Draw is one of these.

While it will no doubt be ver\ use-

ful and even a necessity for some users, it

is a specialized tool designed to mimic
the art of a draftsman (sec Figure 26).

With IK '-Draw you can make up special-

ized templates which consist of symbols
you may elect to use anywhere on the

graphics page. Presumably an engineer
would make up one template while an
architect might use a different template
altogether. Some ready-made templates

are included with PC -Draw but you arc

provided with tools to create new tem-
plates for any specialized task.

PC-Draw is designed mainly to com-
plete drawings ofany type which use rep-

etition of a symbol or graphic design.

Drawings arc saved to disk or printed in

one of many different modes (e.g.. regu-

lar, compressed, emphasized). While
most users will probably use PC-Draw
with keyboard entry the program does
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support light pen entry. Two modes are

provided for drawing: one is a high-reso-

lution (640 x 200 pixels) black and white

mode while the other is a medium-resolu-

tion (320 x 200 pixels) color mode.

Chartmaster
Chartmaster is another single-pur-

pose package for people who require a

charting tool for financial and commod-
ity markets. The program is most useful

to those who follow some markets quite

closely and depend heavily upon certain

chart forms and statistics as predictors of

future prices or trends. An automatic up-

dating system allows a phone call (via

modem) to supply daily information to he

absorbed by Chartmaster without the

need to key the data in by hand.

Chartmaster is a highly specialized

package intended only for investors, as

evidenced by the types of specialized

graphics it produces: high-low-closc bar

charts, point-and-figurc charts, moving
average charts, and spread charts/basis

charts.

The IBM version of the program can

handle 450 trading days of information

on a number of different stocks or com-
modities and display the information in

graphic form. Charts may be "zoomed"
toexplode the price action coveringa par-

ticular period or scrolled in I 'isiCalc fash-

ion to view earlier trading. It sure beats

looking all the data up and charting it by

hand. Trendlines (actually ten different

forms of trend analysis) arc available as

well as five different moving averages.

The update-by-modem feature of

Chartmaster is optional, and you may
enter data manually if you so desire.

Manual data entry is quick because the

program is designed to accept data in rec-

ognized formats only: allowing for week-

ends and so on. The manual includes not

only instructions on how to use Chart-

master but also a tutorial on hedging and

finding buy and sell signals in commod-
ity markets. This software offers you a

solid opportunity either to lose your

lunch money or to strike it rich.

One final note about specialized

packages has to do with the color screen

photos accompanying this article. Most

of the graphics shown here were repro-

duced on 35mm slides by Computer Slide

Express. This company provides the ser-

vice of turning your Apple or IBM
graphics into 35mm color slides or over-

head transparencies. You mail them your

5W disk with the graphics on it. and they

return your unaltered disk and the slides

or overheads within a few days. You may
even send your Apple graphics over the

phone via modem with a software pack-

age supplied by them; each slide requires

about two minutes to transfer in a packed

format (using a routine written by Mark
Pelczarski of Penguin Software.)

Directory of Business

Graphics Products

Company Names,
Addresses

Product; Computers)

Price, Comments

Beagle Bros.

3rd floor

4315 Sierra Vista

San Diego.CA 92103

(800)854-2003

. !/>/>/< Mechanu (Apple)/$30/An easy

to use utility package which includesa

text generator for crcati ng text slides or

adding text to existing si ides.

Professional Farm Software

2l9Parkade
Cedar Falls. IA 50613

(800)553-2910

C7w/7/ntf.v/<v(Apple. IBM. TRS)/$275/
Specialized commodity and stock

tradinggraphic aid allowing updates

by telephone.

Penguin Software

8304th Ave.

RO. Box 311

Geneva, IL 60134

(312)232-1984

I'hcCompleledrapltnsSystem

<Applc)/$79.95/Truly a complete

genera I pu rpose graph ics producer.

Extremely easy to use with opt ions

galore. Allows input from keyboard,

mouse, joyst ick . or graphics tablet

.

Evendrivesa plotter.

Company Names,
Addresses

ComputerSlide Express
Visual Horizons

180 Metro Park

Rochester. NY 14623

(716)424-5300

Product, Computers)

Price, Comments

(
'<miputer Sluli /.' xpn 'ss (IBM.

Apple)/$6pcrslide/Thiscompany

produces 35 mm slidesor overhead

transparencies from yourcomputer's

graphics. Mm send thedisk: they

return bothdiskand si ides.

Enertronic Research, Inc.

150 North Meramec. Suite 207

St. Louis. MO 63105

(800)325-0174

/:>!<ri.'ra/>/»<N<IBM )/$250/ Multi-

faceted package capable ofmany
statistical operations in addition to

truethrec-dimensionalgraphics. An
excellent forecastingand display

package for business uses.

Lotus

161 1st St.

Cambridge, MA 02142

(617)492-7171

Exet utive Briefing .SVv/cm (Apple)/

§199/Gencrai purpose graphicsand

presentation package. Qu ite easy to

use.
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Directory of Business Graphics Products

Company Names,
Addresses

Product, Computers)
Price, Comments

Prentice-Hall, Inc.

200OldTappanRd.
Old Tappan.NJ 07675

(800)345-8112

/•»<( i/r;v;<i«(IBM)/$395/Comhina-
tion businessgraphics packageand
general purpose graphics package.
Includes pre-rendered graphics and
animation capability. Easy to use yet

powerful.

IMSI 4-l'oml Graphics (IBM )/$225/ Menu-
633 Fifth St. driven general purpose graphics
San Rafael.CA 94901 package with slide show routine for

(415)454-7101 presentations.

Beagle Bros.

3rd Floor

4315 Sierra Vista

San Diego.CA 9210.3

(800)854-2003

/*«;>!<•-( />(Applc)/$.30/Slide show
routine alsocapahlc ofproducing text

screens.

Insoft.lnc.

PO Box 608
Beaverton.OR 97005
(503)641-5223

Graforth (Apple. IBM )/$75/ Program-
ming languagecapableofproducing
fast, smooth three-dimensional
rotations, text screensand many types
oftwo-d i mensional graph ics. Not for

the novice.

Sensible Software. Inc.

6619PerhamDr.
West Bloomfield. Ml 48033
(313)399-8877

TheGraphics Department (Apple)/

$l 24.95/A combi nation business
graphics package and general purpose-

graphics produccrwith many options

(e.g.. standard charts, slide show, many
type fonts, etc.). A bargain considering
its mam talents.

Accent Software, Inc.

3750 Wright PI

PaloAlto.CA94306
(415)856-6505

Tlicd rtiplm SVi/i///o«(Apple)/$l50/

Unique general purpose graph ics

package which features animation.
( an he used with a KoalaPad with a
software interface provided by the
same company

DesktopComputer
Software. Inc.

Suite 29-303

303PortreroSt.

Santa Cruz.CA 95060

(408)458-9095

draph \"( V//i(IBM)/Combination
statislicsandgraphicsespecially

useful for forecasting. Many statistical

options used in spreadsheet format.

Produces standard businessgraphics.

HypergraphicsCorporation
807 West H ickory, Su ite 202
Denton.TX 76205

(817)565-0004

//i'/M'/%w/>/t/('.v(IBM)/$39S/Cicncral

purposegraphics package that can be
used in yourown programsalong with
self-contained productionsand
presentations. On-disk tutorial. Capa-
ble ofanimat ion.

Koala TechnologiesCorp.
4962 El Camino Real

Suite 125

Los Altos,CA 94022
(408)986-8866

KoalaTaJ/MurotlluslralorilBM.

Apple, Commodore, Atari)/$125/

Small graphics tablet with software for

producing free-form graphics. Easy to

useand quite reasonably priced.

Company Names,
Addresses

Product, Computers)
Price, Comments

Lotus
161 1st St.

Cambridge. MA 02142

(617)492-7171

Lotus l-2-3(Tl Professional. DEC
Rainbow, Wang Professional. Grid
Compass, IBM PC)/$495/A
combination spreadsheet, database,

and graphics package capable ofthe
standard businessgraphics and some
statistical calculation. Widely used.

AppleComputer I ne.

20525 Marian i Ave.

Cupertino.CA 95014

(408)996-1010

U</i/'i7fM(Macintosh)/comeswith

system/General purposegraphics
package similarto Thet omplele
GraphicsSystem for the Apple II. Very
easy to use.

Penguin Software

830 4th Ave.

PO. Box 311

Geneva. I L 60134
(312)232-1984

/V''(»>(//»>»/<v(Apple)/$49.»5/Screen

dumpallowing the printing ofany
screen toa multiludcof printers. Many-
opt ions including magnification,
adding text . rotation, etc. Good value.

Micrografx.lnc.

1701 N.Greenville.Suite7()3

Richardson. TX 75081

(214)234-1769

/'< -l)ra» (IBM)/$250/Specialized
draw ing tool for creatingextrcmely
fine architectural-type flowcharts,

organization charts, layouts or forms.
Uscsa template for symbol selection.

Software PuNishingCorp.
1901 Landings Dr.

Mountain View. CA 9404.3

(415)962-8910

PF&Graph(IBM. Apple)/ $125-$I75/
Businessgraphics package which is

part ofa complete lineofsoftware

includingadatabasc manager
tl'IS7';/<y and a word processor
fl'ISUrue)

Businessand Professional

Software. Inc.

143BinneySt.

Cambridge. MA 02142

(617)491-3377

Screen /Vc.7or(Apple)/$150/Slide
show program which usesasimple
command language. Comes witha
hand controller for presentations.

Wadsworth Electronic

Publishing Company
StatlerOtnce Building

20ParkPla/a
Boston, MA 021 16

(800)322-2208

Statpro (Apple. IBM)/$I995/A
complete statistics package coupled
with a powerful database and graphics
program. Includesall the statistical

tools com monlv used in business.

Graphic Software Inc.

1972 Massachusetts Ave.

Cambridge. MA 02140

(617)491-2434

Super ( liariman //(IBM )/ $425/ Busi-
nessgraph ics package designed to

produce the standard charts only-

Animation Ciraphics

11317 Sunset Hills Rd.
Reston. VA 22090
(703)471-0740

Super.S7«/c.S7ioM(Apple)/A plain

vanilla si ideshow routine.

VisiCorp

2895ZankcrRd.
San Jose,CA 95134

(408)942-6000

I isilrend/l'lot (IBM, Apple)/$300/
Combination statistics and graphics
program capable ofqu itecomplex
forecasting complete with graphics
display ability.
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Hovewe got on
ear-full for you.
Votrox voice synthesizers
let your computer talk to you
in o world of sound.
Now your ears ore as important as your

eyes when working with your computer.
With a Votrox voice synthesizer your
computer talks, and it talks to you in o world
of sound you never thought possible.
Votrox was one of the first pioneers in the

field. The Votrox SC-01 A speech chip is state
of the art, the one mony other manufacturers
use in their own equipment.
Whot it means to you is unparalleled

speech capability. Votrax voice synthesizers
pronounce words by using their basic
building blocks rather than utilizing o
vocabulary of o few hundred words. It

assures you of an unlimited vocabulary And
an unlimited range of sounds: from jet
plones to on advanced musicol range.

Best of oil, Votrax speech synthesizers ore
"smart," requiring no computer memory for
operation. Your computing capacity stays
free for other tasks. Small in size yet
surprisingly economical. Votrox voice
synthesizers ore sophisticated pieces of
equipment that hook-up in seconds.
Mix speech or sound, program sound

frequencies or amplitude levels, or compose
your own music with either the Votrax
Type 'N Talk m or Personal Speech System.

Ideal for business, school, handicapped
use or the home. Votrox voice synthesizers
put o world of sound in your computer.
See your local computer retailer or coll

toll free for more product, warranty or
ordering information: 1 -800-521-1350
(in Michigan coll 31 3-588-0341 ).

Dealer inquiries welcome.

10 OPEN 1,2,0, CHR I (6)

30 PRINTT
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100 ea SS/S0. 35 Irack |Appk. Ann!

1000 ea SS/SO. 35 Irack lAppreJUarr)

lOeaDS/TO. Attn IBM. H/P)

100«DSTO4«THiJBMH/P)
lOOOeaOS/TJO. 4S1PI f»3M H/PI

d •armty by us

( 42 t 17
( 415 ( 130
(4150 t MS
( 63 t 25
(626 ( 170
km (1400

GENERIK™
DISKETTES
Each at lOOOquantity

SS/SD $1.00 Each
DS/DD $1,410 Each

@l(t)ey
Coral Corp

• MEANS A BEST BUY A tor the ATARI
RAM KVJODrrve )?0X $ 449 ( 3M
KOALA Pad* Hero raus $ 100 t 75

MODEMS S&norau

APrCHCW, S*u*nan MK I (RS232)

SanaaaaiMatni
HAYES. IBMPC Smartmodern 1200B

IBM PC Smancom II So»n»e
Mrcroraodwllea/Vujrtcorn

McrorarodarelXISlWbusI
Stack Chroncajraph (RS 232)

Stack Smermrjdreri WWS232I
1200IRS232I

feOVATTOet ACCESS 1 2 3

[PC1200B<rossta«ilVl|

«ppreCal ii300B»uo
212 Apr* Cat 1200 BAUO
Cat

Kit
212 Auto Cat

103/212 Smart Cat

pVS pSS
$ 99 ( 75
(399 (2*1
(599 (411
$149 $109
$329 $231
$399 $279
$249 tin
$2(9 $229
$699 $535
$ 39 t 21

$595
(3*9
(725
(1(9
(149
(695
(595

249

(139
(104
(571
(415

IrorAppkll ( 89 ( 69
ModBhtardtorrheApplell (299 (251
Transmodem 1200 (195 (559

S»r»«aiAPfUMleoIumiTY»!eeW$|CTIO«

MONITORS X2»*m»
• AMOEK. 12" Green, eSOCC (200 (125
a ir Amber. 43O0A $210 $141
a 12" Amber. a310A tor IBMPC $230 tilt
a 13 Color !• Comprrsr* $379 $2*9
a ]3-toll,l»«*,e*e3M/Appre| $529 (431

13'. Color IV RGB. 720rb4rma3MI ( 795 $6*5
fJVM III Color II or III lo Arppae II I /F (199 (ITS

• afjNCET0»XRGBI*"*s,H« 12 (795 (491
• RG8Hifka,S«12 (799 Cot
• Amber MAX 12*4ono Brd

| (249 Cat
• QUAOrUaA. Durdchiome 1? RGBCoto. $695 (475
• Qu«Saeenir9M>5l2 (1995 (15*6
ZEPATTH 12" Greer, MrJ imm (200 ( 99

PLOTTERS
AatDEK. Ampw II 6pen 10. II Bed (1099 t Ml

PRINTERS A^s»c«,
DOT MATRIX:
EPSOPtRXSO IXcps

H80, I60CPS
FXItn. 160 cps

MX100F/T. «kpi.a/Gra*rai>
Apple II Graphics Dump

MANNt^alANM 160. Kent I60cps

TAUY. IM.132COL 160cps

• Spat. (Ocd DOcps

CAOOATA 82A Klcol 120 cps. para

S3A. 132 col. 120 era, para

92 tOod. 160 cps. para

93 136COI. 160cpspara
2350PPacemark35Ocpspara
2410P.Pacemark. 350cpspara

PI>ACTICAl. Mcrorju«k>li>64XP>a

kAcrobj«r>Lne6*(Ser

QriMDtkAAl. QuarJat M CataPrrta
• tTARMaa.GerrkrklO-X.120cps.2*

Germn, 1 5T. 1 20CPS, 7 3K

LETTER QUALITY:
AJrlOrEK. 5040 40 cps. Para ( Set

• TTX. 101A 13cpi. ParaKer. PoVrrc ( 649 t 3*1

PRINTER INTERFACES and BUFFERS:
IBM PC to Epson or Star Mao Cat* I 60 ( 35
Apple l A (Cable tor Epson or Germm ( 95 t 91

( 231
ita/er.Copy PP SnaMPSaPS S 1*9

atcpyPP 64K. kaeP64.PS $ 319

Mcrolaier, « Copy, PP. 129X..-PS ( 465 $ MS
Mcrorerer Snapon SS. PP fpson « PS ( 179 ( 149
rAoolaier. Snapon 64K. PPEpkon./PS (319 (235
MMurAaa iwwiiaiiNr» (anapy»512A)Bia>enlD6«C)
(OPPUE1 Tractoi Feed Paper mbborrs. Oersy wheels

rvi
4 LCI.

4IC
4ICV

Circulator NEW $ 125 t 279
$ 195 t 141

2 2*. $ 275 t 211

HYPERION. Ported* Crjraouler (3690 $2990

ORDERING INFORMATION AMD TERMS: ZIZ
CASH & CARRY OUTLETS:

me courrkv sates arty Open Mrnday throaeti frday. 1*00
ur« 6 Oa Saturday. lOnuraJSOO
PMtlARO tW«M_Niw iiXAIiow At Park 217. heard at

secaen or 21 7 «M 99W Caram tram Paraaad ee »V take

katr le«a»r.?l7owrpaa md tewo Staw CaaHPSSM
aUrm.s*A$M.-35UI2e»r«ie SI been* WA 90006 IH

641 4736 •> loeriaianns Plata near factana Srjuare SE d May
405 1 90 and d St Jath 1 rkcrvrts



***** Computer Exchange
LOWPRICES TO PROFESSIONALS WHOKNOW WHA T THEY WANTANDKNOWHOW TO USE IT!

SUPPLY CENTER for IBM-PC or XT256KIBM-PCorXT
320/360K Disk Drives by CDC

90 Day Limited Warranty By lis

Cad lor Details

Coming soon products tor the PC Jr

(jnjl 984 Service Mark of Conroy -LaPointe Inc

DEALER
WE BUY

EXCESS
. INVENTORIES i

1 904 by Conroy LaPointe Inc

U Ikjhts Reserwd

MeaaPkrs

AMnFK mm4« 1 1*** Bonn cannmu[n
Graphcs, Horn.12* $ 599
umMlHmWui l , CAU
Oanboflus. 64X. S/P/C I 395
CgmWIus. 25*. S/P/C $ 695

II. 6*. 2S/P/C $ 495

H 25*. 2S/T/C t 795
E.pande. 1395

, 64X S/P/C SAK I 395
,25«.Si1M>S/W $695

S»P*PkA 364RS/P/I; -S/W |895
For SuPak./ Game Port add s 50
1/OPkjsHS/P/CC $215
l/OI»»AS/P/€CA5 $266
l/OFtallS/P/CCAS $315
Mof»Cripl>HiB-t»d(Oi LoM
rem staler M. PC002
PCrait C«cu« Board, PC 001

SuperMMn 132 col. mono (Kurd t 799

ItM

IMS
$4*5
$349
$969
$216
$269

i£
s

$169
$219B
$1069
$469
$966

Chalkboard, ptmrPKLRxiH $100 $ 73

KWdE>
$329
$ 36
$ 30
$ 19
$ 35

$346

CCS

•CornX fo»

»

<iw-- sat awed./»«»«•
^""^rrr-ian andy^sotaae « «*

CURTIS '*»' Mora*. t«s sane) basewvnira
3 B9talle*br«¥dcibe;
VtrocalCPU-Srilmanr
kfcnochromr Fjt Cat* Par

HERCULES CraphotolMono

Key Tronic K8SIM ** l«»twrt

1495

$ 50
$ 40

$ 2S

i 50

l«99

lioala

KB5151

K85151K
KoeMPad -a/PC Destfi

5&«n DRIVES:^

<§§>
CONTROL
DATA landon

320K/3(0K OS/DO DISK DWVtS
Wtti Detailed InstaMnn Instructions

30 Day l«Mrfn»ranty by factory Authr»vr<lt>s».bu1or

Sm « no. «> 1(aQ FUU HEIGHT
«statol>ylE«e)l;79 $209 For One

CDC HALF $189 HEIGHT

Am** V, -tirajhtrtarul. 320/360X

ODe. Amtfsk Hi B tJMPC eeafice
$329 $246

Cal

CDC, iHOuMOmmSUHU

ComX
r Or* Dm* Poaer Cat* tilt

• nmal0iilO|hM(ttll/f 11395 t$H
B*ro«PC»)XIbyM«riurdb«b.|

MAYNARD
floppy Cvive Cored Brd —

i«k4drrma«PlraHFtirt$ 300$ 236

PCtoXTlOmeg
INVERSION KIT from MAYNARD

«*rnal0m<i,H»d0»k«l/tCerd 11395 $1190
Ouekly aajaauul to aork e«h DCS 2 7 1 Compear*/m «I comptttfe M you mod a your DOS Mamal Easy B
ram Murks lOMotaoylrH^MkSindslirWSIMi*
1uix»an(>direll*jrtrj«*to»olBModjtC4^^icM(<
iy b tine jmaaiimAtK Ota mtfmmmimlM

1209
$255
$255
$150
$ 15

?» ulvVivi« »"»ry C»6» 6J6I $ 230

SANDSTAR ata«BryC»d2S*

centre ltmJD»*l*Morj*|WM)$495
OCKItO HadttskCaf* $ 30

Pai Pod Modi* |PPM] S 56
S^Mtkdukfimt $ 95

CMC* Moot* KM) $ 56
Or»»£U(«,ModuHCPM) $ 49
WmrjryModueTr*|MMOI $122
Memory Matte 259X (MM258 $ 422

* niOiMtmrdOBid/T $1395

$196
$166
$166
$106
$ 12

$ 76

$ 27
$ 46
$ 76
$ 46
$ 43
$102
$397
$1190

n/fCROSOrT**"*"'1 M* « «?5 $ 466"•"p™"**^
SysteaeCiid 6*X $ 395 $ 265
Mom* $ 195 $ 149

MOUSE SYSTEMS. Kt*uf/*mmr $ 295 $ 169

PLANTRONICS
Car»aojrd4Coorm«jt: I6a»..T.j $ 559 $ 369
Cobr Board a, Dra»snnn, l<,ata.*/r*t $ 569 $ 365

QUAIWVM
Mnwasaoi s ««t

d.ral<Wt*ptndB3M<
d64K.opandB3«4K
d 2SK capital to 36*
d.3$4X
dar»l4U4.e.pand»?56fl
dH64K.i

$ 295

$ 395

$ 675

$ 795

$ 295
B256K.2S/CC $ 395

H25SX.2SVCC $ 595
512 -64K plus sen* port $ 325
512 -2S*pkBseru( port $ 560
512 -51211 plus sen* port $ 895

, Dotal, board. l6cotas $295
• Quadcoor II board use e«h QwdcoBr I $ 275

Quadvue. board. Mono/S/P/CC
• Ouadchrorrw. irUGBMonrBr $795

Quadscrern. IT 968. 512Mor4or $1995

ICtlllal MMHE64K.SAMX $ 389
lstMHIE.25a<.S/P/a $ 569
CalBn. MIS/PAX $ 424

Carjtan3»4K.S/P/CC $ 765

Voairt 256X (snort brd 1 $ 499

BosunS/PAXtshortbrdlJ 195

$ 466
$1969

149

Arxtfcrata PC (8086 • 128(11 I 995 $ 790Titan

TG PRODUCTS *»*» » «o $

VflCa IBM PC k*aus» $ 100 $

Prices and availability sutJKCt to change Call

$55
* 9 Each, 64K. 200 ns. MEMORY CHIP Kit

90 Day Warranty by us

$325 tZVifmmwton.

* ComX EconoRAM'" 256K BOARD
Futy Cornpatitjle 1 Year UrrMfcd yyananty by ComX

WBi f astrat RAM Disk Emutatj and Spooler Sotware

Works on 0OS11.2.0or 2.1

• MEANS A BEST BUY

.bI^mt&e
t»v» PC 256k. 2 nm Hntm CDC 36* Oram. Disk CoMroi
kjr Color Graphcs Card and
. rttirvoktonaor $2345 11669
• ** Aradak tiobar MorMor 3104 $2575 12136
• nrrl krndek Grim MoruBr 300C $2545 (2136
• ««ti AmrM Color 1* MoMor $2724 12276
• «nrri 1 floppy. 10MB Hard Disk

IBM HI Compalibk! by Coml $3995 $2769
«*> tind ttK t«V« PC to be as compabblt •« tk» IBMPC
as tht Compaq. Ca$k and Cokariilja PC yttorkt Uprl 1914)
says tin UVrVPC stronjly rtonoMn tht (8M PC looks

andrjoaration-

SOFTWARE for IBM-PC orXT
BUSINESS & TRAINING

Mm*.
<V$ffT0f4.TATi;
framnwl a.aa Juty/Aul NEW

• 0»a»ll.ttqPCDOStl2aK|
dBas»IIUs«sGu>d«i3ook)
EMnrnun's 06 Priinajr Book)
nvt t mancial Plannor

Fnday

ATfUCO 60FT. TICK. Versatorm

AM MkCAt), GLARAP.INVor PR each
AUlranmi Pre»»ns -y«r> knr «i stock

> 64TOIXMUND. Bank Street *>«er

tn. toil AccttAllAP or PR eack

COEX Iramnt lor (ar|e myenteryl

CHANG LABS, kkcro Plan

> CONTINENTAL Home Accountant

$695 Cal
$700 $379
$ 30
$ 15

$ 20
$12

TtiAdvantar
FCM(ft»iCalalr*nj.
Property Mintiement

(OWJONC$. Market I

$700 $369
$295 6166
$3*9 $269
$595 $269

Ca6
I SO $ 96
$595 $369
$ 70 $ 47
$495 $339
$150 $ 66
$ 70

$125
$495
$350

$ 49
$ 66
$326
$276

$300 $236
$700 $929

FOXAGELLER
0^kcorfc.rJG,,r*. Grata or Ceeacli $295 $169
dl*l»4SOOSorCP/M86.etcli)

HAVDEN. IBM Pie Varler

PieSfieierorSarionlll.each

$ 99 $ 96
$200 $139
I 50 $ 34

Taj Preparer. 1964-bT 1963 year

HUMAN EOGC Mrnaa
DJS. EasyiVnttr II System

tisySoraerll

t3u»nats Systarn Gl«AR»AP
CJJWAPOIorlliV.eacti

• msrjFT.rMaDaaiikwyB use D8MS
GralORrH larwrukM 30 raphes!

UfETRtX Vb«»rar>
* lOTUA, 1-2-3

C4JtUsin(12 3eoo»|
M»C»OLAB,IuManicerlD. 1963

AXUIOflK). ywdSUra SPECIAL

SPECHV
AMSKClAt

HOrdSUrPiillaiiUii. <P»> SPECMl
rjrajsmPakSS/MM/SI SPEOA1KN

now
Rbase. Series 4000

$295
$250
$350
$100
$1496

$595
$250
1125
$285
$495
$ 15

1250
$495
$250
$195
$695
$295
$195
$495
$495
$195
$375
$475
$100
$150

$220
$166
$296

$129
$ 69
$169
$306
$ 12
$169
$236
$126
$129
$399
$199
$106
$296
$266
$129
$296
$329

BUSINESS & TRAINING
LIST Otll
pmcf pad

MOftOGRAM. Dollars 1 Sense $165 $110
MUITIMATE MulMiate $495 $269
OPEN SY6, OJUIAP.PRINV or POaacf $695 $426

«C<l6C6aK/rx*4Xitoklrkj»riaB.Ssak«»a
t ktsth Proframs on DS/DD Drsksl

Sorn*torrirrionF3axPn)riras(70eil $100 $ 66
Piactca Baac Pioeams rWaactO $100 $ 66

PER. Plnotial liweslor 1

1

$145 $66
PEACHTREE. Putft Pak (GURIAP) $395 $236

Peadi Teat 5000 $395 $236
PEARLSOfT. Persoml Pearl

(DBMStMIS)
• PERTECT.iyrlrctyinlei-

$295 $169
$349 $216

V»a»«Spr*r.2Pak $399 $246
ranVaa F»»~or Panaa Cafc, eat* $249 $146
Perfect Wrajr. Speter Tier Cafe (4)

SATELLITE, Vlbrd Periect

$699 $466
$495 $299

SOFTWARE ARTS. TK' Solver $399 $2*6
SOTTWARE PU6USeNN6,PFSf<> $ 140 $ 64

PrSfteport $125 $ 64
PFSKIhtt $140 $ 69
PESGripfi $140 $ 65

SOHC1M. SuperCak 2 $295 $165
lajaCfkl $395 $269

SSI/SATELUTE.>ibrdP(rlict $495 $379
$195 $146

STC/SOfTEC. n* Creator $300 $169
STCINEWARE. Advanced DB Mtsttr $595 $369
SYNAPSE. Fie Maria*. $100 $67
SYrafJkiitSitc. Data Heponer $250 $166
T/iaVlAERI/Maaerlll $275 $166
VISpCORP. VaCalc IY $250 $176

Symphony avai kily/Aui NEW $695 Cal
VWlerjrlreASttaduk $300 $216

$300 $216Dasfoapnnl
taY!brd«»i\*JrSpal|12aK| $375 $266

UTILITY* SYSTEM
1983a SOFTWARE AWARD:
Copy II PC by Centra Part Soltaare o sal ant of the beat

software buys of araiabte. R al copy more copy protected

lothiare and lister than any other backup system Unkke

other copars 4 makes an eiact dupkeate of your oraanal and

4 does 1 00% venfceaaonot copy r>xum<ntaaon is erceaent

"

• CENTRAL POINT. Copy II PC Backup $ 40 $ 30
• COMX. FiStrak-, FtAM/Dok emulator

jnc) pnrtpf spooaV prapifR. VMb on jny

PC TJOS version or RAMCirtl Menu Driven $ 100 $ 96

UTILITY & SYSTEM
Concurrent CP/M-RC* $350
Concunant CP/M 86~ «./ mndows
CP/M86- $ 60
CBASIC 66" $ 200
ClVtSKCornrjaaiy/MKorMSfJOSeal $600
Pesca/MT-ICP/Mea $400
Pasc»/MT> IMSDOS1 $600
Pl/l(MSDOSorCP/M86.iachl $750
Access MnvMSOOS or CP,%) J&eachl $400
L3e4SlayMnr|MSTXrS(>CP/W6tk0ach| $500
Speed Prot PUtCP/M 88 $200
CISC06OLB6 $650
DRL0G0-66 $100
MATWSmartcomll(DaliCom| $119
INSOFT. bafORTTtlaaaiuajd 3D raphl $ 125
MKROSTUf.CraaOAXVtPalaComl
MICROSOFT. muMath/muSimp

Btoasats BASIC Comp
PeKaCompier
CCoiapier

BASIC Conspier

FORIIIARrMnaar
COFJOLC

i2014p

$195
$300
$600
$300
$500
$395
$350
$700
$ 10
$130

$229
Cal

(336
(139

$126
$166
$366
$166
$329
$266
$290
»**•
$ 69
$

HOME & EDUCAT ONAL
ATAKCaaRiarlerVltaoitkBaayaach $ 35
EPYX/AuAo. Strn.. Temple of Apsha $ 40

• ARIAONK. E.ecutive Suae $ 40
UUE CHIP. Matonaae or Tycoon each $ 60
8WST$Tlaal$,PenonilAcc»ur»l»it $195

• BROOERaUNO. Apple Pan* (Cokx) $ 30
lode Runner or Swpentne. txti % 36

«>MP«EHeR.PCTulrjr(llor?Qea| $ 60
CONTINENTAL. ifcmeiccourkanlrV. $150
QAiTOSON The Spaad Reader II $
WFOO)fAlDeara«orSi>lpenrJed each $

Tort I or Zprk 11 or Torklll. each $
> INSOET. Mystni.y«n»a or Quotn. each $
MICRO LAB. Mner 2049
IdKROSOrT. liatriSimuuaor

M43NOGRAM. TJokars ( Sense
ORIGIN. URimi III

PBL CORP.. Personal Investor

SCARBOROUGHArGHTNI PaG.

MasterType

tOFT»ORO SYSTEMS Mutjmate
SPINNAKER. Snooper Troops II or 2)

Story Machine or Face Maker
STRATEGIC. The Warp Factor

$165
$ 60
$145

$ 50
$495
$ 45
$ 35
$ 40
$ 40

,2.

5
$1*6

! '*

JJO
$
$
$ 33
$ 27
$ 29

I *•
I 33
$110
$ 40
$ 66

$ 34
$269
$ 39
$ 24

I M
$ 27

r #C6

OiiimZZZ. NO SALES TAX

caSS. TOLL FREE
(800)547-1289

Order Desk Hours: 6AM to 6PM PST

Oraioa TfXl Fill

(100)4515151
Portland (20-f«77

MotuaiFor li

0a roar Order

(503)620-9171

FREE GIFT MAIL TO: 12060 SW Garden Pl*c* Portland. OR 97223

a Use o* our oro>r torms qua*ig "Ou tar * free

I §M ••* your order Gil on ouimalmth*
I now lor ordsr tortro. atfid our new rwMsJeVer
1 laMand ijpes ipecuk aWwurKenwnr. Our AOWKSS .

cuilWaif) m alifxly on ou< list

AC6*

S
COUPON CHY_



EDUCATION

Growing Up
Literate

Spelling and Spatial Relationships

This month, all the programs we re-

view are of excellent quality. We look at

two spelling packages and a reading pro-

gram designed for elementary school

students.

The publishers of these fine programs
range from one of the best known
producers of educational software in this

country to a tiny company we first saw
in a mini-booth at the West Coast Com-
puter Faire to a Canadian company with

distributors in the U.S. and U.K.

Spelldiver
Spelldiver from Scholastic Wizware is

another offering from educational game
designer extraordinaire Tom Snyder.

The setting is the ocean floor on which
you find words covered with a thick sea-

weed-like lettermoss. Your assignment is

to remove enough of the lettermoss to

enable you to guess the word.

SOFTWARE
EVALUATION

Betsy Staples

The cleaning process is not difficult;

you have only to swim over the mossy
letters, and the area over which you pass

is cleared. Once you have cleared a por-

tion of a letter, you can switch on your
sonar scope and view all the uncovered

areas at once. When you think you can
identify the word, you must swim back
to your boat and type in your guess, but

be careful, you get only one free guess

per word and you must spell it correctly

the first time.

Additional factors that keep the game
interesting include a limited supply of

air, pearls on the sea floor that can net

you extra guesses, and the flipper-nipper

whose bite immobilizes you long enough
to waste some of your precious air.

You score 50 points for each letter

that you identify correctly and 1 5 points

for each pearl you have left after guess-

ing the word. You can earn extra points

by identifying the word before your air

supply is exhausted.

You control the confident lady swim-
mer Oshianna Jones with the joystick

and switch back and forth from the

undersea scene to the sonar scope by
pressing the fire button.

There are three modes of play. The
first, Gabdoc's Notes Home, gives you a

bit of an advantage by showing the con-

text of the word. The notes, which are

printed in the instruction manual, pur-

port to have been written long ago by a

creature from outer space. Each of the

30 notes has 20 missing words which
range in length from three to ten letters.

Spelldiver

100 jly 1 984 e Creative Computing



CP/M and MS-DOS Compatibility For All

Atari Computers

iiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii illinium

| ATR 8000

"A fine CP/M machine . . the ATR8000 closes the gap that has separated Atari

owners frim the rest <>/ the stifttvare market.

"

—Byte Magazine

CP/M compatability for your Atari — only from SWP.

Now you can run CP/M programs on your Atari 400, 800, 1 200 and XL series

computers.

The ATR8000 from SWP Microcomputer Products is a 4MHi, 16k RAM com-

plete Atari interface. When you add the optional 64k RAM, the ATR8000 will

run CP/M!

The ATR8000 feature*:

• 64k RAM
• RS-232 port with software to run a serial printer or modem.
• The ability to run up to four 5 1/4" or 8 " drives of any mixture,

type and density (MY-DOS is optional and is used for double density

Atari operation-.).

• Double density CP/M 2.2.

• 80 column wide display with 40 column moveable window. Or an

optional 80 column software (AUTOTERM-80) program that can be

used with a black & white TV or monitor.

Add MS-DOS compatibility too!

An Atari that runs MS-DOS, IBM-PC software.'

By adding COPOWER-88, our own 8088 co-procesor to your ATR8000, you

can also run most of the popular MS-DOS, IBM-PC software.

The COPOWER-88 is a 16 bit, 5.33 MHz, 8088 co-processor with 128k or

256k RAM. It comes complete with MS-DOS and RAM disk software. CP/M-86

is available as an option.

More than just a co-processor, its RAM can also be used as a high speed

simulated disk drive for CP/M.

Installation is simple. Your COPOWER-88 comes with the Z-80 adaptor board

and main processor board. You'll also receive a complete owner's manual and

easy-to-follow instructions.

CP/M and MS-DOS, IBM-PC compatibility for your Atari can now be yourg.

Contact your local SWP dealer or order direct by mail. Better yet, for fastest

delivery, use your credit card and shop by phone.

When you order your ATR8000, you'll not only receive the

hardware and software you need, but also an easy to read owner's

manual and CP/M supplement that will take you into the exciting

world ofCP/M

/MICROCCyMPUTER PRODUCTS, INC.

2500 E. Randol Mill Rd., Suite 125, Arlington, TX 76011

Credit Card Orders Save Tine!

CaU 8 1 7-469. 1 181 of 8I7-86I-042I And Order No.
Or Mail Coupon to: SWP. 2500 E. Randol Mill ltd., Sutie 125. Arlington, TX 7601

1

D 16k ATR8000 Atan Interface • $)50.00 $10 00 shipping

64k ATR8000 w/CP/M • $499 95 -f $10 00 shipping

D 128k COPOWER-88 with MS-DOS • $40000 $1000 shipping •

D 256k CO-POWER88 with MS-DOS • $50000 + $1000 shipping *

D CP-86 (l6Bit Dak Operating System) • $60.00 $5 00 shipping

D MY-DOS (Ann like Dok Operating Syltem) • $29.95 4 $2.00 shipping

n AUTOTERM-80 (80 c.Jumn display foe CP/M or MS-DOS) • $29 95 4 $2 00 shippmg

• Mum he uted with 64k ATR8000

Specify Alan model computer you own:

ConfsguratKms: (check one) 5 1/4" dnve ot 8" drive

D 1 want to learn more ahuut the ATR8000 and COPOWER-88. Encloatd » $1 .00. (no check, please) foe more

literatute. including a comprehensive luting of MS-DOS and CP/M-86 software that turn on the CO-POWER-88

Mj tfcod of payaaenti

Personal Check enclosed (must cleat bank before shipping)

D Certified Check ot Money Order enckssrd.

D Charge the folkiwing credit card:

D Master Cud D Vua

Credit Card/
Master Card Bank I Eip. Date

Subtotal: + Shipping + Sales Tai (Teaas Residents add 5%) -

Total Enclosed:

Name
A.Urev,

City .

.(»)(_

I

I

I

I

C 1984, SWP Microcomputer Products. Inc Trademarks: CO-POWER-88 and ATR8000. SWP Minicom-

puter Products. Inc.. IBM-PC. International Business Machines. Z80. Zilog, MS-DOS. Mscmanft. Inc.;
J

CP/M and CP/M-86. Digital Research. Inc . Atan. Atan. Inc.

Phone <h)(_

Signature _



EDUCATION

Dashes indicate the letters in each
missing word.

The notes tell an amusing story and
provide effective practice in using con-
text to derive hints about unfamiliar

words. The higher numbered notes are
longer and feature longer words. They
reward players who have worked to

build their vocabularies simply because
it is easier to guess a word in context if

you know its meaning.
The second mode of play is called

Power Spelling. If you choose this mode,
the words that must be identified are

chosen from a list of 2000 commonly
used words. As play begins, you specify

the number of letters (3-10) you want to

be in the words you will be guessing. In

some ways, it is more difficult to guess

the words in this mode, because you
have no context to provide clues. For the

same reason, however. Power Spelling

seems I bit less educational than the

other modes; there is no motivation to

learn the meanings of the words.

The third mode is aptly named Do It

Yourself and invites you to enter your
own list of up to 20 words. The instruc-

tions for Do it Yourself are provided on
the screen and should present no prob-

lem for even the computer novice.

The documentation suggests entering

your spelling list or making your own
"fill in the blanks" game.

Documentation
The instruction manual is an attrac-

tive. 32-page booklet that includes the

simple instructions and 30 of Gabdoc's
Notes Home. There are no educational

objectives, and only one paragraph sug-

gests different ways to use the program.

Included in the hard plastic binder is a

SOFTWARE
PROFILE
Name: Spelldiver

Type: Educational game

Suggested Age: 6 and up

Author: Gabrielle M. Savage and
Thomas F.F. Snyder

System: 48K Atari 800, C-64;

joystick

Format: Disk

Summary: Simple, well executed

letter/word recognition game.

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:
Scholastic Inc.

1290 Wall Street West

P.O. Box 641

Lyndhurst, N.J. 07071

(201)939-8050

reference card that lists loading instruc-

tions, defines important keys, and re-

minds you how to accomplish the most
important actions required by the game.
Also included are a Spelldiver poster, six

stickers—three of Oshianna and three of
the flipper-nipper—and a "sketch pad"
which is just a sheet of glossy paper with

Spelldiver is a simple,
well executed game

that should help
children learn to

recognize letters and
spell words of

various difficulty.

a grid printed on it. You are advised to

draw the uncovered letter parts on the

grid with a grease pencil, but none of our
playtesters found it necessary to do so.

Summary
Spelldiver is a simple, well executed

game that should help children learn to

recognize letters and spell words of vary-

ing difficulty. Identifying the words in

context is of even greater value since

it encourages vocabulary development,
and we applaud the authors for couching
the missing words in a clever and
challenging format.

CIRCLE 407 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Attack of the Spelling Bees
From a product of education giant

Scholastic, we move to a package pro-

duced by the Jay Gee Programming
Company, a small company in San Jose,

CA. Attack of the Spelling Bees comes in

a simple cardboard envelope with un-

pretentious documentation. The disk la-

bel is printed on a dot matrix printer,

and the disk itself is unadorned by even

the simplest envelope.

As we have said before, however, you
can't judge a program by its packaging
—or even the lack of it: Attack of the

Spelling Bees is a great educational

game.
The only bad part of the game is try-

ing to explain it, so let's take it slowly.

The playfield is the entire screen around
the four edges of which appear large let-

ters in three colors, red, blue, and white.

Inside the letter border are two bee-

shaped tokens, one blue and one red.

The game can be played by one or two
players. If one person plays, only one
bee is active, although the other remains

on the screen causing a bit of a road-
block since the player can't move past or
over him. In the two-player game, both
bees are active, but still cannot move
over or around their opponents.
As play begins on the beginner level,

two-, three- and four-letter words travel

slowly across the screen. Each word has
an asterisk (flowers the documentation
calls them) in place of one missing letter.

Your task is to figure out the correct
spelling of each word and complete it us-

ing the letters that border the screen. To
do this, you position your bee next to the

letter you want to insert and press the

fire button when the word is in range.

This is not as easy as it sounds.

The first complication is that you can
use only letters that match the color of
your bee or the white letters, which are

available to both players. The second
difficulty is that periodically, the border
letters change position slightly. How
frustrating it is to wait patiently by a let-

ter for the appropriate word to cross

your firing path only to have the letter

move just as you press the trigger!

Nor can you be certain that the letters

needed to fill in the words currently on
the screen are available. When you
shoot, the letter you have shot dis-

appears to be replaced by another that is

selected at random. If there are no useful

letters in your border, you must fire just

to eliminate some and hope that the

replacements will be better.

Another hurdle is that there may be
more than one correct way to complete a
given word. Ca_e, for example, could
be cake, cane, cape, or any of several

other words, and it is up to you to guess

which consonant the author has in mind.
For any word that is not completed in

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: Attack of the Spelling Bees

Type: Educational game

Suggested Age: 6 and up

System: 32K Atari

Format: Disk

Summary: Addictive spelling game
for all ages

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:

The Jay Gee
Programming Company

7185 Blue Hill Dr.

San Jose, CA 95129

(SOOt 227-1617 ext. 217

(nationwide)

1800) 772- 2545 ext. 217

(inCA)
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Attack of the Spelling Bees

about two minutes, the correct spelling

will flash a few times, giving you a Tew
seconds to complete it. If you still don't

get it right, the word disappears, but

"will probably come back later to haunt
you with even more letters missing."

You control your bee with the joy-

stick, pressing the stick forward to go
clockwise and back to move counter-

clockwise. This takes some getting used
to, but get used to it we did and were
soon zooming around the screen.

As the game progresses, the difficulty

gradually increases based on the number
of correctly spelled words. More difficult

games offer words of up to IS letters

with more than one letter missing from
each. The speed of the game is also in-

creased if you select the intermediate or

advanced level of play.

At the beginning of each session, you
specify the duration of the game (from 1

to 30 minutes), and scoring is based on
the number of words completed with

variations that are too complicated to

explain here (a scoring table is pro-

vided). The five high scores are saved on
disk along with the player's initials and
updated at the end of each game.

Documentation
As mentioned above, we found this a

difficult game to describe, and appar-

ently the author faced the same problem
when writing the documentation. You
can get the general idea of the game
from reading the six-page instruction

leaflet, but it is not until you have played

several games that you really understand

it. You can then refer back to the leaflet

for scoring details and other fine points.

The documentation is clear, however,

about what and how it hopes to teach.

The first paragraph states that the game
"teaches spelling in two ways; directly,

by requiring the player to fill in missing

letters in words, and indirectly by im-

104

pressing the images of correctly spelled

words on the player." We think that

both of these objectives are met, and are
exceedingly happy to note that at no
time does an incorrectly spelled word
appear on the screen.

The leaflet notes that the game disk

contains 250 common words. There is

no provision for adding your own
words, but additional word lists for all

grade levels and in various specialized

categories are available at modest cost

from the manufacturer.

Summary
We found Attack of the Spelling Bees

addictive in a way that few educational
programs are. The concept is simple
enough, but the challenge of figuring out
first which letter to use and then
successfully hitting the target with it

make the game great fun. The two-
player game can turn friends and col-

We found Attack of
the Spelling Bees

addictive in a way that
few educational
programs are.

leagues into cutthroat adversaries as it

demands not only quick thinking to get

a word before your opponent does but a
certain amount of strategy as you use

your bee to keep the enemy from using

the letters he wants.

Our only suggestion for Jay Gee con-
cerns the packaging of the program. We
think that it would be well worth the

small extra cost to provide an envelope
for the disk. We think this is an excellent

The Word Bird

package for classroom as well as home
use and one that will see a great deal of
use in either environment. We fear for

the life of an unprotected disk and think

that for $39.95 you should get a 5?
envelope along with the disk.

CIRCLE 408 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The Word Bird
Moving from the bees to the birds,

we examined a new package in the

Diskovery Reading Works series from
International Publishing and Software, a
Canadian company. The bird pictured

on the box of The Word Bird has a bal-

loon filled with prepositions—on, in, be-

side, above—coming out of its mouth. It

reminded us of our high school German
teacher stalking around the room chant-

ing "an, auf, hinter. in, neben, iiber,

unter ..."

Yes, Fraulein Behrens had one way of
teaching prepositions, and it was effec-

tive, but times have changed. Children
learning about prepositions in English

today have a far more pleasant vehicle.

The Word Bird is a delightful program
that "focuses on the relationships be-

tween objects in space and the way these

are described in English."

The disk includes three activities of
increasing complexity which are chosen
from the title screen by pressing the 1, 2,

or 3 key. All other action required of the

player is executed either with the joy-

stick or a strange set of keys. The key-

board control combination of left arrow
(down), CTRL (left), 1 (up), and 2

(right), which did not correspond with
the diagram in the documentation book-
let, is one of the least logical we have
seen, and we found that players had a
much easier time with and preferred to

use the joystick.

After a short practice session in which

July 1 984 e Creative Computing
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Today's child will live most of his or

her life in the next century.

Now Millennium" Kidware helps

prepare young children for their

future. Every program stimulates the

mind and unlocks the imagination in a

way never before possible—the com-
puter guides, but the child chooses.

That means learning becomes fun
and spirits soar.

Every Kidware program has been
designed by experts (we tell you who

For the Apple He and II + . Coming soon for IBM. Copyright

C 1984 Millennium Group Incorporated. Apple He and II +
are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. IBM is a trademark

of International Business Machines Corp.

Ask for these Millennium products at your local dealer.

M Millcnnlum

Journey through a won-
drous jungle with 1 Hunter,

past colorful and playful an-

imals, counting them as the

Hunter goes. And when the

story is complete, the pro-

gram becomes a new
counting game, reinforcing

learned skills. This is the
first program drawn from a
book by Pat Hutchins, the
well-loved Kate Greenaway
Medal recipient, and is re-

markably true to her style.

Adapted by Sally Tobin.

Ages 3-6. $34.95.

testing
e
an^b?li

m
l̂ g^me C0^ENTR£T|0N

for the entire family. Five » SSfsilŜ

separate games—balloon
games for the youngest
chi d, flag matching for the
ent,re family, and Morse
code for the hardest Con-
centration ever. And with
varying levels of difficulty
everyone can play. By
Gladys J. Reich, Laura
Boxer, and Ronald S. LizziAges 5-adult. $34.95.

they are on the cover), and tested by
their toughest critics—kids. Every
program comes with a straightfor-

ward guide to its educational benefits

and suggestions for discussion be-

tween child and grown-up. And every

program builds on the best of the past

and present...to bring you the future.

^Millennium
New Age Mind

24 East 22nd Street, New York, New York 10010

(212) 674-0040



DMCTHCUS

The best price/performance ratio of any 21 2A modem on
the market today for under $500! That puts ProModem
1200 on top of the stack. Compare the 26 features. You'll
see why. Only ProModem offers all 26. 1 5 are exclusive.

They're important features. The Real Time Clock/Calen-
dar for example. Used with Applications Programs, or
the OPTIONS PROCESSOR, gives you preset timed
operation of the modem. Also, time and duration records
of all calls. The convenient HELP command makes
ProModem easy to use. It promptly displays the In-
structions Menu whenever there's a question about
what to do next. With Call Progress Detection, you can
"tell" ProModem to do things like automatically 'Redial
When Busy.''

It's the only modem that lets you expand into a full

telecommunications center with add-ons. The OPTIONS
PROCESSOR gives you Data Store and Time Base Con-
tinuity with battery backup, Personal/Business Tele-
phone Directory, and Automatic Receipt/Transfer Buffer,
expandable to 64K. The OPTIONS PROCESSOR also
enables ProModem to operate unattended, with or
without your computer.

The optional 12-character ALPHANUMERIC DISPLAY in-

dicates modem operating status, system diagnostics,
message status, phone numbers, and real time clock
data. . . to name just a few.

Together, these standard and optional features give you
a sophisticated electronic mail and communications
capability unmatched by any other modem in this class.
And, there's more. See your local dealer for additional
information and a demonstration. He'll show you why
ProModem 1200 is tops.

ProModem 1200 from...

, . . it _
Prometheus Products, Inc., 45277 Fremont Blvd.

Fremont CA 94538, (415) 490-2370

NOW AVAILABLE
'IBM PC ProModem plug-in card

"ProCom Software

212A Modem Comparison Chart *

STANDARD FEATURES

300/1200 Baud |212A)

Intelligent Microprocessor

Tone and Pulse Dialing

Hayes Command Compatible
(Works with Smartcom -

Additional telephone jack
with exclusion switching

Analog loop back sell lest

Sell Test al Power Up

Call Progress Detection (Busy Dial

Tones, Trunk Busy, etc )

Speaker and External Volume Control

Full Complement ol Status Lights

8 Switch Selectable power up defaults

Adaptive Dialing

Auto Redial on Busy

Economically designed easy to

read front display panel

Internal Stand Alone Power Supply

Built in Real Time Clock/Calendar

Help Command

300 baud connect while maintaining

1200 baud RS 232 link

EXPANDABLE OPTIONS

Automatic Receiver Butler

Automatic Transmit Butler

On board PersonalBusiness Directory f
Butler. Expandable to 64K C
Aulo Logon Macros ^
Auto message transmission to ^
groups ol numbers

Records call duration v

1? character Alphanumeric Display

\S *" V ^ V*

IS w* V* f* **

t^ V* i>- V V*

1-" V* V* Q
rx

" Comparison made
'netheus on

' :r\e

'Ofmaiion

i.-eto

Prometheus al

time of printing
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EDUCATION

you master (he technique of moving a

rectangular frame around on the screen

and positioning it over a word to in-

dicate a choice, you begin with Activity

I which asks you to compare a sentence

to a picture on the screen and tell

whether the sentence is true or not. You
may sec a picture of a castle with a road

leading up to it. As you watch, a snake

moves across the screen and slops along-

side the road. The sentence under the

picture reads "The road is to the right of

the snake." You use the joystick to move
the frame over the word "yes" or "no"
to indicate your answer.

During play, the program selects ran-

domly from a pool of live prepositions.

When you have answered correctly with

a given preposition three times, that

word is removed from the pool and an-

other is substituted. A total of 12 prepo-

sitions is drilled in Activity 1. The
activity ends with a screen that reports

the number of correct answers out of the

number of attempts. The program then

cycles back to the title screen to allow

you to choose one of the other activities.

In Activity 2, a picture is presented.

Then an additional object floats across

the screen, coming to rest near some-
thing in the picture. You read the sen-

The Word Bird
is a unique program
that drills several
valuable skills

at once.

tence below and decide which of two or

three prepositions when inserted into the

sentence will make it correct. For exam-
ple, you may see an outdoor scene with a

bird peeking out of a mailbox. You must
then decide whether "inside" or "on top

of makes the sentence "The bird is

the mailbox" describe

the picture. You must get each prepo-

sition right five times in a row to

advance in Activity 2.

When you choose a correct answer in

either of the first two activities, you hear

a pleasant tune. A pencil then appears in

the lower right corner of the screen and
draws a red check mark. Finally, the

message "That's right!" appears under
the sentence. Incorrect responses evoke

a "raspberry" sound, and the pencil

draws an X. A sentence of explanation

then appears on the screen.

Activity 3 asks you to make your own
sentences. A picture is presented along

with a skeleton sentence containing

three blanks. Beneath each of the blanks

are two words or sets of words that can

July 1 984 « Creative Computing

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: The Word Bird

Type: Educational game

Suggested Age: 6 to 12

Author: Jill Golick

System: 32K Atari, Commodore 64

Format: Disk

Summary: A superb way to practice

reading and spatial

relationships.

Price: $29 95

Manufacturer:
International Publishing &

Software Inc.

3948 Chesswood Dr.

Downsview, ON
Canada M3J 2W6
(416)636-9404

Distributor:

Gladstone Electronics Inc.

1585 Kenmore Ave.

Buffalo. NY 14217

(716) 874-5510

be used to complete the sentence. You
choose one from each pair and watch as

the scene ("The boat is on top of the

bird," for example) is created on the

screen. We found that the sillier the sen-

tences, the more our playtesters enjoyed

the game.

Documentation
The eight-page instruction booklet is a

model of completeness. It begins by

describing the rationale for learning the

skills presented in the game: "Although
our world is three-dimensional, we usu-

ally use only two dimensions to repre-

sent it . . . and to understand geometry.

trigonometry, and geography, children

must be able to recognize spatial

relationships."

The next section describes the use of

the joystick and control keys, and
instructions for loading the program to

follow. Unfortunately, there is a ty-

pographical error in the loading instruc-

tions for the Commodore 64, so a strip

of paper detailing the correct command
is inserted in the package. Although it is

a standard command, this is a bad sort

of error to find in an instruction manual.

The activities are described in a page

and a half, followed by a page of sugges-

tions for reinforcing the skills practiced

in the activities—both with the com-
puter and without. On the last page of

the booklet we find a set of educational

objectives that would satisfy any educa-

tion professor. And we think that the

program does an excellent job of satisfy-

ing those objectives.

Summary
The Word Bird is a unique program

that drills several valuable skills at once.

It teaches spatial relationships while en-

couraging the young reader to read care-

fully (even our adult players made errors

when they overlooked the word "not" in

some of the sentences or failed to

concentrate on word order).

The graphics are colorful and clever,

and the vocabulary is varied enough to

assure that children will not soon tire

of it.

Our only complaints concern the two
typos (loading instructions and control

keys) in the manual. These can be cor-

rected easily, and we hope they will be in

subsequent editions of the program.

The Word Bird is a truly superb exam-
ple of what educational software can be.

We recommend it highly.
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NEWPRODUCTS

What's New In

Hardware

Detachable Keyboard
for Apple

Data Spec has released a detached ex-

tension keyboard for the Apple II/II+ .

The keyboard features a full ASCII char-

acter set with upper- and lowercase. To
simplify computer use. the keyboard has

a total of 97 pre-programmed functions

and commands. 20 of which are located

on a separate keypad for easy access. All

four mathematical functions are found
next to a ten-key numeric keypad. In

addition, key words such as FOR, NEXT,
and PRINT; and operating system com-
mands such as DIR, PIP, TYPE, and
STAT; and other key words used in pro-

gramming are included.

The Data Spec keyboard includes a
ten-foot coiled cable for accessibility and
freedom of movement. The suggested list

price is $299.95.

Alliance Research Corporation, 18215
Parthenia St., Northridge. CA 91325. (818)

701-5848.

CIRCLE 41 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Modem and
Winchester for Mac

Tecmar has implemented a telephone/

modem subsystem for Macintosh and other

computers with RS-232 serial ports that

provides an easy-to-use, low cost, full-

featured telephone and modem interface.

It can be used as a standard telephone

TEOM/1B
with a handset or be connected to a

telephone.

The product is a 300/1200 baud (212 A
compatible) modem with touch-tone de-

coding, pulse/tone automatic dialer, and
a full voice interface. It can be used to

enter data or commands remotely through

the standard keypad of a telephone.

Called Apple Fritter, the peripheral,

when configured for the Applebus, is part

of Tecmar's Candy Apple line of interfaces

for Macintosh and other Applebus peri-

pherals.

Macintosh 5 MByte
Cartridge Winchester

Also for the Macintosh is Tecmar's 5Mb
Removable Cartridge Winchester Sub-

system called The Mac Drive.

The Removable Cartridge Winchester
combines the mass storage and speed of

conventional Winchesters with the re-

movability, transportability, and flexibility

of a floppy. Tecmar has interfaced the

removable cartridge Winchesters to the

Applebus for use with Macintosh. It is

provided in an enclosure that fits the Mac-
intosh style and color.

Tecmar, Inc., 6225 Cochran Rd., Solon,

OH 44139. (216) 349-0600.

CIRCLE 411 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Apple Software
Runs on IBM

The Diamond 3 is a plug-in board that

lets users of the IBM PC run both Apple
and CP/M programs.

Developed by Diamond Computer Sys-

tems, the Diamond 3 is a sophisticated

microcomputer. It has three processors,

a Z80A for CP/M, a 6502B for Apple
mode, and a separate 6502B display control-

ler with software that improves on the

quality of Apple II screen output through
interface scanning.

The Diamond 3 is available, at a sug-

gested retail price of $695.

Diamond Computer Systems, Inc., 3380
Montgomery St., Santa Clara, CA 95050.

(408) 986-0100.

CIRCLE 41 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE SERIES

ducational computer games
that make you the C.E.O.

The Chief Executive Series is an
exciting new concept in entertainment.
Each game in the Series makes you the
Chief Executive Officer of a company in

a different industry. You make the deci-

sions that are the key to success or

failure. The quality of your decisions
determines how well your company
does against its competitors.
As you manage your company, you

get vital information about the business
environment, competitors, and your own
performance, displayed in easy-to-

understand bar charts, pie charts and
graphs. You can play alone, against the
computer, or in competition with others.

Chief Executive Series games are as
educational as they are entertaining —
an ideal way to learn the fundamentals
of strategy and decision making in each
of the industries represented. Every
game gives you an authentic and realis-

tic management challenge.
Chief Executive Series games

are available for IBM and Apple
computers. They will

thoroughly test and
sharpen your
management
skills.

BANK PRESIDENT You are president
of a large commercial bank. You must
plan your strategy and make all the

important decisions involved in running
your financial empire. Set loan and
deposit interest rates, raise or lower
employee salaries, issue and redeem
stocks and bonds, and manage your
investment portfolio.

HIGH-TECH ENTREPRENEUR Start

and build a high-tech manufacturing com-
pany. You must organize a competent
management team, raise venture capital,

and successfully develop and market
your products. To succeed, you have
to develop good management
skills and the ability to

allocate limited re-

sources.

VENTURE CAPITALIST Compete
with other venture capitalists for funds
and for the best investment opportuni-

ties. Evaluate business plans and decide
when and on what terms to invest. Pro-

vide seed money for start-ups or finance
more established companies. An excel-

lent way to learn more about the exciting

venture capital world.

Call Lewis Lee for the name of the

dealer nearest you. 1-800-842-9900

lewistee
^CORPORATION!

P.O. Box 51831 • Palo Alto. CA 94303 • (415) 853-1220

CIRCLE 141 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Chiel Executive Bank President. High-

Tech Entrepreneur. Venture Capitalist,

and Lewis Lee are trademarks of Lewis
Lee Corporation

IBM is a registered trademark ol IBM
Corporation

Apple is a registered trademark ol Apple
Computer Inc.

1983 Lewis Lee Corporation



NEWPRODUCTS

Amdek Daisywheel
Printers

Three new letter quality printers, the

5000 series, for home, office, and other

commercial environments have been in-

troduced ..y Amdek Corporation.

The Amdek 5000 series includes:

• The Amdek 5025, a transportable, 25

cps printer.

• The Amdek 5040, a desktop, 40 cps
printer.

• The Amdek 5055, a desktop, 55 cps

printer.

The 5000 series printers are ruggedly

built and operate at a low, 50 dba noise

level.

The printers have built-in Centronics

parallel and RS-232 serial interfaces allow-

ing the units to be compatible with a wide
range of computers.
The printers have a wide paper carriage

to handle 132-column forms for spread-

sheet applications and use a newly designed

daisywheel that provides up to 1 25 char-

acters per wheel.

Each printer is shipped with a daisy-

wheel, ribbon cassette cartridge, parallel

interface cable, paper guide, and full docu-

mentation.

The suggested retail price of the Amdek
5025 is $799; the Amdek 5040, $1675; and
the Amdek 5055, $1990.

Amdek Corporation, Printer Products,

2201 Lively Blvd., Elk Grove Village, IL

60007.(312)364-1180.
CIRCLE 41 3 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Music Cards for Apple

ALF music cards for the Apple are

now available with new software. Both
the nine-voice Music Card MCI ($169)

and the three-voice Music Card MC16
($179) now have extensive editing functions

which make it even easier for novices to

enter songs and play them back. The user

can create music without having to learn

to play an instrument by matching the

symbols in regular sheet music with those

on the screen.

New playback routines allow the tempo
to be changed at any point and allow

several songs to be played in sequence. A
program for experimenting with sound

envelopes and creating loudness contours
is now included.

The MCI and MCI6 cards can be used

on the Apple II/II+/IIe and Apple-com-
patible computers. Present MCI and MC16
owners can obtain upgrades at a nominal
cost.

ALF Products Inc., 1315-F Nelson St.,

Denver, CO 80215. (303) 234-0781.

CIRCLE 414 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Intelligent Printer

Interface for C-64

Orange Micro, Inc. announces the

Grappler CD intelligent printer interface

for the Commodore 64. Featuring four

different operating modes, the Grappler
CD is the most complete interface avail-

able. The Grappler CD contains a Com-
modore 1525 Emulation Mode which
causes the printer to create characters as

they would appear on the C-1525 printer.

This means graphics and special char-

acters can now be printed by Epson, Star,

Okidata, Prowriter, NEC, and other dot

matrix printers. It also provides universal

software compatibility, as most Com-
modore programs will send C-1525 codes.

The screen dump routines allow the

printing of hi-res and block graphics with

a variety of options. Double size, inverted,

rotated, and emphasized graphics are ac-

cessible via simple commands.
The Grappler CD comes in a sturdy

housing with all required cables included.

Power is drawn from the expansion port

to eliminate extra wiring.

Orange Micro, Inc. 1400 N. Lakeview,

Anaheim, CA 92807. (714) 779-2772.
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NEWPRODUCTS

Portable

Conversion
System for IBM

Colby Computer offers three conversion

systems to enable owners of IBM PCs to

turn their existing desktop PC's into trans-

portable PC computers. The PC-1 is a

low-cost way to achieve a 100% IBM PC
compatible system; the system uses the

motherboard, plug-in boards, disk drive,

and keyboard from the IBM PC. The
rugged aluminum case features a carrying

handle and tilt stand. No soldering is

required; a screwdriver is all that is needed.

The PC-1 system includes an amber 9"

high-resolution display, power supply, case,

and all cables and interface boards.

*r
ir
*r
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The PC-2 system includes the above
equipment plus an IBM-compatible key-

board which attaches to the front of the

unit for portability.

A PC-2. 2 system includes the above
plus two half-height disk drives and lists

for $1895.

The PC-1 system retails for $899: the

PC-2 system, for $1188.

Colby Computer. 849 Independence
Ave.. Mountain View, CA 94043. (415)

968-1410.
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Apple Computer-based
Multi-Image Slide Shows

Photographers can now use their Apple
computers to prepare slide shows. Pacific

Micro Systems, Inc. has introduced the

Apple/Gemini multi-image programming
system which consists of three basic com-
ponents: a peripheral card for the Apple
II/II+/IIe, slide show editing software,

and the Gemini 2002 controller for two
slide projectors.

The Apple/Gemini system creates shows
for two to six Kodak 35mm projectors,

using professional fade in/fade out dissolve

techniques. The dark interval between
slides is eliminated as images blend into

each other. All slide show commands can
be recorded on one channel of a stereo

tape recorder leaving the other channel

for narration and music. Slide/tape syn-

chronization is assured by digital codes

recorded on tape.

Special effects include superimpose, slide

random access, animate, flash, fade to

black, and home to first slide. Thirty-two

fade times are available. The list price of

the Gemini 2002 is $479.

Pacific Micro Systems, Inc., 160 Gate 5

Rd., Sausalito, CA 94965. (415) 331-2525.
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C0MPUTER9 FOR

COMPUTERS
FOR KIDS!

By Sally Greenwood Larsen
Children love computers. And kids 4 to 1

2

love to learn programming with Com-
puters for Kids. It's clearly written, set in

large type and offers games and simple
programs to make it fun. Readers learn

how to do a flowchart, to get the computer
to do what they want, to write their own
games—even draw pictures that move!
Even if you've had no experience

teaching microcomputer programming—
or doing it yourself—Computers for Kids
makes it simple. Included is a section of

notes for teachers and parents, sug-
gested lesson outlines, teaching sugges-
tions for each section, and a glossary.

Sally Greenwood Larson's extensive
experience teaching microcomputer pro-

gramming to kids makes this one of the

best elementary books on the subject.
Seven different editions!/

11" x8%". soft-

cover, illustrated

SPECIFY EDI-
TION: Apple $5 95
($1). *12G; Atari

$5.95 ($1). »12J;
IBM-PC $5.95 ($1).
» 1 2K; Sinclair or Timex"
Sinclair $5.95 ($1). # 12S;
TRS-80 $5.95(51), # 12H;
Commodore VIC-20 $5.95 ($1). #12V;
Commodore 64 $5.95 ($1). » 63-1

Registered trademarks: Apple. Apple Computers.
Inc.; Atari. Atari Inc : IBM-PC, International Business
Machines; TRS-80 Radio Shack Division of Tandy
Corp ; VIC. Commodore Business Machines; Com-
modore 64. Commodore Business Machines.

For faster delivery PHONE TOLL FREE
9 a.m.-5 p.m. E.S.T.: 1-800-631-8112

(In NJ only: 201-540-0445)
Also available at your local bookstore

or computer store.

CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS
Dept MDiC 39 East Hanover Avenue
Morns Plains. NJ 07950

Please send books listed below:

TiM
Book
No Oty

Pnca
Each

( )

PoatooaA
Total

PncaTaSi'"

CA. NJ and NT SUM isaldartt add •epkcaola —tm* tan

Total Amount

$5 00 per order

Purchase orders t$0 minimum.
Charge My: ($10 minimum)

AmEx QMC D VISA

Card No

Exp Data

Mr. /Ms. /Mrs-

Address

Outside USA add

(prWMr,

City

State /Zip-

n Please send free catalog.



lakethe 6-volume Mkrocom
This $8670 value is yours for $2.95 as a member

You simply agree to buy 3 more books— at handsome discounts—' t 12 months

©BASIC and the
Personal Computer.

Dwyer and Critchfield. Hero's a down-to-
. guide thai u can

begin programming in the BASIC lan-

guage (and extended BASIC) in only eight

hours. The authors take you step-by-step
through the world of personal computing,
showing you how to get the most out of

simple computer graph ^sing
data bases, and word processing.

The book shows how to make use ot

BASIC in simple tasks like computerizing
your record library... putting together a

management information system... and
sorting operations. The examples and nu-
merous illustrations make this an ideal

introduction to the wide range of applica-

tions possible with personal computers.
Publisher's Price: $15.95.

(D
Executive
Computing:

How To Get It Done on
Your Own.
John Nevison. This outstanding refer-
ence contains 25 business methods illus-

trated with working computer programs.
You'll see how to establish price alterna-
tives for different products., .how to
graph actual and projected sales . . . how to
estimate cash flow... and how to develop
long-range planning. The author shows
you how to build up a corporate data base
...how to compute present and future
value... how to handle project planning,
scheduling, and control.

Learn how to handle sales forecasting
and decision analysis, linear program-

me. WitT
handy guide, businessmen will be able to

mine and inventory modeling. With this

apply their small computers to a wide
range of complex decision-making tasks.

Publisher's Price: $12.45.

"homas Dwyer
&

CD
•3 i Writing in the
•* ' ComputerAge:

Word Processing Skills

and Style for Every Writer.
Fluegelman and Hewes. A step-by-step
manual that covers everything from the
type of hardware best suited to your pur-
poses to the fine points of formatting the
finished work. Including:

• hardware—a run-down on system
components... selecting a keyboard
to suit you ... the right screen

• software— evaluates word proc-
essors and word processing pro-
grams... how to boot the operating
system and format disks

• how to set up, organize, and maintain
your electronic file system

• styles and strategies for writing
• techniques for editing and polishing
your work

•screen and print formatting—how to
get your work in exactly the form you
want.
Learn everything from moving the

cursor to allocating disk space for data
base research. Publisher's Price:
$10.95.
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putingu
of themSmall ComputerBookClub.

©Microcomputer
Graphics.

Roy E. Myers. This sophisticated com-
puter graphics book for BASIC program-
mers provides the essential mathematics

and programming techniques you will

need for computer graphics applications.

The Drograms are written in Apple-

soft BASIC, but many are adaptable to

other languages and microcomputers.
This excellent guide shows you more
than 80 ready-to-use BASIC programs
which illustrate basic graphics concepts

...shows you how to create your own
graphics... includes techniques for gen-

erating three-dimensional graphics in

two dimensions. . . shows you nidaen line

and surface routines... introduces ani-

mation techniques., .and shows you how
to handle image rotation and translation.

It includes an overview of all the sys-

tem components needed to do graphics

work. Publisher's Price: $12.45.

Microcomputer

GRAPHICS
Roy E. Myers

.e Complete
Handbook of

Personal Computer
Communications.
Alfred Glossbrenner. Here is a remark-

able collection of detailed information on

the far-flung aspects of computer net-

working and data bases—information for

which the average person would have to

spend at least a year and probably more
than a thousand dollars. You'll find thou-

sands of ways you can use your personal

computer to find specialized business

information... do shopping and banking

at home... and more.
The book points out the hardware you

will need, and covers such important

topics and services as time-sharing
networks . . . direct and acoustical connec

tions . . . modems . . . what to look for when
selecting communications softwa

and how to use the specialized data bases.

such as Newsnet and Comp-U-Store
which are already available. Publisher's

Price: $14.95.

CD
CP/M and the
Personal Computer.

Dwyer and Critchfield. The authors of

this outstanding guide show you how to

get the most from CP/M . . . how to use the

basic system commands that will allow

you to manage disk storage... debug
other programs... move programs ana
data from one location to another... cold

and warm booting. ..formatting blank
disks . . . how CP/M itself is organized

.

The authors also tell you now to deal

with just those areas which the CP/M
manuals fail to explain well, including the

three main command modules of CP/M
...the seven built-in commands... nine

transient commands... the six principal

control characters. Then they snow how
to use the typical features of software

packages that run under CP/M, including

word processing... business accounting

systems... data base management sys-

tems... electronic spread sheets/plot-

ting/predicting packages... and much
more. Publishers Price: $19.95.
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SMALL COMPUTER BOOK CLUB is a division of the Library of Computer and

Information Sciences, the oldest, largest and most respected computer book club in the

world. Unlike other microcomputer clubs. Small Computer Book Club offers books from a

wide variety of leading publishers. The Small Computer Book Club will keep you up-to-

date with the latest developments in software, improvements in hardware, programming
languages, and much more—all at handsome discounts.

So start enjoying the club's benefits today.

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS: In addition to getting the 6-volume MICROCOMPUTING LIBRARY for only

$2.95. when you join, you keep saving substantially on the books you buy. Also, you will immediately become
eligible to participate in our Bonus Book Plan, with savings up to 70% off the publishers' prices. At 3-4 week
intervals (16 times per year) you will receive the Book Club News, describing the coming Mam Selection and

Alternate Selections, together with a dated reply card. If you want the Main Selection, do nothing and it will be

sent to you automatically. If you prefer another select ion. or no book at all, simply indicate your choice on the card,

and return it by the date specified. You will have at least 10 days to decide. If. because of late mail delivery of the

News, you should receive a book you do not want, we guarantee return postage.

If the reply card has been removed, please write to the Small Computer Book Club, Dept. Y-AG3, Riverside,

N.J. 08075 to obtain membership information and an application. Creative ComDutine 7/84



NEWPRODUCTS

Apple II Forever?

Apple Announces
the He

On April 24, 1984 Apple Computer made
an earthshaking announcement: the Apple
He. The Most-one Center in San Francisco
shook for nearly three minutes with the
force of 6.2 on the Richter scale. The
occasion for the announcement was a
combined dealer/sales convention for
Apple. The theme of the convention was
"Apple II Forever," which neatly summar-
izes Apple's long range strategic plan for
the Apple II.

The Apple He contains a 65C02 CPU
operating at 1.02 MHz -essentially a low
heat version of the processor used in all

Apple lis. It contains 128K of RAM and
16K of ROM, which includes Applesoft
Basic. A 5 1/4" disk drive is built into the
unit along with a full-function keyboard.
The power transformer has been removed
from the main unit and attached to the
power cord. This allows the Apple lie to
run off of an AC outlet, a car cigarette
lighter, or a battery pack. The unit has a
slim design, is ivory in color, and weighs
only 7 1/2 pounds. The little handle on
the back is most useful for propping the
unit up for a proper keyboard angle. It is

only marginally useful for toting the unit
since you also need to tote the power
cord, disks, and the RF modulator in

hopes of tracking down a TV set to plug
into.

The rear panel contains a potpourri of
sockets which lets the Apple Ik neatly
communicate with the outside world. There
are sockets for a display screen, a printer,
a modem, a mouse, a joystick, and a second
floppy disk drive. In keeping with Apple's
international outlook, each socket is

labelled with an icon which identifies the
function of the socket. A built-in speaker
allows five octaves of sound.
The Apple lie offers three graphics

modes: 16-color low resolution (40 by 48),
six-color high resolution (280 by 192), and
monochrome ultra-high resolution (560
by 192).

The keyboard is really nice. The keys
are full-stroke and have an audible click.

Upper- and lowercase are available, and
there is a tiny switch at the top of the key-

George A. Miller

board to allow you to switch from 40
columns to 80 columns. Next to that switch
is another one used to change the keyboard
from QWERTY to Dvorak. On the inter-

national versions of the Apple He the
keyboard switch will allow instant flip

from your country keyboard layout to
American.
The Apple He sells for $1295. Acces-

sories include a printer, mouse, monitor,
monitor stand, carrying case, second power
pack, and disk drive. The printer is called
the Apple Scribe thermal-transfer printer.

It costs $299 and is capable of high-quality
text and graphics in black and white or
color. If you get the color ribbon, you
can print in cyan, magenta, and yellow.
By c .ireful control of adjacent colors you
can create combinations of these colors.

Clever software should permit a whole
rainbow of output.

The mouse sells for $99 and is the
same mouse as comes with the Macin-
tosh. In fact, free with your purchase of
the mouse is a program called Mousepaint,
which bears a strong resemblance to
MacPaint. The monitor is a very small,

green phosphor screen which sells for $199;
the stand for $39. The carrying case costs

$39, and the external drive, $329. Apple's
Imagewriter can also be connected to the
lie. Perhaps most interesting was the an-
nouncement of a future accessory called

the flat display. This is a full 80-column
by 24-row, low power LCD display is

scheduled to be released in the fall and
will sell for $600. With this display and
the battery pack, the Apple He may actually

achieve portability.

Enough of the facts. Now for some
editorial comment and speculation: It is

clear that the Apple He is a direct attack
on the IBM PCjr. The two machines sitting

side-by-side look very much alike. They
both have 128K memory, one disk drive,
an external power pack, and basically the
same back panel of sockets. They are

basically the same price, and both claim
heritage of their family line of software.

The keyboard on the Apple He is much
better than the IBM PCjr. The CPU on
the PCjr is much larger and faster than
the one on the Apple. The Apple He will

be able to run on a battery; the IBM PCjr
was not designed to be battery driven.

You can attach a mouse to either. The
IBM PCjr allows bus expansion out the

side and ROM cartridges in the front.

This war will have no clear winner. Apple
fans will buy the Apple lie, and IBM fans
will buy the PCjr.

I believe the Apple II will live forever.

There is enough momentum to let it coast
to the age at which it will become a museum
piece. The Apple lie has got to be the
final transmutation of the Apple II for
the following reasons: The Apple II

requires a 5 1/4" disk drive for compati-
bility with its base of 10,000 programs.
The Apple He is about as small a package
one can design with a full-function key-
board and a 5 1/4" disk drive.

Apple has staked out a very bright future
with its Lisa/Macintosh and will start

devoting more of its energies to the 68000
chip and the 3 1/2" disk drive. The Mac-
intosh is a revolutionary machine. The
Apple lie is evolutionary and the final (I

believe) installment in the Apple II line.

Apple claims that 90 percent of the

10,000 Apple II programs will run on the
Apple He. 10,000 programs should not be
sneezed at; however, how many of them
are really useful? Software becomes ob-
solete, just as hardware does. You can
use only one word processor at a time,
yet there are dozens for the Apple II. The
newest wrinkle in "user-friendliness" is

the mouse. How many of these 10,000
programs use the mouse?
These observations notwithstanding,

Apple has made a very strong move with
the Apple lie and its marketing of it. I am
convinced of the long term viability of
Apple as the computer company of choice.
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What made over 100,000
Apple II owners fall in love

with System Saver?
It's the most versatile, most convenient, most
useful peripheral ever made for the Apple:

System Saver' filters out damaging AC line

noise and power surges.
70-90% of all microcomputer malfunctions can be

traced to power line problems* Problems your

System Saver guards against.

Power line noise can often be interpreted as data.

This confuses your computer and produces system

errors Power surges and spikes can cause severe

damage to your Apple's delicate circuitry and lead

to costly servicing.

System Saver clips surges and

spikes at a 130 Volts RMS/175

Volts dc level. A PI type filter

attenuates common and
transverse mode noise by a

minimum of 30 dB from 600

kHz to 20 mHz with a max-

imum attenuation of 50 dB.

You end up with an Apple

that's more accurate, more
efficient and more reliable.

System Saver lets your Apple keep its cool.

Today's advanced peripheral cards generate heat. In

addition, the cards block any natural air flow through

the Apple lie creating high temperature conditions

that shorten the life of the Apple and peripheral cards.

System Saver's efficient, quiet

fan draws fresh air across

the mother board, over

the power supply and

out the side ventilation

slots. It leaves your Apple cool, calm and running

at top speed.

VS*P^
System Saver makes your Apple more
convenient to use.

No more reaching around to the back of your Apple

to turn it on. No more fumbling for outlets and cords

to plug in your monitor and printer System Saver

organizes all your power needs.

So if you want to keep

damaging heat, line noise and power surges out of

your system for good, pick up the only peripheral

that's in use every second your computer is in use.

The System Saver. You'll soon come to think of it as

the piece Apple forgot.

Compatible with
Apple stand

9fc|

It functions as a multi-outlet power strip with two

switched outlets. Plus System Saver offers the

ultimate convenience; a front mounted power switch

for fingertip control of your entire system.

SYSTEM SAVER(S). $89 95 each Total

!

Include $2 50 for shipping and handling

New York State residents add applicable sales tax

D Check enclosed Visa Master Card

Card No Expires

Name on Card

Name

Address (UPS delivery)

City State

251 Park Avenue South
New York. NY 10010

(212) 475-5200 Tlx 467383 KML NY

Zip Phone

KENSDSfGTON"
MICROWARK

•PC Magazine March 1963

System Saver is UL Listed System Saver's surge suppression circuitry conforms System Saver is a registered trademark of Kensington Microware Ltd

to IEEE specification 507 1980. Category A Available in 220/240 Volts. 60/60 Hz 1984 Kensington Microware Ltd System Saver is patent pending
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"Thanks for the prompt reply. Sure
was a lot faster than waiting for
the mail!"

A complete plug-in communications
system for Apple ' computers. From
Hayes, the established telecomputing
leader: the simple but sophisticated
Micromodem He* plug-in board
modem and its companion software.
Smartcom I.™ Everything you need to
expand the world ofyour Apple II. He.
II Plus and Apple HI. In one. convenient
communications package.
With Micromodem He and Smartcom I.

you can access data bases, bulletin
boards, and the varied resources of infor-

mation services. Plan your travel itinerary
via computer, including flight numbers,
hotel and rental car reservations. Retrieve
and analyze daily stock and options prices,

Work at home and send reports to your
office. You can even do your gift shopping
by computer!
Micromodem He. Think of it as your

Apple's telephone. It allows your com-
puter to communicate with any Bell-10)
type modem over ordinary telephone
lines, at 110 or 300 bits per second.
Micromodem lie installs easily in an
expansion slot, and requires no outside
power source. It connects directly to
either a single or multiline modular
phone jack, to perform both Touch-Tone*
and pulse dialing.

Micromodem He dials, answers and dis-

connects calls automatically. And. unlike
some modems, it operates in full or half
duplex, for compatibility with most time-
sharingsystems.
A buut-in speaker lets you monitor your

"Gary: The pedigrees for next
week's auction are as follows..'.

calls when dialing. That way. you'll

know ifa line is busy. With Smartcom I.

Micromodem He automatically redials

your last number.
Discoverhow Micromodem He can

help maximize the capabilities ofyour
Apple. While Smartcom I software will

minimizeyour efforts.

Smartcom I companion software.
For effortless communications. f X 1 1 l-m^^Whether you're a newcomer ["layCS
to personal computing or a sea- ^™^
soned professional, you'll appreciate
the ease and speed with which you can
perform any communications function.
Thanks to Smartcom I!

Let Smartcom I guide you through a few
easy-to-answer questions to tailor the
program to your particular needs. Then
you re ready to go!
Make a selection from the Smartcom I

menu to manage your communications,
files or printer. Program prompts guide you
along the way. And menu selections let

"Attn. Prod.. Sales. Purch.: Recom-
mend $0% blue. 30% red screen for

closest match'.'

you easily make a call, end a call, or answer
a call. When you're on the receiving end,
your Micromodem He answers automat-
ically, even ifyou're not there!

Convenient! And so is the Smart-
com I memory for phone numbers.
Smartcom I stores three ofyour most
frequently called telephone numbers
andone prefix. Plus, it also remem-
bers the last number dialed.

Smartcom I also provides a direc-

tory of the files stored on your disk.

And lets you create, list. name. send,
receive, print or erase files right from
its menu.
Smartcom I is as versatile as you need it

to be. It accepts DOS 3. 3. Pascal. CP/M™
3.0 or CP/M Plus™ operating systems.
And accommodates up to six disk drives
and several printer interface cards.

Like all our products. Smartcom I and
Micromodem He are backed
by excellent documentation
and full support. Including a
two-year limited warranty

on Micromodem lie and a 90-day warranty
on Smartcom I!

See your dealer today. Then plug into
the exciting world of telecomputing.
Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc.

.

5923 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.. Norcross,
Georgia 30092. 404/441-1617.

ipprovrd inUSA MKiomodem lit is a registered tiadenurkof
Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc Smartcom I is a trademark of
Hayes MKrocomputei Products. Inc Apple is a registered trademark of
Apple Computet. Inc Touch-Tone a a registered service mark of
American Telephone and Telegraph CP/M u a trademark of Digital
Research. Inc CP/M Plus is a trademark of Advanced Logic Systems
< 195) Hayes MKrocomputei Pioductt. Inc
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NEWPRODUCTS

What's New In

Software

Language Learning on
Apple and IBM

Lamplighter Software, Inc. has intro-

duced Language Lab, a complete foreign

language training system for Apple and

IBM Personal Computers. Unlike com-
puterized vocabulary builders, the

Language Lab systems teaches all skills

necessary for fluency in a foreign language.

The program offers computer-assisted

study, self-quizzing, and an interactive audio

cassette for pronunciation.

Included with the software is an inter-

active cassette adapter, which does away

with the need to locate and play back

pronunciation lessons manually on a

cassette player. It automatically stops and

starts the student's cassette player in

coordination with the lessons presented

on the display.

Language Lab is available for the Apple

II/II+/IIe and the IBM PC and PCjr. It

requires 64K RAM, one disk drive, and a

cassette player. Language Lab is avail-

able in Spanish, French, and German,
and is priced at $235 per language.

Lamplighter Software, Inc., 7 Breton

Ave., Melville, NY 1 1747. (516) 421-2653.
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Data Management
System from Hayes
Hayes Microcomputer Products Inc. has

released Please, a fast, easy-to-use data

management system for the IBM PC that

makes it easy to organize information by

simplifying data input and output.

The menu-driven software has 999

characters per field, 99 fields per record,

2000 characters per record, and several

million per database, depending on the

capability of the system.

Please offers speed and flexibility. Users

can quickly change database structure.

merge and copy databases, and transfer

data.

Other features include:

• Import/Export— transfers data to and
from almost any other source, including

Lotus 1-2-3, dBase II, VisiCalc, and other

popular software programs.
• Quick List— meets one-time needs by

quickly retrieving selected information from

a database according to specific criteria.

• Output Plans— List, Form, Replace-

ment, Export—manipulate selected infor-

mation to meet specific needs in printing

(BHayes

and organizing data.

• Define—allows users to create new
fields in the Output Plans based on other

fields within the record. Please can be
used with the IBM PC and compatibles.

The software requires 128K RAM and
two double-sided drives or a hard disk.

Please retails for $349.

Application templates sell for $29.95

each and include Mailing List, Membership,

Applicants, Contacts, and Appointments.

Others are also available.

Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.,

5923 Peachtree Industrial Blvd., Norcross,

GA 30092. (404) 449-8791.
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Forth for the Apple

MasterForth, a complete professional

programming language with a built-in

macro-assembler, screen editor, and string

handling package, is available from Micro-
Motion. MasterForth meets all provisions

of the new Forth-83 International Standard.

Input/output streams are fully redirect-

able and make full use of the Apple DOS
3.3 file system.

The package includes Forth Tools, a

200-page textbook, a technical reference

manual, and a complete listing of the

MasterForth nucleus. Forth Tools is re-

quired reading for the UCLA and UC
Berkeley extension courses on Forth.

MasterForth packages retail for $100 to

$160.

MicroMotion. 12077 Wilshire Blvd..

0506, Los Angeles. CA 90025. (213) 821-

4340.
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Correct Star from
MicroPro

MicroPro International Corporation of
San Rafael and Boston-based Houghton
Mifflin Company, a leading publisher and
lexical authority, have pooled their talents

to announce CorrectSlar. MicroPro is

introducing CorrectSlar as an enhancement
to the WordStar family.

The accuracy of CorreciStar results from
Houghton Mifflin's design of the lexical

algorithm and its American Heritage
Dictionary database. The 65,000-word
CorrectStar database consists of 99% of

MicroPro
the most frequently used words in the

English language as determined by fre-

quency studies.

CorrectStar will become MicroPro's
main spelling product in the 16-bit formats,
but SpellStar continues as before in all 8-

bit formats. However, as CorrectStar
requires 192K of RAM. SpellStar will still

be available as an alternative for computer
systems with insufficient memory. The
suggested retail price of CorrectStar is

$195 and upgrades from SpellStar are
available at a cost of $85.

MicroPro International Corporation, 33
San Pablo Ave., San Rafael. CA 94903.
(4 15) 499-1200.
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NEWPRODUCTS

Time
Management
Software
for Lisa

Desk Top Calendar, a time management
software tool for the Lisa Office System,
is available from Videx Inc. It combines a
graphic calendar display with a notepad/
appointment book. The user may select

one or more days from the calendar, then
enter notes, with or without appointment
times, for each day. The program will

also alert the user to appointments, even
while another Office System tool is in

use.

DeskTop Calendar is fully integrated

into the Lisa Office System. If there are

several users of a single Lisa system, each
user can generate his own calendar. The
Desk Top Calendar window has all the at-

tributes of an Office System window,
including pull-down menus, scrollable and
resizable panels, and the ability to exchange
text with Lisa Write and LisaDntw. Desk Top
Calendar has a suggested retail price of

$295.

Videx Inc., 1105 NE Circle Blvd.,

Corvallis, OR 97330. (503) 758-0521.
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New Packages
from Peachtree

Management Science America has an-

nounced the release of 25 new Peachtree
Software packages in three areas.

Decision Maker leads off for personal
productivity with the Peachtree "window"
feature which permits the user to work
on up to 20 projects at once (IBM PC,
XT; $625 introductory). Seven new pack-
ages make up the Peachtree Home Soft-

ware Library for home productivity (IBM
PC, PCjr; $395). Joining the already es-

tablished Peach Text 5000 in the office is

PeachPlan for budgeting and forecasting
(IBM PC and compatibles; $295).

In the accounting area Fixed Assets
brings the Business Accounting System
up to eight modules (MS-DOS, CP/M;

$595 per module). Aiming at small
businesses, Peachtree introduced its Back
to Basics Accounting System with three

modules. General Ledger, Accounts Re-

ceivable, Accounts Payable— Apple, Mac-
intosh, Atari, C-64; $95 per module; $195
per set. IBM PC, PCjr; $295 per set.

The emphasis in the new products re-

lease was on the addition of an educational

line with 16 new packages aimed primarily

at Apple users (at this time) and mostly
priced in the $39.95 to $49.95 range. Five

programs use sound as a part of the learning

experience: Introduction to Poetry and
the four volume Learning to Read Series

(speech synthesizer required). Also in the

line are the PSAT/SAT Analogies pro-

gram, a five volume Writing Skills series

(also for IBM PC), and five games {Merry
Canned Nightmares and Dreams: Tran-
quility Base; Armageddon; Wilderness:

A Survival Game; and Webster's Numbers.
for the young).

The new software announcements em-
phasize Peachtree's commitment to cus-

tomer service through a toll-free number
and upgrading support with information

and special upgrade prices.

Peachtree Software, Inc., 3445 Peach-
tree Rd., NE, 8th Floor, Atlanta, GA 30326.

(800) 554-8900.
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THEBESTTHINGNEXT
ANIBMPCISA SPINWRITER.

Put a Spinwriter®next to your IBM® PC, or XT,

and get the best letter-quality printing available

anywhere. Spinwriter is totally IBM plug-compatible

and works with every piece of IBM PC software. It

also works with all popular third party applications

packages.
Depending on your needs, you can choose

between our popular 350 wpm model 3550, or our

new 200 wpm model 2050.

Both give you world famous Spinwriter printing

quality and reliability. And both were made for the

IBM. That's why 55% of the letter-quality printers

used with IBM PC's are Spinwriters.*

Spinwriter gives you over 60 different type styles.

Each with up to 128 characters.

•PC WORLD Magazine. July 1983

Spinwriter is a registered trademark of NEC Corp. IBM is a registered

trademark of International Business Machines Corp.
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And there's a forms handling

option for every paper and forms
handling need. Which means no

matter what form your business takes,

Spinwriter can handle it.

So, if you want to get the most out of

your IBM, get a Spinwriter. For more information,

just call 1-800-343-4419; in Massachusetts call

(617) 264-8635.

Also available at: Entre, 1-800-HI ENTRE,
Computerland stores (in California) 1-800-321-1101;

(outside California) 1-800-423-3008, Sears 1-800-228-2200

and IBM Product Centers.

Find out why most IBM PC users are saying,

"NEC and me."

Yes! I want only the best for my IBM PC.
Please send me more information on:

D spinwriter 3550 spinwriter 2050

Name Title

Company

Address

City

AJ
State Zip •
NEC Information Systems, Inc.

1414 Massachusetts Avenue
Boxborough. MA 01719
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Announcinga small imi
Itsl2"xll>A"x2Vi!'

It weighs less than 8 pounds*

And costs less than $1,300**

Yet with 128K, die new Apple* lie ter-

sonal Computer is a lot bigger than it looks.

TheIk Imis (ifidll sizekeyboard

Because it's inherited all die talents

ofthe eminently talented Apple He:

The versatility to run over 10,000

different software programs.

The ironclad reliability of

die first tnieVLSI motherboard.

And the artistic ability of

16 high-resolution colors.

The He also has some

talents of its very own.

For instance, a

switchable 80/40-

character display.
., ..i , , /ww. tw / if Ijvii mil) its built in
Switchable ddkame

QWERTY,/Dvorak keytoard.

Abuilt-in half-high 143K single-

sided disk drive.

Built-in serial ports for modems,

printers and an extra half-high drive.

Even built-in

mousetronics so it's

ready to use a mouse

and all the new Apple II

mouseware.

And our newest

brainchild is certainly

not an orphan.

You can grow it

with a whole familv of

Apple II accessories and peripherals.



jvementontheApple lie
Including the newApple Scribe—Apples

first fall-color print-on-anything printer

for under $300, it can handle anything

from business graphics to term papers.

The He's father, of course, is the

granddaddy of the whole personal com-

puter industry, the Apple lie.Which, lest

we forget, has quite a few improvements

of its own this year.

The He can now use our ProFile™

hard disk— so it can store about 2400

pages of anything you'd like to remember. In fact, you can grow it with enough

And the Apple He is still die most

expandable personal computer there is.

minium nnn njiiinii minium

Built in portsfor making all'lhi> right connections.

You can increase its RAM to an elephan-

tine 512K1 Add a Z-80 card to run CP/M™

cards and peripherals to run just about

any family business. Like Saudi Arabia.

So you see, the only question

is whether you need an expandable

Applell.Asinlle.

Or a compact Apple II. As in He.

Just visit your friendly authorized

Apple dealer.

And tell them what size

improvement you'd like.

malKtbencumfrmtn-(MirLm™«mi-oM™tlthtU\mm&mtheii>ktoji^
toicantktrrmin-ifwumilh n.iiillu CrfatC /<*^,.yy^ti»y><^/«<-.W^J^W^ /'W^
Apmm**t*iJ&i*+rmm*ym. call (800) 538-96%. inOn* all (800)268-77% or (800) 268-7637.



Koala

Conquers
The
Keyboard!

The KoalaPad '"
is a touch-

sensitive controller for your com-
puter. The KoalaPad eliminates

the need for tedious keyboard
entry, difficult-to-follow instruc-

tion manuals and complicated

commands. With the KoalaPad,
you're in charge.

Touch And Command
Whether you own an Apple®,

Atari*, Commodore", IBM" PC
or PCjr, the KoalaPad and its

ever-growing library of software

will make your computer come
alive. The KoalaPad unlocks the

power and versatility of your
computer.

Assert your creativity with

easy-to-use graphic design pro-

grams. There's even KoalaWare'"
software to let you print out

your designs.

The KoalaPad is a proven
educational tool. Programs like

Spider Eater '"and KoalaGrams '"

help children to rapidly

develop the ability to understand
and relate concepts of color,

form, design, music and
language.

New Business Software
In addition to business graph-

ics, our productivity software will

strengthen your grip on the

bottom line. Koala's Speed Key"
will send your fingers flying

through important programs like

Visicalc*, SuperCalc™, Lotus
1-2-3'", WordStar* Multiplan",
pfs»: write and dBASE II'".

^HBa

Take Control

KoalaPads and software are
available at many computer
retail, catalog and fine depart-

ment stores throughout the

United States. For more informa-

tion, see your local dealer or call

toll free: 800-562-2327.

Hp4Bp4Brl4Bfl'l4HP

Koala's Speed Key with Lotus 1-2-3

At Koala, we're putting com-
puter control into everyone's

hands.

Koala Technologies Corporation

3100 Patrick Henry Drive

Santa Clara, California

95052-8100

Ur -iikI lOllS" m ir.Kirm.trks of UXUi I H-vi-h ifiOKTM

GofpontiQQ pfc* wTiu- to i KgtoKrcd trademajfc of SaA
y\.uc I'uhlishiiin Corpomtofl SupcfGak is .1 regtaKred

tf.ukin.iik "i s- mini Gofporatfon Mulnpl.in la .1 tr.Kkin.irk

• A Mjcruaui Corporation VMcafc hi •• rcgfenercd mdemam
id fcnonal Suftvmc Iih WordStar* is .1 negtatered

fi.kk-m.irk >A Miuiil'iii' International Corporation dBASE
II" is .1 trademark ** A5HTON 1 \n

Aj>f>k- is -i PEgkHerad ii.nk-in.uk I* V)>j>it- ComputeA, Irn

Marl is .1 rcgttiercd trademark >a Atari, lm CommodoK 64
is .1 ri"XisliTiil ir.kk-nurk nt Commodore BurinCM Machines,

Iik ih\i ts .1 rajtaercd trademark «•< International Burmaa
Machines, fan KoaJaftad, Spldei inns s|xx\l

Key, KuabMner, Ktkil.iVt.irc and ihe symbol r*-}
ti.iikni.uks tA KiuIj Itochnougk X2T

Technologies Corporation

We make computing more personal.
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PROGRAMMING

Structured Programming
In Basic

Part 3: An Application

Arthur Luehrmann

The first two articles in this series introduced the two

main ideas of structured programming: (1) how to use the

top-down method of planning a whole program and (2)

how to use three types of formal control blocks to handle

all problems ofprogram logic. This month's article shows

how to apply these tools, in Basic, to an actualprogramming

problem.

The Problem
As pointed out in last month's article, the real payoff of us-

ing the tools of structured programming comes when you are

faced with a big job. Small programming tasks usually yield to

a brute force attack, but as the job gets bigger it gets dispropor-

tionately harder to get the program to work.

An hour or so of trial-and-error patching and debugging is

multiplied into weeks or months when the number of program

lines goes from 100 to 1000. Many programmers hit their

"wall" on these long programs. Structured programming meth-

ods promise to change all that and bring the difficulty of the job

back into proportion with the size of the program that will

result.

Unfortunately, it is not practical in these few pages to

present a truly big programming job and show how to solve it.

That would take too much space and time. So, although we are

forced to pick a smallish example for now, keep in mind that it

is a stand-in for any programming problem you may face. The

methods shown here are exactly the same ones to use on a pro-

gram of 1000 lines or 5000 lines.

The programming example we have chosen is a simple word

game. We want to have the computer play the game with a user

of the program. Here is an informal description of the game as

two people might play it together:

The game starts when Susan thinks of a secret word. After

that, Bill tries again and again to guess the word. Each time,

Susan tells Bill whether the secret word is earlier or later in the

dictionary than the one Bill guessed. As soon as Bill guesses

correctly, Susan says "You got it!" and the game ends.
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Our goal will be to write a program that tells the computer
precisely how to play Susan's part in the game. Though this

task is simple enough to handle by almost any method, let's see

how the structured approach works.

Top-Down Planning
The wrong thing to do at this point is to go to the computer

and begin entering Basic statements. Instead, let's recall the

steps of the top-down method of planning any program. Here

they are:

1

.

Always start by planning a simple main routine. Use En-

glish phrases to describe the major tasks to be done. Avoid

thinking about details.

2. Translate each English phrase into one or two Basic state-

ments. If more are needed, use a gosub statement to refer to a

subroutine that will contain the details.

3. Write skeleton versions of the subroutines, including

print statements for debugging. Run the program and check

that things are done in the right order.

4. Fill in the details of each subroutine. Use these same four

steps with each subroutine. If new, more detailed subroutines

are created in the process, do the same four steps with them.

5. After the program is working according to the original

plan, undertake any refinements you think necessary or

desirable.

We begin with step 1: planning the main routine. A good

starting point for such a plan is an ordinary outline written in

English. Here is a possible way to describe the game in outline

form:

1

.

Susan thinks of a secret word.

2. Bill guesses again and again, and Susan gives hints until he

gets it right.

3. Susan congratulates him.

Now it is easy to see how to convert the steps of the outline into

the main routine of our program. Here is the first stage of the

conversion, partly in Basic and partly still in English:

100 PROGRAM GUESSING GAME
110 get secret word
120 guess words
130 wrap up game
140 END

125



PROGRAMMING
Note that the outline gives no details. How does the com-

puter get the secret word? How does the user guess words?
How does the computer wrap up the game? At this stage, it

makes no difference how the computer does these things. In
fact, these details are exactly the wrong things to think about
now. Details will come later, when we write the subroutines
that tell the computer what these "top-level" instructions

mean.
Now we go on to step 2 of the top-down method: converting

the main routine completely into Basic statements. There are
no simple Basic statements that you can substitute for the En-
glish phrases. That means we should use a gosub for each one:

100 "PROGRAM
110 GOSUB
120 GOSUB
130 GOSUB
140 END

GUESSING GAME
200 'SECRET WORD
400 'GUESS WORDS
600 'WRAP UP

Note that we have used the apostrophe (') abbreviation for rem
and :REM, as several current versions of Basic allow. To im-
prove readability, we have indented the body of the main rou-
tine. In some versions of Basic, one must use colons to get
indentation.

Now that the main routine is finished (and we will never re-

turn to it!), it is time to go on to step 3: writing skeleton sub-
routines, entering the program, and checking for errors. Each
skeleton subroutine should have a print statement saying
which routine it is. The purpose here is to allow us to verify

that the overall structure of the program is correct before going
on. Here is the program with skeleton subroutines:

100
110
120
130
140
190
200
210
380
390
400
410
580
590
600
610
780

'PROGRAM GUESSING GAME
GOSUB 200 'SECRET WORD
GOSUB 4 00 'GUESS WORDS
GOSUB 600 'WRAP UP

END

•SUB SECRET WORD
PRINT "SECRET WORD SUBROUTINE'

RETURN
«

•SUB GUESS WORDS
PRINT "GUESS WORDS SUBROUTINE'

RETURN

•SUB WRAP UP
PRINT "WRAP UP SUBROUTINE"

RETURN

Now we have a complete Basic program that can be entered
into the computer and run. It won't play the game yet, but as
soon as the computer prints

SECRET WORD SUBROUTINE
GUESS WORDS SUBROUTINE
WRAP UP SUBROUTINE

we will be certain that the structure of the program is correct
and that all the gosubs and returns are in good working or-

der. Then we will have a strong framework that will allow us to
concentrate on each block of the program without worrying
about the others.

Next we go on to step 4 of the top-down process: Filling in

the details of each subroutine body. We begin with the SE-
CRET WORD routine. What must it tell the computer to do?
Remember that the purpose of this routine is to have the com-
puter do what Susan did when she "thought of a secret word."
Unfortunately, computers don't know many English words, so
this part looks hard. We'll take the easy way out and have the
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computer ask someone other than the player to enter a secret

word.

To fill in the body of the subroutine, we follow exactly the

same rules we used for the main routine: (1) make an outline in

English, (2) convert it to Basic, and (3) write more skeleton

subroutines if necessary. Here is an outline version of SECRET
WORD:
200 'SUB SECRET WORD
210 clear the screen
220 ask for secret word
230 input secret word
380 RETURN

Lines 200 and 380 are holdovers from the skeleton version. The
next step is to replace each English phrase with one or two Ba-

Our goal will be to write a program
that tells the computer precisely

how to play Susan's
part in the game.

sic statements to carry out the task described, or else to use a
gosub to a new subroutine. Here is the result:

200 'SUB SECRET WORD
210 CLS
220 PRINT "WHAT'S THE SECRET WORD"

;

230 INPUT S$
380 RETURN

Line 210 might be different in different versions of Basic. In

Applesoft, for example, the statement is spelled home. Note
that each English phrase was easily convertible into one Basic

statement, so no new gosubs were necessary.

The last step for this subroutine is to enter these new body
statements into the computer and check for errors. Checking is

best done in the immediate, mode (if available) by typing

GOSUB 200. If all is in order, the screen should be erased, the

prompt message should be printed, and the computer should
wait for input. Entering any word should cause a return from
the subroutine. Then, entering PRINT S$ in immediate mode
will confirm that the word was correctly assigned to SS.

Using Control Blocks
We can now turn to the GUESS WORDS subroutine, which

is the heart of the entire program. Its job is to tell the computer
to accept guess after guess from the user, give hints if the guess

is wrong, and stop asking for more guesses if the guess is right.

Obviously, there are many details to worry about here.

The trick is not to get bogged down in details. Instead, think

about the structure of the problem. Recall how two people play

the game. Once Susan thinks of a secret word, Bill guesses
again and again, getting hints along the way, until he guesses
the right word. What kind of program structure tells the com-
puter to do something "again and again until" some condition

becomes true?

If the answer doesn't jump to mind, remember the Boehm
and Jacopini theorem from last month's article:

Theorem: Any program logic, no matter how complex,
can be resolved into only three kinds of blocks: actions,

loops, and branches.

Action blocks are just straight sequences of action statements,

such as input, let, and print, which are to be performed one
after the other. Loop blocks contain statements that are to be
performed again and again until some exit condition becomes
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Can Your Word Processor
Keep Up With Your 100
WPM Typist?

It can if you have

WordPerfect!

Try this test. While using
your favorite word
proeessor, put the cursor^

in the middle of a

paragraph, turn

insert on,

and type.

Surprisingly

very few of
leading word
proeessors ean keep
up with 70, 60, or even 50

words per minute. WordPerfect
keeps up easily at speeds well

above 100*.

Now, maybe this doesn't matter

to you, because you don't type

100 or even 50 WPM. But you
still don't want to wait forever to

go to the beginning of your
document, go to page 5, save

your document, or add a

paragraph.

At SSI anything less than fast is

unacceptable. And not just

because time is money, or

because wasting time is foolish.

SATELLITE SOFTWARE INTERNATIONAL

Delays are very frustrating, and
frustration can easily lower the

quality of your writing.

Try WordPerfect.

You'll love it-
not only for the

features we've buil

but also for the

delays we left

out

•Based on tests performed on an IBM PC

288 WEST CENTER STREET. OREM. UTAH 84057 (801 ) 224-4000 TELEX 82041

8
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Spill on
Puncture it.

Crease it.

Burn it.

Shock it.

Delete wrong
information

.

Or just have
it go bad

.

« Sooner or later, you're going to have a valuable word proces-
sing, spread sheet or data base disk go bad on you. And
no matter whether it's due to physical damage or unex-
plained failure, hours or even days of work will go down

the drain. Unless you have Mr. Fixit—the new, state-of-the-art

data retrieval program from Omega MicroWare.

As long as your problem disk is unprotected and will spin in

its drive, Mr. Fixit will scan it and tell you which tracks and
sectors are readable and exactly how much information

you can expect to recover. Then it ^^^^^^^m
will let you copy all recoverable I

information . . . and with Mr. Fixit almost
everything is. . .onto a new disk.

If you've accidentally deleted information,
Mr. Fixit can recover it for you, as long as you
haven't written over it. If you've lost your disk

catalog, Mr. Fixit can restore that, too. For more
sophisticated users, Mr. Fixit can also edit selected
disk sectors and perform DOS "hot patches" and

disassembler functions.

So, if you're an Apple or IBM-PC computer user
with a lot of valuable data disks on file, don't risk

losing them a day longer. Get Mr. Fixit and fix

blown disk problems for good!

Mr. Fixit is available at most software stores,

or direct by sending $49.95 plus $3.50 ship-
ping and handling to address below.
For immediate delivery, call tollfree:

1-800-238-2300.

OVA?
OAAEGA MICROWARE, INC
177 West Hintz Road, Wheeling,

IL 60090, (312) 537-3045

For A
and IBM-
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PROGRAMMING

true. Branch blocks contain two groups of statements only one

of which is to be performed.

Now we come back to our question: Which kind of program

block will be needed to tell the computer to accept guesses

again and again until the guess is correct? A loop block, of

course. The exit condition from the loop is that the guess

matches the secret word.
Now we can get started on the body of the GUESS WORDS

subroutine. The first step is to write a bare-bones outline of the

loop block and put it inside GUESS WORDS. Here it is, with

the loop in lines 410 through 500:

400
410

490
500
580

SUB GUESS WORDS
•LOOP

do something
IF exi t -condi t ion THEN 500

do something
GOTO 4 10

•END LOOP
RETURN

The next step is to figure out what the two "do somethings"

and the "exit-condition" are. The first "do something" has to

ask for the user's guess and accept it as input. The "exit-con-

dition" is that the guess is correct. The second "do something"

has to give the user a helpful hint. Here is a more detailed

outline of the loop block:

400
410

490
500
580

•SUB GUESS WORDS
•LOOP

ask for guess
input guess

IF guess is correct
give a hint
GOTO 4 10

•END LOOP
RETURN

THEN 500

We can easily replace the first two phrases with Basic state-

ments. We need a Basic condition in the if statement to test

whether the guess is correct. If the guess is incorrect, the com-

puter must "give a hint." It will take more than one or two Ba-

sic statements to give a hint, so we use a gosub and bury

details in a new subroutine. Here is the complete version of

GUESS WORDS:

400 'SUB GUESS WORDS
4 10 'LOOP
420 PRINT "WHAT'S YOUR GUESS";
430 INPUT G$
440 IF G$ = S$ THEN 500
450 GOSUB 800 'HINT
490 GOTO 4 10

500 "END LOOP
580 RETURN

To test this subroutine, we need a skeleton version of the

HINT subroutine. Here it is:

800 "SUB HINT
810 PRINT '

980 RETURN
HINT SUBROUTINE"

Now we can do our testing of GUESS WORDS. We first enter

all the new body statements in lines 410 through 500, plus the

skeleton version of HINT. Next we enter LET S$ = "CAT" in

immediate mode to establish a value for the secret word. Then
we enter GOSUB 400 in immediate mode. After that, we can

test the loop by replying to the input prompts with a series of

words, such as DOG, RAT, BAT, CAT. The computer should

stay in the loop, printing HINT SUBROUTINE after each re-

ply until the reply is CAT. After that, the return should occur.
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It is tempting now to plunge in and finish work on sub-

routine HINT. That, however, is a detail that is best put off un-

til we finish with the last of the three original subroutines,

WRAP UP. Its job is to have the computer print a final

message saying that the game is over and the word was

guessed. So little planning is needed for this routine that we can

write it directly in Basic and test it in the immediate mode, like

the others. Here it is:

600 'SUB WRAP UP
610 PRINT "YOU GOT IT!!!"
6 20 PRINT "THE WORD WAS"; S$
780 RETURN

Another Control Block
We have now completed the main routine and all three sub-

routines it calls. But the job is not over. Subroutine GUESS
WORDS has a GOSUB 800 to a subroutine named HINT.

Branch blocks contain two groups
ofstatements only one of
which is to be performed.

HINT exists only in skeletal form. What should we write for

the body of HINT?
The trick, once again, is not to get bogged down in details.

Instead, think about the structure of the problem. Recall how
people play the game. After each wrong guess, Susan tells Bill

that the secret word is either earlier or later in the dictionary

than Bill's guess. What kind of program structure tells the

computer to do either one thing or another?

The answer is the branch block. (If there are any doubts, just

go through the three possibilities allowed by Messrs. Boehm
and Jacopini.) Knowing that, the next step is easy: writing a

bare-bones outline of the branch block as the body of the HINT
subroutine. Here it is:

800
810

850

870
980

'SUB HINT
IF condi t ion THEN 850

'FALSE
do something
GOTO 870

'TRUE
do something

•END IF

RETURN

Lines 810 through 870 contain the outline of any branch

block. Our job is to convert "condition" and the two "do some-

things" into the right Basic for the job that HINT must do,

which is to print one of two possible prompting messages. For

example, if the secret word (S$) is CAT and the guess (G$) is

BAT, then the computer should print LATER THAN BAT.
If the guess is RAT, the computer should print EARLIER
THAN RAT. Here is a more specific outline of the branch

block:

800 'SUB HINT
810 IF secret earlier than guess THEN 850

'FALSE
give "later" hint
GOTO 870

850 'TRUE
give "earlier" hint

870 'END IF

980 RETURN
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COMPUTER MAIL ORDER

A
ATARI
1010 Recorder »74 00
1020 Color Praxer *249 00
1025 Dot Matn« Printer '349 00
1027 Letter Quality Printer •309 00
1030 Drect Connect Modem '119 00
1050 Disk Dnve »339 00
CX30 Peddte M2 00
CX40 Joystick each "800
CX77 Touch Tablet "64 00
CXBO Trak Bat MB 00
CX85 Keypad '10500
488 Communicator *229 00
4003 Assembler Editor '47 00
4011 Star Raxters '33 00
4012 Mania Command '29 00
4013 Asterate *29 00
5049 VisCalc '159 00
7079 Logo '79 00

HOME COMPUTERS PRINTERS
AXIOM

AT 100 Alan murteca Printer

GPioo naaaj kuriKe
a mi >

600XL *189
800XL '299
1200XL CALL
1400XL CALL

7101 Enterta»w •69 00
7102 Arcade Champ »75 CO
8026 Cag Dug »33 00
8030 ET Phone Home •33 00
8031 Donkey Kong '39 00
8033 Robotron •35 00
8034 Pole Position *39 00
8036 Atari Writer '79 00
8040 Donkey Kong. Jr *3900
8043 Ms Pacmen "39 00
8044 Joust '39 00

Atari

ALIEN VOICE BOX
•11900 Apple •149 00

401 Letter QueHy
6* BO Oat Mam.

CENTRONICS
122
7391
739 3 Sena

C.ITOH
Gome Banana
Fko*nter 8510P
Prowntar 1550P
A10 1 18 CDS)

8600 P
F1040
F10 55

COMREX
ComtA/nter I Letter Quality

DIABLO
620 Letter Quekty

630 Letter QueMy

OAtSYWRITER
2000
Tractor read

EPSON
UK 80 RX80FT Rx 100
FX80 FX1O0
LO 1500

IDS
Pnam 80 For Conhguretion
Prism 3? For Canhoxatcn

JUKI
6100

'.',...

•199 00
•89 00

589 00
•26900

•299 OD
••m.
•249 00

•209 00
•378 .

•aeeaa
569 00
-i, BOO
•999 00
•1349 00

•948 .

•1749 00

•949 00
•109 00

CALL
CALL
CALL

CALL
CALL

MANNESMAN TALLY
1601 9M0U
180L -799 00
Spnt 80 •30900

NEC
8023 Oat Metn. *37900
8D25 Oat Man. • BBOO
2010/15/30 -749 00
3510/15/30 "u,i;«
7710/15/30 •179900

OKIDATA
82. 83. 84. 92. 93. 2350. 2410

OLYMPIA
Camped 2
Compact 90
ISW 3000

SMITH CORONA
TP1000
Vector Feed

SILVER REED
500 Letter OueMy
550 Letter Quekty

770 Letter GueNtv

STAR
Garr-r. 10*

Gem« 15X
Delta 10
Sena) Board

F*K». 15

1340
1351

120P
130P
319 Li*.

TOSHIBA

TRANSTAR

CALL

•479 00
•509 00
•1449 00

•399 00
'11900

•449 00
•569 00
•899 00

•299 00
•38800
•449 00
•75 00

-
,

• i 1

1

•699 00

•869 00
•1699 00

•499 00
•689 00
•499 00

Ajdon 32K •59 00
Ajtlon 48K "39 00
Ajdon 128K »299 00

MEMORY BOARDS
Wee 32K •5900
knee 48K •85 00
Intec 64K "9900
Incac Real Tm Clock *29 00

DISK DRIVES FOR ATARI
AT 88 SI
AT 88 A1
AT 88 SI PO
HFO 40S1
F¥0 40S2
HFO 44 SI

PERCOM
•389 DO
•259 00
•44SO
•369 00
•699 00
338 .

TRAK

•379 00

•329 00

•389 00

ANCHOR
Men it

Mark vn [Auto AnvAuKi D«>|

Mart » |1200 Baud]
TFTSSO Color Computer
9 Volt Power Supply

HAYES
Srnartmodem 300
Smanmadem 1200
Smanmodem 12006
MxTomooBm He

Mcromodam 100
Smart Com II

Cnronograpri

MODEMS
•59 00
•79 00
1190
•299 00
•99 00
•9 00

•20900
•.'. hi.
•449 00
•269 00
3880
•.,.:.

•199 00

NOVATION
J Cat

Cat
Smart Cat 103
Smart Cat 103/212
AutoCet

212 AutoCat
AppkCata
212 Apple Cat

Apple Cat 212 Upgrade

ZT-1

ZTtO
?T11

ZENITH

•i., ..

•139 00
•179 00
388
• !ta i

549 00
•249 00
::: , | .,

•269 00

3380
•309 00
• ; .:>

MAXELL
VO-1 -24 99
'.»! -34 99

8 FD1 (SS/OOI "39 00
6" FO-2 (OS/OOI "4900

VERBATIM
5'v SS/DO *26 99
5'. OS/OO »3699

BIB
5'. Oak rand CSaanar *14 99

DISKETTES
5V SSVSD
5V SSVOO
SV. FO/OO

ELEPHANT
•16 99
•2199
•MM

DISK HOLDERS
INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS

Fkp-ivFei 10 -3 99
FkpnFetSO -1799
FkpjvFiej [400/800 B0M| rlojder -17 99

CONTROLLERS & JOYSTICKS
WKO KRAFT

Joystick «2199 Joystick "4199
3««y Joystick *22 99 Atan Snoja Fira *12 99
FtaasrGnp -21 99 Atan Sywtcri Falter '15 99
BOSS Joystick '1799 Apple Paddaja *34 99
ATAPJ/VC Tra> Be) -34 99 IBM Partes «34 99
Apple Trek Bel -54 99 IBM Joystick -46 99
Apple Aratog «37 99 KOALA PADS

AMIOA Atari [POM) '79 00
3100 Sag* '1399 C 64 (POM) "79 00
3101 FW '19 99 IBM "99 00
Jo/board *37 99 AppWFrsnfcki -85 00

300 Green
300 Amber
310 Amber
COBr 1

Cokr 1 Pka
Color 2Pka
Cokr 3
Color 4

V Green
12 Green Ft Pas
9191 13 Color

AMDEK
MONITORS

-149 00
•159 00
•'., LOD
•279 00
8800
41900
•348
74800

•119 99
•249 00

PRINCETON ORAPHICS
MX 12 PGB "529 00

SAKATA
TOO •269 00

TAXAN
210 Cokr RGB • ii>
400 Mad Has PGB -319 00
415 m. Pes RGB '439 00
420 Ft Pas RGB [IBM j -489 00
100 18" Green -125 00
105 12 Ameer -135 00

V Green •66 99
12 " Amber

NEC
•95 99

JB 1260 Greer, •109 00
JB 1201 Green •149 99
JB 1205 Amber •159 99
JB 1215 Cokr 259 00X 1216 RGB •429 00X 1460 Odor •359 00

east Canada
800-233-8350 nnn pkp 707*1
In PA call [717P27 9575, Dapt. 112 „ „ T« ^
Ord.r Statu. IMumb.r: 327 9576

,
°th,r P

T,a«!?,^ r;L
6
.
B^559

a- _ -. ___ ---,_ I" Toronto call [416)828-0866,Oept. 112Cu.tomer Sarv.ce Number: 327 1450 0nffJp Stmt^ NiZ,b.r 828-0866
477 E. 3rd St., W.lliamaport, PA 17701 2505 Dunwm Dr.ve, Unit 3B

Mtititttugt, Ontario, Canada L5L1T1
lo nek, no deposit on C.0.0 orders and no watting period for certified checks or moni

shipments may require additional charges. NV and PA residents add sales tex. AM iti

CANADIAN ORDERS: All prices era subiect to shipping, tax and currency fluctuations. Call for exa

Pi 1. 9 Green *99 99
Pi 2. 12' Green '119 99
Pi 3 12 Amber '149 99
R 4 9 Amber «139 99
1400 Cokr "269 99

QUAORAM
QuerJchrome 8400 Cotar "529 00

ZENITH
ZVM 122 Amber '109 00
ZVM 123 Green -mi .

ZVM 135 Cokr/RGB '469 99

west
800-648-3311
In NV call [702)588 5654, Dapt 112
Order Status Number: 588-5654

P.O.Boi 6689
Statahna, NV 89449

3% (minimum -5) shipping end handling on all orders. Large
eweilability end price chenge. Call today for our catalog.
:t pricing in Canada.



COMPUTER MAIL ORDER ' m
APPLE/FRANKLIN

DISK DRIVES

MICRO SCI
Ai> •P1900
A40 •P99 00
A 70 •319 00
C? Controler •7900
C47 CmrrJer

RANA
•99 00

EHe 1 •?79 00
Em ? •389 00
n.»- :i qeea

IBM
NEC PRINTERS

NfcC ?050 •hi.,.

NEC 3550 '1639 00

PERCOM/TANOON
IN8K DRIVES

5V 3P0K floppy «??9 00
S Mm Hen) MCantroMr "1049 00
X) Mag Hen) orCorlrKar "1349 00
15 Mq Han) .^Controller '159900
?0 Meg Hen) •eControea- *1899 00

APPLE Ha STARTER PACK
64K Apple lie. Disk Dove & Controtec

80 Column Card. Monitor 1 & DOS 3 3
COMPLETE CALL

MBC S50 CALL
MBC 555 CALL
MBC 1100 '149900
foo 3?oo 3?ok On* •sag on
MBC 1150 '1899 00
MBC 1PO0 "1849 00
FOO 6400 640K Dm "469 00
MBC 1?50 •2O99 00
PR 5500 Prrt«r «S99 00

~NEC
PC-8201

ACE 1000 Color Computer CALL
ACE Family Pock System CALL
ACE POO PLUS System CALL
ACE 1200 Office Mgmt System CALL

"NOT Ke EXPENSVE"

NEC
PCA221A Thermal Pnrner '149 99
PC 8281A Date Recorder «99 00
PC 8201CI6 8K RAM Chps *105 00
PC-8206A 32K RAM Certndge^g 00

•169 00
•419 00
•749 00

•?79 00
•279 00
•309 00
•139 00

•479 00
aaaao
•249 00
•219 00
•89 00
•89 00
•59 00

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
lal CejeB Mel/form Letter '79 00
Home Accountant Hub "88 00

310A Anwar Monitor

Color 2
Color 4

AST RESEARCH
S» Pak F*je from

kento "
I

tram
Mihj-i PAaj from
I/O Pka from

OUAORAM
OueoW
Ouadboard as low ea

Quad 512 (\j* m. km as

OianrokT as low ae
Chronograph

FVaaa irtertace Board

64K PAM Dtp* iu

MICROPRO
WordStar Fkulaaeonel Pact

htoStar

SpalSuir

CaKSur

MICROSTUF

MICROSOFT

ASHTONTATE
UlA'J I

Fnday

l*r.,A"t*.

lns<Su«».

IUS

•389 >,

•299 00
•159 00
•99 00

•105 00

•159 00

•389 00
•185 00

•24900
•119 00
•229 00

CALL
•329 00

LOTUS
Synphort,

123
PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
PC •**. '•» bbbbI *3?9 00

SYNAPSE
F* Manager •89 00

SOFTWARE
"IBS ~

SHARP CE 125 Pnncer/Cassetu? •128 99
CE150 Color Pnnter/Cassette »171 99

PC-1500A ...•165" CE 155 8K RAM •93 99

PC-1250A ....•88" CE 161 1SK RAM •134 99
CE 500 ROM Library •29 99

HP 10C •5199
¥hn% HEWLETT
sVCJ PACKARD

MP 11C •, L98 _.—i —
HP 12C ee • i ^ •"

HP 15C 1

1

ej«VJ

MP H3C ••(
i

.

ejS
HP 75C •749 99 eerj| aaaaai

HPH MorUr
HPH Cassetur or Pnrur

•98 99
•359 99 HP71B 844988

Card Faadar
Evtanded Function Module

•143 99
•63 99 41CV ...*ao9~

Time Module 63 99 41CX ...•849"

Cs commodore SX-64^ Portable •839
C8M B096 869 00 CBM 8038CBM 9000
8128 80
8032 to 9000 Upgrade

•999 00
•769 00
•269 00 C1541 One One •249 00

2031 LP Oak One 299 00
8OS0 Dak One •949 00 C1520 CokT Printer/Plotter •129 00

8250 0n» Dme •1199 00 M 801 Dot Men. Prrtar •219 00

4023 Pnnter •379 00 C1526 Oct Metn«/Sen« •299 00

8023 Ftsrtar •569 00 C1702 Color Mow 249 00

6400 Pnntar •1399 00 C1311 Joystick •4 99

ZHAM 499 00 C1312 PetkJee •1199

Secon Office 889 i C 1600 VC Modem •59 00

•199 00 C16S0 Auto Mdoam •89 00

SoftFOM •125 00 .., ...i •49 00

MeCaC •nam n.t u •39 00

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE Word Pro 64 Plus •5900
•49 00

Word Pro 2PIU1 'Ml.
Cat naaut 64 •65 00

Word Pro 3 PK* •189 00 •39 00
Won) PmAPkavS Pkis each «279 00 •75 00
MtarVo •17900 •49 00
Aomneuetor •399 00 MCS 801 Cokr Pnntar •499 00

OPS 1101 Oaey rVmtar •459 00
MSD Maoc Von Speech ModJe 54 00

SD1 Diet Onve •34900 Daak Orgenusr Lock •49 00
SD2 Oak Onve •58800 WJtai Tekjcornmunceuone •34 95

Electronic Arts
C 64 Atari IBM Apple

MULE
Pinba" Construction
Cut & Paste
Hard Hat Mack

IntbCom
Witness

east
800-233-8950
In PA call (7 17)327 9575,Dept 112
Order Status Number: 327-9576

Customer Service Number: 327-1450
477 E. 3rd St., Williemeport, PA 17701

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS: AM ahipments outa

EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS Additu

Starcross
Planetfal
Enchanter
Zork

AtanSoft
Dig Dug
Defender
Rcfcctron 2084
PacMan
Donkey Kong

Spinnaker
Story Machine
Cosmc Lie
Up tor Grabs
Kndercomp
Snooper Troops
Dmut rvniM.1)
Kids on Keys
Hey OeJde Drjdte

Pacemaker
Rhymes & raddles

Dynatech
Code Wnter

VtsiCorp
vasCat
VisCalc Advanced
Vrsitrend/PkDt

VisFile

Vis.Schedule
Desktop Plan
Business Forecast Model
StmchCeJc
VisTutor Cat
VisTutor Advanced
Vis Tutor Word

pfs
Write
Graph
Report
Pet
Solutions • as low as

*Ca> on Titles

Canada
Ontario Quebec

800-268-3974
Other Prowinces800 268-4559

In Toronto call (416)828 0866. Dept 112
Order Status Number: 828-0866
2505 Dunwin Drive, Unit 38

Mieaiaaauga, Ontario, Canada L5L1T1

side the Continental United Stetes must be pre pen

unts are available to qualified Educational Institutions.

•17- •17- N/A •17"
•29- •29- N/A N/A
•29- .,,;,. N/A •29-
•39- •39- N/A •39"
•29- •29- N/A •29-

•32- •32- N/A •32"
•32- •32- •32" •32"
N/A •."f •29- •. B"

•32- •32- •32- •32"
•32- •32- •32- •32"
N/A •29- •29- .,„,.

•37- N/A •29" •29-
•37- N/A •,")- •29-
•29- N/A 89" •29-
•37- N/A •29- •29-
•37- N/A •29- •29-

•24- •24- •29- •29-
•24- •24- N/A N/A
•.". •29- N/A N/A
•21- •21- •21-
. ,,,. 89" N/A gga
•29- gjga •39- •39-
•29- •29- N/A N/A
•21- •21- •21- •21-
•24- B4« •24- •24-
N/A •21- •24- •, !

•79- •79- •175" •155-

•159- •159- •159- •159-
N/A N/A B/A ,'h'i'

N/A N/A •199- .,,,-,.

N«A N/A •199- •169-
N/A N/A •199- •199-
N/A N/A •199- •169"
N/A N/A •75- 75-
N/A N/A •75- •75-
N/A N/A •59- •59-
N/A N/A •75- •75-
N/A N/A •59- •59-

N/A N/A •89- •79-
N/A N/A li <• •79-
N/A N/A •79- •79-
N/A N/A J9> •79-
N/A N/A •16- •16-

west
800-648-3311
In NV call (702)588 5654, Dept. 118
Order Status Number: 588-5654

P.O.Boi 6689
Statehne, NV 89449

t

check only. Include 3". (minimum *5) shipping end

:ms

APO K FPO: Add 3°
i *S) ahipping an
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PROGRAMMING
It is easy now to translate this outline from English directly

into Basic. Here is the final version of HINT:

GS

800 •SUB HINT
810 IF S$ < G$ THEN 850
820 •FALSE
830 PRINT "LATER THAN";
840 GOTO 870
850 TRUE
860 PRINT "EARLIER THAN
870 •END IF
980 RETURN

GS

Like the other subroutines, this one can also be tested in the
immediate mode. Entering the statements, LET S$ = "CAT",
LET G$ - "DOG", and GOSUB 800, should produce the hint

EARLIER THAN DOG. After that, entering the statements

Programs in this form are
especially easy to work with

on a CRT display.

LET G$ = "BEE" and GOSUB 800, should yield the hint

LATER THAN BEE.

The Complete Program
Now all the routines have been planned, written, entered into

the computer, and fully tested independently of one another.

The only thing left is to confirm that all the parts work to-

Dirty Power
In

Ultra Quirt

Computer
Protection

KLEEN
LINE*
CONDITIONER
Prevent*:

* Computer Damage
* Brownout Interruption*

* Lightning Spike Damage
* Disruptive Line Noise

* Program Error*

Regulator • Filter • Suppressor
KLR-250A 250 Watt Load $291.95
KLR-250A-1S0 250 Watt Load; Patented

Filter Isolated Socket* $346.95
KLR-500A 500 Watt Load $390.95
KLR-500A-1S0 500 Watt Load; Patented

Filter Isolated Sockets $445.95
Shipping: $12.75 Land; $45.50 Air

Ask Your Local Dealer

GBZ- Electronic Specialists, Inc.
1 7 1 South Main Street. Box 380. Natlck. Massachusetts 01 700

Toll Free Order Desk 1 -8O0-225-487S

MasterCard. VISA. American Express
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gether correctly. We do that by typing RUN, entering a secret

word, and then trying a sequence of guess words. Since all the

parts have been tested, we expect the whole to work. It does.

Here it is:

100
110
120
130
140
190
200
210
220
230
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
490
500
580
590
600
610
620
780
790
800
810
820
830
840
850
860
870
980

PROGRAM GUESSING GAME
GOSUB 200 'SECRET WORD
GOSUB 400 'GUESS WORDS
GOSUB 600 'WRAP UP

END

SUB SECRET WORD
CLS
PRINT "WHAT'S THE SECRET WORD'
INPUT S$

RETURN

SUB GUESS WORDS
•LOOP

PRINT
INPUT

IF G$ =

GOSUB

"WHAT'S YOUR GUESS'
GS
S$ THEN 500
800 'HINT

GOTO 4 10

•END LOOP
RETURN

' SUB WRAP UP
PRINT "YOU
PRINT "THE

RETURN

GOT I T I I I

WORD WAS" SS

'SUB HINT
IF S$ < G$ THEN 850

•FALSE
PRINT "LATER THAN"; G$
GOTO 870

•TRUE
PRINT "EARLIER THAN"; G$

•END IF

RETURN

There are a few noteworthy things about programs written in
this structured form. First of all, they are practically self-

documenting. The only remark statements used are there for
structural reasons: to mark the beginnings of routines, the
beginnings and endings of control blocks, and the true and
false cases in the branch block. Copious explanatory remarks
are missing because they are not needed.

Second, programs in this form are especially easy to work
with on a CRT display. Limited screen size makes it impossible
to see the entire listing of a long program. But if you need to
find something in the listing of a long structured program, there
is a simple and straight forward method. Begin by listing the
first dozen or so lines, which contain the main routine. In the
listing, each gosub contains a tail remark describing the pur-
pose of the subroutine, and contains the line number at which
the routine begins. Therefore, you can use the main routine as a
"table of contents" for the whole program. And, by keeping
each routine under 20 lines or so, you can list all its statements
on your screen.

Most important of all, structured programs are easy to
understand and, for that reason easy to modify and to main-
tain. That is the topic we turn to next.

Making Refinements
Step 5 of the top-down method is to make refinements to the

program. No matter how much care and planning go into a
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PROGRAMMING
program, it seems always true that as soon as the program runs

successfully, we discover changes and revisions that need to be

made. In that sense, writing a program is like writing a paper

or report: when we see the whole draft for the first time, we feel

the need to revise and improve.

Structured programs lend themselves to easy revision,

modification, and refinement. This fact becomes truly clear

only when you see an example. Therefore, let's look at our

GUESSING GAME program with a jaundiced eye and see

what is wrong with the way it currently works. Here are a few

problems that need fixing:

1. After someone enters the secret word, it stays on the

screen. The game isn't much of a challenge if the player can

look on the screen and see the answer.

2. If someone typed ANTIDISESTABLISHMENTARI-
ANISM as the secret word, it might take a while for the player

to guess it.

3. The guessing will go on forever if the player cannot find

the secret word. Also, it might be more challenging to allow

only a given number of guesses.

Let's see how to attack these problems. The first is easy:

making the secret word disappear from the screen after it is en-

tered. We begin by finding the place in the listing to make the

change. When deciding what part of a structured program to

look at or change, use the main routine as a directory. Here it

is:

100 'PROGRAM
110 GOSUB
120 GOSUB
130 GOSUB
140 END

GUESSING GAME
200 'SECRET WORD
400 'GUESS WORDS
600 'WRAP UP

You can see that subroutines GUESS WORDS and WRAP UP
have nothing to do with getting the secret word. But subroutine

SECRET WORD obviously does. Here is how it looks now:

200 •SUB SECRET WORD
210 CLS
220 PRINT "WHAT'S THE SECRET WORD
230 INPUT S$
380 RETURN

When someone replies to the input statement, the secret word
stays on the screen. Getting rid of it is easy: Just put another

clear-the-screen statement as line 240. The player must look

away while the secret word is being typed, but afterward the

word will disappear from the screen.

The second problem we need to solve is limiting the length of

the secret word. Once again, we need to change subroutine

SECRET WORD, and we can ignore the rest of the program.

Here is how the routine now looks:

THE SECRET WORD"

;

Let's change the subroutines so that if a secret word longer

than three characters is entered, the computer will reject the

word and ask for a shorter word. If the secret word is three or

fewer characters, the game should begin.

As before, the wrong way to start is to plunge in with a patch-

work of Basic statements. The right approach is to ask "What
kind of block do I need to use? Is it an action, a loop, or a

branch?" The clue lies in the fact that if one keeps entering

words longer than three characters, the computer should keep

asking for another word. As soon as the length is okay, the

computer should stop asking. So we need a loop block.

July 1 984 c Creative Computing

200 •SUB SECRET WORD
210 CLS
220 PRINT "WHAT'S
230 INPUT S$
240 CLS
360 RETURN

The loop should begin after the first CLS statement and end
before the second. Here is a bare-bones outline:

200 •SUB SECRET WORD
210 CLS
215 •LOOP

do s ome thing
IF exi t-condi t ion THEN 238

do something
236 GOTO 215
238 •END LOOP
240 CLS
380 RETURN

The next step is to decide what the "do somethings" and the

"exit-condition" should be. The first "do something" is easy: It

is just an action block consisting of the present lines 220 and
230, which prompt for input and assign the input to S$. The
"exit-condition" is that the length of S$ be three or less. The

The wrong way to start is to

plunge in with a
patchwork of Basic statements.

second "do something" needs to be a PRINT statement to

prompt for a shorter secret word. Here is the final version of

the loop:

200 •SUB SECRET WORD
210 CLS
215 •LOOP
220 PRINT "WHAT'S THE SECR
230 INPUT S$
232 IF LEN (S$) < 3 THEN 238
234 PRINT "TOO LONG"
236 GOTO 215
238 'END LOOP
240 CLS
380 RETURN

If the secret word has three characters or fewer, the computer
now leaves the loop. If not, the computer goes on to line 234,

and prints the TOO LONG prompt. Then the computer re-

turns to the beginning of the loop.

Here is an important point to note: When we first planned
subroutine SECRET WORD, it contained only an action

block. With the improvement we just made, the subroutine now
contains a loop with action blocks inside the loop. More often

than not, program revisions mean fundamental changes in

block structure. Thinking hard about block structure is the best

way to avoid having a program end up looking like a patch-
work quilt.

Now we can start thinking about the third problem: how to

limit the number of guesses. First, we have to decide which
program block should be changed. It certainly cannot be the

SECRET WORD subroutine or the WRAP UP subroutine.

That leaves only the GUESS WORDS subroutine. Here is how
it now stands:

400
410
420
430
440
450
490
500
580

SUB GUESS WORDS
•LOOP

PRINT
INPUT

IF G$ =

GOSUB
GOTO

"WHAT'S YOUR GUESS*
G$
S$ THEN 500
800 "HINT

410
•END

RETURN
LOOP

135



PROGRAMMING
At present, the computer stops looping only when the guess

is correct. We want the loop to stop when the guess is correct or

when the player uses up the allowed number of guesses, so we
need a compound condition in the if statement. Let's use the

variable C to count the number of guesses and agree to limit the

guesses to 10. Then the exit-condition needs to be changed to

this:

G$ = S$ OR C = 10

With this change, the if statement now says to end the loop

if C equals 10. But how does the computer know where to start

counting? And how does it keep track of the number of

guesses? We need two new statements. First, we must set the

value of C to 1 (for the first guess) outside the loop. Second, we
must have the computer add I to C each time through the loop.

Here is the subroutine with the new if statement and the state-

ments that define and keep track of C.

'SUB GUESS WORDS
LET C = 1

400
405
410
420
430
440
450
460
490
500
580

LOOP
PRINT "WHAT'S YOUR GUESS";
INPUT G$

IF G$ = SS OR C = 10 THEN 500
GOSUB 800 'HINT
LET C = C + 1

GOTO 4 10

•END
RETURN

LOOP

Here is another important thing to note: Even though the

above loop depends on a counter that increases in steps of 1, it

cannot be replaced by the for/next shortcut. This is true be-

cause the exit-condition depends on two things: the value of the

counter and the value of G$. Trying to use a for/next loop

here would force us to use either a wild jump out of the loop or

tricky manipulation of the loop variable. Using the general

form of the loop block avoids these unstructured tactics and
improves readability.

That might seem to wrap up the three changes we set out to

make. However, the last change has created a new problem:

subroutine WRAP UP gives a winning message whether or not

the word was guessed. Here is how it reads now:

600 •SUB WRAP UP
610 PRINT "YOU GOT IT! !

!

"

620 PRINT "THE WORD WAS"; SS
780 RETURN

The body of the subroutine is now a single action block.

What kind of block is needed to print either a winning message
or a losing message? The branch block will do the job, and so

we must change the basic structure from an action block to a

branch block. Here is the WRAP UP subroutine with a bare-

bones branch outline in lines 601 through 615:

600 'SUB WRAP UP
601 IF condi t ion THEN 605

•FALSE
do something
GOTO 6 1

5

605 •TRUE
610 PRINT "YOU GOT IT!!!"
615 •END IF

620 PRINT "THE WORD WAS"; S$
780 RETURN

Note that we have preserved lines 610 and 620 intact, but

610 is now inside the branch block. Now we must decide on the

"condition" and the false "do something." Since line 610 is

the truf. "do something," we want to get the congratulatory

message when the "condition" is true. So the "condition" must
be G$ = S$. Furthermore, the false "do something" needs to

be a YOU LOSE message. Here is the complete branch:

600 •SUB WRAP UP
601 IF G$ = S$ THEN
602 •FALSE
603 PRINT "YOU
604 GOTO 615
605 •TRUE
610 PRINT "YOU
615 •END IF

620 PRINT "THE WORD
780 RETURN

605

LOSE'

GOT IT!!!'

WAS" ; S$

Now the branch block tells the computer to print YOU GOT
IT!!! if G$ = S$; that is, if the guess is correct. If G$ < > S$,

the computer prints the message YOU LOSE. Either way, the

computer prints the secret word on the screen.

We have now finished planning, implementing, and refining

Without ever using the crutch of
detailed flowcharts or hours

budgeted for brute force patching
and debugging, we got results.

the GUESSING GAME program. When in the planning stage,

we used the top-down method to break the task into small,

meaningful units. When handling any problem in program
logic, we needed to use only three formal control blocks: ac-

tions, loops, and branches. By adhering strictly to these prin-

ciples of structured programming, we were able to produce a

program that worked, that was easy to read, and that was easy

to change. Without ever using the crutch of detailed flowcharts

or hours budgeted for brute-force patching and debugging, we
got results.

The programming task we set ourselves here was a very sim-

ple one, of course. It was picked to be a practical size for an
article such as this, but also to exemplify a general approach to

program development that will work for a task of any size. The
method is easy to learn, easy to use, and easy to teach to others.

Why and how it has been so successfully kept a secret from the

community of Basic programmers for the past decade is hard to

fathom.

Coming Next Month
The first three articles in this four-part series have introduced

structured programming methods in a language with which
most people are familiar: Basic as implemented on today's

microcomputers. In these Basics, subroutines, loop blocks, and
branch blocks need to be built up from scratch, using very

primitive statements: gosub, return, if, and goto. Better

Basics exist today, and still better ones are on the way, thanks

mainly to the efforts of Committee X3J2 of the American Na-
tional Standards Institute, whose task it is to propose a national

standard for a modern version of Basic. In ANSI Basic, the full

set of structured programming methods is built into the

language. Next month's article will show how to write these

fundamental structures in ANSI Basic. 32

The example discussed here is taken from Computer
Literacy— A Hands-On Approach, by Luehrmann and
Peckham (McGraw-Hill), which is intended as a school

textbook. The same material is also available in a bookstore
version called Computer Literacy Survival KiL which includes

a program diskette.
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Going Around, Under
And Through Circles:

Mathematics
and Computer Art

Part 3

Sheldon P. and Florence S. Gordon

In two previous articles, we have dis-

cussed the properties of some strange

and fascinating mathematical curves

known as hypocycloids and epicycloids.

In both cases, we started with a large

circle of radius A and a smaller circle of

radius B. To form a hypocycloid, we
traced out the path traversed by a fixed

point on the smaller circle as it rolls

around the inside of the large circle. (See

Figure 1.) To form an epicycloid, we

traced out the path formed by a fixed

point on the smaller circle as it rolls

around the outside of the larger circle.

(See Figure 2.)

In each case, the use of computer

graphics allowed us to discover some

remarkable properties of these curves

while at the same time generating some

lovely and artistic patterns and shapes.

Both of these types of curves were

originally discovered because of a

characteristic outlook of mathemati-

cians—the type of curiosity that is al-

ways asking "What happens if . . .

?"

For example: what happens to a point on

a circle rolling around another circle?

The answer to such a question was a ma-

jor project for the mathematicians of the

ancient world. With the aid of the mod-

Figure I. Generating a hypocycloid.
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Figure 2. Generating an epicycloid.

ern computer, though, we can answer

the same question in seconds, generate

far more details, and observe interesting

relationships.

In this article, we will look at several

further possibilities relating to epicy-

cloids and hypocycloids and see some

more mathematical patterns as well as

the artistic shapes that result.

The Epicycloid Reconsidered
First, let's consider the epicycloid

again. We said that it is formed by trac-

ing the path of a fixed point on a circle

as it rolls around the outside of a larger

circle. But, what happens if the rolling

outer circle is actually larger than the

inner circle?

The picture we had in the previous

article on the epicycloid (Creative

Computing, June 1984) were generated

by a graphics program which drew the

graphs of the curve given by the two

parametric equations:

X = (A + B) COS(T) - B COS( (A + B)T/B )

Y = (A + B) SIN(T) - B SIN( (A + B)T/B )

In these expressions, B is the radius of

the rolling outer circle, and A is the ra-

dius of the fixed inner circle. The pro-

gram doesn't care what A and B stand

for; it just plugs their values into the two

formulas, calculates the location of the

(X,Y) point, and graphs it. Therefore,

we can supply any values for A and B to

the computer that we want. For in-

stance, we can let B = 2 and A = 1.

The result is the heart shaped curve

shown in Figure 3. Similarly, if B = 3

and A = 1, we obtain the result in Fig-

ure 4. Further, if B = 4 and A = 1, we
get the epicycloid shown in Figure 5.

Figure 3.
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Figure 4.

Those of you who have read the pre-

vious articles in this series are un-
doubtedly already counting the number
of arches and cusps (the sharp points in

the diagrams). It turns out that with all

of these curves, the number of cusps is

directly related to the values of the two
radii. Thus, in Figure 3, there are two
cusps and two arches corresponding to B
= 2 and A = 1 . In Figure 4, there are

three cusps and arches with B = 3 and
A = 1. Finally, in Figure 5, there are

four cusps and arches with B = 4 and A
= 1.

If instead you try B = 5 and A = 2,

you obtain the shape shown in Figure 6.

In this, there are five cusps and five

interconnected arches. However, to

complete the full curve requires that the

rolling circle rotate through two full

revolutions about the fixed inner circle.

Similarly, if you use B = 8 and A = 3,

the resulting shape will contain eight

cusps, but will require three full revolu-

tions about the inner circle, as shown in

Figure 7. On the other hand, the shape
for B = 20 and A = 6, as seen in Figure

8, looks exactly as you would by now ex-

pect for B = 10 and A = 3. The com-
mon factor of 2 in the radii 20 and 6

essentially is removed when forming the

shape of the epicycloid.

All of these curves are perfectly realiz-

able in the sense that a larger circle can
roll around the outside of a smaller one.

However, it is literally impossible for a
larger circle to roll around inside a
smaller one if we were to attempt the

same type of extension with the hypo-

Figure 7.

Figure 5.

cycloid. It just can't be done physically

or geometrically. But, what happens if

we ignore the fact that this is impossible

and proceed blithely to give the com-
puter such values? The equations for a
hypocycloid are:

X = (A-B) COS(T) + B COS( (A-B)T/B )

Y = (A-B) SIN(T) - B SIN( (A-B)T/B )

In these expressions, it is tacitly as-

sumed that B is smaller than A. How-

What happens if we
ignore the fact

that this is impossible
andproceed blithely

to give the
computer such values?

ever, if we give the computer the values

B= 2 and A=l, it doesn't know that

there is no physical significance to these

numbers. It doesn't care that they are

supposed to represent radii of circles.

The computer just puts these values into

the two formulas and grinds out the

corresponding graph, which is shown in

Figure 9. Similarly, the shapes for the

pairs (A,B) = (outer, inner) = (1,3) and
(1,4) are shown in Figures 10 and 11. In
the last two graphs, you will probably
notice that the center of each shape con-

Figure 8.

Figure 6.

tains the same heart shape as for the pair

(1,2). Similarly, the pairs (1,5) and (1,8)

also contain this shape at the center sur-

rounded by an ever increasing complex-
ity of arcs. See Figures 12 and 13.

Now, let's look at the pair (2,3),

whose graph is shown in Figure 14. The
pairs (2,5) and (2,7), as shown in Figures

15 and 16, contain the same central

shape surrounded also by a variety of
ever more complex arcs. Notice, by the
way, that we skipped over the pairs (2,4)

and (2,6)—they just reduce to the same
shapes as (1,2) and (1,3) respectively.

Furthermore, all pairs having A = 3

will contain a spade shape at the center

as shown in Figures 17 and 18 for the

pairs (3,5) and (3,8) (assuming that there

are no common factors to cancel and
reduce the shape).

Mathematical Questions
Additional patterns for the shapes

generated should be fairly predictable by
now. However, there are several ques-

tions of a mathematical nature which are

not easily answered. First and foremost,

you have undoubtedly noticed that some
of these last few figures of supposedly
non-existent hypocycloids look amaz-
ingly like some of the earlier pictures of
epicycloids. In particular, the matches
are:

Epicycloid

(1.2) Figure 3

(1.3) Figure 4
(1.4) Figure 5

(2.5) Figure 6

Hypocycloid

(1.3) Figure 10

(1.4) Figure 11

(1.5) Figure 12

(2,7) Figure 16

Figure 9.
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GRAPHICS

Figure 10.

What gives? To be honest, we reacted

the same way when we began writing

this article. The matching shapes are not

something known to every mathema-
tician. Remember, we did say at the

beginning that computer graphics gives

the mathematician the opportunity to

learn new things about his subject. The
above table does suggest some possible

relationships, though. For example, the

epicycloid with (1,N) will probably give

the same shape as the hypocycloid with

(1, N 4- 1) for any integer N. (Is that true

if N is negative? Hmmm.) But what

about the epicycloid with (2,5) versus

the hypocycloid with (2.7)? For that

matter, the epicycloid with (3,8) is cer-

tainly related to the hypocycloids with

(3,5) and (3,8), though neither one is

quite identical. What value of N in the

hypocycloid with (3,N) will be the same
as the epicycloid with (3,8)?

Further, what is the general pattern

relating epicycloids and hypocycloids?

We leave these points for the interested

reader to ponder and answer by some ju-

dicious experimentation, with the appro-

priate programs. (These questions can

also be answered using a fair amount of

algebraic and trigonometric manipula-

tion, but that approach is decidedly less

exciting.)

There are some other open questions

regarding these curves that are also

worth considering. In the previous situa-

tions, there was a clear relationship be-

tween the number of cusps and arches

and the values for the radii. In the cur-

rent case, there does not seem to be an

Figure 13.

Figure 11.

obvious connection. Can you deduce
such relationships? For that matter, is

there any connection between the radii

or the number of arcs and the number of

points of intersections between the arcs?

Answer these questions and you will be

well on your way to becoming a true

mathematician.

What makes these shapes even more
interesting is watching how they are ac-

tually formed by the computer. When
you look at the finished products, you

What makes these
shapes even more

interesting

is watching how they
are actually formed
by the computer.

might come to the conclusion that the

inner shape is formed first and then the

outer loops are traced out around it.

This is not at all the case. Rather, the

curves loop around repeatedly and, on

each revolution, contribute a small por-

tion to the central figure. It is only as the

full diagram is completed that the cen-

tral figure is completed as well.

The Programs
To get a feel for this, it is almost

essential that you run the actual pro-

Figure 14.

Figure 12.

grams. Therefore, we have included here

simplified listings that will enable you to

produce all of these non-existent curves.

The programs are designed for the TRS-
80 Color Computer with Extended Ba-

sic; however, it is fairly easy to modify

them to function on most other small

computers with graphics capabilities.

From that point on, you can interpret

the results either as a series of intriguing

and artistic shapes or as a challenge to

discover some new mathematical
principles.

If you chose the first alternative, then

a limitation in the programs will allow

you to generate even more striking artis-

tic effects. To produce the graphs rel-

atively quickly, the programs use a

maximum of 400 subdivisions of the full

curve. When the sizes of the radii are

relatively large, however, the programs

generate only approximations of the cor-

rect curve. These approximations can

produce some truly remarkable shapes,

as demonstrated in Figures 19, 20 and
21 for the pairs of radii (1000,5000),

(2500,10000) and (2222,8888).

What is even more dramatic is the dy-

namic way in which all of these pictures

are generated on the computer. In an

article such as this, it is simply impos-

sible to include all (or even any) of the

strikingly beautiful intermediate stages

that are produced on the screen on the

way to creating the final figures shown.

That is something that really must be

experienced. Further, it is an experience

that can be reproduced at the push of a

button. IS

Figure 15.
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Figure 16.

Listing 1. Hypocycloid Plot.

Figure 17. Figure 18.

Listing 2. Epicycloid Plot.

18 PM- 10 PMODE 4.

:

CREEN 0,13 SCREEN 0,0
30 CLS

48 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 40 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
S0 PRINT" THIS PROGRAM GRAPH ^0 PRINT" THIS PROGRAM GRAPHS "

60 PR 60 PRINT
70 PRIMI ANY HYI ID" 70 PRINT " ANY EPICYCi
80 PRiNT:PRINT:Pi- 80 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
90 PRINT" PROGRAM WRITTEN BY FLORENCE AND 90 PRINT" PROGRAM WRITTEN BY FLORENCE

IN" SHELDON GORDON"
100 PRINT :PRIMT" COP' <?84 100 PRINTrPRINT" COPYRIGHT 1984
i 10 for t = a < r t 110 FOR T = TO 1200 : NEX

CLS
130 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 130 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
140 INPUT "WHAT IS THE LARGF RADIUS" : AA : PRINT 140 INPUT "WHAT IS THE LARGE RADIUS" ; AA : PRINT
150 INPUT "WHAT IS THE SMALL RADIUS" ; BB 150 INPUT "WHAT IS THE SMALL RADIUS" ; BB

160 CI-AA+BB
1 /BB 170

180 DEF FNX<T>=Cl*COSi T) + BB*COS 180 FNX(T)=Cl*COS<T> - BB»C0S<C2«
DEF FNV. ! • iN<T)-B> 190 DEF FNY(T)=Cl»SIN(T)-BB*SJf
A=0:B=6. 200 •BB

210 IF BB =AA THRN N1=-AA:N .'10 N 1 »-AA-2»BB : N2"-N

1

A THEN N NI M1=N1 :M.
:-30 ni'NHh; D«(N2-N1

M 1 ) / 1 9

1

240 PCLS
250 P 250

AA+BB) 260 IF NR 400 THEN NR=401
270 IF MR- 400 THEN NR=400 REM DRAW GRAPH

REM DRAW GRAPH SCREEN 1 ,

1

i . 1 H=INT( (FNX(A)-Nl >/D+.5>
300 H=INT( (FNX ' A)-N! 300 V=191-INT( (FNY(A)-Ml
J10 V-191-INT< (FNVi a 310 L INE(H,V)-(H,V',PSET

LINE< Hi V ) - 1 IT ST=(B-A)/NR
330 ST-(B-A) /NR FOR T=A+ST TO B STEfc, ST

A+ST TO B STEP ST 340 X=FNX(T)
350 X FN> H=INT( (X-Nl >/D+.'. I

368 H-INT< (X-ND/D+. 360 Y=FN>
370 Y-FNY(T) 370 V=»191-INT< (Y-Ml ) /E^ .

380 V-191-INT< (V-HD/E-* 380 LINE-(H,V),PSET
<H,V),PSET 390 NEXT T

400 NEX

1

400 SOUND 100,10
4 10 SOUND 100 410 .10

420 END
END

Figure 19. Figure 20. Figure 21.
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David H. AM
Listing 1. Statements from original NEC program.

In several recent tutorials, I promised to publish a routine for
plotting the Sierpinski curve, one of the most fascinating curves
in mathematics (see box). I had seen several ways of approach-
ing the problem, but by far the most elegant was a demonstra-
tion program on a NEC 8801 computer which used the N.
Wirth algorithm.

I managed to get a listing of the relevant portion of the pro-
gram, but upon examining it more closely, I realized that it em-
ployed several statements with which I was unfamiliar. Several
were minor variations of statements in MSX Basic, but line -

step (H,H) and its variants really had me stumped (see lines
7370-7400 in Listing 1). To make matters worse, I had no way
of easily obtaining the Basic manual for the system. Moreover,

148

7300 '— display routint
7310 »SIERPIN
7320 H0-512'SP=0'H«H0\4:X«2*H' Y«3«H= I«0

I»I+1 'X«X-H:H-H\2"Y»Y+H
IF KOI THEN 7330

POINT(X.Y) .COLOR ,,,C0L
PSVAL=1 . GOSUB "PUSH
G0SUB »SUBAA<LINE -STEP(H.-H)
GOSUB "SUBBB'LINE -STEP(-H.-H)
G0SUB »SUBCC:LINE -STEP<-H,H)
GOSUB "SUBDD'LINE -STEP(H.H)
GOSUB *P0P
RETURN

7330
7340
73S0
7360
7370
7380
7390
7400
7410
7420
7430
7440 *SUBAA

the five books I had on MBasic had no description of the
graphics commands (see box).
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PROGRAMMING

Figure 1. Geometric construction offirst order curve.

Sometime in the 1700's, mathematicians described the word
"curve" more precisely than had been done previously by defin-
ing a curve as the loci of points that satisfy equations that are
continuous functions.

If a curve describes a continuous function, it certainly ought
to be possible to draw a tangent to any point on the curve.
However, by the mid-1800's, mathematicians began to find
strange, new curves that had no unique tangent at any point.
One of the most famous such curves was one described in 1 890
by Giuseppe Peano. This Italian logician showed how a single
point, moving continuously over a square, could pass at least
once through every point on the surface of the square and its

boundary. Peano's curve is a legitimate diagram of a continu-
ous function, yet nowhere on it can a unique tangent be drawn
because at no instant can one specify the direction in which the
point is moving.

It wasn't long before other logicians proposed curves with
similar properties. Two of the most interesting are the curves
devised by David Hilbert and Waclaw Sierpinski. Figure 1

shows the method of constructing the basic closed Sierpinski
curve. Figure 2 shows the construction of a second order curve.
An interesting problem for computer enthusiasts is to find

the area bounded by the Sierpinski curve at its upper limit.
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Figure 2. Construction ofsecond order curve.

From Figure 1, we can see that of the 16 smaller squares, a first

order Sierpinski curve occupies four squares completely plus 12
one-eighths, or a total of 1 1/32 of the total.

Looking at Figure 2, we see that one-quarter of the second
order curve occupies the same area as the first order curve plus
7/8 of the corner square, or 1 1/32 plus 7/8 /16 which equals
51/128.

If we generalize this progression, we find that the denomi-
nator of each new term is four times the previous denominator.
Each numerator is four times the previous numerator plus 7.

Thus the first few terms of the series are:

Ji
32 128

211

512

851

2048

3411

8192

13651

32768

I leave it up to readers to write a short program to determine
the area bounded by the upper limit Sierpinski curve. This area
should be expressed as a fraction.

There is much more to be said about Sierpinski and other
"monster" curves, but Martin Gardner has said it much more
elegantly than I can. See especially "Mathematical Games" in

Scientific American, Sept. 1976.

LINE AND LINE STEP
The line step command is implemented in later versions of

Microsoft GW Basic. Basically, the command LINE (X,Y)-
STEP(a,b) means to move the distance a in the x direction and
b in the y direction from the point X,Y. In other words, the
command LINE (5,8)-STEP(2,3) would draw a line from 5,8 to
7,11.

Just the command LINE -STEP(a.b) alone would draw a
line from the last graphics point plotted (or from 0,0 if nothing
had been previously plotted). Readers with GW Basic have
their choice of using either the lines in the subroutine at 800 or
substituting line-step. However, when we start to do trans-
formations and tilt the curve, the line -step command will no
longer work since all x and y coordinates are expressed as
absolute values. Also, the generalized subroutine at 800 can be
easily adapted to most plotters whereas the line -step
command cannot.
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Thepersonal computerhasgiven birth to a shockingnewpersonalproblem

Computer. Display. Keyboard. Printer. Disk drives

Telephone modem. Software.

Sure, you need it all. Hut what you don't need is it

all over your home or office.

What you need is Actrix.

The whole computer system in one little box.

Actrix really is a whole computer system. A com

puter. electronic typewriter, display, two disk drives

telephone modem, and printer.

I'lus a library of software that

includes CIVM.M Basic, C Bask,
Perfect Writer. Speller, Filer, and Calc,

Money Maestro. Personal Pearl,

Communications, and Font

Generator.
En< High hardware and s< ifl ware to

handle virtually every personal computer

application.

And Actrix really is little: It's m i

compact that it's no bigger than a standarc

electric typewriter.

Another nice thing about it is the price

$2190? For everything. Including all the

software!

Price out any comparable system and

you'll prove to yourself that Actrix is today's

Perfect Writer. Speller. Filer, an u.marks of Perfect Software. Inc CP/M

.

biggest value in personal computers.

You can even have it with high-performance op-

tions. Like an 8088 IBM compatible co-processor that

supports MSI )()S and CI' M 86. A 1200-baud modem.
Double sided, double density disk drives.

Actrix. The one personal computer system that

doesn't fill up your office with components.

That doesn't have wires trailing here,

there, and everywhere.

That doesn't need its own special

furniture.

Now, picking up a personal

computer that doesn't create personal

problems has never been easier.

It's the one you can pick up.

Actrix.

T< > find i tut where you can put

v< >ur hands c >n < me, call us toll-free:

800-682-8221 . ( k write: Actrix

C< miputer C< >rp< irat ion . 2 159 Bering

Drive, San Jose, CA 95131.

Actrix
A whole computer system

in one little box.
"SuKKeMed retail price,

and C Basic, ot Digital Research. Inc M Basic, ot Microsoft. Inc Money Mat
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PROGRAMMING

Figure 1. Incorrect curve drawn with Listing 2. Figure 2. Removal ofdummy plot variables.

This is a situation frequently faced by programmers. You
would like to take advantage of the work done by someone else
and not, so to speak, reinvent the wheel. However, the routine
you want is in another language or a different dialect of the
language in which you are working. What to do?

Since I had a good idea of the shape of the Sierpinski curve, I

could deduce what the program should be doing. Basically, the
end point of each new line should be fairly close to the previous
point and should differ by a one or two units in the x or y direc-
tion, or both. Consequently, it appeared that the two variables
in the step portion of the line statement were x and y in-

crements. Since MSX Basic does not have an incremental plot
function, I substituted a subroutine (lines 800-820) and two
variables, A and B, for the line step statement. Cumbersome,
but I thought it would work (see Listing 2).

Unfortunately, the program in Listing 2 did nothing of the
kind, and produced the curve in Figure 1 . Obviously something
was wrong. But what?
My first thought was that the plotting subroutine perhaps

did not need the dummy variables C and D to represent X and
Y, so I eliminated them from the subroutine. I was rewarded
with the curve in Figure 2—hardly an improvement.

800 ' Plotting Subroutine
810 LINECX. Y)-CX+«,Y+B)
820 X=X+fi:Y=Y+B: RETURN

Well, of course! The initial value of HO (see line 100) should
be set to the vertical height of the screen, or 192. At least that's

what I thought before I saw the output in Figure 3. Actually, it

Listing 2. First conversion ofprogram to MSX Basic.

10 SCREEN 1

IS C=64:D-192
20 FOR DI«3 TO 5
30 GOSUB 100
Ufa NEXT DI
50 GOTO 50
100 H0=128:SP=0:H=H0/4:X=2*H:Y=3*H: 1=0
110 1=1+1 :X=X-H:H»H/2:Y»Y+H
120 IF KDI THEN 110
130 PS- I: GOSUB E00
140 GOSUB 200 :A=H:B=-H: GOSUB 800
150 GOSUB 300 :fi=-H:B=-H: GOSUB 800
1G0 GOSUB 400:«=-H:B=H: GOSUB 800
170 GOSUB 500 :R=H:B=H: GOSUB 800
180 GOSUB 700
190 RETURN
200 ' Subrout i ne A
210 IF TP<»0 THEN RETURN
220 PS=TP-l: GOSUB 600
230 GOSUB 200 :ft=H:B=-H: GOSUB 800
240 GOSUB 300 :ft=2*H:B=0: GOSUB 800
250 GOSUB 500 :ft=H:B=H: GOSUB 800
280 GOSUB 200
270 GOSUB 700
280 RETURN
300 ' Subroutine B
310 IF TP<-0 THEN RETURN
320 PS-TP-l: GOSUB 600
330 GOSUB 300 :fl=-H:B=-H: GOSUB 800

360 GOSUB 400 : 0=0 :B=-2*H: GOSUB 800
350 GOSUB 200 : «=H s B=-H : GOSUB 800
380 GOSUB 300
370 GOSUB 700
380 RETURN
400 ' Subroutine C
410 IF TP<=0 THEN RETURN
420 PS-TP- 1 : GOSUB 800
430 GOSUB 400 ifi=-H:B=H: GOSUB 800
440 GOSUB 500 :fl=-2*H:B=0: GOSUB 800
450 GOSUB 300 :ft=-H:B=-H: GOSUB 800
4B0 GOSUB 400
470 GOSUB 700
480 RETURN
500 ' Subrout i ne D
510 IF TP<=0 THEN RETURN
520 PS=TP-1 : GOSUB 800
530 GOSUB 500 :A=H:B=H: GOSUB 800
540 GOSUB 200 i«=0:B=2*H: GOSUB 800
550 GOSUB 400 :A=-H:B=H: GOSUB 600
560 GOSUB 700
570 RETURN
600 ' Push subroutine
610 SP«SP+l:ST<SP)=PS
620 TP-PS: RETURN
700 ' Pop subroutine
710 SP-SP-llTP-STCSP) J RETURN
800 ' Plottins Subroutine
810 LINEiC, D)-(C+fl, D+B)
B20 C=C+fi:D=D+B: RETURN
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LookslikeaFerrari.
Drives likeaRolls.
Parks likeaBeetle.

Ask your computer dealer

to take the cover off a world-class disk drive.

Theall new, 1984 IndusGT™
The most advanced, most handsome disk

drive in the world.

A flick of its power switch can turn an Atari

into a Ferrari.

Or an Apple into a Red Hot Apple.

Looks like a Ferrari.

The Indus GT is only 2.65" high. But under its

front-loading front end is slimline engineering

with a distinctive European-Gran flair.

Touch its LED-lit CommandPost™ function

control AccuTouch™ buttons. Marvel at how
responsive it makes every Atari or Apple home
computer.

Drives like a Rolls.

Nestled into its soundproofed chassis is the

quietest and most powerful disk drive power sys-

tem money can buy. At top speed, it's virtually

unhearable. Whisper quiet.

Flat out, the GT will drive your Atari track-to-

track 0-39 in less than one second. Increasing

data transfer 400% . (Faster than any other drive.

And as fast as any Apple disk drive.)

And each GT comes with the exclusive

GT DrivingSystem™ of software programs*

World-class word processing is a breeze with

theGT Estate WordProcessor?'* And your dealer

will describe the two additional programs that

allow GT owners to accelerate their computer
drivins skills.

"
In< '•('••••••'•^luipniwt

Also, the 1984 Indus GT is covered with the

CT PortaCase™ A stylish case that conveniently

doubles as a 80-disk storage file.

Parks like a Beetle.
The GT's small, sleek, condensed size makes it

easy to park.

And its low price makes it easy to buy.

$449 for Atari. $329 for Apple.

So see and test drive the incredible new 1984

Indus GT at your nearest

computer dealer soon.

The drive will be
well worth it.

INDUS
The all-new 1984 Indus GT Disk Drive.

The most advanced, most handsome disk drive in the world.

Fordealermformali<»n.<..H1-800-33.|NDUS.InCalifornia. 1-800-54-INDUS, 213/882-9bOO.

© 1983 Indus Systems. '1 104 Decring Avenue, Chatsworth. CA 91 31 1. The IndusCT is a product of Indus Systems Atari is a rcgMered tr.ulenA.uk oi Atari, ln< Apple ts a

reRisleredtr.idem.uk ut Applet ornputer. Im
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THE INCOMPLETEWORKS
OF INFOCOM,INC

Incomplete, yes. But it's not just

because we're always bringing out

new stories in the Infocom interactive

fiction collection. Nor is it simply due

to the fact that with all the writing and

re-writing, honing and perfecting that

we put into every one of our stories,

our work is seemingly never done.

The real reason is: an Infocom

work of fiction can never be complete

until you become a part of it.

You see, as hard as we work at

perfecting our stories, we always

leave out one essential element—the
main character. And that's where you

enter in.

Once you've got Infocom's inter-

active fiction in your computer, you

experience something akin to waking

up inside a novel. You find yourself at

the center of an exciting plot that

continually challenges you with sur-

prising twists, unique characters

(many of whom possess extraordi-

narily developed personalities), and

original, logical, often hilarious puz-

zles. Communication is carried on in

the same way as it is in a novel— in

prose. And interaction is easy—you
type in full English sentences.

But there is this key difference

between our tales and conventional

novels: Infocom's interactive fiction is

active, not passive. The course of

events is shaped by the actions you

choose to take. And you enjoy enor-

mous freedom in your choice of

actions—you have hundreds, even

thousands of alternatives at every

step. In fact, an Infocom interactive

story is roughly the length of a short

novel in content, but because you're

actively engaged in the plot, your

adventure can last for weeks and

months.
In other words, only you can

complete the works of Infocom, Inc.

Because they're stories that grow

out of your imagination.

Find out what it's like to get inside a

story. Get one from Infocom. Because

with Infocom's interactive fiction,

there's room for you on every disk.

inFoconx
Infocom. Inc., 55 Wheeler Street. Cambridge. MA 02138

For \<mr: Apple II. Atari. CaonodaraM, I 1' M8" I>1

DEC bHmr. DEC Kill, him PC* w~l PCjr. KAVPRO II

MS-DOS 2.0T NEC AFC. NEC IV »««). Osborne. Tandy BOO,
II PmhafcoA Tl H 4A.TRS-80 Models I and 111.

•IV- the IBM PC m rM.it) fat v.iur Compaq, and the MS-DOS 2.0

In! unit fflMgCf Mindset.
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DON'T PAY CASH
USE YOUR COMPUCARD TM

The Computet Line believes that it is important to be competitive by ottering low prices: however, we regard service as the most important asset ot a mail order organization
All our lines are available so thai you. the customer are able to lalK to lully qualified computer specialists trained lo answer all your questions pertaining to our line olmicrocomputers We are renowned lor our excellent alter sales support and our promptness lor delivery Peace ol mmd and excellence in service is our pledge to all our
cusiorri&rs

|
NEW FRANKLIN SYSTEMS

Compatible with the Apple computer1

1000 Pro Pack Plus:
I Featuring:

|» 1000 CPU
• Franklin Monitor
> 80 Column Card

|
• Ace 10 Disk Drive

Controller

| • Ace Caic
Ace Writer

I • Data Perfect

|
• Welcome Package

TOO LOW
TO PUBLISH

1 200 OMS Package;
Featuring:
• 1200 CPU
• 80 Column Card
• 2 Disk Drives + Controller
• CP/M Card + Software
• Parallel A Serial Interlaces
• Wordstar
e Mailmerge
• Ace Calc
• Welcome Package

TOO LOW
TO PUBLISH

IBM PERSONAL
COMPUTERS

I Take A Demonstration on the IBM
I PC Our System Includes

I • Two Double Sided Drives
I • ?56Ko» Memory
| • Colo* Graphics Adaptor

ONLY $2899.00
I Maximum of 4 weeks delivery on all

I IBM systems

COLUMBIA DATA PRODUCTS
I • IBM PC Compatible • 1 28K Main Memory • 8 Eipanston
I Slots e 2 Serial and One Parallel Port Built In e 2 Double
I Sided/Double Density 320K Drives e Over S3000 Free Software
I Including

-Perfect Writer/Speller
-Perfect Filer/Calc
-Home Accountant
-Fast Graphs
-MS DOS/CP/M and more 1

Too Low
To

Publish

VP
PORTABLE UNIT
-Same as I60O i

eicept Ihis unit is

truly portable

MPC-1600-4
HARD DISK UNIT
-Compatible lo IBM PCXT
— includes 12 megabyte
hard disk

FOR IBM
QUADRAM

\
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graphics board
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HAVOC
| Great First Computer

RBpfeJ Compalihlf?

-Detached Keyboard
Bu.it in OiSkOnve

-Built In Parallel Port

-Built-in Serial Port

SUPER
LOW
PRICE

S769.85
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CALL (800) 255-4659 (Outside California)
CALL (800) 541 -4300 (Inside California)

When in California, please visit us at: When in Colorado, please visit us at:

21054 SHERMAN WAY 17791 FITCH 8T. 1136 COLORADO BLVD.
CANOGA PARK, CA 91303 IRVINE. CA 98714 DENVER, CO 80222
CALL: (818)716-1812 CALL: (714)863-9844 CALL: (303)758-3261

General/Mailorder 17141 863-9988
CUSTOMER SERVICE AND ORDER INQUIRY (714) 883 9931

TE RMS All prices retlect a ? 9"t> cash discount All goods acknowledged faulty on receipt by the customer will tie repaired or replaced at our discretion Customers must call tor an RWA
number before returning any goods Thistacilitatesour quick attendance to faultygoods vve reserve the right to repair or return to the manufacturer tor repair allgoods becoming faulty within

the specified warranty period Any goods I hardware or software) returned for restocking are subject to a 1 5% restocking tee at our discretion The charge tor < ancellal ion ot orders is 20A> M
our discretion No returns on software We accept no responsibility for any false claims made by manufacturers Prices quoted for slock on hand and subject to change without notice

Specialists in APO and international deliveries Please add 3°b I minimum $3 00) for shipping APO add to all prices 5% lor shipping t minimum $5 00) We will calculate exact freight Please
allow a minimum ot 2 weeks plus mail time lit an order is mailed in) lor receipt of all UPS delivered goods All goods i other than APO or international! delivered UPS ground All items listed

available tor 48 hour service provided products are readily available from the manufacturer
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Figure 3. Curve with increased vertical height. Figure 4. First order curve.

was slightly better than the previous one, but it occurred to me
that I really should start at the beginning—with just one, large

curve.

1 00 H0= 1 92 : SP=0 : H=H0/4 : X=2*H : Y=3*H : I =0

Hence, I changed the main loop to go from 1 to 1 and wound

up with the curve in Figure 4. Ah, that's better; at least the

program can draw one complete curve successfully.

20 FOR DI-1 TO 1

30 GOSUB 100
40 NEXT DI

Next I enlarged the loop to draw the second curve and got

the curve shown in Figure 5.

20 FOR DI=1 TO 2
30 GOSUB 100
40 NEXT DI

Where were the last three segments of the second order

curve? I had no idea, so I pored over the original program once

again and compared it to my translated version. Lo and behold,

I found a line missing in subroutine D, in particular, the one in

which it calls itself. I inserted this as line 560, ran the program
again, and was rewarded with two complete curves (Figure 6).

500 ' Subroutine D
510 IF TP<=0 THEN RETURN
520 PS=TP-l: GOSUB S00
530 GOSUB 500 :A=H:B=H: GOSUB 800
540 GOSUB 200 :A=0:B=2*Hs GOSUB 800
550 GOSUB 400 : 0=-H : B=H : GOSUB 800
560 GOSUB 500
570 GOSUb 700
5S0 RETURN

You might wonder why I didn't just start here and publish

this debugged program in Creative Computing. After all, you
certainly don't care about the incorrect version. My reason for

publishing the prior steps is to illustrate the process of conver-

sion from one dialect of Basic to another and to show that, all

too often, problems that we blame on the program are some-

thing else entirely. You would be amazed at the number of let-

ters and phone calls I get about a program in Basic Computer
Games or Creative Computing that "doesn't work" because the

person copying it has left out a line or copied incorrectly.

Figure 5. Second order curve missing three segments.

July 1 984 c Creative Computing

Figure 6. First and second order curves.
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Figure 7. First to third order curves. Figure 8. Second to fourth order curves.

Back to Mr. Sierpinski. Things now appeared to be in order,
so I expanded the number of curves to three and got a correct
plot (see Figure 7).

20 FOR DI=1 TO 3
30 GOSUB 100
40 NEXT DI

What happens when the upper and lower bounds of the main
loop are changed? I tried the program with limits of 2 and 4
and got the delightful output shown in Figure 8.

20 FOR DI=2 TO 4
30 GOSUB 100
40 NEXT DI

Could a fifth level curve be plotted? Yes, but the resolution
of my SpectraVideo 328 and Sakata monitor started to go over
the brink (see Figure 9), so I settled for a fourth level curve.

Next, I introduced some color with two additional state-

ments (25 and 35). This colors the background after the first

curve is drawn and then uses different colors for the next two
curves. The effect is quite striking!

20 FOR DI=2 TO 4
25 C0=4*(DI-1)
30 GOSUB 100
35 IF" DI=2 THEN POINT (191,
40 NEXT DI

191). CO

Figure 9. Fifth order curve (partially drawn) exceeds screen
resolution.
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Okay, everything now worked and it was time to tidy up the

program with a few remarks, labels, and blank lines. The final

program is shown in Listing 3. It is a great deal of fun to watch
these curves being traced out on the screen; try it!

Putting the screen plot routine into a subroutine instead of
16 separate line statements as in the original had an un-
expected benefit, namely that it can be easily changed for dif-

ferent computers or for a plotter. For example, suppose you
have a Houston Instruments DMP-29 plotter. To plot the
Sierpinski curve on your plotter requires just the following five

new lines.

30 PRINT #1, "Z ; : A"
70 PRINT #1, "U"
90 PRINT #1, "P0":END
125 PRINT #1, X, Y "D"
810 PRINT ttl, X+fi, Y+B

Line 30 initializes the plotter; line 125 moves the pen to the
starting point and puts it down; line 810 does the actual plot;

line 70 raises the pen; and line 90 moves the pen home. If you
have a different plotter, you should have no trouble getting this

routine to work. The curve at the opening of the article was
done with this program.

This program, incidentally, takes advantage of the feature in

MSX Basic and M Basic that permits a subroutine to call itself.

This is known as recursion. It is often said that languages such
as Basic and Fortran do not permit recursion. This is simply
not true. While not all versions of Basic permit a subroutine to

call itself, there are other ways of achieving recursion, but that

is a subject for another day. (If you wish to delve into it, pick
up a copy of any one of my Ideabooks, and you will find an
entire chapter devoted to solving problems using recursion in

Basic).

Be sure to look at the following article in which William
Fujimoto has devised several interesting variations of the
Sierpinski curve using the C language on an Altos 8600 with a

Houston Instruments DMP-2 plotter. (No, I don't pretend you
can easily translate from C to Basic, but using this Basic pro-
gram you ought to be able to implement some of the variations

suggested by Mr. Fujimoto).
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Figure 10. Tilted second and third order curves. Figure 11. Tilted fourth order curve.

For example, a tilted curve can be implemented in the Basic

program just by adding and changing a few lines. Dummy plot

variables (XP, YP, XQ, and YQ) are set up in lines 1 15 and 1 16

and then updated in the plot subroutine. This produces the

"tilted" plots in Figures 10 and 11..

115 YP=SQRiY)*7
116 XP=X*C-Y/<2*H0>+1 >+Y/4
800 Plotting Subroutine
805 X=X+A:Y=Y+B
810 YQ=SQR<Y)*7
812 XQ=X*<:-Y/(2*H0:>+i:>+Y/4
815 LINE <XP, YP)-<XQ, YQ)
820 XP=XQ:YP=YG:RETURN

Listing .?. Final Sierpinski Curve program.
320 PS=TP-l: GOSUB 600

10 CLS: COLOR 15. l: LOCATE 11.5 330 GOSUB 300 :A=-H:B=-H: GOSUB 800
20 PRINT "Sierpinski Curve" 340 GOSUB 400 :A=0:B=-2*H: GOSUB 800
30 LOCATE 13, 9:PRINT "by David Ahl" 350 GOSUB 200 :A=H:B=-H: GOSUB 800
33 ' 360 GOSUB 300
34 ' Ma i n Loop 370 GOSUB 700
35 FOR N=l TO 900:NEXT N 3S0 RETURN
40 SCREEN l:F0R DI=2 TO 4 399 »

50 C0=4*<DI-1) 400 ' Subrout i ne C
£0 GOSUB 100 410 IF TP<«0 THEN RETURN
70 IF DI-2 THEN POINT C 191 . 191 ) . CO 420 PS=TP-l: GOSUB 600
80 NEXT DI 430 GOSUB 400 :A=-H:B=H: GOSUB 800
90 GOTO 90 440 GOSUB 500:A=-2+H-.B=0:GOSUB 800
98 ' 450 GOSUB 300 :A=-H:B=-H: GOSUB 800
99 ' Initialization and main curve 460 GOSUB 400
1 00 H0= 192 : SP=0 : H-H0/4 : X=2*H : Y=3*H : I =0 470 GOSUB 700
110 1=1+1 :X=X-H:H=H/2JY«Y+H 480 RETURN
120 IF I <DI THEN 110 499 .

130 PS=I:GOSUB 600 500 ' Subrout i ne
140 GOSUB 200 :A=H:B=-H: GOSUB 800 510 IF TP<=0 THEN RETURN
150 GOSUB 300i«=-H!B—H« GOSUB 800 520 PS=TP-1 : GOSUB 600
160 GOSUB 400 : A=-H : B=H : GOSUB 800 530 GOSUB 500 :0=H:B=H: GOSUB 800
170 GOSUB 500 :A=H:B=H: GOSUB 800 540 GOSUB 200 :A=0:B=2*H: GOSUB 800
180 GOSUB 700 550 GOSUB 400 :A=-H:B=H: GOSUB 800
190 RETURN 560 GOSUB 500
199 ' 570 GOSUB 700
200 ' Subroutine A 580 RETURN
210 IF TP<=0 THEN RETURN 599
220 PS=TP-l: GOSUB 600 600 ' Push subroutine
230 GOSUB 200 :A=H:B=-H: GOSUB 800 610 SP=SP+1 :ST(SP)»PS
240 GOSUB 300 : A=2*H : B=0 : GOSUB 800 620 TP«PS: RETURN
250 GOSUB 500 :0=H:B=H: GOSUB 800 699 .

2E0 GOSUB 200 700 * Pop subroutine
270 GOSUB 700 710 SP-SP-1 :TP-ST(SP) : RETURN
2S0 RETURN 799 »

299 ' 800 ' Piottins Subroutine
300 ' Subroutine B 810 LINECX, Y)-<X+A, Y+B).CO
310 IF TP<=0 THEN RETURN 820 X-X+ASY-Y+B: RETURN
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Figure 12. Tilled fourth order curve with straight sides.

If you would rather have straight sides as in Figure 12, it is

simply a matter of changing two lines.

116 XP=X*<-YP/H0-t-l)+YP/2
812 XQ«X*<-YP/H0+l)+YP/2

But enough. I could go on forever with more variations. But
unlike the Sierpinski curve which has no end, this article does.
Here it is. n

Figure 13. The PAINT command was used to fill in the center
area ofa second and third order curve.

REDUCES DISKETTE COST 50%!
Make use of the back of your S'V Diskettes
and SAVE

imi tools make if easy.

• Adds the precise notch where you need it.

• Doubles diskette space or MONEY BACKl|

Kmutj-xmnmi
Cuts square notch for

Apple. II. II •
. lie. III.

Franklin and Commodore.

only $14.95 each
add $1.50 each P&H ($4 50 each foreign P&H)

DISK OPTIMIZER
SOFTWARE FOR APPLE. II. II

•

SYSTEM
He. Ill & Franklin

• 469% FASTER Than Similar Programs!
• Certifies your "new" disk 100% Error Free
• Removes Bad Sectors • Adds 36th Track

• Performs Disk Drive Speed Check
• Adds DOS and More

only $24.95 each
add $1.50 each P&H ($4 50 each foreign P&H)— OR BUY BOTH —
only $29.95

add $2.50 each set P&H ($6.50 foreign P&H)
'Florida Residents Add 5% Sales Tax*

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK!

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO

Xlltlili: NOTCH towi'iniM rmwircs
DIVISION OF CORTRAN INTERNATIONAL

4211 NW 75th TERRACE • DEPT. 5 4 • LAUDERHILL, FL 33319
*tM° All TRADMIUIWS ARC ACKNOWLEDGED

Figure 14. Reversed image of Figure 13 with the outside also

filled in.
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Figure 15. Second to fourth order curve paintedfrom the
center and outside.
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QUARK COMBINES

WORD JUGGLER
AND
LEXICHEC
FOR HALF THE PRICE.

Now you can have the power of Quark's Word Juggler word

processor. And the convenience of the Lexicheck spelling checker,

with its 50.000 word dictionary and special Word Guc

feature. All in one package. For virtually half the prn

Word Juggler for the Apple He and He is only $189*.

Word Juggler for the Apple III is just $229.

Ask for a demonstration today. Just call 1 (800) 543-771 1 for
v

the name of the Quark dealer nearest you. And be sure you look

into Quark's other popular office automation tools for the Apple II,

II Plus, He. He. and Apple HI. Including the award-winning

Catalyst" program selector. And our QC10 hard disk—the first

mass storage system for the Apple lie.

Quark. Word Juggler. Lexicheck, V- 'Ills. Catalyst and QCI0 are trademarks

of Quark Incorporated. Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.

•Also compatible with Apple II and II Plus Sec your dealer lor details.

All prices suggested U.S. retail.

Quark
Office Automation Tools

2525 West Evans. Suite 220

Denver CO 80219
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Radio Shack Presents
In Learning:

*

Make learning exciting and Innovative with software packages that
help stimulate students to use a powerful resource: the imagination!
Designed by The CTW Software Group, these two packages help first

and second graders develop Language Arts and computer skills. CTW
Software Group is a division of Children's Television Workshop—the
creators of Sesame Street", Electric Com-
pany™ and 3-2-1 Contact™.
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A New Dimension
Entertainment!

Play-With-Langnage '" (26-2538, $99) consists of three

learning modules that combine colorful graphics with text.

Children practice sight and vocabulary words, sentence

completion, and reading comprehension skills.

Picture Place! lets children change beginning vocabulary

words into their picture counterparts while creating an

imaginary scene.

Roll-A-Wbrd helps children master word families and sen-

tence completion. The child matches exciting visuals with

words to create original sentences, poems and stories.

Bagasaurus strengthens reading comprehension and word
play By answering comprehension questions correctly,

children collect words and pictures and use them in sen-

tences to complete familiar fairy tales and nursery rhymes.

Hands On!'" (26-2539, $99) consists oftwo learning mod-

ules. Each one builds computer-related skills, as well as

encourages creative self-expression.

Blackboard lets students write with beginning word pro-

cessing aids, such as insertion and deletion of text. The
student learns to create, save and access disk files, and

share them with other students.

\

M0)
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Color It lets children create and manipulate shapes in ways
unique to computer art. The child can change colors, get

mirror images, turn images upside down, scroll images

across the computer screen and more. Pictures can be

saved and later used to stimulate storytelling or for other

class exercises.

Learning Managers on the disk allow the teacher to indi-

vidualize instruction. To further enhance classroom activi-

ties, each learning module contains diskettes, spirit

masters, activity cards, a gameboard, a poster and a teach-

er's guide. Both packages will run on the TRS-80 32K
Extended BASIC Color Computer 2 disk system.

For more information, stop by your nearest Radio Shack

Computer Center, participating store or dealer. Or contact

your Radio Shack Regional Educational Coordinator.

For the name of your fall-time Regional Educational

Coordinator, call 800-433-5682, toll-free. In Texas, call

800-772-8538.

< Radio /hack
The Name in Classroom Computing

'"

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

CIRCLE 186 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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For more Information about Radio Shack's educational products

and service*, mall to:

Radio Shack. Dcpt. 84 A 241

300 On* Tandy Center, Fort Worth, Texas 76102

M
NAM!

ADDHESS .

crrv . STATE

.

TELEPHONE .

Prices apply at participating Radio Shack stores and dealers



HONAGON™ HAS THE BEST FOR LESS
SPECIALS

Visicalc 160 00
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Word Handler* 36 95
List Handlers 29 95
Micro Sci Drive (A2) 224 95

PFS—Write/File/
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Ultrafile 145 00
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MM MM

Mr* Mr*
Figure 16. First to third order curve paintedfrom the center

and outside.

»'« ten
Figure 17. Reversed image of Figure 16.

Figure 18. Second and fourth order curve paintedfrom the

center and outside.
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WRITE
YOUR OWN
APPLE GAMES

Includes 40 exciting

pre-programmed games
to get you started!

Write Your Own Apple Games is your ticket to thousands of

hours of solid game fun.

But it's more than just a game book.

While you're enjoying more than 40 exciting new programs,

you'll be learning—quickly and easily— the most advanced tech-

niques of computer game design.

In Write Your Own Apple Games, Stuart Anstis explains each

game to you in logical, siep-hy-stcp subroutines. You'll see crucial

game graphics exactly as they should appear on your screen.

Then you'll learn how to rearrange the basic subroutines to create

countless game variations.

It you know BASIC, you're ready to learn state-of-the-art game
techniques, including how to:

• Create smooth, flicker-free screen movement
Generate flashing "neon-sign" graphics

Keep game scores

I'se random numbers in game design—and make your

computer come alive as an opponent
Zero in on random time dclays-a challenge to even

the most sophisticated arcade player

And much more.
Write Your Own Apple Games gives you all the skills you need

to start designing your own original computer games for fun—and
profit!

And because writing your own games gives you greater control of

your Apple's numerical and graphic capabilities, you'll be opening

the door to fantastic new possibilities for using your computer.

Write Your Own Apple Games should sell for over $1,000- the
cost of 40 pre-packaged games.

But you can get Write Your Own Apple Games for only $12.95.

That's less than 32 cents a game—and every game you write yourself

is virtually free!

Start having some serious fun
with your Apple computer. Send
for your copy of Write Your
Own Apple Games today.

MAIL TODAY TO:

CREATIVE
COMPUTING
PRESS
Dept. MA9H
39 East Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains, N.J. 07950

Please send me copies

of Write Your Own Apple
Games for only 512.95 each,

plus $2.00 shipping & handling per book. » 2W.

Total amount $

Payment Enclosed. (CA, NJ and NY State residents please add
applicable sales tax).

CHARGE MY: American Express MasterCard Visa

Card No Exp. Date

Signature

Name

Address

StaleCity
•Outside the U.S.A add S3 for shipping »*i handling

Check here to receive FREE catalog of computing books, magarinn and guides.

For faster service. PHONE TOLL FREE: 800-631-8112

L
(In NJ only: 201-540-0445)

Also available in your local bookstore or computer store.
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Transformation and
Rotation of Hilbert
and Sierpinski Curves

The Plot
Thickens

William Fujimoto

Personal computers and low cost plotters

have opened the door to fascinating
graphics for people like me who can now
create drawings that would be impossible
to produce freehand.

This article describes a method for

plotting Hilbert and Sierpinski curves and
rotating and transforming them to achieve
interesting effects.

Hardware
The plotter I use is an Houston Instru-

ments DMP-2. Except for an etch-a-sketch,

there is probably not a more basic or
"dumber" plotter in existence. The available

commands for it are few. They are pen
up, pen down, and move one step in one
direction. The pen can move in eight dir-

ections which are increments of 45 degrees.

Think of them as points of the compass
(i.e.. N. E. S. W and NE, SE. SW, NW).

Unlike some inexpensive plotters cur-
rently available, you cannot explicitly tell

the pen on this device to move from one
arbitrary point to another. It has no "home"
or 0,0 point; positions such as these can
be reached manually by turning two knobs
on the side of the machine until the de-
sired spot is reached.

The DMP-2 has no ASCII character
generator nor any built in plots for curves
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Cube made of Hilberts with orders 2 through 6.

or figures such as circles or squares. These
functions must be obtained through soft-

ware if needed.
Connection to a computer can be made

with either parallel or RS-232 lines. I

currently use the serial line. In the serial

mode a step is made by sending to the

DMP-2 a lowercase letter from p through
w, and pen up or pen down with lowercase

y and z, respectively. For example, a
vertical line (direction north) 10 steps long
is drawn by sending a pen down and 10
p's—zpppppppppp. To make a diagonal
line 5 steps to the southwest, the string

zuuuuu would be sent. The resolution of

this machine is 200 steps per inch vertically

and horizontally.

I have used the DMP-2 with an Apple
and at present have it hooked to an Altos
8600 at serial port two.

Software
To make Hilbert and Sierpinski plots

easily, some language with recursion must

be used. Since recursion is not part of
Basic or Fortran [Some versions of Basic
and Fortran do have recursion, in particu-

lar, MBasic. MSX Basic, and PDP-11
Basics.— Ed.) and since the Altos runs

under Xenix. I had available the C language
with which to write my programs. Pascal
and PL/1 are alternatives.

In addition to the two recursive plotting

programs themselves, I developed rou-

tines in C for drawing circles, point-to-

point lines, and lines at any angle and of
any length. So. with simple commands,
figures of any shape could be made any-
where on the plotter area. These routines
are too involved to be described here, but
are thoroughly explained in the references.

Their use. on the other hand, is straight-

forward.

As an example, to draw a hexagon one
inch on a side the part of a C program
shown in Listing 1 could be implemented.
A C function made from those lines could
be called as hexagonO.

first manually move the pen to the starting point •/
side = 200;
pendown( )

;

for (line I 1;line<=6;linc+*) (

move( side)

;

turn(fiO) :

)

penupO
;

/• 200 steps per inch •/

/• loop six times •/
/• move an inch •/
/• make a 60 degree left hand turn •/

Listing 1.
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Figure I. Hilbert order 2.

Figure 5. Sierpinski order 3; rotated backwards with perspective.

The Plots
Using Wirth's algorithms and the line

drawing routines. I was able to make the

Hilbert and Sierpinski curves. Notice that

the Hilbert has a beginning and an end

point, while the Sierpinski is a closed curve.

Orders 2 and 6 (Figures 1 and 2) are

shown for the Hilberts, and 2 and 4 (Figures

3 and 4) for the Sierpinskis.

Even though these plots are nice in

themselves, it occurred to me that giving

them some depth might make them more
interesting. What would it look like if one

of these patterns were, perhaps, painted

onto a frozen lake and viewed from the

air? I attempted to have the DMP-2 draw
this imaginary form.

Using the mind's eye. picture one of

the plots being rotated and translated in

space. The computer can simulate these

motions with matrix transformation. A
transformation is a mathematical way of

turning and moving points in space as if

real shapes were being manipulated. With

4x4 arrays and a three-dimensional

cartesian coordinate system, projections

of these points can be made by the plotter.

The result is what one would expect of an

object drawn on a flat piece of paper.

Again, look in the references on graphics

for details (Figure 5).

Now if the point X=0, Y=0, and Z=0
is at the center of the Hilbert plot, then it

is possible to stretch it around a sphere

(which, you recall, is represented by the

equation R2 = X2 + Y 2 + Z 2
). Whenever

X and Y are within the sphere, a Z is

calculated, otherwise Z=0. A transfor-

mation moves the apparent viewpoint to

the left edge and another tilts it backward

producing a surface with a spherical

concavity in it. A third transformation

gives it the desired perspective (Fig-

ure 6).

To make the Hilbert sided box with

orders 2 to 6 (see the title illustration), it

was just a matter of generating, rotating,

and shifting the individual plots. The view

is through the middle of the box from a

position face on.

Other Projects
Curves similar to Sierpinskis and Hilberts

that can also be plotted are dragons, flow

snakes, and other monster curves.

One other possibility is to synthesize 3-

D pictures by looking through red and
blue filters at red and blue drawings.

Appropriate rotations and translations

produce an image with apparent depth.

Another possibility is to have the plotter

draw pictures for an animated movie. At

What would it look like

if one of these patterns
were painted onto a

frozen lake and viewed
from the air?

one picture per frame and 24 frames per

second, the total is 7200 drawings for a

five-minute film!
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Figure 4. Sierpinski order 4.
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Listing 2. Listing in C to produce a sierpinski curve.

/* Sierpinski- curve maker.
/* each side has this shape \
/* connection between them.
/•

main(argc,argv)
int argc;
char »argv[];
{

FILE »fopen();
char # plt;
int i ,z ,xO,yyO,n;
pit = n /dev/tty2";
fp = fopen(plt ,"w") ;

y = 0;
angle = 0;

dist = 0;

i = 0;
xpos = 0;
ypos = 0;

/• go to starting position

n= atoi(argv[ 1 ] )

;

h=H0/'l;
x0= 2*h;
yy0=3»h;
for( z=0; z<:ti;«z) I

i*+;
xO - xO -h;
h - h/2;
yyO = yyO h;

)

x = 0;

y = yyO;
penup( )

;

moveto(x ,y) ;

pendown( ) ;

sideKi) ;

x=x+h;
yry-h;
moveto(x ,y) ;

side2(i)
;

x=x-h;
y=y-h;
moveto(x ,y)

;

side3(D;
x=x-h;
yry+h;
moveto( x ,y)

;

sideU(i);
x=x+h;
y=y*h;
moveto(x ,y)

;

fclose( fp)

;

)

sidel
int i

I

(i)

if (i>0) I

sideKi-1) ;

x=x+h;
y=y-h;
moveto(x ,y)

;

side2(i-1) ;

•/

/ with a short •/
•/
•/

•/

)

side3(i)
int i

;

I

if

}

x=x+2»h;
moveto(x.y) ;

side«(i-1) ;

x=x+h;
y=y+h;
moveto(x ,y) ;

sideK i-1) ;

(i>0) {

side2(i-1) ;

xrx-h;
y=y-h;
moveto(x ,y)

;

side3(i-D ;

y: y-2»h;
moveto(x.y) ;

sideKi-1) ;

x=x+h;
y=y-h;
moveto(x ,y)

;

side2(i-1) ;

(i>0) {

side3U-D ;

x=x-h;
y=y+h;
moveto(x ,y) ;

side«( i-1) ;

x=x-2»h;
moveto(x ,y)

;

side2(i-1);
x=x-h;
y=y-h;
movetoCx ,y) ;

side3(i-D ;

)

sideU(i)
int i;

{

if (i>0) {

side«(i-1);
x=x+h;
y=y+h;
moveto(x ,y)

;

sidel ( i-1 )

;

y=y+2«h;
moveto(x ,y)

;

side3(i-D ;

isx-h;
y=y+h;
moveto(x ,y)

;

sidel(i-l) ;

UN

/*

H
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SWITCH-A-SLOT

The SWITCH-A-SLOT is an expansion chassis, which
allows the user to plug in up to four peripheral cards at one
lime One of these cards is selected for use. and only that
card draws power

This product is especially useful where the software
requires the printer to be in a particular slot, and the user
wishes to choose between two or more printers

• Allows up to tour peripheral cards to be plugged into one
peripheral slot

• User selects desired card by front panel rotary switch

• Only selected card draws power

• Plugs into any peripheral slot

• Saves wear and tear on delicate connectors

• 18 cable connects Switch-a-slot to computer

New— resistive terminations tor better response

$179.50 36" Cable $189.50

V
SWITCH A SLOT and EXTEND A SLOT work
well with all slow to medium speed cards,
such as Modems, Printers, Clock, 80 Column,
Music, etc. They are not recommended for

high speed data transfer devices such as disk
drive controllers, alternate processor, and
memory cards. These products may be incom-
patible with some alternate processor cards.

EXTEND-A-SLOT

The EXTEND-A-SLOT brings a slot outside your
APPLE™, allowing an easy change of cards The 18" flex

cable is long enough to allow placement of the card m a

convenient location The high quality connectors are

gold plated for reliability

The perfect accessory tor

Owners of large numbers of I/O expansion cards-
keep your frequently used cards installed Use the

EXTEND-A-SLOT for the others

Technicians—easy access to test points on accessory
cards under actual operating conditions

Experimenters— make easy changes to cards while

card is installed

EASY TO USE— just plug it in as you would any
expansion card, then plug your card in When you want to

change cards, do it easily outside the computer, without

the wear and tear on the computer expansion slot

$34.95

quikLoader"

Designee/ bv Jim Sether

SPEED
The quikLoader is the fastest way to load programs.

BAR NONE? Applesoft. Integer, or machine language
programs can be loaded in fractions of a second.

More importantly. DOS is instantly loaded every time

the computer is turned on. Integer is even loaded in

the language card. This process takes less than a

second, saving valuable time. The quikLoader operat-

ing system can keep track of over 250 programs
stored in PROMs (Programmable Read Only Memory).

The user simply transfers any of these programs to

PROM using the instructions packed with the unit,

and any PROM programmer, or we will provide thts

service.

CONVENIENCE
How many times have you started to work with a

frequently used program, only to find that you have

misplaced the disk, or worse, had the disk damaged,
or the dreaded "I/O ERROR" message flash on the

screen. With the quikLoader. these nightmares can

be a thing of the past. Frequently used programs are

available instantly when you need them, without

having to look for the disk, or hoping that the lengthy

disk loading procedure goes smoothly. If you do need
to use standard disks, the quikLoader even speeds up
that process. For example, to catalog a disk, just press

ctrl-C Reset. To run the "HELLO" program, press crtl-

H Reset Other "one-key" commands include entering

the monitor, booting the disk, calling up the mini-

assembler, etc. The major difference between the

quikLoader and the other ROM cards is the complete
operating system (in PROM) This enables you to get

the quikLoader catalog on the screen (by pressing

ctrl-G Reset), allowing you to see what programs are

available Loading or running of the desired program
requires one keypress Program parameters, such as
starting address and length of machine language
programs can be seen on the catalog screen, if

desired.

VERSATILE
The quikLoader will accept any of the popular PROMS
available on the market. 2716. 2732. 2764. 27128
and 27256. These types may be freely intermixed on
the card Long programs can take up more than one
PROM, or several short programs may be stored on
one PROM The quikLoader operating system even
handles multiple cards, so you can easily double or

triple the amount of PROM memory available The
ultimate memory capacity of one card is 256K. so

many frequently used programs and utilities can be
stored. We even start your library of programs with

the most popular utilities on the card. FID and
COPYA. Now. it you have to copy a disk, you don't

have to search for the master disk. You cjn start

copying within 3 seconds after turning on the
computer
INCREASED DISK CAPACITY
Since DOS is loaded from the quikLoader every time

the computer is turned on. it is not necessary to take

up valuable disk space with DOS. This will give you
more than 10% additional space for programs and
data on your disks.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The quikLoader plugs into any slot of the APPLE

] [
+

or He. If used in a
1
1+, a slightly modified 16K

memory card is required in slot A disk drive is

re.quired to save data.

,tfl BASIC FID arvl COPVA *!• (opv»gl"«cl programs olAPPlE
COMPUTER INC bcfi—d to Southern Cjl.lornu Krinnli Gfoup lo

' " um only to COtl lo*o>f

$179.50

NOW AVAILABLE FOR quikLoader
DOUBLE-TAKE By Beagle Bros. Inc.

COPY I PLUS By Central Point Software, Inc.

Moro Progntmt Coming Soon

ParJrJIe Adapple
GAME I/O ADAPTOR and EXTENDER

.'-,(Yk \<\.i>.

Works with all Apple compatible joysticks paddles and
other I/O devices

Select one of two devices or

Use 4 paddles simultaneously

Untque "Jumpers" socket allows you to configure to

meet your needs

BPC" users can have BPT" device and paddles plugged in

simultaneously (Paddle-Adapple and Paddle-Adapple
Combo only)

Gives you four push-button inputs

Supports shift key modification

Exchange X & Y joystick axis

Small and compact — adheres to computer with

supplied foam tape

All Strobes, annunciators and power available on all 16

pm connectors
<fc O Q Q *\

Supplied with 18 cable s>«c JJ.gJO

The Paddle-Adapple has two 16 pin sockets

The Paddle-Adapple " D" works with the subminiature
connectors

The Paddle-Adapple Combo has one 1 6 pm socket and
one submmtature D connector

D MAnual controller

See us at the Computer Expo — Portland, Oregon, June 14-17

SIX MONTH WARRANTY • TEN DAY RETURN PRIVILEGE
TOLL-FREE ORDER LINES

in CA (800) 821-0774

(800) 635-8310
all other stales (Including AK HI VI APR)

Information a technical questions (60S) 685-1931

Available at your local dealer or direct from:

So. Calif. Reaearch Group
P.O. Box 2231-

C

Goleta.CA 93118
(805) 685-1931
VISA. MASTERCARD accepted i eaaaeo

Add $2 50 lor shipping
SS 00 outside U.S.A. A
Canada. CA add lai-
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Plots
I i

Plotters
Since this issue of Creative Computing

is devoted largely to graphics, it seemed
appropriate for our Print About Printers

column to become Plots About Plotters.

We performed in-depth evaluations of
two plotters, an eight-pen unit from Ro-
land, and a single-pen unit from Enter
Computer. The Roland unit is very simi-

lar to their one-pen plotter and our com-
ments apply to both units. Enter
Computer recently introduced a six-pen

plotter; we have included it in the chart
and have some comments about it, but
we did not do a hands-on evaluation.

Of the many plotters we have eval-

uated over the years, seven are still the

current models. Question to readers:

would you like a roundup of these and
all other currently available plotters in a
future issue? More than just specifica-

tions, this would include our impressions
and, in two cases, results from long-term
use (sort of a 24,000-mile evaluation).

Roland X-Y Plotters
Roland DG Corp. manufactures two

plotters, the DXY-800 (eight pens) and
DXY-101 (one pen), specifically for use
with microcomputers. Unique among
small plotters, the units can be used in

either a horizontal or vertical position.

We tested the DXY-800; however, most
of our comments apply to both units.

Out of the Box
Packed with the plotter are eight col-

ored pens, four pen holders (for standard
nylon-tip pens), a stand (to hold the
plotter in a vertical position), a power
supply, and a manual. The only thing
not included are an interface cable and
paper.

David H. Ahl

The plotter measures 17" x 19.5" x 3";

an external power supply has two cables,

one to the plotter and one to the outlet.

In the horizontal position, the plotter

occupies 16" x 20" of desk space; using

the heavy wire stand to put the plotter in

a vertical position, the footprint shrinks

to 10" x 20".

The largest paper accepted is 420 x

297mm (apparently a standard Euro-
pean size). The corresponding U.S.

dimensions are 16.5" x 1 1.7"; the nearest

standard size in the U.S. is 17" x II".

Although the manual seems to
suggest that plots can be drawn on the

entire 420 x 297mm surface of the paper,

this is not the case. The maximum area

for plotting is 350 x 260mm (approx.
13.8" x 10.2"). The DXY-101 has a
maximum x dimension of 370mm
(14.6").

Roland DXY-800 plotter can operate in a
near vertical position.

Two convenient magnetic strips hold

the paper in place on the right and left.

For large plots we would have appre-

ciated additional strips for the top and
bottom. These are available as extra cost

options, although we found that mask-
ing tape worked just fine.

On the back of the plotter (assuming
horizontal placement) are several con-
nectors and switches. The plotter can ac-

cept input through a parallel

(Centronics) or serial RS-232 port. For
serial operation, DIP switches are used

to select the baud rate, parity, data bits,

and stop bits. We tried both interfaces

and had no problems with either one.

A push button off/on power switch is

found on the back. In addition, at the

top right of the plotter bed are two other

switches (Pen Up/Pen Down and
Home) and two LEDs (Power On and
Pen Up).

Figure I. Portion of a Sierpinsky curve

done on the Roland DXY-800. Only the

print statements had to be changed in

the program originally written for the

Houston Instruments DMP-29.
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You imagine

and a cast appears on the screen

You compose

and music and sound are heard

You direct

and an original story unfolds

You are a MovieMaker."

Creative Pastimes:

Software as unique as you are.
Ijiok for Creative Pastimes Software in y<rur favorite hx>k or computer store. You'U find it's suitable for all ages,

and compatible with most popular home computers. For more information call us at (800) 336-0338.

Or write Resum Computer Group, APrentice-HattCompany, 1 1480 Sunset Hills Road, Reston, Virginia 22090.

MovieMaker is a registered trademark of Interactive Picture Systems, Inc.

*
The

Dolphin's Pearl

MovieMaker

m
Middle of the

Road Lizard
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THE PERSONAL PRINTER BUILT
LIKE A SHERMAN TANK

PERFORMS LIKE A STRADIVARIUS.

A Tough Act To Follow. Frankly,

an Okidata printer is the best printer

on the market today. Why? We pack
more performance features per dol-

lar into our dot matrix printers than

anybody. Bar none. Data processing

at speeds from 80 to an incredible

350 characters per second. Excep-
tional letter quality printing at three

times the speed of most daisywheels.

Draft and color printing. High resolu-

tion all points addressable graphics

for charts, graphs, illustrations and
photos. Even alternate character sets

for self-designed typefaces and sym-
bols. (Print a G-clef. if you like.)

Long-Term Engagement. Our high

performers are the most reliable

printers available, with rugged steel

frames, laser-welded parts, and a

print head (the most vital part of all)

so strong we guarantee it for up to

one full year. No wonder our warran-

ty claim rate leads the industry at less

than '/2%.

Perfect Harmony With Your
Computer. Every Okidata printer

works in concert with the major
names in personal computers. Better

and faster, in fact, than the major
computer name printers. (Which, by
the way. aren't even made by the

major computer companies.)

Best Selection. Right Price. No-
body offers you a better choice.

There are eight Okidata printers in all.

ranging in price from $299 to $2995.

suggested retail. Suggest you call us

at l-800-OKIDATA. In New lersey.

(609) 235-2600. Or write OKIDATA.
Mt. Laurel. NJ 08054.

**S

OKIDATA^^ an OKI AMERICA company
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Plots About Plotters, continued.

Pen holders hold active pens while pens
(with their caps on) can be stored on the

receptacles to the left.

Eight pen holders are at the top left of

the plotter bed. Each one holds a Roland
pen or a standard pen holder. We tried a

Pilot Razor Point pen with good results,

although we can't see any reason not to

use the included pens. Included colors

are black, red, blue, green, pink, orange,

purple, and brown.
Plotting is accomplished by means of

a vertical bar which moves from right to

left with a pen holder that moves up and
down along the bar. Step size is 0.1mm
(0.004") and repetitive accuracy is

0.3mm (0.012"); in actual use, we found

the plotter performed well within this

limit, even with pen changes to other

colors.

Like other plotters, the DXY-800 is

fairly noisy in operation, particularly

when making a series of small steps or

pen up/pen down movements.

Drawing Commands
The plotter recognizes 20 commands.

All commands are a single letter, al-

though all but one require one or more
arguments. Home (H) is the only single

letter command; it moves the pen to the

0.0 position.

Two commands, Draw (pen down)
and Move (pen up), cause the pen to

move to a position specified by x-y co-

Roland DXY-8B0 Plotter
Creative Computing Evaluation
Figure 3. Sample print in size 3 (2.8mm
high); maximum letter size is 11.2 mm
(approx. 0.44").

<J>[I]AXCDXW)K
Figure 4. Centering marks in size 12 (5.2mm square).

Figure 2. Rotating cone drawn with a
nine-line program from page 27 of the

Roland manual.

ordinates. As there is no scaling, these

coordinates must be specified in integers

representing 0. 1mm (max. 3500 x 2600).

The Increment command draws an in-

cremental distance from the last pen po-
sition; the Relative command performs
the same operation with the pen up.

The Line command draws solid or
dashed lines with variable spacing. The
Axis command draws hash marks along
an x or y axis.

A group of four commands is used to

draw alphanumeric characters and ten

graph symbols in any of 15 different

sizes (0.7 to 11.2mm high) and four

directions (0, 90, 180, 270 degrees).

A group of four commands is used to

Figure 5. Figure was drawn with a five-

line program; circular division lines of
any length can be drawn with a single

command.

draw circles and arcs in either absolute

or relative locations. Arc angles are

specified in degrees rather than
radians—a welcome feature. On the

other hand, these commands can draw
only circles (or portions) and not ellipses

(which are possible on some other plot-

ters). A related command is "K" which
draws division lines (like hash marks) in

a circular pattern.

Finally, the "T" command draws
hatching (series of slanted lines for shad-

ing enclosed areas) within any defined

rectangular area.

This is a comprehensive command set,

although compared to a plotter such as

the Houston Instruments DMP-29, the

Rear panel includes serial and parallel connectors, DIP switchesfor setting serial

protocols, and power switch.

Two indicators and switches are to

the upper right of the plotting bed.
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INCREASE YOUR TIMEX-SINCIAIR ENJOYMENT

MMM
FOR THE

BY ROBERT MAUNDER
aven the most sea

soned computer
professional will "~

admit to enjoying
j

computer games,
and the selec-

tions in CREA-
TIVE GAMES
FOR THE i

TIMEX-
SINCLAIR J
2068 are a
mix ofcom-
pletely original

games as well as some
old favorites.

Over 21 games, includ-

ing number, simulations,

dice, card and grid games
are introduced to allow
you to use your Timex-
Sinclair 2068 more fully,

whether you're a first

timer or an experienced
user.

For beginners, there is a
simple guide to entering

: /

programs, and each pro-

gram is clearly presented
with detailed instructions.

Advanced users
will find

com-
plete

pro-

gram
design
meth-
ods,
with
each
game
program
explained

and documented fully, in-

cluding programming
techniques and notes. You

will progress from just

playing games to under-
standing their structures,

modifying them and
creating your own.
CREATIVE GAMES

FOR THE TIMEX-SIN-
CLAIR 2068 is a self con-
tained guide, allowing
you to enjoy your color

computer, while learning
to use it more extensively.

Order your copy today!

Card No.

CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS
Dept.MD7F, 39 East Hanover Avenue, Morris Plains, NJ 07950

Please send me CREATIVE GAMES FOR THE TIMEX-
SINCLAIR 2068 at $7.95* plus $2.00 postage and handling each.
Outside USA add $3.00 per order. #2T.

Payment enclosed $ * Residents of CA, NJ and
NY State add applicable sales tax.

D Charge my:
American Express Visa MasterCard

($10. minimum for charge and phone orders.)

Jixp. Date

Signature

Mr./Mrs./Ms.

Address

City

(please print name in full)

Zip_

Send me a FREE Creative Computing Press Catalog.

For faster service, PHONE TOLL FREE
1-800-631-8112
(In NJ only call 201-540-0445]

Also available in your local bookstore or computer store.



Plots About Plotters, continued...

Roland DXY units are "missing" sev-

eral useful commands. Lacking, for

example, are commands to reset the

plotter, draw ellipses, draw different

types of lines (other than solid and
dashed), do scaling, change the pen
speed, change the step size, and connect

points of an irregular curve. Even with-

out these commands, the Roland plot-

ters are quite versatile; nevertheless,

certain types of plots will require more
programming than they would using a

plotter with more built-in "intelligence."

Documentation
The Roland plotter comes with a 31-

page manual which we rank as

adequate—no more, no less. As far as

interfacing, if you are connecting the

plotter to an Apple, TRS-80, or IBM PC
with standard parallel interface, the

instructions are complete. (Actually,

they are fine for a parallel connection to

any computer, although only the above

three are mentioned.) If you plan to use

a serial interface, the manual provides

the necessary information, although it is

quite technical. IBM PC and Apple ca-

ble connections are given, but no others.

Seven pages of the manual are devoted

to a short description of each command
along with a short program listing and a

sample plot. Our applause to Roland for

including this detail, something sadly

lacking in the documentation of nearly

every other plotter we have evaluated.

One-half a page is devoted to describ-

ing the printer mode (using the plotter to

print text); we found it inadequate. We
also felt that the single page devoted to

error indication and recovery could have

been expanded.

Good Price Performance
While the Roland DXY-800 does not

have all the features of some other plot-

ters, neither is it as expensive. Indeed, in

the under $1000 price range, the DXY-
800 is one of the few plotters able to

handle 11" x 17" paper and eight pens.

The pen holders for standard pens are a

nice plus as are the built-in parallel and
serial interfaces. Furthermore, with the

upright stand, it has the smallest foot-

print of any unit that can handle II" x

17" paper. We can't attest to its longev-

ity, although it appears to be ruggedly

built. The bottom line: for under S1000,

the Roland DXY-800 is an excellent

buy.

For business graphics, Roland offers a

comprehensive software package which
automatically produces line, bar, and pie

charts according to your specifications.

Furthermore, it has the capability to

read files from popular spreadsheet

packages and graph the data. This pack-

age sells for $375. When it was first in-

troduced in April, Roland offered an
attractive package price which included

both the plotter and software; you might
want to ask your dealer if this is still

available.
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Sweet-P Model 100

The Sweet-P Model 100 "Personal

Plotter" by Enter Computer Inc. is one
of the smallest units on the market. It

achieves its compactness by means of a

novel plotting mechanism that moves
the paper back and forth on precision

rollers while moving the pen from side

to side. As a result, it occupies only 14"

x 9" of desk space, but can produce plots

on 8'/2
" x 11" paper.

Complete As It Comes
The Sweet-P plotter comes complete

with everything needed for immediate
operation: manual, 12 colored pens,

interface cable, packet of paper, and disk

of software (for Apple or IBM PC). Al-

though the plotter is supplied with either

Apple or IBM PC cable and software, it

will work with any computer. In some
cases you may have to use a different ca-

ble. The plotter comes with a parallel

interface only.

Hint: the Apple cable will work with

TRS-80 Model 100 and NEC 8201 note-

book portables while the IBM cable will

work with any computer with a DB-29
connector (RS-232 type) on the parallel

output port. It would have been useful if

Enter had made available a cable for the

plotter with a standard Centronics

connector for use with the many
computers that have this connector.

As mentioned, the plotter is very com-
pact. In operation, however, you must
provide sufficient space in the front (5")

and rear (6") for the paper to slide back

and forth.

Under normal circumstances, most
users will use 8'/2

" x 11" paper. How-
ever, the mechanism is su(Jh that it can

accommodate roll or fanfold paper

(8'/2
" wide). Active plot dimensions, no

matter what length paper is being used,

are 7.35" x 10". Step size is 0.004" and
there are 2500 steps in the X direction

and 1838 steps in the Y direction.

The paper is held in place by two rub-

ber rollers at either end of the platen.

We found the mechanism was equally

adept at handling 50# coated stock,

projector transparencies, and light

layout board.

A rocker power switch is found on the

left rear of the unit while a small green

LED at the left front indicates when the

plotter is on. On a sloping surface at the

right are 12 touch sensitive switches.

Nine of these switches control pen po-

sition and movement: pen up and down,
move to upper right or lower left, move
in one of the four directions, and accel-

erate pen speed, pausk suspends plot-

ting activity and moves the paper out to

full view position; pens may be changed
at this time. SELF TEST runs a test plot,

and pi:n DELAY causes a pen drop delay

required by some commercial pens.

Four pens are furnished in one packet

(black, red, blue, and green), and eight

more (no duplicate colors) are in the

support pack which also includes 100

sheets of smooth finish paper.

In operation, the paper moves back
and forth, and the pen from side to side.

Step size, distance accuracy, and repet-

itive accuracy are all 0.004". Default pen
speed is 5.7" per second, close to the

maximum of 6" /sec. For certain types of

plots, a slower speed is preferable; the

Sweet-P has 16 speeds from 1.4" /sec. to
6" /sec.

Sweet-P plotter from Enter Computer Inc
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Plots About Plotters, continued...

Making a Plot
As mentioned above, the Sweet-P

plots points from to 2500 in the X
direction and from to 1838 in the Y
direction. Points can vary between
-32,768 and +32,768 without causing
errors which, in the case of plotting cer-

tain mathematical functions, simplifies

the programming somewhat.
Commands are issued to the plotter in

LPRINT statements. The plotter rec-

ognizes 19 commands, all of which con-
sist of two letters; 15 require one or
more arguments.

Basic plotting is done with the Draw
(pen down) and Move (pen up) com-
mands. These commands can specify an
absolute x,y location or a location rel-

ative to the last pen position. A related

command is Line which draws one or
more lines between series of coordinates.

Another related command is Point

which moves the pen from its current
position to a specified coordinate and
makes a point mark.
Three commands control the pen: Pen

Up, Pen Down, and Velocity (sets the

pen speed).

The Reset command reinitializes the
plotter and causes all settings to return
to their default values. Home returns the

pen to the home (0,0) position. Page
Length sets the page length to any value
between 1" and 121"; the default value is

11".

The Text command draws alpha-

numeric characters (numbers, letters,

symbols) starting at the current pen po-
sition. The normal text delimiter (marks
beginning and end of text) is a semi-
colon; this delimiter can be changed
with the Text Delimiter command. Text
can be drawn in any of 255 sizes from
0.08" high to 20.4" high and in any of
the four directions (0, 90, 180, 270 de-

grees). We can't see too much use for

very large characters, particularly since

Figure 6. This graph was easily produced
with an eight-line program.

they won't even fit on the paper.

The Mark command draws a specified

character centered around the current

pen position. This is useful to define

points on a graph although, unlike many
other plotters, there is no special set of
graph symbols, only the standard ASCII
symbols.

Two commands, Axis X and Axis Y,
draw lines along the positive X or Y axis

with hash marks spaced at specified

intervals.

This set of commands includes several

not found on other plotters; conversely,

the Sweet-P lacks some commands
found on other units. Most notable of

the "missing" commands are those to

draw circles, ellipses, and arcs; connect

the points of an irregular curve; draw
dashed and dotted lines; do hatching or

shading; and perform automatic scaling.

All of these things can be done by
programming, although calculating cir-

cles and arcs can be quite cumbersome
and messy.

Making up for the lack of these com-
mands for some applications is the in-

cluded disk of software (Apple or IBM
PC and compatibles). This disk includes

five demonstration programs, useful

mainly for looking at the programming
involved to produce the sample plots.

Also on the disk are three graphing pro-

grams to produce line, bar, and pie

charts automatically. There is also a bio-

rhythm program and a tutorial which
repeats the programming examples in

the manual.

Documentation
The 48-page Operator's Manual is di-

vided into nine sections, five of which
consist of just a page or two. The first

long section describes unpacking,

sw p p ~\ p p

Figure 7. Sample print in size 7 (0.56" high); letters can be over 20" high.

J -•$%«' ()# + .-./01 23456789: :<->?•

Figure 8. Numbers and symbols in character size 1 (0.08" high).

I LOWER \A
LEFT f^

^TuPPFJM PEW 1

F| *KiHT 1 DELAY

u -1ST 1 ^^1 PAUSE 1

PEIlfi
up Y\

fc PEN T SELF 1

W\ DOWN 1 TEST 1

Rollers move the paper back and forth and the pen moves from side to side. Touch panel on right has 12 plotter

controls.
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MBA

Integrated, Printegrated.

Now, translate your integrated soft-

ware into integrated hard copy, with

the TI OMNI 800" Model 855
printer. So versatile, it combines let-

ter-quality print, draft-quality print

and graphics as no other printer can.

It prints letter-quality twice as fast

as comparably priced daisy wheel
printers, yet gives you characters just

as sharp, just as clear.

It prints rough drafts ten times faster

than daisy wheel printers . . . faster

than most any other dot matrix printer.

Only the TI 855 has snap-in font

modules. Just touch a button; change
your typestyle. The 855 gives you
more typestyles to choose from than
ordinary dot matrix printers. It

makes them quicker, cleaner, easier

to access than any other dot matrix

or daisy wheel printer.

The 85 5 's pie charts are rounder. .

.

all its graphics are sharper than on
other dot matrix printers, because the

TI 855 prints more dots per inch. As
for daisy wheel printers. . . no graphics.

TheTI855
Printer

The printer for all major PC's

For under $1,000 you get twice the

performance of typical dot matrix

printers. Or all the performance of a

daisy wheel printer, and then some,
for half the price.

So get the best of all printers, and
get optimum results from your inte-

grated software. With the TI 855.

See it at your nearest authorized

TI dealer. Or call toll-free:

1-800-527-3500. Or write Texas

Instruments Incorporated, P.O.

Box 402430, Dept. DPF-182CC,
Dallas, Texas 75240. .

Texas ^
Instruments

Creating useful products

and services for you.

OMNI 800 u a trademark of Texas Instruments Incorporated

Copyright © 1944 Texas Instruments Incorporated. 276)-36



ANNOUNCING
A LIBRARY OF SOFTWARE PROGRAMS FOR APPLE II, IH; lie COMPUTERS

Now you can build a library of programs for your
Apple at a fraction of the usual cost

Each issue of A+Disk
Magazine provides you
with up to 8 programs for
as little as $3.00 each.

A+ DISK MAGAZINE is making it

easier than ever before to build a

library ofcomputer software for

your Apple II series microcomputer.

Because now you can save over $60
on the programs you need to

expand the use ofyour personal
computer. Issue after issue,

A+DISK MAGAZINE gives you

business and finance aids, utilities,

subroutines, games, home and
personal applications ... all for as

little as $3 per program.
And when you consider that

many oftoday's most popular
programs sell for $50, $60, $80
and more, your savings can be
enormous . . . much more than the

cost ofyour subscription to A+ DISK
MAGAZINE.

Along with your subscription to
A+ DISK MAGAZINE, you'll receive

! A. DISKM
"•* &

^m
AV-5
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jp to 8 thoroughly-tested, u ^dy-

to-runprogramsandfilesona
floppy disk. Complete with compre-
hensive, illustrated User Manual,
VI- DISK MAGAZINE is easy,

efficient, and very economical.
Here'sjust a sampling ofwhat

you can expect in every issue:

Programming tools: Create

cross-reference listings for your

BASIC programs. Use your text edi-

toron your BASIC programs.
Convert data between BASIC and
VISICALC* formats.

Business and finance aids:

Compute loan payment tables.

Calculate the Present Value and
Internal Rate ofReturn for your
investments. VISICALCtemplates
for Real Estate, Lease/Purchase

and Tax Shelter analysis. Create

advanced pie, bar and line chart

graphics.

Home/personal applica-
tions: Whether you need your
own income tax return helper . .

.

a personal cash flow analyzer . .

.

a speed reading trainer . . . proven
ways to maintain a mailing list ... or

SAT test preparation aids, A+ DISK
MAGAZINE has it all.

Utilities and diagnostics:

A+ DISK MAGAZINE shows you

how to use your Apple to simulate

a conversational terminal with

control ofd isk or pr inter logging . .

.

print graphics, screen images on
your printer . . . backup, copy, delete,

un-delete or type files with simple

menu commands . . . plus more.

Data riles: From tax tables, to

population statistics, from dictio-

naries to economic times series,

A+ DISK MAGAZINE involves you
as never before.

Games: Adventures! Strategies!

Test your skill, intelligence and luck.

The latest software
developments at your
fingertips for a fraction of
the cost.

There's no need to type listings into

your computer. With A+ DISK
MAGAZINE, all you do is boot the

disk and go! The accompanying
User Manual explains everything in

clear, easy-to-understand terms. So
you'll be able to run the programs as

soon as you receive your first issue

ofA+ DISK MAGAZINE.

Subscribe to
A+Disk magazine and
save over $60
with this

Introductory Offer!

rA^bTsK"
I

M
RQ Box 5925
Cherry Hill. NJ 08034

| YCO Please accept
I CO my subscription

I to A+DISK MAGAZINE for:

Name

Program Submissions
Ifyou wish to submit a program for

inclusion in future issues, please

write to: A+ DISK MAGAZINE,
Author Submissions, One Park
Avenue, New York, N.Y 10016.

Guarantee
• All programs are fully tested and
guaranteed to run. Damaged or

faulty disks will be replaced at no
charge.

• Ifyou wish to cancel a subscrip-

tion, simply return the most recent

disk in its sealed package and you
will receive a full refund for this

copy and all unmailed issues.

Product Specifications
Programs will run on Apple II

series computers using Apple DOS
3.3 and require a minimum of48K.
Most programs will be written in

Applesoft Basic—however some
machine language code may be

used.

Programs and documentation
are copyrighted by Ziff-Davis

PublishingCompany. All rights of
reproduction in all forms and
media strictly reserved.

A-rDISK
LOAMANAOTZM
COMfVTtt 10«T

MMONSrtAnON CONVHTl
Aiarof

D I issue

for $34.95

(Prepayment
Only)

D 3 issues

for $84.

I SAVE $20.00!

D 6 issues

for $149

I SAVE $60.00!

Address

City _ State _ -Zip-

Check one: Pay merit enclosed* Bill me
Charge my* :D American Express DVisa MasterCard

Credit Card No. Exp. Date

*I0% discount for cash or credit card orders—U.S. only.

MAIL NO-RISK COUPON TODAY—AND SAVE UP TO 34%!
Canadian and foreign orders shipped via Air Primed Matter onl>: add $5 per issue

and include payment with order in US. funds.

808H278



Panasonic
Printers.

We help you
get it out of
your system.

Panasonic can help you get the maximum performance
from your computer system. The computer has the cap-
abilities you need, but to get the most out of the system,
a quality professional printer is vital.

And that's a Panasonic printer

Look to Panasonic for a full line of printers, compatible
with most popular computer systems. They feature
speeds of up to 180cps, correspondence and near- letter

quality, graphics capabilities, bi-directional printing with
logic-seeking capabilities, proportional printing, carriages
accepting paper 4" to 15" wide, cartridge ribbons, and
adjustable tractor and friction feeds.

At Panasonic, we're very serious about the perfor-

mance of our printers. Their reliability and our extensive

SEEUSATNCC LAS VfcGAS SHOW BOOTH l

service network are a direct result of ourcommitment to

quality. We offer a one-year limited warranty*, a nation-

wide regional technical support network, and a toll free

number. When you use a Panasonic printer, you have an
established high tech manufacturer behind you.

It's our business to offer you high quality peripherals -

printers, computer displays, plotters, and data entry ter-

minals. Find out how Panasonic can help you get it out of

your system. Contact: Computer Products Division,

Panasonic Industrial Company, Division of Matsushita
Electric Corporation of America, One Panasonic Way,
Secaucus, N.J. 07094. Call TOLL FREE 800-222-0584,
in New Jersey (201) 348-5337.

Panasonic
Industrial Company
CIRCLE 153 ON READER SERVICE CARD

i Year Limit

Atlanta HA - 14041 Q?5-fiR30 Chicaao IL - (31 21 364-7900 Dallas TX



Plots About Plotters, continued.

Roland and Sweet-P Plotters

Roland Roland Sweet-P Sweet-P
DXY-101 DXY-800 Model 100 Six-Shooter

Number of pens 1 8 1 6
Paper size II x 17" 11 x 17" 8.5 x 11" 11 x 17"

Plotting area 10.2 x 14.6" 10.2 x 13.8" 7.35 x 10" 10.2 x 16.1"

Resolution 0.004" 0.004" 0.004" 0.004"

Repetition accuracy 0.012" 0.004"

Different pen 0.012" 0.008"

'lotting velocity (max.) 7.1 "/see. 7.1 "/see-. 6*/sec. 14"/sec.

Character height 0.028" 0.028" 0.08" 0.08"

(smallest, largest) 0.441" 0.441" 20.4" 20.4"

Applications software IBM PC IBM PC IBM PC- (from third

available for Apple II parly suppliers)

Parallel interface Centronics Centronics Standard Centronics

Serial interface RS-232 RS-232 None RS-232
Digitizer mode No No No Yes
Dimensions (w.d.h) 19.5 x 17x3" 19.5 X 17x3" 14 x 8.5 x 3" 18 x 11.5x3.2"
Price $750 $995 $795 $1095
Manufacturer Roland DG Corp. Knter Computer Inc.

7200 Dom inion Circle 6867 Nancy Ridge Dr.

Los Angel es. CA 90040 San Dieg< . CA 92121

(213) 6X5-5141 (619)450-0601

connecting, and setting up the plotter. It

is well-illustrated with photos and
diagrams and leaves nothing to the

imagination.

A thorough description of the com-
mands, complete with many sample pro-

grams and plots, is included in a 22-page
section—one of the best we have ever

seen. A similarly comprehensive section

describes the contents and use of the

demonstration/programming disk.

The shorter sections cover trouble-

shooting, maintenance, specifications,

and warranty. A two-page Quick Ref-

erence Guide gives a summary of the

plotter commands, conversion table

(plotter units, inches, millimeters), and
default settings.

Meeting Your Needs
We feel the Sweet-P Model 100 will

meet the demands of the majority of

people for basic business graphics. The
plotter is less suitable for mathematics
and engineering applications because of

the 8'/2
" x II" paper size and the lack of

circle/arc commands. Its remarkable
compactness means it can be easily car-

ried around; it fits nicely in an attache

case.

Enhancing the suitability of the

Sweet-P for business applications is the

New Six-Shooter plotter handles 11" x IT paper and has 19 character sets built in.

R.A.S IN (28 I

A^U
r.2.SINO )-C0S<2XI

Figure 9. Demo from included software
disk.

Presentation Package, a $90 kit which
includes 25 pieces of transparency film,

25 frames, and two sets of four colored

transparency pens.

In addition to the software disk in-

cluded, several third party software
publishers produce software that can
take advantage of the Sweet-P features.

Couple all of these factors with its mod-
est $795 price tag, and the Sweet-P
Model 100 definitely goes on our
recommended list.

A New Entry From Enter
One step up from the Sweet-P Model

100 is the new Six-Shooter Model 600
plotter from Enter Computer. We did

not test this plotter; however, its

specifications look most impressive.

It has both parallel and serial inter-

faces, and a six-pen rotary penholder,

and can handle 11" x 17" paper. It has
an impressive list of 54 commands
including ones for automatic scaling,

drawing arcs and circles, shading rectan-

gles and wedges, and selecting alter-

native character sets (19 of which are

built in). In addition to responding to

these commands (called the Sweet-P
Graphics Language), the Six-Shooter

also responds to the instructions for the

Hewlett Packard 7470 and several other

HP plotters. As a result, there should be
a fair amount of third party software im-
mediately available for this unit.

Moreover, an additional 12 com-
mands allow the unit to be used as a
digitizer. At just $1095, the Six-Shooter

certainly warrants your careful
consideration.
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John J. Anderson

Say yo ho, Commodorians. Hope you
are getting the most of the early summer,
and not spending every sunny, beautiful

day cooped up inside. At least bring your

C-64 out into the back yard or onto the

fire escape. Or get a really long extension

cord and bring it to the beach.

Don't take it in the water though. Com-
puters can't swim.

I have received a batch of letters from
new users telling me not to take them—
beginners— for granted. Well let me tell

you, I never thought I had. But I guess it

must be true that some people get left

behind when I move from easy stuff to

tough stuff so quickly.

There is always so much to say, and so

little room in which to say it.

Beginners, take heart. What follows is

just for you. Warm up your machines and
get ready to learn something fun.

Beginner's Rainbow
New owners of C-64s should type in the

very short program that appears here as

Listing 1. Figure 1 shows all the graphics

characters of the program, and how to

get them to appear on your computer. So
typing the listing shouldn't be too hard.

Figure I.

f
Character

Color Keypress

fcTKfl==rn

a
a
a
u
K
O
B
K
I
C

B=€U
SHUdark grey —

medium grey Bl=f 5 I

light green B=HT]
ugM Mue ni=rn
light grey B=Q]

Listing I. 1 REM PROGRAM 1

2 REM BEGINNER'S RAINBOW
3 REM ALSO GOOD FOR ADJUSTING MONITOR
4 REM
5 POKE 5328 1,1: POKE 53280,1
10 FOR X=l TO 23
20 print" ma s y :: a n n u
30 NEXT

3 O 11 M k U 3
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Listing 2.

1 REM PROGRAM 2
2 REM EASY ANIMATED GRAPHICS
3 REM
4 REM
5 POKE 5328 1,0: POKE 53280,0
10 print" ma s a :: m
20 GOTO 10

I U 3 'J m t a a

Listing 3.

1 REM PROGRAM 3
2 REM ANOTHER EXAMPLE
3 REM
4 REM
10 PRINT"^ m a
20 GOTO 10

Listing 4.

1 REM
2 REM
2 REM
4 REM
10 PRINT
20 GOTO 10

PROGRAM 4
YET ANOTHER EXAMPLE

13381 a * s s VW/.V.VA

and will give you practice typing special

graphics characters.

Run the program. You get a neat rain-

bow test pattern in all 16 of the colors the

C-64 is capable of displaying.

Now let's take a look at how the pro-

gram works. Line 5 turns the entire screen,

background and border, to white. Line 10

is the first part of a FOR/NEXT loop,

which tells the computer it will be counting

from 1 to 23.

By sticking a command or commands
in between the FOR and the NEXT state-

ments, we can make the computer exe-

cute these instructions however many times

we like. Here, we have said to count from
1 to 23, and then inserted a PRINT state-

ment between the FOR and the NEXT
statements.

Pretend that you are the computer for

a second and trace the program through

an imaginary run. First you are told to

count from 1 to 23. The first time through,

X will equal one, until you see the NEXT
statement, which tells you to count again.

But before you see the NEXT state-

ment, you are told by line 20 to PRINT
something. Reverse is turned on, which

prints in the inverse mode, and the cursor

color is switched through every possibility.

So you print that line to the screen.

Then you encounter the NEXT state-

ment in line 30. That says to go back to

line 10 and count. This time through the

loop X will equal 2. You print line 20

again, then NEXT tells you to return to

line 10 again and increase the count by

one.

The process happens again and again,

until the value of X reaches 23. Then the

FOR/NEXT loop terminates, and the pro-

gram ends.

Easiest Animated Graphics
in the Universe

Big deal, right? A rainbow test pattern.

Wonderful (yawn).

Aha, we have just begun. Time to pull

a really neat trick out of the hat. Try this:

put a semicolon after the final quote in

the PRINT statement— line 20 in Listing

1. Witness the result by running the

program.
Originally, each time through the loop,

the program printed line 20 on a new
screen line, making an ordered test pattern.

By putting a semicolon in after the final

quote in line 20, you command the com-
puter to start the next print line right

where the last one left off. Instead of

each print line in the loop starting off on
the lefthand side, they start right at the

point where the last one ended. Our test

pattern becomes a diagonal mosaic pattern.

By taking things one step further, we
can obtain very pleasing animated ab-

stract patterns with hardly any effort at

all. Try Listing 2 on for size.

This program is very much like the one
we have just examined— the print line is

just the same, with the addition of the

semicolon at the very end. However, the

screen has now been turned totally black

by line 5, and the FOR/NEXT loop has

been replaced by an endless GOTO loop.

When we run the program, the color

bars print continuously, until we press

the RUN/STOP key. As the bars print to

the bottom of the screen, the print scrolls

upward. The effect is a looping cascade

of color. Let's see any other computer do
this quite so easily or in so few lines of

code. That is a special advantage of your
C-64's design philosophy.

You can harness the power of scrolling

PRINT statements to sophisticated effect.

By inserting graphics characters in RVS
mode, you can create textures and patterns.

The programs themselves can be very

short; you can, in fact, fit them on a

single program line. Listings 3 and 4 will

help you get started.

Using FOR/NEXT loops, you can stack

print lines in a single program to move
through different patterns at whatever rate

you desire. Listing 5 shows you how.

In Listing 5 each FOR/NEXT loop runs

through a different pattern, then moves
on to the next. These loops are enclosed

within a GOTO loop, which starts every-

thing over again. See how easy it is to

nest loops? There's nothing to it.
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Commodore's Port, continued...

Listing 5.

1 REM PROGRAM 5
2 REM LOOPING THROUGH
3 REM ANIMATED PATTERNS
4 REM
10 FOR X=l TO 100
20 PRINT ' ail I I I I I I I I IH | | | IMI | | | | 111 I I I I IUI I I I I

30 FOR X=l TO 100

50 FOR X=l TO 100
60 print " j^-, -,-,-,-, ah -.-.-.-.n-n-n-M-i^mimmwaw^i i

70 GOTO 10

Listing 6.

1 REM PROGRAM 6
2 REM FLASHING THE BACKGROUND
3 REM DURING EASY ANIMATION
4 REM
10 FOR X=l TO 100
15 POKE 53281 ,X

20 PRINT " ai l | | | | | | | | |H I I M MI I I I I IWI I I I I IUI I I I I

30 FOR X=l TO 100
35 POKE 53231 ,X

50 FOR X=l TO 100
55 POKE 53281 ,X
60 print H

a«-,-,-1 -,-,»,-,-,-,-,k.i-i-n-i-nmm^i^T«am^ii
70 GOTO 10

I I I IBI I IS"; :NEXT

n-ni-m

" ; : NEXT

I I I IDI I i*"; :NEXT

; : NEXT

i NEXT

Listing 7.

1 REM PROGRAM 7
2 REM FLASHING THE BACKGROUND
3 REM AT A MORE REASONABLE RATE
4 REM
10 X=X+1
20 IF X>20 THEN Y=Y+

1

23 IF X>20 THEN X=0
25 IF Y>15 THEN Y=0
30 PRiNT-anni wmm is mu
40 POKE 5328 1 ,Y
50 GOTO 10

Want your abstract to go truly nuts?

POKE the value of X into the background
location each time through the loop. Add
the statement POKE 53281,X as lines 15,

35, and 55 in the program above. The
result is Listing 6.

Talk about psychedelic! It's hard to

watch that program run for long. A calmer
multicolor background is preferable in

the long run.

Listing 7 is one to experiment with.

Here we have taken the concept of the

counter and put it to use. We have set up
a counting GOTO loop, using IF/THEN
statements to keep the values of X and Y
trimmed to our requirements. We have
set up two counters—and one lives inside

the other. As we move through the loop,

Y counts by 1 only after X has counted

by 20. This is all there is to nesting loops.

If we were to POKE location 53281

with the value of X instead of Y, the

background color would change as fast

as it did in our psychedelic program. But
Y counts more slowly, allowing the back-

ground color to change at a much more
restful pace.

Line 10 sets up the X counter, just as it

did in our earliest print program. Line 20

says that when X has counted to 20, Y
can count once. Only if X is about to

become 21 can Y increase by one.

Line 23 says to reset X to once it has

counted past 20. Then it starts counting

all over again. Line 25 says to reset Y
when it reaches past 15. Just as in our

color changing program, we want to go

back to black once we have cycled through

all the available colors.

Line 30 contains our abstract pattern.

Don't forget the semicolon after the closing

quote mark. Line 40 sets the background
color to the value of Y. Line 50 sends us

back to the beginning, to start all over

again. We add one to X, and go through

the loop again.

That's all there is to it!

News from the Wire
Space for just a few quickie announce-

ments this time around. Next time, we
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fEcommodor

iput

EASY BCflPT EASY SPE

EasyScript 64
Displays 764 lines • 240
characters. Prints to 130

columns. Works with

EasySpell64

EasySpell 64
20.000 word Master
Dictionary and automatic
spelling checker. Works
with EasyScript 64.

EASY
FINANCE II

EasyCalc 64
Multiple electronic spread-
sheet with color bar graph
feature. 63 columns -

254 rows.

FINANCE III

The Manager
Sophisticated database
system with 4 built-in appli-

cations, or design your own
Text, formulas, graphics

SuperExpander 64
21 special commands.
Combine text with high
resolution graphics Music
and game sounds.

FINANCE l\

o car

Easy Finance I

—

Loan Analysis
12 loan functions Bar
graph forecasting as well

as calculation

Easy Finance II

—

Basic Investment
Analysis
16 stock investment
(unctions Investment
bar graph.

\.<*

Easy Finance III

Advanced
Investment
Analysis
16 capital investment
functions Bar graphs.

Easy Finance IV

—

Business

Accounts Payable/
Checkwriting
11 functions Automatic
billing 50 vendors/disk

Accounts
Receivable/Billing
1 1 billing functions. Printed

statements.

at rui u/\i
LEDGER

4t

21 business management
features. Bar graphs

INVENTORY
IVIAINIAGEIVIEIUT

Easy Finance V

—

Statistics and
Forecasting
Assess present/future

sales trends with 9
statistics and forecasting
functions.

Qeneral Ledger
8 general ledger options

Custom income statement,
trial balances, reports.

(: commodore
Inventory
Management
1000 inventory items.

Full reports.

Payroll
24 different payroll

functions Integrated with

G/L system.

^COMPUTERS
First In Quality Softivare
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Commodore's Port, continued...

will devote more space to new product

announcements.

MicroProse
Solo Flight from MicroProse is a flight

simulator designed with fun in mind. It is

easier to fly than Sublogic's Flight Simu-
lator, and though its graphics are not quite

as advanced as Sublogic's, it is more fun

to play.

For whatever it is worth, this is the first

flight simulator I have managed to land

successfully in. After three dozen crashes,

this was a very gratifying experience.

You are placed in the cockpit of a light

plane with full instrumentation. You can
practice landings and choose weather
conditions—even night flight. An air mail

game lets you practice at various airports

under various conditions.

Look for a full review of Solo Flight in

an upcoming games roundup.

Precision Software
Superbase 64 is a professional database

management and retrieval system for the

Commodore 64. It offers an unlimited

number of databases, with up to 15 files

per database. Each record can hold up to

1108 characters, with a maximum of 127

fields.

The system includes search and sort

capabilities, and a user interface that is

quick and easy to use, with multiple on-

line help screens. Superbase 64 handles

arithmetic as well as calendar calculations.

It allows the sophisticated user to create

customized applications packages within

the Superbase 64 environment.
The program lists for $100 and requires

a single disk drive.

CardCo
The CardCo C/?+G printer interface

has a very strange name, but does a terrific

job translating from Commodore serial to

Centronics parallel printer code.

The C/?+G retails for $90 and requires

no software. It includes all necessary

cabling and prints the full Commodore

character set including all Commodore
graphics characters, reversed characters,

and reversed graphics characters. There

are many similar interfaces on the market,

but few can make that claim.

The CardCo interface works with all

Epson MX, FX, and RX printers, as well

as the Star Gemini and Delta- 10; Prowriter;

C. Itoh 8510; NEC 8023; Okidata 82, 83,

84, 92, 93, and 94; Mannesmann-Tally

Spirit and MT-160; Seikosha GX-100, BMC
BX-80, Gorilla Banana; and other parallel

printers.

Okay, that's all for now. Catch you
next time. And get some sun!

Finns Mentioned in This Column

MicroProse Software

10616 Beaver Dam Rd.

Hunt Valley, MD 21030
(301)667-1151

Precision Software Inc.

820 Second Ave. Suite 1 10

New York, NY 10017

(212)490-1825

CardCo, Inc.

313 Mathewson
Witchita, KS 67214

(316) 267-6525

Programming Utilities

THE HI APPLESOFT PROGRAM EDITOR:

O GPLE ($49.95 supports DOS 3 3 and ProDOS)
Global Program Line Editor lets you edit 40- & 80-column
Applesoft program lines FAST without awkward cursor-
tracing or clunky "Escape editing" FIND/REPLACE any
word or vanable in your programs Define ESC plus any-
key to do any task (ESC-1 can catalog disk, etc ) MOVE
DOS 3 3 above main memory tor an EXTRA tOK of space

2 WAY SCROLL FOR LISTINGS S CATALOGS:

a DOUBLE-TAKE ($34.95 -supports dos
3 3 and ProDOS") Lets Listings & Catalogs scroll Up and
Down, making file names and program lines easier to

access Fast 2-way scroll for monitor listings too

AS DOGFOOD *- VARIABLE-DISPLAY prints all

X 3.14159 stnngs variables with values

AS: 100 200 250 300 --CROSS-REF shows line num-
X' 10 20 3000 3010 bers for each vanable. string

Also AUTO-LINE-NUMBER better Renumber/Append.
Eliminate Change Cursor. SpaceOn-Disk And Tip Chart* V

"SUPER-APPLESOFT ENHANCER: (MKreod,

BEAGLE BASIC ($34.95) lets you re-

name Applesoft commands to anything For example
10 POUR X 1 TO 3: ECRIVEZ BONJOUR ENSUITE
Also, obsolete cassette commands (SHLOAD, etc ) are
replaced by powerful new commands like ELSE, HSCRN.
SWAP. TONE. SCROLL.. GOTOGOSUB a vanable too

tfS^ft

FATCAT and More...

Apple®Graphics
D^NEW! DOUBLE HI-RES GRAPHICS ^$^
BEAGLE GRAPHICS ($5995, 128K

required Plot in 16 COLORS and 560x192 pixels; twice

normal-resolution New plotting program & commands
draw fast hi -res circles & boxes, and FILL HI-RES SHAPES
in solid or mixed colors Easy-convert existing programs
(including Mechanic) to Double Hi-Res Many new tncks'

Q^-HI-RES SHAPE ANIMATION 8 FANCY TYPE:

APPLE MECHANIC ($29 50) e,s you
create shapes for hi-res animation Make custom hi-res

color type too Six proportionally-spaced fonts on the disk

LIST-able demos teach how to use hi-res in your programs

TYPEFACES for Apple Mechanic ($20.00)

26 additional type fonts for use with Mechanic's programs

5 LIST: LIST: LIST: LI«T: LIST I

• FOR C 1 TO 40: POKE 33.C: PRINT: NEXT: GOTO 5

NEW! HIRES PICTURE-PRINTER
_

n TRIPLE DUMP ($39.95) transfers any kind

of screen image to your dot matrix printer, including 80-

column text and Double Hi-Res graphics; cropped rotated

enlarged, etc Includes giant-letter Banner-Mafcer program

NEW! PERSONAL DISK LIBRARY PROGRAM:

FATCAT ($34.95) reads all of your DOS 33 and
ProDOS'" Catalogs merged into one or more "Master Catalog"

Search, sort, print, compare—find out what's natty on all of

those disks 1 ALPHABETIZE RLE NAMES on your disks too1

ALL BEAGLE BROS DISKS ARE UNPROTECTED (copy-

•Me), AND COME WITH A FREE PEEKS ft POKES ' CHART.

ALPHA PLOT ($39.50) 2-page hi-res drawing & typing

Move any image-section Compress pictures to 1/3 disk space

D BEAGLE BAG (29.50) 12 great games—the best bar-

gain on the market Voted to the 1983 •Most-Popular' list—SofYa/k.

D DISKQUIK ($29.50) Acts like halt a disk dnve in Slot 3.

but silent, last, and about 1/10 the once1 (requires lie with 128K)

DOS BOSS ($24.00) Customize DOS 33.

"Save-protect" programs with "Uncopyable" rrx

FLEX TYPE ($29.50) Put variable-sized text

on the same screen with normal Applesoft commands

O FRAME-UP ($29.50) Create key-controlled

or unattended shows of your Apple screen images/

PRONTO-DOS ($29.50) Load/Save at 3X speed Move
DOS—extra 10K' TYPE command displays Text-file contents

O SILICON SALAD ($24.95) Many utilities H-Res Pro-

gram Splitter. Disk Scanner. DOS Killer . and Command Chad

TIP DISK #1 ($20.00) 100 Beagle Tip Book programs on
one disk LIST and learn Includes Apple Command Chad.

UTILITY CITY ($29.50)21 useful utilities. List-Formatter.

Multi-Column-Catalogs. Trick Filenames LIST and learnt

AT YOUR APPLE DEALER HOW!
Or. if you live in the Boomes. buy directly Irom BEAGLE BROS

Visa. MasterCard or COD (orders only)
«» Phone To" Free, Al 50 states, 24-Hourr

1 -800-227-3800 ext1607
Or mail US Check. Money Order
or Visa/MasterCard numbers to:

BEAGLE BROS, Dap*. 1

8

390OOLDTOWN AVE, Suite 102C
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 921 1

Add $1 SO shipping. -6% it Calif . *$3 if COD. »$4 if overseas
—ALL ORDERS SHIPPED IMMEDIATELY—

rive in Slot 3.

e withi28K )
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Last month I said I would discuss

some traps to watch out for as you adopt

word processing. I also said I would

discuss some specific word processing

programs. I think I'm really going to do
it this time.

First, though, I'd like to give a little

history of my involvement with word
processing. As I mentioned in my April

column, I became the typist for my
newly formed company when my wife

refused to get sucked into it. That led to

the purchase of our first word processing

machine, an OCI Veritext, a machine we
named Vivian.

In those days, 1976, there was a

slightly different vocabulary associated

with word processing. There were

"blind" word processors and there were

those with editing screens. Vivian was a

blind machine. You typed on her as you

would on a typewriter, made your

corrections, and when you thought you

had everything the way you wanted it,

you put in new paper and ran a copy.

Vivian was full of surprises. Often the

corrections you thought you had made
in the right places were in the wrong
places altogether and some very interest-

ing sentences resulted.

We bought Vivian in April. By July

we had grown enough that I decided we
needed a secretary. Enter Cheryl. Cheryl

was a delight to have around. She was

great on the telephone; clients loved her;

the other employees loved her as well;

but like many who graduated from high

school in the early 70s, Cheryl could not

spell. In fact I often wondered if she had

any grasp of the English language at all.

We used to collect Cheryl isms. It has

been a long time, and I can't remember
many of them, but how about "toe

truck"? And when a vocational coun-

Dale Blanchard

selor is writing about an intelligence test

and gets back, "Mr. Jones's eye cue

score was" you can bet things will be a

bit disrupted for a while.

The Word Processing Trap
Between Vivian's surprises with cor-

rections and Cheryl's spelling and
Cherylisms, I fell into the first trap of

word processing. I instituted proofread-

ing. The professional staff would dictate

We had one staff

member who would
write a two-page report
and then add another
page at correction time.

their reports and letters, Cheryl would
type them and give them back. The staff

members would proofread them and
give them back to Cheryl for more
corrections. Then as a final step I would
have the reports and letters routed

through me for a final read.

In the beginning, when there were
only two professional staff members,

that was tolerable, but two things hap-

pened. First, we added more staff mem-
bers, so more hours slipped down the

drain. But worse than that, the pro-

fessionals began to dictate in rough

draft. Since they were going to have to

read their reports again anyway, they

stopped worrying about sentence struc-

ture and often about content. They
would fix it when they proofread. We
had one staff member who would write a

two-page report and then add another

page at correction time. Then, since he

had made so many corrections, he would
need to see the report again. More
corrections. Cheryl hated him.

I allowed all this to happen through

clever rationalization. If we let the pro-

fessional staff members spend less time

dictating, that would free them for more
billable hours. Let's not burden these

productive people with mundane details

such as spelling and sentence structure.

Under that theory I hired another proof-

reader. Mary was great; she could spell,

and she knew grammar as much as

anyone can know English grammar, but

she hated to make decisions.

The reports we were sending were le-

gally quite sensitive. What we said in

them could obligate insurance compa-
nies to thousands of dollars of expense,

or they could deprive an injured worker
of years of benefits to which he was en-

titled. Those reports had to be right.

Mary did not want to take responsibility

for what was in those reports. She began
to pass them on to me for final approval.

So what did I have now? I had added
another layer of bureaucracy. Can you
believe bureaucracy in a company of six

employees?
This was now our procedure:

1.) The staff member would dictate

the report.

2.) Cheryl would type it.

3.) The staff member would proofread

it and send it back to Cheryl for

corrections.

4.) Cheryl would make the corrections.

S.) Depending on what the staff mem-
ber had done, Cheryl would either send
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EXPLORING THE TRS-80 MODEL 100
is an outstandins supplemental guide to
the Radio Shack user's manual. It offers
users a technical exploration of the
TRS-80 Model 100, concentrating on fea-
tures not documented by the manual.
You'll be introduced to many new appli-
cations and uses to this popular "lap
model" machine

This 224 page applications book covers
many topics, including:

BASIC features not documented in

the user's manual
How to use the Model 100 as a UNIX'"
terminal

How to get the most out of telecom-
munications software
ADDRS as a Mini-Database manager
Using the full power of TEXT
And features of the Model 100 you
didn't know existed!

you'll be able to "squeeze" more power
and utilities out of your Model 100 with
EXPLORING THE TRS-80 MODEL 100! If

you use this Radio Shack model, you
need this book!

F6r fatter delivery, PHONE TOLL-FREE,
9 am-5 pm E.S.T.: 1-800-631-8112
(In NJ only: 201-540-0445)
Also available at your local bookstore and
computer store ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!

CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS
"

Deot MC9C.39 East Hanover Avenue
Morns Plains. New Jersey 07950

Please send me copies of EXPLORING
THE TRS 80 MODEL 100 at J 19 95* plus *J 00 postage
and handling ($5 00 outside USA) each =61 5

Payment Enclosed i • Residents of CA.
NJ and Ny State add applicable sales tax

Charge Myt n American Express

Card No

.

MasterCard Visa

£xp Date.

Mr Mrs Ms

.

Address

City

/[Xinifuiif^rTr

-Apt.

State, Zip.

Please send free catalog

Business, continued...

the report on to Mary or we would go
through steps 3 and 4 again.

6.) Mary would proofread the report

looking for spelling and grammar mis-
takes as well as sensitive content issues.

Mary would send it back to Cheryl for

more corrections.

7.) Cheryl would make the corrections.

8.) Depending on what Mary wanted,
Cheryl would either send the report on
to me, or we would go through steps 6
and 7 again.

9.) I would read the report looking for

sensitive content issues and send it to

Cheryl for corrections.

10.) Cheryl would make the correc-
tions and return the report to the orig-

inal staff member for signature. Heaven
help us if the staff member decided to

make changes at that point because if he
did, that sent us right back to number 3.

We had a bureaucratic mess on our

After a while Cheryl's
wild guesses became

just close enough that I

no longer knew
whether words were
spelled right or not.

hands. Not only that, we were playing

"Billy Goat Gruff." Remember the story

your mother read you when you were
little about the goats that wanted to

cross the bridge? When the first billy

goat got to the bridge, a troll came out
and said he was going to eat the billy

goat up. The little goat persuaded the

troll to wait for the next billy goat who
was bigger. When the next goat got there

he persuaded the troll to wait for the

next one and so on.

We were doing the same thing in our
little company. If Cheryl didn't know
how to spell a word, which happened of-

ten, she would take a wild guess at it

anyway. "The person who dictated it

will catch it if it's wrong," she would say
to herself. The person who dictated it

would look at it and say, "Mary will

catch it if it's wrong." Mary would look
at it and say, "Dale will catch it." And
my spelling went to hell in a basket.

There was a time when I was a good
speller. In the beginning, after Cheryl
came on board, it wasn't too bad, but af-

ter a while Cheryl's wild guesses became
just close enough that I no longer knew
whether words were spelled right or not.

Cheryl had wrecked my spelling.

We had meetings. "It takes less time
to do it right the first time," I would say,

"than to go back and fix it later."

Enter CompuServe's
Electronic Mall"

and shop at your
convenience in these

exciting departments.
The Micro Mart
The General Store

The Travel Agent
The Book Bazaar
The Record Emporium
The Photo Booth
The Software Shop
The Financial Market
The Magazine Kiosk
The Gardening Shed
The Newsstand

A sample of the

companies participating

in CompuServe's
Electronic Mall "includes:
Amdek
American Airlines

American Express
AST Research
Bank of America
Bantam
Big T Automotive
Buick

CBS Publishing

CDEX
Colonial Penn
Commodore
Computer World
Digital Equipment
dihthium Press

800 Software
47th Street photo
Grolier

Harvard Business Review
Heath
Heinold Commodities
Hertz

E.F. Hutton
Inmac
Innovative Software

Knapp Press

Magazine Entree
Magazine Supply House
Manufacturer's Hanover Trust

Maxllle
McGraw-Hill
Metropolitan Life

Microsoft

Miracle Computing
Misco
Newsnet
Novation

Official Airline Guide
Pan American Electronics

Peachtree Software
Practical Peripherals

Program Store

Professional Color Labs
RCA Record Clubs
Record World
Sears
Select Information Exchange
Sim Computer Products
Simon and Schuster
Small Computer Book Club
Software Advisor
Stark Brothers

Supersoft

vanguard
VisiCorp

Waldenbooks
Woman's Day Books
Ziff-Davis

Merchants and manufacturers who want
to participate in the Electronic Mall

"

may contact: Stephen A. Swanson.
L.M. Berry & Co.. P.O. Box 6000.
Dayton, OH 45401. (513) 296-2015.



By Theyear 2000,Theworld
May Catch UpWith Theway

CompuServes New Electronic Mall
Let

Introducing the

'

first computershopping
service that bringsyou
convenience, savings
and enjoyment

Here'syour chance to expand the

practical uses of your personal computer.

Sign up for CompuServe and shop in

our new Electronic MalL It's easy to use It

tells you more about the products you're

buying. It lets you order faster. And ifs

totally unique

CompuServe's new Electronic Mail

"

offers you all these shopping
innovations.

- Ifs enormous! So it givesyou in-depth

information on thousands of goods and
services, and letsyou buy even hard-to-find

merchandise - Its unique "Feedback" serv-

ice lets you ask the merchants themselves

specific questions. - It's incredibly efficient in

ordering the products and services you want

YifflciTliia tui
- Its special discount opportunities make it

economical, purchase after purchase - And
its name-brand merchants assure you of

top-quality merchandise

Make the CompuServe Electronic

Mall 1 5-Mlnute Comparison Test

Whatyou can do in 15 minutes shopping

the Electronic Mall way.

•Call up on your computer screen full

descriptions of
•

iter

printers, for instance.

• Pick one and enter the order command.
• Check complete descriptions of places to

im your next vacatioa

• Pick several and request travel brochures.

• Access. 11 italogand

pick out a wine rack tools, ti

thing!

• Place your order.

Whatyou can do in 15 minutes shopping

the old way.

• Round up the family and get in th>

The Electronic Mall, a valuable
addition to the vast world of

CompuServe,

ipuServe's Consumer Information

Service brings you shopping information,

entertainment personal communications

and more
You can a< uiServe with al-

most any computer and modem terminal

or communicatingword processor.

To receive your illustrated guide to

i
luServe and learn how to subscribe

callorcont i

CompuServe
Consumer Information Service

P.O. Box 20212

5000 Arlington Centra Bivd

Columbus. OH 43220

800-848-8199
In Ohio call 614-457-0802
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Thoughtware,
How Can I Become

A More Effective Leader?"

O o

Thoughtware is new, easy-to-use software
that will help you see and understand how to become a better manager.
It's a unique series ofpersonal,
computer-based management diagnostic and training programs.

How can you become a

more effective leader?

Thoughtware Program 2.1,

"Leading Effectively," will tell

you. This four part program has
been designed to help managers
improve their effectiveness as

leaders. It gives you an opportu-
nity to assess your own manage-
ment style and to compare your
results to the self-assessments of
other managers.

Unit 1 defines leadership

and discusses its three key ele-

ments—style, situation and strat-

egy. It stresses the importance of

matching the leadership style to

the situation and of getting and
giving feedback.

Unit 2 is designed to

improve your leadership style

• Thoughtware is a

and increase your ability to per-

form more effectively. You will

see the difference between the

kinds of power you exert and the

importance of using your influ-

ence to affect the behavior of
others. You'll also learn about
three factors affecting your lead-

ership style: the assumptions you
make about people, the degree
to which you are task- or people-

oriented, and the attitudes you
have about the competence of

those you supervise.

Unit 3 asks you to analyze

a leadership situation

you currently

face in order
to determine
what style

Expanding The Universe OfLearning.
CIRCLE 177 ON READER SERVICE CARD

registered trademark of the Institute for Management Improvement.

of leadership is appropriate for

your particular situation.

Unit 4 offers guidance on
how to use eight effective leader-

ship conditions.

To take advantage of the

incredible new technology that is

Thoughtware, see the adjacent

column.
Thoughtware Programs run on the following:

IBM* PC and compatibles
with color graphics card.

Apple9 II Plus and He.



Thoughtware Is The Future.

It's a new way to learn, a

logical and innovative approach

to management training. It will

revolutionize management train-

ing now, and in the future.

Thoughtware utilizes the latest

research in management develop-

ment from leaders in the field,

and has been tested nationally.

For individuals, and their

organizations, the educational,

economic and operational bene-

fits of Thoughtware 's computer-

based learning programs are

enormous. But Thoughtware

isn't just the future.

Thoughtware Is The Present.

Some of the largest and

most prestigious corporations

and organizations in the world

have purchased Thoughtware 's

assessing Personal Management
Skills Program.

American Express
American Mgt. Assoc.

Apple Computer
AT&T
Avon
Bankers Life

Blue Cross &
Blue Shield

Bank of Boston
Bureau of the Census
Chevron USA
Ciba-Geigy
Citibank
City of Dallas

Crown Zellerbach

Dow Jones
Dun & Bradstreet

DuPont
Ernst & Whinney
Exxon
Federal Reserve Bank
Fireman's Fund
General Electric

General Foods
Georgia-Pacific

Gov't of Canada
Gulf Oil Corporation
Hewlett Packard
Horn & Hardart
Hughes Aircraft Co.
Husky Oil

IBM

Ingersoll-Rand

IRS
Johns Hopkins Univ.

Levi Strauss

Marriott
Marsh & McLennan
Mass. Mutual
McGraw-Hill
MCI
U.S. Navy
NCR
NYU
Owens-Illinois
Owens-Corning

Fibcrglas

Royal Cup Coffee
Sentry Insurance

Singapore Embassy
Stone & Webster
St. Regis Paper
Tampax
The Nestle Co.
The Rouse Co.
3M Corporation
TRW
Univ. of Illinois

United Parcel Service

United Way
Univ. of Mass.
Westmoreland Coal
Wcstinghouse Corp.
Xerox

And hundreds more. What they've

learned, you can now discover.

You can reap the benefits

of Thoughtware by visiting your

local computer dealer, or call

us at our toll-free number
1-800-THT-WARE, or write:

Thoughtware Inc.

Dept. M,2699 So. Bayshore Dr.

Coconut Grove, Florida 33133.

Thoughtware Programs include:

I.I Assessing Personal Management
Skills ($350)

2.3 Defining Goals And Objectives ($450)

2.6 Managing Time Effectively ($450)

Business, continued...

"You saw that on a poster," they

countered. They were right, I had seen it

on a poster.

We had more meetings. "You know
how companies without word processing

handle their reports?" I asked. "They
just dictate them and send them," I said,

answering my own question. "The per-

son who dictates the report never sees it

again. The secretary types it, signs the

dictator's name to it and sends it. out.

That's all there is to it."

"But our reputation is that we have

the best reports in the business," they

countered.

"Yes," I answered, "and that's how
we'll be remembered. "That company
had beautiful reports; I wonder why
they went bankrupt.'

"

Some Word Processing Programs
Eventually Vivian, our blind, dedi-

cated word processor, couldn't keep up
and was retired to the back room. There

is a story there that I may tell someday,

but I have promised to talk about some
specific word processing programs, and
I wUl.

At the time we bought Vivian almost

all word processors were hard wired.

That is, the word processing program
was built into the machine. Even back

then when I knew next to nothing about

computers, I knew that concept was
wrong. What if someone comes up with

a better idea? There is no way to get it

into the machine.

Enter Lanier. I was reading a word
processing newsletter one day and came
across a paragraph which said Lanier

Business Systems had announced a word
processor with the program on a floppy

disk. I looked up their number in the

phone book and the next day a salesman

was in my office. A week later I was the

proud owner of a Lanier No Problem
word processor. I hadn't thought of it

before, but do you suppose there was a

time when computer companies didn't

announce products until they actually

had them? If we were to re-enact that

scene today, I wouldn't get my machine

for at least six months, maybe a year.

As the No Problem came, it had only

two programs, one to repaginate (it took

me a while to figure out what that word
meant) and a list/merge program. There

were other programs in the works and as

they became available, I would get a

chance to see them.

Although the technology of that ma-
chine is several years old, the word
processing program which came with it

is still the one I hold up for all other pro-

grams to be compared against. It had
on-screen underlining. It had a very

good delete function with which you
could define what you were going to de-

lete and that which you had designated

for alphabet heaven was highlighted on

the screen. Its move function did the

same thing. But the main thing I liked

about it was that what you saw on the

screen was what you got on the paper.

Also you could print either from the

screen or from a disk file.

Its main drawback was that it was a

page-oriented program as opposed to a

document-oriented program. You got

only 99 lines on a page, and then you

had to store that on disk and start the

next page. That made it cumbersome to

go back and review what was on pre-

vious pages. That 99-line limitation was
in part a function of limited memory. In

those days memory was expensive and
most computers had only 32K. of ram.
The Lanier No Problem was a 32K ma-
chine and both the program and the

document you were working on had to

be in memory at the same time. To get

around these shortcomings the Lanier

would repaginate, that is, take your orig-

inal document and break it up into pages

of the length you wanted.

In 1980 I decided that the world was
being taken over by computers and if I

wanted to in any sense be in control of

my life I had best learn more about

them. I bought an Intertec Superbrain.

Based on much research, I also bought
Wordstar from MicroPro.

After using the very friendly Lanier

program I hated Wordstar. I didn't get

on-screen underlining. I had to learn ar-

cane control sequences to do things for

which the Lanier gave me dedicated

keys. Two of these were named SCREEN
and delete. If I want to delete some-

thing I pressed screen delete and

then defined what I wanted to delete. I

could delete a word, a paragraph, several

paragraphs or remainder. If I wanted to

delete something which didn't meet any
of those definitions I could press screen
delete and then hold down a cursor

key until what I wanted to take out was
highlighted. Then I pressed execute.

In Wordstar I could delete only

characters, words, or lines unless I

wanted to put block markers at the

beginning and end of what I was going

to delete. Even then I didn't get to see it

highlighted. I later learned that was the

fault of the Superbrain, not Wordstar.

Moving text on the Lanier was much
like deleting it. I could define what I

wanted to move, and as I did so, it be-

came highlighted on the screen. In

Wordstar I again had to put block mark-
ers at the beginning and end of what I

wanted to move.
There were two other features of the

Lanier which I resented losing in

Wordstar. First, on the Lanier my mar-
gins, tab settings, and character and line
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TIMEX SINCLAIR
TRIPLE PLAY!

MORE PROGRAMS. MORE GAMES.
MORE PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS.
That's what you can get from your Timex Sinclair with these 3 new books from
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50 Programs for the TS 1000 15T $6.95
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$
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Business, continued...

spacing were all stored invisibly with my
documents. In Wordstar when the pro-

gram was loaded I got its default values.

Since those rarely matched what I

wanted, I had to reset my own values

each time I worked on a document.

But by far the biggest loss in the

switch from the Lanier to Wordstar was

that I lost my on-screen math capabili-

ties. The Lanier had a truly elegant pro-

gram, which in its final form was known

as Mathmaster. You could type columns

of figures and then right there do math

calculations on them. For example, you

could type a column of figures, put your

cursor on the top number of the column,

press screen a C (screen add column),

and instantly you had the total of the

column. If you wanted the total put at

the bottom of the column, you pushed T
and the total was printed on the screen

right where it belonged. With this same

program I could also multiply, divide,

and do percentages. Wordstar had noth-

ing even remotely resembling that

capability.

Lanier has gone through many changes

since those good old days and I have lost

track of what they are doing. I know they

have some new machines out with new

programs and I suspect they are very

competently handled. I suppose I should

try to find out so that, if for no other rea-

son, I can write intelligently about them.

My adventures with Wordstar have

continued, and most of my early objec-

tions have been overcome, both through

improvements in Wordstar and through

improvements in my own knowledge.

For example, one of the main reasons

the Lanier program was easier to use

than Wordstar was that it had dedicated

function keys. Most computers now
have function keys which can be as-

signed to specific Wordstar functions,

which makes the program much more

friendly. It still doesn't have on-screen

underlining, still doesn't invisibly store

my formatting information with my
documents, and still doesn't provide the

math capabilities that my Lanier had. In

spite of that I do use Wordstar for much
of what I do.

But I don't use it for writing this col-

umn. Instead I use Spellbinder from

Lexisoft. I suspect I am safe in saying

that Wordstar and Spellbinder are

among the best known, if not the two

best known, word processing programs

on the market. I think they are both very

good programs, with each having some

advantages over the other. The bottom

line of why I use Spellbinder for writing

this column is that I can print from the

screen. I like to do a final proofread as

the pages come off the printer. If I find

something I want to change, I can do it

on the spot, reprint the page and go on

from there. Wordstar is a bit more

cumbersome.
The tradeoff is that I have to print

from the screen. In Wordstar I had to

print from the file, but at the same time I

could be working on something new on

the screen. For me that is not a real

advantage, because I have never been ei-

ther organized enough or smart enough

to split my attention between two tasks.

Well, I see that I have done it again;

run out of space before I have run out of

words. However, as promised, I really

did talk about a couple of word process-

ing programs. Your Honor, I would like

it noted in the record that I did talk

about some word processing programs.

Next Month
Next month I'll try to do a little more

comparison of Wordstar and Spell-

binder. Then I want to talk about

Catalog from SRX. If I have space, I'll

try to get to Mite from Mycroft.
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Let the Machine Demo Itself

i I i

Computing
It is a pleasure to man the portable

column once again. I'd be lost without
my Radio Shack Model 100 and can barely
remember what life was like B.N.C. (before
notebook computer). Model 100 owners
may take a moment out to rejoice: this

month's entire column will be devoted to
that most popular of portable computers.
The Model 100 has sold more than 100,000
units, and continues to be one of Radio
Shack*s most popular machines.

Finally, Disk/Video for the 100
Yes. after a rather massive wait. Radio

Shack has actually unrolled the 3806 Disk/
Video Interface for the Model 100. At

John Anderson

Radio Shack

$800, it provides a 40- or 80-column video
signal, as well as a 184K half-height 5'/4"

disk drive. This may seem a bit pricey,
and it is. But for those in dire need of
mass storage and without download access
to another computer, it is an overdue
godsend. The ability to bypass the LCD
for a video display makes the Model 100
faster and easier to work with. We will

present a complete evaluation of the Disk/
Video Interface in an upcoming column.

Model 100 Book Beat
It has taken six months or so for the

microcomputer industry to catch up with

the needs of the burgeoning portable field.

Now, at last, valuable books for the Model
100 owner have begun to surface. Here is

a roster of the best I have seen so far:

• The TRS-80 Model 100 Portable Com-
puter by David A. Lien. 555 pp. Compusof 1

Publishing. P.O. Box 19669. San Diego.
CA 92119. $19.95. The acknowledged
master of TRS-80 legerdemain sets his

sights on the Model 100. Lien wrote the
original light-hearted manual for the TRS-
80 Model 1. which got me excited about
computers way back in 1978. He has a
light, amusing, but highly focused style,

and an uncanny ability to impart complex
concepts painlessly. Profusely illustrated,

thoroughly indexed, and chock full of
meaty programming examples. To my mind
a bookshelf must for Model 100 owners.

• The Model 100 Book: A Guide to
Portable Computing by Jonathan Erickson
and Robert J. Sayre. 310 pp. Osborne/Mc-
Graw-Hill. 2600 Tenth St., Berkeley, CA
94710. $14.95. An excellent companion
for Lien's book, this work explains in plain

language the types of benefits the Model
100 can provide and backs up its sug-
gestions with solid Basic code. Uses a
chatty, informal style to outline use of the
Model 100 in the home, office, and class-

room. Right on the beam in its section
about using the computer on the road,
and includes neat programs like a foreign
language dictionary and currency con-
version. Also includes valuable information
on telecommunications potential of the
machine.

• The TRS-80 Model 100 ldeabook by
David H. Ahl. 141 pp. Creative Computing

Press, 39 East Hanover Ave.. Morris Plains.

NJ 07950. $8.95. Banish the thought-

1

did not include this entry because my
boss told me so. I included it rather because
it contains 50 classic programs ready-to-
run on the Model 100. These include
problem-solving, drill and practice,

function-plotting, probability, geometry,
science, and of course, games. The classics.

Lunar Lander and Hammurabi, are there,
in all their glory, but formatted for the
LCD. And nothing can teach you Basic
quicker than learning how these simple
programs run. My early interest in micros

The ability to bypass
the LCD for a video
display makes the

Model 100 faster and
easier to work with.

is attributable directly to Mssrs. Ahl and
Lien.

• The Model 100 Companion by the
Editors of Osborne/McGraw-Hill. 116 pp.
Osborne/McGraw-Hill, 2600 Tenth St.,

Berkeley. CA 94710. $14.95. A collection
of 27 programs including applications,
entertainment, and uf'Iities. Games include
a nice music maker and the classic Towers
of Hanoi puzzle. Utilities include a Basic
renumber program, listing format program,
and a really neat program called Invisible
System, which removes the filenames of
the ROM-based software from listing in

the Menu program. As a result, you can
add five extra filenames of your own.

194
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Please judge this book by its cover.
Everything you need to know about MICROSYSTEMS is

right there on the cover. It is, pure and simple, The Journal

for Advanced Microcomputing. A professional resource

that takes you far beyond the basics of most computer
magazines.
MICROSYSTEMS is for sophisticated users and designers

who need straightforward, no-frills input on advanced
microcomputer programming and technology. People who
create their own systems for important business, personal,

scientific and educational applications.

Whether you use CP/M", MP/M#
, MS-DOS™, UNIX",

XENIX", or OASIS-MICROSYSTEMS will provide you with a

monthly package of expert tutorials on valuable modifi-

cations and special uses. The field's leading authorities will

show you how to upgrade. Download. Modify. Debug.
Interface. Patch. Speed up. Short cut. Customize.

You'll get more power, more versatility, more
performance from your DOS for every infor-

mation processing job. For example, here's the

type of high-level guidance you can expect in

the months ahead

:

• How to access the wealth of free software

available from Remote CP/Ms
• HP-CL: Add graphics to any computer system
• More WordStar mods for the Z-19

• Twenty-seven 16-bit DOS compared
• Reviews of four C compilers: BDS C, Small C,

tiny c TWO" and Whitesmiths C

• 488 Bus Tutorial: What the IEEE-488GPIB bus does and
how to use it

• Interfacing the Epson MX-80 printer via a parallel port

• Will solid-state drives replace the hard disk?

• Review of CompuPro's MPX-1 Multiplexer Channel

And there's more. Regular departments include industry

news and insider's reports ... The S-100 Bus... The Unix
File ... In the Public Domain . . . Book Reviews . . . New Prod-

ucts... plus the Software Directory, detailing newly avail-

able programs.
How high-level is MICROSYSTEMS? If you use compu-

ters in your profession, the cost of your subscription may
be tax-deductible. And if you act now—while this New-
Subscribers-Only offer is in effect—you can save up to 31%

!

MICROSYSTEMS. When it comes to customizing soft-

ware and adapting hardware, no one covers the field better.

Save up to 31% on
THE JOURNAL FOR
ADVANCED
MICROCOMPUTING!

MicK)svslems
P.O. Box 2930 Boulder, CO 80322

YES—Please enter my subscription to MICROSYSTEMS immediately
at the NEW-SUBSCRIBERS-ONLY rate I've checked below:

One year (12 issues) only $21.97—1 save 19%!
Two years only $40.97—1 save 24%!
Three years only $55.97— I save 31%!

I Savings bated on
full one-year
subscription price
of J26.97.)

Check one:

D Payment
enclosed

D Bill me later

Charge my:

Q MasterCard

G Visa

American

Express

Card No

Mr./Mrs./Ms.
{please print full name)

Company.

Address

.

City.

State

.

.Zip.

LCard No txp. Pate
Add $5 a year in Canada, all other foreign add $6. Please allow 10 to b0 days for delivery of first issue.



Harnessthe full
potentialofyour

me computer
ou can increase your knowledge and harness all the power
your home computer system has to offer with CREATIVE

COMPUTING PRESS" IDEABOOKS. If you're an owner of an

Epson HX-20. TS 1000, TRS-80 Model 100, Commodore 64,

Texas Instruments or work with Microsoft Basic, you'll find an

IDEABOOK written for you!

Each IDEABOOK helps you discover your computer's hidden

strengths and overcome its weaknesses! As soon as you open to chap-

ter one, you'll begin to get more out of your system with:

• 50 tested, ready-to-run programs that will help you solve

everyday problems in math, science and business.

• Problem solving formulas with repetitive trials, con-

vergence, recursion, compounding, probability, simulations,

geometry, science and drill and practice.

• Ways to identify any shortcomings and targeted applica-

tions that are best suited for your system.

Supplement your user manual with the IDEABOOK
that's just right for you! Gam the knowledge and confidence

you need to make the most of your system—ORDER YOUR
COPY TODAY!

For faster delivery, PHONE TOLL FREE
9 am-5 pm E.S.T.: 1-800-63 1-81 12 (In Nj only: 201-540-0445)

Also available at your local bookstore or computer store.

ONLY
$8.95
EACH

CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS
Dept.MD8F, 39 East Hanover Avenue. Moms Rains, NJ 07950

Please send me the following books:

Title

Book
No. Qty.

Price

Each
$2X0 Postage

&HandlmREach
Tcjt.il

Price

Epson HX-20 Ed 3S $8.95

Texas Instruments

Home Computer Ed. 3R $8.95

Timex-Smclair lOOOEd. 3P $8.95

IRS 80 Model 100 Ed. 4A $«>)'>

Microsoft Basic Ed. 67-4 $8.95

Commodore 64 Ed. 68-2 $8.95

CA N) and NY State residents add applicable sales tax

Total Amount Qje

Payment Enclosed t . Outside USA add $3.00 per order

Purchase orders $50 minimum.
Charge My: D American Express DVisa Mastercard

TarrlM-i Fvn Rato

Mr/Nfc/Mrc
(pmtMntme)

f-|tW<;t:.W7ri

Please send me a Free Creative Computing Press Catalog.



Notebook Computing, continued..

You can still enter Basic. Text. Telcom.
Addrss, and Schedl— by typing the name
of the ROM-based program you want,

and hitting ENTER — very handy.

The book also gives detailed instructions

for downloading programs from Compu-
Serve. The utilities are very useful and ex-

cellently annotated. Beginning Model 100

owners will certainly want to check out

this book.

Book Beat Doggie
It is my unfortunate duty to warn you

off All About Hand-Held and Briefcase-

Portable Computers by C. Louis Hohen-
stein. 368 pp. Byte Books, McGraw-Hill
Paperbacks. 1221 Avenue of the

Americas. New York. NY 10020. $9.95.

The book needlessly and unproductively

blurs the line between handheld and port-

able computers, and provides a nearly

worthless overview that helps neither the

portable owner nor the portable shopper.

Its highly uneven approach explains things

like keyboards as if we had never seen

one before, then later on provides an

exploded view of the Sharp PC-1500— not

to study the architecture, but more or

less just for the hell of it.

A quote: "In the hand-held computers
we*re using as examples, the visual display

is usually located above the keyboard,

near the top of the computer faceplate."

Things deteriorate from there. With a

straight face the author compares the $7000

Grid Compass with the $70 TRS-80 PC-1.

Generally a mess. McGraw-Hill ought to

know better, but then again, nobody's

perfect. In any case, stay away from this

one. It's a major doggie.

Model 100 Microcassette Fix
In the November 1983 issue of Creative

Computing, Glenn Hart gave a favorable

review to the Olympus C100 Microcas-
sette Recorder. He noted in his review

that the supposedly "portable" cassette

recorders used by some portable computer
owners as storage devices were heavier

and bulkier than the portables themselves.

He was extremely impressed by the C 100,

which at 5.4" by 2.6" by 1.1" is smaller

than a pack of cigarettes. It is one of a
growing number of microcassette dictation
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BNovationllgl
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amd best prices

Systems, Inc.
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Cairo. Georgia 31728
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PRINTERS
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600XL CALL
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800XL CALL
DISK DRIVES

Indus QT Call
Trak ATD2 $388
Trak AT 1 $319
Trak AT 04 Call
Astra 1620 (Dual) $499
Percom Call
Atari 1050 $349
Rana 1000 Call

MEMORIES
Microbits64K(XL) $126
Intec 48K (400) $89
Mosaic 48K (400) $98
Intec 64K (400) $105
Mosaic 64K (400/800) Call
Mosaic 32K $68
Atari 64KI600XL) Call

INTERFACES
Axiom 846 Call
Ape Face Call
Atari 850 (In Stock) $169
Intertast 1 $150
Microbits 1150 Call
Axiom Buffer Call

DIRECT PRINTERS
Axiom AT 100 $219
Atari 1027 $285
Axiom 550 AT $319
Axiom 700 AT $469
Atari 1025 $395

DIRECT MODEMS
Microbits 1000C $128
Atari 1030 $114

OTHER ATARI
400 Keyboard Call ATR-8000 (64K) $448
Koala Pad $67 ATR 8O00O6K) $295
Chalkboard Pad $75 Alien Voice Box $98
Blt-3 80 Column $228 1010 Recorder $74

STAR
Gemini 10X $268
Gemini 15X $398
Delta 10 $378
Star Letter Qual Call

EPSON
rxso Can
MX100 Call
RX80RT Call

SMITH CORONA
TPII $438

JUKI Call

Wico Joystick $21
Wico Trackball $36
CompuServe $26
Covers $7

P»"f§fS COMMODORECITOH
Prowriter $335
Prowriter II $648
Starwriter $1098
Printmaster $1448

OKI0ATA
82A Call
84P Call
92 Call
93 Call

MANNESMAN
1601 $588
Spirit Call

Maxells $25
Memorex $24
Elephants $18
Flip N File $20

COSMIC COMPUTERS
727 BREA CANYON RD., SUITE 16

WALNUT, CA 91789

(800) 626-7642
cauf.(714) 594-5204
Add $? SO slipping per software order in continental U S Add $5 00
snipping per software order for AK. HI. FP0-AP0 MasterCard and Visa

OK for software only within continental U S "add 3% surcharqe

All detective returns must have a return authorization number

DISK DRIVES
MSD(170K) $349
MSO(Dual)(170Kx2) $539
Laser(170K) $325
Commodore 1541 $239
Concord (170K) Call

80 COLUMN BDS
Batteries 80 Col $138
Video Pak 80 $129
Z80 Video Pak $209

RECORDERS
Cardco Recorder ... $48
1530 Commodore Call
Cassette Interface . . $29

SOFTWARE
BATTERIES INCLUDED
Paper Clip (D) $69
Consultant (D) $75
Bus Card $138
80 Column BD $138
Paper Clip wfSpell ID) $85
Spell Pack (D) $37
Organizer Series (Ea) $22
BLUE SKY
Calc Result Adv
Calc Result Easy

CONTINENTAL S.W.
Home Accountant (D)
Tax Advantage (D)

$99
$57

$48
$39

FCM (0) $34

INTERFACES
The Connection $85
Bus Card $138
Cardco Gt $69
Cardco B Call
MSD(IEEE) $98
Cardco 5 Slot $48
RS-232 Call

DIRECT PRINTERS
MPS 801 $219
Commodore 1526 $288
Cardco LO/I $498
1520 Color Printer . $129

DIRECT MODEMS
Hesmodem $53
1650 Automodem $99
1600 Modem Call

MIRAGE CONCEPTS
Data Base (D) $68
Word Processor (D) $68
PROFESSIONAL SW
WordPro VWSpell(O) $68
Spellnght(D) $45
OUIKTEX
Quick Br Fox (R) $49
MISCELLANEOUS
Oiskey(O) $33
BarronsSat(D) $59
Millionaire (O) $39
Sargonll(O) $23
B-Graph(D) $59
Castle Wollenstein (D) $20
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Lyco Computer Marketing & Consultants

toll free 800-233-8760TO ORDER
CALL US

RANADISK
DRIVES

PERCOM
ATARI AT88 PD $329 00
AT 88 DOUBLE R *1 29 00
ADD ON DRIVES * CALL

HARD FOR 5 MEG
DISK APPLE 10 MEG
DRIVES IBM PC IS MEG
AVAILABLE 20 MEG

commodore
VIC 64 s CALL
VIC 1541 $239 00

SSI
KNIGHTS OF DESERT $26 75
EAGLES $26 75
TIGERS IN SNOW $26 75
COMBAT LEADER $26 75
BATTLE FOR N $26 75

E PYX 64

JUMPMAN CD $27 75
JUMPMAN JR R $27 75
PITSTOPR $27 75
TEMPLE ASPHAI $27 75
GATE T ASPHAI $27 75
CRUSHOCC/D $21 75

INFOCOM64
ENCHANTER $34 75
PLANETFALL $34 75

tippkz
BRODERBUND

BANK STREET D $44 75

CHOPLIFTER D $24 95

DAVID MAGIC $24 95
DROL D $24 95

LODE RUN $24 95
SEAFOX D $22 95

SPARE CHANGE $24 95
AEO $24 75

TRAK DISK DRIVES
AT 01 $379 00
AT 02 $399 00
AT D2 TURBO PAK $22 95
PRINTER CABLE $22.95

CONCORD
DISK DRIVES
APPLE 163K DRIVE $199 00
APPLE 326K DRIVE $229 00
APPLE CONTROLLER
CARD $69 00

COMMODORE VIC 1 74K $289 00
COMMODORE VIC 34BK $359 00

ATARI 1 76K MASTER $289 00
ATARI 348K MASTER $369 00
ATARI ADDON DRIVES $CALL

DATASOFT
POOVANC/D $2175
O RILE vs MINE $21 75

PARKER 20

FROGGER $33 75

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
WORD PRO 3 $59 75
SPELL RIGHT $39 75
BOTH TOGETHER $79 75

EASTERN HOUSE
RABBIT 20 ROM $34 75

RABBIT 64 ROM $34 75

KOALA
KOALA TABLET $84 75
PROGRAMMERS GUIDE $1275
GEOMETRIC DESIGNS $22 75
LOGO DESIGN $27 75
ILLUSTRATOR $99 75
SONG WRITER D $27 75
MASTER TYPE $27 75

CONTINENTAL

HOME ACCOUNT O $44 75
TAX ADVANTAGE $35 75
BOOK OF APPLE
SOFTWARE $16 95

GENERAL LEDGER $179 95
ACCOUNTS PAY $1 79 95
ACCOUNTS REC $179 95
PAYROLL $179 95
PROPERTY MGMT $329 95

PEACHTREE
SOFTWARE
LIST MANAGER $199 00
BUSINESS GRAPHICS $225.00
GRAPHICS LANGUAGE $299 00

REQUIRES COBAL RUNTIME

ACCTS PAYABLE I $495 00
ACCTS PAYABLE II $1695 00

PAYROLL I $495 00
PAYROLL II $1695 00
GENERAL LEDGER I $495 00
GENERAL LEDGER II $1695 00

CP/M VERSION

PEACHPACK 4 $295 00
ACCTS PAYABLE III $549 00
ACCTS PAYABLE IV $899 00
ACCTS REC III $549 00
ACCTS REC IV $899 00
GENERAL LEDGER III $549 00
GENERAL LEDGER IV $899 OO
INVENTORY MGMT I $549 00
INVENTORY MGMT II $899 00
PAYROLL III $549.00
PAYROLL IV $899 00
SALES INVOICING I $549 00
SALES INVOICING $899 00

TO ORDER
CALL TOLL FREE

800-233-8760
in pa i 717-327-1824

or send order to

Lyco Computer
P O Box seas

Jersey Shore. PA 1774C

DISKETTES
ELEPHANT

SINGLE SIDE SO |10| $17 75

SDHOOI $16 75/10
SINGLE SIDE DO |10| $2175
00(100) $20 75/10

DOUBLE SIDE DD (10) $26 75
00(1001 $24 75/10

MAXELL
MD1 (10) $27 75

MD2 HOI $37 75

CERTRON
CASSETTES

CC 10(12)
CC 20(12)

$15 99
$17 99

INNOVATIVE
CONCEPTS

DISK STORAGE (10) $4 95
OISK STORAGE (15| $9 95
DISK STORAGE 1251 $19 95
OISK STORAGE (501 $26 75

ROM STORAGE |10) $24 75

MODEMS
ANCHOR MARK I $45 75
ANCHOR MARK II $79 75
HAYES SMART $239 00
HAYES MICRO II $309 00
MICROBIT 1O0OC $129 00
CAT $144 00
D-CAT $155 00
J-CAT $115 00
APPLE CAT II $279 00
212 APPLE CAT $589 00

INFOCOM
DEAOLINE $34 75
ZORK 12 oi 3 $34 75

ENCHANTER $34 75

PLANETFALL $34 75

SPINNAKER
KINOERCOMPD $21 75
STORY MACHO $23 75

FACE MAKER D $23 75
SNOOPER TR D $29 75

SNOOPER T2 D $29 75

DELTA DRAW D $32 75

FRACTION F S23 75
ALPHABET ZOO O $2175
MOST AMAZING D $26 75

RHYMES* RIDD $21 75

APPLE DUMPLING GX $99 75
APPLE DUMPLING
16K BUFFER $179 75

TEXT PRINTER
INTERFACE $79 75

COMPUTER
CARE

BIB
DISK DRIVE CLEANER
COMPUTER CARE KIT

$12 751
$19 7sl

NORTRONICS
DISK DRIVE CLEANER
WITH SOFTWARE FOR
IBM PC ATARI VIC

APPLE S Tl $29 75

DISKCLEANERREFILLS $14 75

CASS DRIVE CLEANER $9 95
MEDIA BULK ERASER $46 75

ATARI
INFOCOM

r

DEADLINE $34 75
ZORK 1.2. or 3 $26 75
ENCHANTER $34 75

EOUFUN

GULP ARROW
GRAPHICS $24 75

FACE FLASH $24 75

CONTINENTAL

HOME ACCOUNT D $44 75

TAX ADVANTAGE $35 75

BOOK OF ATARI
SOFTWARE $16 95

MONITORS
SAKATA COLOR $249 001
TAXAN GREEN SI1900I
TAXAN AMBER $129 Oo|
TAXAN RGB
COMPOSITE $289 OOl

ZENITH AMBER $105 00

1

ZENITH GREEN $95 00

1

GORILIA GREEN $88 Ool
GORILLA AMBER $95 ool
NECJB1260 $99 ool
NEC JB 1205 $145 OOl
NEC JB1 215 COLOR $269 OO I

AMDEK GREEN $145 Ool
AMDEK AMBER $149 OOl
AMDEK COLOR 1 $289 00

1

SSI

KNIGHTS OF DESERT $26 75

EAGLES $26 75
TIGERS IN SNOW $26 75

GERMANY 1985 $36 75
BATTLE FOR
NORMANDY $26 75

SHATTERED ALLIANCE $39 75

SIERRA ON LINE

ULTIMA II $39 75
DARK CRYSTAL $27 75

ATARISOFT

PACMAN $25 75

DONKEY KONG $25 75

DIG DUG $25 75

CENTIPEDE $25 75

ROBOTRON $25 75

PROGRAM DESIGN
ANALOGIES $18 50
PREP FOR SAT S $79 75
PRESCHOOL IO

BUILDER $18 75
READING COMP $18 75
VOCABULARYBUILDER $18 75

SCARBOROUGH

SONG WRITER D $27 75

MASTER TYPE $27 75

EASTERN HOUSE

MONKEY WRENCH II $52 75

DON T ASK SOFTWARE

SAM $39 75
ABUSE $22 7S
WORD RACE $24 75

PROGRAM DESIGN

ANALOGIES $14 50
PREP FOR SATS $79 75

PRESCHOOL IO

BUILDER $16 75
READING COMP $16 75

VOCABULARYBUILDER $16 75

LETS SPELL $14 75



Lyco Computer Marketing & Consultants

toll free 800-233-8760TO ORDER
CALL US m pa 1 717-327 1824

MANNESMANN
TALLY STAR SAVE — PRINTERS

SPIRIT 80
MTL 1601
MTL 1 SOL

NEC
NECB023
NEC8025

$299 00
$559 00
$775 00

S369 00
$699 00

MICRONTICS CITOH

PRINTER
INTERFACING

AVAILABLE FOR COMMODORE
VIC APPLE ATARI IBM PC
TRSBO Tl ANO OTHERS

GEMINI 10X
GEMINI 1SX
OELTA 10
DELTA IS

RADIX 10
RADIX IS

POWERTYPE
SWEET PIModellOOl
STXBO

S259 00
S379 00
$449 00
$525 00
SS7S 00
$675 OO
SCALL

SS49 00
S149 00

SMITH CORONA TP2 S449 00

GORILLA GX 100
GORILLA SERIAL
PROWRITER 8S10
PROWRITER II

8600
STARWRITER
PRINTMASTER
SHEET FEEDER
620
630
8S10SP
B5I0SCP
A10 LETTER OUAL

S169 00
$199 00
S33S 00
$575 00
SB99 00
S999 00
S1299 00
$425 00
S929 00

$1699 00
$499 00
$559 OO
$499 OO

EPSON
RX 80
RX 80 FT

FX80
FX 100

SCAll
SFOR

SCURRENT
SPRICES

OKI DATA
80
82A
83A
84
92
93

SSAVE
SON THESE
SIN STOCK
SPRINTERS

SCALL S

SSAVE

$

PRINTING PAPER
3000 SHEETS
FANFOLD $42 75

1000 SHEETS
FANFOLD S19 75

1000 SHEETS LETTER $2195
200 SHEETS LETTER $8 99
150 RAG STATIONERY $10 99
MAILING LABELS (1 in) $9 75
14.11 10O0 FANFOLD $24 75

IDUST COVERS
BOO $3 99
400 $3 99
1200 $3 99
410 $3 99
810 $3 99
600 XL $5 99

800XL $599
1050 $5 99

1010 $5 99

PROWRITER $5 99

GEMINI 10X $5 99

PERCOM $5 99

EPSON $5 99

RANA SS 99

VIC 64/20 $5 99

VIC 1541 $5 99

WICO
COMMODORE & ATARI
JOYSTICK $16 75

REOBALL $18 75

BOSS JOYSTICK $12 75

TRACK BALL
12 FT EXT CORD
Tl ADAPTER
APPLE ANALOG
IBM PC ANALOG

$32 75
$6 95
$9 95

$34 75
$34 75

CONTINENTAL 64
HOME ACCOUNT D
TAX ADVANTAGE
F C M
64 USERS OF ENCYC

$44 75

$35 75

$35 75

S12 75
$12 75

fS commodore

TIMEWORKS
INVENTORY
ACCOUNTS REC
ACCOUNTS PAY
GENERAL LEDGER
PAYROLL
INVENTORY MAN
CASH FLOW
SALES ANALYSIS
DATA MANAGER
MONEY MGRC D
CHECKBOOK CD
FORGET ME NOT
STAR BATTLE
ROBOT REVOLT
SPELLBOUND C

$39 75
$39 75

$39 75
$39 75
$39 75

$39 75

$39 75

$39 75

$19 75

$19 95
$19 95
$19 95
$19 95
$19 95
$19 95

RESTON 64

I MINER 2049 ROM

SCARBOROUGH 64
SONGWRITER D $27 75
PHI BETA FILER $32 75

$29 75 MASTER TYPE $27 75

TURTLE TUTOR S22 75
TURTLE TRAINER $22 75
TURTLE GRAPHICS $37 75

SOUNO BOX $9 95
64 FORTH $39 95
HESMON $22 75

GRIDRUNNER $19 75
ATTACK OF MC $22 75
HESWRITER $28 75

OMNI WRITER $45 75

TYPE N WRITER $24 75
PAINT BRUSH $22 75
BENJI $25 75
HOME MANAGER $28 75
TIME MONEY MGR $44 75
OMNI CALC $33 75
SWORD POINT $19 95
HES MODEM $49 95
M MULTIPLAN $65 75

20 ENCYCLOPEDIA
KOALA 64

KOALA TABLET
PROGRAMMERSGUIDE
GEOMETRIC DESIGNS
LOGO DESIGN
SPIDER EATER

SYNAPSE 64

BLUE MAX C D $24 75

ZEPPELIN C D
PHAROAH SCO
SHAMUSC O

PARKER 64

FROGGER
OBERT
TUTANKHAM

CARDCO

$69 75

$12 75
$22 75

$27 75

$22 75

$24 75
$24 75

$24 75

$32 75
$32 75

$32 75

SPINNAKER 64

KINDERCOMPDR $2175
STORY MACH ROM $24 75

FACE MAKER OR $24 75

SNOOPER TR D $26 75

SNOOPER T2 D $26 75

DELTA DRAW ROM $26 75

FRACTION F ROM 524 75

KIDS ON KEYS $24 75

ALPHABET ZOO $24 75

MOST AMAZING R $26 75

G PRINTER
INTERFACE $64 75

B PRINTER
INTERFACE $39 75

KEY PAD 64 $29 75

LIGHT PEN $29 75

3 SLOT EXPANSION S24 75

5 SLOT EXPANSION SS4 75

6 SLOT EXPANSION S79 75

PRINTER UTILITY $19 75

CASSETTE INTERFACE S29 75

WRITE NOW 20 $29 75

WRITE NOW 64 $39 75

MAIL NOW $29 75

DM 1 PRINTER $109 75

LO-1 PRINTER $499 75

BRODERBUN0 64

BANK STREET D S44 75
CHOPLIFTERR S29 95
DAVID D MAGIC $24 95
DROL O R S24 95
LODE RUN O R S24 95
SEAFOX R $29 95
SPARE CHANGE D S24 95

|

AOVENTURE INTERNATIONAL

ADVENTURE t-12M.S17.7t
SAGA $27 75

PREPPIE $24.75
DISKEY $34 75

SEA DRAGON $24 75

KOALA TABLET $69 75

PROGRAMMERSG $12 75
GEOMETRIC DESIGN. $22 75
LOGOOESIGN $27 75
ILLUSTRATOR $99 75

INHOME
400 KEYBOARD SIN STOCK

Bir 3

80 COLUMN SCREEN
BOARD $259 75

PARKER
FROGGER
OBERT

$32 75

SPINNAKER
KINDERCOMPDR $20 75
STORY MACH D R S26 75

BRODERBUND

PEFCOM
AT88S1 ..$249.00
1rDF40SI $269.00

SSI
KNIGHTS OF DESERT $26 75
EAGLES $26 75

TIGERS IN SNOW $26 75
COMBAT LEADER $26 75

DATASOFT

SPELL WIZZARD
TEXT WIZZARO
WORD WIZZARD
ZAXXON CD

$34 75
$34 75
$46 75
$26 75

GEMINI 10 $259.00

BANK STREET O
CHOPLIFTER D
DAVID D MAGIC
DROL D
LODE RUN D
SEAFOX D
SPARE CHANGE D
AE D

EPYX

JUMPMAN C D
JUMPMAN JR R

PITSTOP R

TEMPLE ASPHAI
GATE T ASPHAI
CRUSH CAT C O

UK
LETTER PERFECT
DATA PERFECT
SPELL PERFECT

S44 75

$32 95
$24 95
$24 95
$24 95
$22 95
$24 95

$24 75

$27 75

$27 75
$27 75

$27 75
$27 75
$21 75

$69 75

$69 75
$69 75

A
ATARI

PACMAN $29 75
DONKEY KONG $29 75
DIG DUG S29 75
CENTIPEDE $29 75
STAR RAIDERS $32 75
ROBOTRON J32 75
PAINT S32 , 5
JOUST S35 75
LOGO $69 75
ATARI WRITER $79 75 —
BOOK KEEPERS104 75 ' IMTipUtcrs l»r prnpU
VISICALC S159 75 °
HOME FILING MGR $35 75
PILOT HOME $54 75
KEYPAD S95 75

800XL SCALL I

1050 DISK DRIVE SCALL
1 050 RECORDER S74.00
1027 PRINTER SCALL
1025 PRINTER INSTDTK

TO ORDER
CALL TOIL FREE or send order to

800-233-8760 LyCO Computer
P O Bo 1 5088

Customer Service 1-717-327-1825 Jersey Shore PA 17 74C

POLICY
In stock items shipped within 24 hours of order Personal
checks require tour weeks clearance before shipping No
deposit one orders Free shippmgon prepaidcash orders
within the continental U S PA residents add sales lai An
products subject to availability and puce change Advertised
puces show 4 -- discount offered tor cash add 4 for Maste*
Card or Visa DEALER INOUIRIE S INVITE
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Computer

MAGAZINE
EH
TYPED

AND MAILED ON DISK

FROM j PER
ONLY O MONTH

Including disk and postage.

We type for:

C64 * ATARI * APPLE

We are a typing service. Price includes

all the programs from 3 top magazines
for your computer. Programs are typed,

run tested, and mailed to you on disk

as soon as possible each month

AMTYPE
CORPORATION

7 days toll free

1 (800) 521-3200

CIRCLE 105 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Software That Works
For Generations

6 Types of Charts and Sheets
Indices

User Fields

Notes, Footnotes and Sources
No Limits

Adapts to Your Hardware
Comprehensive
Easy to Use

And Much, Much More

Send lor brochure and sample printouts-

Family Roots includes detailed manual and 2 full diskettes

of programs lor your Apple II, IBM PC,

Commodore 64 and CP/M •

Other genealogy software also available.

Phcr $185 Satisfaction Guaranteed.

American Eipress, Visa t> Mastercard Accepted

* Trademarks (or

Apple Computer.

Inc.. International

Buuneu Machines,

CBM. Inc.t* Digital

Research

Family
Roots

Notebook Computing, continued.

Olympus C100 Microcassette.

recorders that can meet the demands of

data storage.

When it came to the Model 100, how-
ever, the C100 did not perform well. Hart

concluded that the 1500 baud transfer

rate proved too much for the Olympus
recorder and left it at that. He went on to

recommend the recorder highly for TRS-
80 PC-1 and PC-2 owners, as well as owners

of equivalent Sharp handhelds.

Well it is time for an update and a

clarification. The reason the C100 proved

incompatible with the Model 100 was not

a matter of baud rate. The reason for the

incompatibility of the C100 and many other

recorders with the same problem, is the

lack of an AUX input jack. When Model
100 input—designed to go into an auxiliary

jack— is routed instead to a MIC input

jack, the signal becomes badly distorted

from overload. It will not load properly.

The fact that Glenn Hart got any
programs to load to the Model 100 is

amazing and a tribute to his patience.

Peter Cronin, of Montvale, NJ, wrote
with a fix that will allow the CI 00 and
many other recorders to work with the

Model 100.

The solution, confirmed by several mem-
bers of the Model 100 Special Interest

Group (SIG) on CompuServe, is the ad-

dition of a simple attenuator circuit be-

tween the input lead and the MIC input

jack on the recorder. The adaptor is as

simple as a 3.3K ohm resistor attached in

a series with a .01 MFD capacitor on the

signal (hot) input lead. Attach a 390 ohm
resistor to the braided (ground) lead (see

Figure 1). Cronin gives the following hints

about assembly:

"The components can be installed in a

short 'extension cord' for the wire going

into the MIC input and must be shielded

in accordance with good electronic

practice. It is also a good idea to keep the

recorder a foot or so away from the com-
puter. Many Model 100 owners are success-

fully using this adaptor with a variety of

cassette and microcassette recorders."

Thanks for the under $5 fix, Peter, and

keep in touch.

For $125, the C 100 is thus transformed

into an extremely compact and reliable

Model 100 storage peripheral. Olympus
offers a special microcassette tape es-

pecially for data storage, 15 minutes long,

and retailing for $2.20. For more infor-

mation contact Olympus, 4 Nevada Dr.,

Lake Success, NY 1 1042. (516) 488-3880.

Let the Machine Demo Itself

Whenever I pull out the Model 100 on
a plane, at a news conference, or during

an interview, people ask questions about

it. When I hand it to them, they stare at

the screen and say "wow," but that's about

it. I took the time to write a short demo,
that lets the Model 100 tell about itself

instead of making me do it. It can do a

much better job, anyway.
Listing 1 is a version of that demo. It

struts a bit of graphics and sound, as well

as listing the important features of the

machine. It hints at the kinds of powers

the machine commands, and at the same
time keeps the whole thing light. It takes

up about 3K.
Novice programmers can learn a little

bit from this listing. The random line and
box displays (lines 150-270) are very simple

graphics demos and could be improved

with very little work. The sound demo
(lines 350-390) is bare bones, but shows
how easy it is to get the Model 100 to play

a little tune. Lines 410 to 460 comprise a

self-portrait, and are easily transportable

to other programs.

You might also explore the use of PRINT
AT commands to place the cursor on the

screen. Simplicity itself—and the effect is

quite nice.

QUINSEPT, INC.
P.O. Box 216, Lexington, MA 02173

(617) 862-0404
CIRCLE 161 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Notebook Computing, continued..

Listing I.

10 • Model 10O Derno Program
20 ' by John Anderson
30 '2/12/84 Creative Computing
40 '

110 CLS:PRINT:PRINT" The TRS-80 Model
100:":GOSUB 2000
120 PRINT:PRINT" The first truly
practical portable. .." :GOSUB 2000
130 PR I NT: PR I NT " And a computer to be
reckoned with '

" : GOSUB 2020
140 FOR 0=1 TO 60: SOUND 6000,1: SOUND
8000, 1 :NEXT A
150 CLS:F0R E=l TO 25
160 A=INT(RND(1>*238>
170 B=INT(RND(1>*62)
180 C=INT(RND(1)*238)
190 D=INT(RND(1)*62)
200 LINE (A,B)-(C, D>

210 NEXT E:CLS
220 FOR E=l TO 15
230 A=INT(RND<1>*238>
240 B=INT(RND(1 )*62)
250 C=INT(RND(1>*238)
260 D=INT(RND(1 >*6£)
£70 LINE (A,B)-(C,D), 1,B
280 NEXT:CLS:PRINT"Dear Jerry, ": GOSUB
£000: PR I NT: PR I NT" It was good
meeting with you last"
290 PRINT"Thursday. " ; :G0SUB £000:PRINT"
I'm sure that Ir.foCo" : PRINT"wi 1 1 be a

great success. Best of luck.

"

300 GOSUB 2000: PR I NT: PR I NT"
Sincerely,

"

310 GOSUB
2000:PRINT(?5, "Bernard, ":PRINT*144, "Warth
og Inc.

"

320 GOSUB £000:PRINTl?5, "Rodney,
" :PRINT*144, "Zwicky Bros. "

330 GOSUB
£000:PRINT*5, "Juanita, " :PRINT©144, "Squea
ko Ltd. ":

335 GOSUB
£000:PRINT05, "Herbert, " :PRINT*144, "Syntr
onics Co. ":G0SUB £000:GOSUB 2010
340 CLS:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT" It can
even play music!"
350 READ A: IF A <0 THEN 400
360 SOUND 0,9
370 GOTO 1£50
380 DOTO
12538, 9394, 8368, 7456, 7456, 8368, 7032, 7456
, 1 1 172, 12538, 7456, 9394, 8368, 1 1 17£, 12538,
9952, 9394
390 DOTO
6269, 6269, 7032, 7456, 8368, 7456, 8368, 9394,
9952, 1 1 172, 12538, 1 1 172, 9952, 9394, 9952, 93
94, 8368, 7456, 8368, 9394, -999

400 CLS
410 LINE (20, 20) -(90,60), 1,B
420 LINE (£6,£4)-(77,34), 1,BF
430 LINE (80, £5) -(84, 31), 1,BF
440 LINE (£3, 40)-(87,54), 1,BF
450 LINE (£9, 56)-(77,58), 1 , BF

460 LINE (£3, 37)-(87,38), 1 , BF
480 LINE (170,5)-(230,35) , 1,B
490 PRINT*1 10, "cassette"
500 LINE (100, 10)-(160, 60) , 1, B
510 PRINT*179, "printer"
5£0 LINE (25, 20) -(25, 7), 1 :LINE
(25,7)-(170, 7), 1

530
LINE (31, 20) -(31, 12), 1 : LINE (31, 12) -(100, 1

2),1
540 PRINT*245, "Model 100"
550 GOSUB 2000: GOSUB £000
560 CLS:PRINT:PRINT" »» Full-stroke
keyboard " : GOSUB2000 : PR I NT : PR I NT " **«
Built-in modem and phone d laler " : GOSUB
£000
570 PRINT: PRINT" »** ROM software
packages: " : GOSUB £020: GOSUB 2000
580 PRINT* ££7, "Text edi t ing ": GOSUB 2000
585 PRINT* 227, "Terminal ": GOSUB 2000
590 PRINT* 227, "Address File":GOSUB 2000
600 PRINT* 227, "Scheduler ":G0SUB 2000
610 PRINT*227, "Basic ":G0SUB £000
6£0 CLS:PRINT:PRINT" **» Bar code reader
jack":G0SUB 2000:PRINT : PRINT" *** Eight
programmable-function keys":GOSUB £000
630 PRINT: PRINT" *** Non-volatile CMOS
ROM user memory" : GOSUB £0£0: GOSUB
£000: GOSUB £010
640 CLS:PRINT:PRINT" **# Built-in
calendar and clock" :G0SUB
£000:PRINT:PRINT" *** Low battery
drain" : GOSUB £000
650 PR I NT: PR I NT" *#* RS-£3£ port for
commun i cat ion" I GOSUB 2020 : GOSUB
2000: GOSUB 2010
660 CLS: PR I NT .-PRINT: PR I NT" Ask the
person who is":PRINT" showing it to
you":PRINT" to tell you more '": GOSUB
£000
1000 MENU
£000 FOR A=l TO 1000: NEXT A: RETURN
£010 FOR A=l TO 300: NEXT A: RETURN
£0£0 LINE (6, 55) -(£34, 55), 1: RETURN

j-di*y&rf>?*fi>* rf*

ortubfe cm u?*s<J*Mr-.

\\c re about to land—please tell yourfriend to buckle up.
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Your subscription will bring you 26 big
issues every year of the most up-to-date facts

and technological breakthroughs that affect you
and your IBM or compatible personal com-
puter. 26 big issues of/'Cdelivered to your door
AT UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS!

Every other week you'll get a library of
professional insights including latest coverage
of newly-released hardware and peripherals.
You'll find timely information on innovations in

programming, applications and networking.
Youll communicate with professionals and
users like yourself and get reviews of new soft-

ware packages, some before they even hit the
shelves.

You can subscribe to PC, The Independ-
ent Guide To IBM Personal Computers for as
little as $1.02 an issue! Use the attached card or
the coupon at right TO SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

GET THE MOST UP-TO-DATE IN-
FORMATION FOR YOU AND YOUR PC
WITH PC, 26 TIMES A YEAR!

Wj SUBSCRIBE TO
P.O. BOX 2443 • BOULDER, CO 80322

YES, Please enter my subscription to PC for:

26 issues (one year) for only $29.97. ..LESS THAN $1.16 A COPY!
52 issues for only $52.97. ..LESS THAN $1.02 A COPY!
Full one-year subscription price $34.97. Single copy price $2.50.

Mr./Mrs./Ms

Company

Address

ptauc pnnl name in lull SHOOT

City. _State_

Check one:

Charge my:

Card No

] Payment enclosed

American Express

_Zip_

Bill me later

Visa MasterCard

_Exp. Date_
Add $52 a sear I'm nada and all other foreign countries. Please allow 30 u
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Notebook Computing, continued...

Listing 2.

10 ' Word Counter Program

£0 ' by John J. Anderson

30 '3/5/84 Creative Computing
40 •

100 CLEAR 5000 :W=0
110 CLS: PR INT: FILES
1£0 PRINT: INPUT "File name (must be .DO
file) " ;N*
130 CLS:PRINT:PRINT"An exact count takes
a lot of t ime. " :PRINT"An approximate
count is quicker. " :PRINTSTRING* (39, "-")

150 PRINT:PRINT"(E)xact or (A) pproximate
count :

"

180 I*=INKEY*

170 IF I*="e" THEN 300
180 IF I»="a" THEN 258
190 SOTO 160
250 ON ERROR GOTO 500: OPEN N* FOR INPUT
AS
1 :CLS:PRINT:PRINT"Working. .

.
" :PRINTSTRIN

6* (39, "-")

£55 IF E0F(1) THEN £70
£60 INPUT #1, A*:W=W-H5:G0T0 £55
270 CLOSE l:BEEP:PRINT"File <" N*;">
contains approximately" :PRINT :PRINT"
";W; "words. ":

£80 PRINTsPRINT" (M> for menu, (SPACEBAR)
to rtrun. "

;

290 I»=INKEY*:IF I»="m" THEN MENU
295 IF I»=" " THEN RUN
297 GOTO 290
300 ON ERROR GOTO
500:CLS:PRINT:PRINT"Working. . . " :PRINTSTR
ING*(39, "-") :OPEN N* FOR INPUT AS 1:W=1
310 A»=INPUT*(1, 1) :Z*=Z»+A*:N=N+1
320 IF N>3 THEN Z*=RIGHT» ( Z*, 3)

330 IF E0F(1) THEN 380
340 IF A*=CHR»(10) THEN W=W+1
350 IF LEFT*(Z», 1) (>CHR«(3£) AND
MID*(Z«, 2, 1)-CHR»(32) AND
RIGHT* ( Z*, 1) <>CHR» (32) THENW=W+1
360 PRINT (?£13, W;
370 GOTO 310
380 CLOSE 1: BEEP: PR I NT© 1£0, "File
(";N»;"> contains
exactly" iPRINT0£19, "words.

"

390 PRINT:PRINT" (M> for menu, (SPACEBAR)
to rerun. "

;

400 I*=INKEY»:IF I*="m" THEN MENU
410 IF I«=" " THEN RUN
420 GOTO 400
500 CLS: PR INT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT"
IMPROPER FILE NAME:":FOR X=l TO
1000: NEXT X: RESUME 110

COMPUTERS

ALIOS All Models

COIUMIIA
1600 1 (12SK. 2 Drives)

1600-VP (Portlblt 2 Drnrej)

SCall

SCall

SCall

I All Models SCill

Desktop A Portable PC s SCill

EMU PC -Plus 2 (PC Plus XI SCill

Spirrt 2 /SpKrt XL S2995/SCHI

FRANKLIN

CX Series (Apple DOS. MS DOS CP/M) SCal

ACE OMS (ACE 1200 ml 2 Drives) SCt«

INTERTEC HeadSUrt VPU 512 SCal

NIC PC 8201A (*/ 16K RAM) $479

PC BB01A (64X2 Dirves. Software) SUM
SANYO MBC 555 (128X 2 Drives) SCall

SWP Ik. Co-Power -81 (BOBS ml 25BK)

For Xlypro I Morrow D«i|n SC»K

TELEVI0EO16O5/IPC-II SCill

VISUAL Commuter SCal
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FIRMWARE

ALS Smarterm II (110 Col Card) . . $13$

AST RESEARCH MX.
MEGA PLUS II (64K Serial SCIock/Cal) $209

SIX PACK PLUS (B4K. Serial/Par, Clock) $279

CMC CO Card'* G (Commodore) $69

OISITAL RESEARCH CP/M Gold Card $349

FOURTH OIMENJWN MX RAM Card $49

HERCULES Graphics Board (IBM) $349

INTERACT. STRU. PXASO Unrversil $12$

KEYTRONIC IBM keyboard (5150) $189

MA SYSTEMS PC Poacock $279

MICR010S Baby Blue II (IBM) $539

MICROSOFT Sollcard $229

0RANBE MICRO Bull Graopler- (16X) $169

0UA0RAM QUAD 512. ml 61k $239

EXPANDED QUA0B0ARD ml 64X $279

MICR0FAZER Perl/Pari (64k) S185

TECHMAR Graphics Mastoi $519

HARD DISK

CORWS 0AV0N6 (Eilernal)

12 MB SCall 10 MB $1925

IB MB $2995 21 MB $2645

BREAT LAKES 10 MB (IBM Eilerml) $1219

OCS 10 MB Ell ml 5 MB Back-Op $2995

TALLBRASS 12 MB ml Topo Back Up $2799

TECMAR Removable 5 MB Cartridge $1479

XC0MP 16 MB (IB 14. Apple, kaypro) $1749

TERMINALS

ESPRIT ESP 6310 $669

LIBERTY Freedom 110/200 SCall

0OME 102/103/108 $549/$859/S649

TELEVIBEO Personal terminal $429

VISUAL 50/55 S559/S669

$659/ $995

ZENITH 2 29/ZTX n $649/ $399

Jill.'in.H

BROTHER OX 15 /HR 25 S449/S749

C-ITOHPiowriteil6510AP $329

OAISVWRITER 2000 EXP $985

EPSON
LQ-1500 $1195 RX-100 $519
FX 80 $469 FX-V00 $699

HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS Ptottets SCa«

JUKI tWO (17 CPS. Dial* Compel

)

SCal

MANNESMANN TALLY

M1180L $799 Sp»rl-80 $299

NEC 2050/3530 $815/51275

P2P.nwnter $649 P3 Pmwntei $B79

0KKMTA ML 92/ML 84 SCall

01VMPIA Compact RO/Compact 2 $459/ $429

0UME Sprint 1140/ 1155 SCal
ROLANt 0XY-800 (11x17 8 Pons) $739

SILVER-REED EXP 550/770 $519/5899

STAR MICR0NICS
Delta 10 $409 Rata 15 $699
STROBE Model 200/260 5529/5689

TOM INSTRUMENTS 850 R0 $489
TOSHIBA P1340/I3S1 $789/SCall

IRANSTAR 1120 /TWO S419/S979

MM
Video 300/ 300A/3WA $135/145/165

Color IU. . . $419 Color IH» $379

BENTECH 9'/12" Green S85/S95
PRINCETON BRAPHICS HX 12 $489
Mai -12 (12" Amber. TTL) $189

ROLANt. SAKAIA AN Models SCall

TAXAN RGBviswn 210/420 $269/5459

XG-12N $119 X6-I2N/UY $129

$285

HAYES Moomodem lie $239

Smartmodom 300/ 1200/ I200B SCiN

NOVATION Apple Cat II (300 Baud) $22$

103 Smart Cat (300 Baud) $169

J. NOtNTtCS Password (1200 Baud) $319

SOFTWARE

LOTUS 1-2-3 $329

MBSI Accounting Software SCal

WordStar Pro Pick (IBM) $399

R Base 4000 $319

MISCELLANEOUS

HOUSTON INSTR. 01 -114 Digitizer $779

NANA Elite One (163k, Apple Drive) $239

1000 ml 00S (Atari) $309
TANtON TM 100 2 (DSOO Drrve. IBM) $209

TEAC FD SSB (0S0D Thinhne. IBM) $189

CUSTOMER SERVICE

401-273-2420
ORDERS 0NLV

800-843-4302
ISO troatway. Suite 2212, N.Y., NY 10036

Monty Orrlar. Cuban Ck. PwsoMl Ck Waakt to Claw)

Add 3% MC/VISA SH AMtl Ctarfl AM 3*1 On COO draws
AP0 Oilwi AM 6«j AM 3«t Fw Ntt Iwrn
Al RenoM DM Oefacbvt MwduwAu All SatHCt la

20K RiitoOaxj Ckarrja

GenTtch Reserves tie AifM to Chang* AevertisM Pnces

[Tim
CIRCLE 128 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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You own a Kaypro 2, 4 or 10,

and you use it all the time. Vet

you know you can do more
with it and set the software to

work harder for you. The users

manual has helped you, but

a suide directins you to the

functions you bought the

Kaypro for is what you really

need. Look no futhcr, THE
KAYPRO: AN APPLICATIONS
GUIDE is here!

This book is not a programming
Suide, nor is it a technical ref-

erence manual. It is a definitive

Suide on how you can maxi-

mize your unit's productivity.

Amons the topics discussed

are:

O Usins CP/M to its best

advantase
How MS/DOS can enhance
your machine
How to utilize Perfect

Witer m to its fullest and
how to cut editins time in

half

Usins Perfect Speller'" with a word processor

How Perfect Filer'" can be used in a variety of list manage

-

ment and database applications

O Writing with WordStar'" and a comparison of WordStar and

Perfect Writer

O Hookins up the Kaypro to a printer, and a confiscation table

for twenty of the most popular printers.

And specific case studies and uses for writers, academicians,

teachers, physicians, lawyers, small businessmen and

conizations.

If you own a Kaypro 2, 4 or 10, you need THE KWPRO: AN
APPLICATIONS GUIDE. Order your copy today! Only $12.95!

Available in your local bookstore and computer store.

For faster delivery, PHONE TOLL-FREE 9 am-5 pm E.S.T.:

1-800-631-8118 (In NJ only: 201-540-0445)

O

O

o
o

CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS
Dept MB4B 39 East Hanover Avenue, Morns Plains, NJ 079S0

Please send me copies of THE KAYPRO AN APPLICATIONS GUIDE at

$1? 95* plus J9 00 postase and handling (J5 00 outside USA) each # 70-4

Payment Enclosed $ 'Residents of CA NJ and NY State add applicable

sales tax

Purchase Orders $50 minimum.

Charge My: r~| American Express

Card No

MasterCard fj Visa

Exp Date.

Mr 'Mrs /Ms.
(print fuH name)

Adrtrc«_

City/State/Zip_

12 Please send free catalog

Notebook Computing, continued.

Counting Words
Another program I keep in precious

RAM most of the time is the word counter

which appears here as Listing 2. The
number one job my Model 100 performs

is word processing, and when I am writing

reviews and columns, I need to know just

how long they are. This program lets me
get a quick, approximate count, or a slow

but exact word count.

When you run it, the program asks you

which file to count and traps for errors. It

contains two routines— the first approxi-

mates a count by counting only lines, and

then using a round figure of 15 words per

80-column line to estimate an answer. If

you have a higher fog index (use bigger

words) than I do, try a lower number in

line 260. If you are monosyllabic, increase

that number. For my vocabulary. I find

that 15 words per 80-column line is a

good rule of thumb. For example, this

paragraph and the ones preceding and

following it come to a total of exactly 292

words. Using the approximation routine,

you come up with a figure of 285, which

is quite acceptable for most needs.

Why an approximation routine at all?

Because counting words exactly takes up

a whole lot of time on the Model 100.

Using the second routine, counting this

paragraph and the two before it takes a

minute and 40 seconds. That may not

look like much at first glance, but imagine

what happens when you get up into the

realm of 2000+ words. Most of the time

it is better to use five minutes revising

your text than waiting for an exact word

count. That's why the approximation

method gets more frequent use. It counts

up these last three paragraphs in under

three seconds.

Of course when you count words exactly

on a computer, you really count the spaces

between words. That is what is happening

in lines 310-370. At the end of the program

you can either get a word count on another

file or to exit back to the menu.

Keep In Touch
Dave and I very much enjoy hearing

from you portable owners— keep the cards

and letters coming in. Send in a tape of

your latest game, demo, or artistic

creation.

Anybody out there want to save us the

trouble of writing an LCD graphics screen-

save routine? We'll print it here, if it is

short enough and sweet enough. Anybody
figured out how to disable the break key?

Give us a call. We'll credit the secret to

you.

Until next time, keep your penlights

fresh, your meads charged, and your LCD
out of direct sunlight. See you same place

next time.
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Freeand Easy
Using a Business

Plotter is difficult

and expensive,

right? Wrong! That's the way
things used to he. Roland IX'.'s

new hardware/software

package not only makes
plotting easy, it also makes
part of the deal free!

During the

months of

April, May and

June with the

purchase of a

Roland DG
DXY-800 8-Pcn \Y
Plotter, you gel the

KeyChart Presentation

Graphics Software to run the

plotter—Absolutely Free! A
savings of $375.00.

At the hearl of the package is

the Roland DG DXY-800XY
Plotter, (the lowest priced 8-pen

plotter on the market). The
DXY-800 is an 8-pen intelligent

plotter offering an U" x 17" plot

bed. Centronics parallel and

RS-2!52 serial interfaces, and
can also he used in either a

horizontal or vertical ((>()

degree inclined) position, to

conserve your

desk-top space.

I se regular paper

or even acetate

to produce

overhead

projection

graphics.

Next add
KeyChart, prob-

ably the quickest,

and easiest software

program for generating

presentation-quality

business graphics. You don't

have to be a programmer to use

KeyChart It is completely

menu-driven and can provide

automatic default values for

every characteristic. b>ad in

your data from the keyboard, or

from almost any electronic

spreadsheet, including l^otus

1-2-3.

keyChart
graphics

software

is high-quality,

quick, and easy.

t
hanks hi

Kolaml IK!

KeyChart

W,
hy not

take the

work
out ofyour
next business

presentation?

can come to

you for free.

oland IX'.'s

DXY-800
KeyChart

package is available

for most popular personal

computers, .lust plug it in, and
within minutes you'll be

creating the kind

of graphics you

thought

might take-

days of pro-

gramming.

All of this

comes to

you for the

DXY-800's
normal low retail

price of $995.00.

KeyChart, normally

priced at (375.00 is

included at no additional

cost. I'or those who don't

need multi-pens, Koland IX",

also makes a single pen

plotter (the DXY-101), also

bundled with KeyChart for

only $750.00
Why not let the Roland DG

graphics

system

improve

the

quality

of your

business

presenta-

tions?

But

you'd

better

hurry, this kind of free and
easy dealing isn't going to last

forever, just until June 30th.

l-or a dealer near you contact:

Roland IX',. 7200 Dominion
Circle, Lot Angeles. CA
90040,(213)685-5141.

KeyChat
lr;id*mirtH>l Siltruy
Nnflw.irv Pmductl Inc.

LotuftandK Iradtn

Lotw Dmlopmeol Caqn

Roland DG
CIRCLE 165 ON READER SERVICE CARD



In this month's Outpost, an old

friend, David Small, shares the honors
with columnist Art Leyenberger. David
brings us news gleaned from a recent

visit to Atari, and Art talks about new
books of interest to Atari users.

David starts:

In March, I visited Atari to try to

make some sense of what I had been

hearing about the company and its prod-

ucts. Among the people with whom I

spoke there was Sherwin Gooch, a man-
ager and the driving force behind the

1450 XLD.
"What?" you ask. "The 1450 has been

cancelled." Ah, read on. And remember
you heard it here first.

Sherwin is the head of a small, very

talented group of people working on the

1450. When I visited, they were putting

the final touches on the design. In spite

of parts availability problems, politics,

layoffs, and resignations, Sherwin hung
on, dedicated not only to doing a fine

machine design, but, in his words, to

"getting the 1450 out the door. It's just

like The Soul of a New Machine (Tracy

Kidder's fine book about the develop-

ment of a new Data General machine).

What doesn't matter is the politics, the

problems, or the hassles. What counts is

getting the machine out the door. That is

what computer companies are judged
by, not the rumors of grandiose ma-
chines 'under development,' but what
goes out the door. And if it kills me, the

1450 XLD is going to get out the door."
When? He could not say, officially; I

will say June. This year.-

And my, what Sherwin has wrought.
This machine can sing! That's right. And
talk—better than any speech synthesizer

you have heard. It can also answer your
phone with its speech synthesizer. Or

Arthur Leyenberger

and
David Small

dial the phone itself and use a built-in

modem.
The internal processor is still the

6502, not a 16-bit variation (as rumor
had it), the onboard memory is 64K (not

128K), and on-board Basic is supplied.

Disk drives? I bet every Atari owner
wants speed and more storage on the

disk. The 1450 has true parallel double

sided, double density disk drives, with

256-byte sectors. This gives around
360K of data per disk, and access to it is

very, very fast; it takes just 36 seconds to

transfer the data from the entire disk

into memory. A disk copy takes twice

that, or 72 seconds.

The operating system is very sophis-

ticated, yet manages to stay compatible

with software for the 400/800 series ma-
chines. This is an extremely significant

and intelligent move; it means that the

1450 will be able to run all sorts of soft-

ware at the time it hits the market.

When I was at Atari, I saw Sherwin
working through an idea to make the

output from POKEY (the sound chip)

be the input to the speech synthesizer, so

you could get a really neat "talking

sound" effect. I don't know if this will be

included or not; the machine was near

"close date," the time when things are

not supposed to be changed. If if is

there, you will surely see some really

neat software using this effect—just as

soon as software houses figure out how
it works.

APEX Discontinued
Some other changes at Atari include

the dropping of APEX, the Atari Pro-

gram Exchange. This was a low cost dis-

tribution center for user written Atari

software. Unfortunately, it was too "low

cost"; Atari did not make much money
from it. And that is why APEX was
dropped.

The top 20 or so APEX titles will still

be sold, but the rest of the products will

be shelved. Since the original authors re-

tain rights, they can be distributed

elsewhere.

Kudos to FredThorlin, the manager
of APEX for all this time; he helped

many people publish their first programs
and got a wide variety of software "out

the door." Fred is no longer with Atari,

but his contribution should not be

forgotten.

Star Network
Another interesting Atari product you

may be hearing about is the Star net-

work. The Star allows up to 64 Atari

computers to be tied to a few common
disk drives and printers. This makes it

absolutely ideal for classroom situations,

for it means a group of students can

share a resource.

The Star was originally developed by
MECC (Minnesota Educational Comput-
ing Consortium) and Atari bought the

rights. The project then languished be-

cause of internal disruption at Atari. But

if you are an educator looking for an in-

expensive ($50 or so per Atari to connect

it to the network), well engineered

method of setting up a classroom full of

Ataris, it would behoove you to write

Atari and ask them to make this product

widely available. (It is already installed in

a few Bay Area schools.)
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Art picks it up from here:

The Atari Bookshelf
Hundreds of books on computing

have come out so far this year. Just as

sales of Atari computers represent a

small fraction of the computer market,

the number of books pertaining to the

Atari is equally small. Still the titles

number in the dozens, so some recom-
mendations in this column are long

overdue.

There are two books that every Atari

computer user must have. The first one
has been around for almost two years.

Still, its content and organization repre-

sent the best single reference for Atari

information. Your Atari Computer by
Lon Poole, Martin McNiff, and Steven

Cook is published by Osborne/
McGraw-Hill and affectionately called

"The Purple Book." This $16 book cov-

ers the Atari computer system and Atari

8K Basic. The section on introductory

and advanced graphics is one of the best

I have seen anywhere.

Although the Purple Book does not

discuss the XL computers, the informa-

tion is still relevant. The appendices

alone are probably worth the price of the

book. They include material on memory
usage, error messages, functions, peek
and poke locations, and conversion ta-

bles. Also, there are numerous programs

and examples that reinforce the written

information.

The other Atari related book that is a

must have is a new one published by The
Book Company. Written by Gary Phil-

lips and Jerry White, the book is titled

The Atari User's Encyclopedia. It is an

up-to-date compilation of useful infor-

mation for the Atari 400, 800 or XL
computer owner. Everything from Basic

to Action is discussed.

The format of the book is alphabetical

entries by subject. Entries include de-

scriptions of programming languages,

one-paragraph summaries of software,

and listings of publications and user

groups. There is also a Basic tutorial at

the beginning of the book complete with

program listings and explanations. This

267-page, $20 book is a valuable

resource.

Hayden has several titles on program-
ming your Atari computer in Basic.

Aimed at children 3 to 7 years old. The
Atari Playground by Fred D'Ignazio
contains 23 programs covering a broad

range of subjects. Each of the programs
has a story associated with it to reinforce

the learning of word and number skills.

The book explains how to participate in

a spelling bee, draw with a computer

crayon, watch ghosts appear and dis-

appear, and play games against the

Atari.

Fred has written another similar book
called Atari in Wonderland. This book is

meant for children ages 6 to 10. Here
they learn how to write a book report,

create songs, test reflexes, and count in

French and Spanish among other things.

Both of Fred's books cost $9.95 and in-

clude, in addition to the program list-

ings, instructions for using the Atari

graphic keys. Suggestions for program
modifications are also given. There will

soon be a cassette tape of the programs
in both of these books.

Another new book from Hayden is

Basic Atari Basic by Jim Coan and Rich-

ard Kushner. This $14.95 book is not

simply another variation of Coan's Basic

programming text which has been

The Atari Playground
by Fred D'Ignazio

contains 23 programs
covering a broad range

of subjects.

adapted to several computers. Rather, it

has been extensively re-written to in-

clude Atari-specific information on such

subjects as XL graphics modes 12

through 15, sound, and player-missile

graphics.

An interesting new book is Jack

Hardy's Adventures with the Atari pub-

lished by Reston. No, this is not a book
about getting software to run on the XL
machines. Instead, it is a book about

writing adventure games in three dif-

ferent programming languages: Pilot,

Microsoft Basic, and Atari 8K Basic.

Hardy gets you started designing and
writing your own adventure games by
including numerous examples of tech-

niques and several complete games.

A systematic approach to adventure

game writing is stressed, and the follow-

ing subjects are covered: the game sce-

nario, the objects, the map, the flow-

chart, keying the program, and play test-

ing the game. Although this book is not

for beginners, if you have an interest in

adventure games you might want to

check it out. $14.95 in paperback.

Atari Programming with 55 Programs

by Linda Schreiber is another Basic

programming book that has the advan-

tage of giving you dozens of programs in

addition to teaching you Basic. Al-

though some of the programs are trivial

and meant only for illustrating certain

aspects of Basic programming on the

Atari computer, there are many useful

programs. Some are most useful as sub-

routines in your own programs. This is

especially true for routines such as using

the console keys, using the joysticks and
paddles for input, and generating ran-

dom numbers.
A description of each of the programs

is given, including what specific Basic

statements are used in the routines and
how they accomplish the objective of the

program. Atari Programming is pub-
lished by Tab Books and sells for $14.50.

The last "learn how to program" book
I will mention is called Atari Player-Mis-

sile Graphics in Basic by Philip Seyer.

This $14.95 book is also published by
Reston and is a good introduction to this

sometimes difficult to understand topic.

A step by step approach is used, and
plenty of examples illustrate the various

aspects of PMG.
A general book that I think is one of

the best introductions to what comput-
ers are all about is called Through the

Micro Maze written by Wayne
Creekmore and published by Ashton-
Tate. At first glance, $9.95 for a thin,

64-page, "glossy look" intro to comput-
ing may seem rather steep. But from the

moment you begin to read page 1, you
start to learn.

The text is brief but well written; the

visuals are numerous and extremely easy

to read; and each page is chock full of
information. The material is far from be-

ing Atari-specific, but the basics of

computing are well covered. The best

way I can describe this book is to quote

the author's brief dedication: "This book
is dedicated to those of you who are

curious about computers, want to buy
one, are scared to death of them, don't

understand the one you own, and don't

like to read for hours." Excellent job,

Wayne.
The last several books will not nec-

essarily teach you how to program. They
will not tell you secrets about making
your programs run 30 percent faster.

Nor will they give you a list of poke

locations in the appendix. What they

will do is expand your mind if you read

slowly and carefully digest the informa-

tion you are reading.

One such book is Genesis II by Dale
Peterson. The appropriate subtitle of the

book is "Creation and Recreation with
Computers." This thought-provoking

book covers the gamut of computer-re-

lated topics from painting, music, and
literature to games and the power of

computers. The relationship between

technology and the arts is explained by
using many examples of how computers
have added a new dimension to the
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visual arts.

Other highlights of the book include a

layperson's guide to computer graphics,

a short history of computer games and
their impact on society, and interviews

with leading computer artists. Genesis II

is well worth reading. Reston Publish-

ing, $19.95.

Another thoughtful book that will

have you reaching for your thinking cap
is The Art ofComputer Games Design by
the one and only Chris Crawford, the

premier game designer for Atari and
until March of this year Atari's manager
of research.

In this book, Crawford emphasizes

the artistic dimension of computer
games. In this way he reveals computer
games design as a creative process rather

than merely a technical one. He states

that the central theme of the book is

"that computer games constitute a new
and poorly developed art form that

holds great promise for both the game
designer and the game player."

This book is must reading for anyone
interested in game design or even those
who just like to play computer games.
Written well, it reads more like a novel

than non-fiction. Osborne/McGraw-
Hill, $14.95.

If you are really interested in why

people play computer games, you may
want to look at Geoffrey and Elizabeth

Loftus's Mind at Play: The Psychology of
Video Games. Both authors are cognitive

psychologists, which occasionally makes
the book a little bit technical. But the

material is provocative nonetheless.
Here is a sample, quoting the well-

known psychologist Philip Zimbardo:
"The video games that are proving so

addictive to young people may not only

be socially isolating but actually
encourage violence between people."

The authors discuss this point and men-
tion games such as Frogger and Donkey
Kong as evidence that the current crop

of video games is turning away from vi-

olence as the central theme. You may
not agree with everything in the book,

but you are sure to read logical argu-

ments for what is being proposed. Basic-

Books, $14.95. 22
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The West Coast Computer Faire, once
one of the most exciting and offbeat of
the silicon set, was just another show
this year. There were few new products
introduced, and these were not particu-

larly visionary. Two companies actually

went to the trouble of designing
WordStar Doppelgangers, spiritlessly

duplicating the random key sequences of
this venerable program.

If there was any focus at all to this

show, I'd say it centered around the

Macintosh, with a small smattering of
improved mass storage devices for the

PC. Several companies showed XT-type
fixed disk drives. These are meant to be
internal and do not require device driv-

ers at boot time.

XComp is selling a super-floppy drive

that will be able to store 2.5 Mb (format-
ted) on a single 5 V*" preformatted
disk. The drive itself is half height.

XComp will also be selling a small auxil-

iary cabinet containing a fixed disk drive

plus one super floppy for backup
purposes.

Quadram introduced a sweet little

color ink jet printer, smaller than the
Epson, which uses snap-in cartridges.

The printer is perfectly silent in opera-

tion and has a reasonable resolution for

graphics at 640 dots per line. It will re-

tail for about S89S. Quadram also in-

troduced a unique display card for the

IBM PC. The Quadvue is a six-function

monochrome card which supports word
processing in up to four different fonts.

According to the press release, the user

will get an exact duplication of the on-
screen fonts on the printer, but there is

no mention of the printer(s) supported.

Software is provided for custom font

generation; this should make API users,

scientists, and Aramaic scholars very

Susan Glinert-Cole

happy. The board also has a parallel

port, one or two serial ports, and a clock
calendar. The price is only $345.
The highlight of my particular West

Coast experience had nothing to do with
IBM products at all and, by rights,

doesn't belong in this column, Ah well. I

finally saw Niklaus Wirth's Modula 2
computer, appropriately named Lillith.

For those of you unacquainted with this

bit-slice machine, it was designed as a
system developer's tool par excellence,

Heathkit is selling a
do-it-yourself PC.

running only Modula 2. Heretofore only
available at great custom expense, the

computer is now being manufactured
commercially by Modula Computer Sys-
tems expressly for the system developers
market. Housed in a beautifully finished

walnut cabinet decorated with hand-
caned vent holes on the sides, it was at-

tached to a Ball monitor. The resolution

on this display makes the Lisa screen
look like a furry TV picture by compari-
son. The software tools demonstrated in-

cluded an editor capable of multiple
fonts, windows and other esoterica, and
a set of debugging tools that would bring
tears to the eyes of any programmer.
The software relies heavily on pull-down
menus, invoked by a globular mouse.
Considering the power of this machine,

the prices, beginning at $7500 for a sys-

tem unit and an IBM-type monitor, are
unusually reasonable.

The game market has apparently
dried up for the PC. I saw only one or
two offerings, and these were mostly
educational game/lesson products de-
signed to seduce kids with the wiles of
algebra and spelling. Wizardry, from
SirTech, is a popular Apple game now
available for the PC. It is a fantasy role-

playing game, and, while I haven't
personally played it, several people have
recommended it to me as entertaining.

For those of you who enjoy diddling
with solder, Heathkit is selling a do-it-

yourself PC. For something around
$1895, you get everything you need to
build your own clone, which includes
one disk drive (but no monitor). They
will shortly be introducing a similar kit

for a PC-compatible portable.

The West Coast Faire nightlife wasn't
much this year either. Ziff-Davis had
two parties, one of which featured steak
tartare and Adam Osborne. Microsoft
staged a luxurious do at the Flood Man-
sion, with a breathtaking view of the San
Francisco harbor. Your correspondent
was wedged between the melon and pro-

sciutto and the pate for several hours
watching famous people reduce the hors
d' oeuvres to rubble.

Snipes
Snipes, a clever and addictive game,

was originally written as a diversion for

Novell's networks, but is now offered for

the stand-alone PC by SuperSet Soft-

ware. The point of the game is to maneu-
ver the hunter through a maze while
searching out and destroying the portals

through which the nasty snipes emerge.
Snipes will track you through the
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Microsoft™ BASIC and are compatible with the

new MSX standard 8V x 10%", softcover. illus-

trated. $9 95 ($150) *13C
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IBM Images, continued...

maze, and have a rather alarming degree

of accuracy when they shoot at you. The
longer you take to find the portals, the

more snipes scuttle into the maze.

There are many levels to this game:

you can set the maximum number of

snipes allowed in the maze, the number
of portals, and the degree of nastiness

the snipes' weapons will have. At the

higher levels, the walls of the maze be-

come dangerous as well. The game will

run on either a monochrome or a color

display and is proof positive that net-

work companies, devoted as they are to

the serious business of office automation,

can still maintain a sense of humor.

Active Trace
Through several momentary lapses in

memory, I have acquired a couple of

copies of a really neat utility from

Awareco, called Active Trace. This set of

programs is designed to untangle even

the most convoluted Basic program by

presenting the user with maps of vari-

ables, subroutine calls, and line number
references. VREF is used to obtain a list

of variable references by line number;

GOREF does the same for gotos and

gosubs. These programs require mini-

mal input on the part of the programmer
and will write the output to a disk file,

the printer, or both.

While these two programs work well

and are fairly fast, the star of the

Awareco lineup is SCOPE. This utility

lets you trace a program line by line,

presenting you with the values of se-

lected variables at each step of the way.

A comprehensive set of menus lets you
select such parameters as specific line

numbers and variables to analyze, the

specific interpreter you are working

with, alternate reserve word lists, and

particular command file to execute when

SCOPE is invoked. This program, in

conjunction with the VREF and
GOREF, makes a powerful set of debug-

ging tools for the Basic programmer.

The programs are not copy-protected.

The people at Awareco seem to put a

premium on holding the user's hand.

The documentation is almost worth the

price of the package. While not particu-

larly elegant in looks, it is a marvelous

Digital Research threw
in the towel with

regard to the place of
CP/M in the 16-bit

world and now offers

their very popular
compilers under

PC-DOS.

exposition on programming philosophy

and has some very unexpected and

funny remarks scattered within. The
program set sells for $79.95 and includes

a newsletter with a picture of the Gosub
Guru swallowing a seven foot length of

spaghetti code.

CBasic and the GSX Module
Digital Research threw in the towel

with regard to the place of CP/M in the

1 6-bit world and now offers their very

W*f

"This collection is designed by an ex-computer programmer.
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popular compilers under PC-DOS. I

have had the opportunity to look at two
of them briefly: Pascal MT + and
CBasic with the graphics extension
(GSX-86). Both languages have features

unavailable in the comparable Microsoft
versions. MT+ for example, supports
overlays, allows in-line assembly code,
and lets you painlessly perform DOS
function calls from within a program.
The CBasic compiler has some handy

bells and whistles like commands,
which returns a command string used
when the program was invoked, match
returns the position of the first occur-
ence of a particular character pattern in

a string. SADD returns the address of a

specified string. UCASES will convert
lowercase characters to uppercase.

There are also several statements and
functions in CBasic designed for use in

multi-user/tasking environments. For
example, ATTACH returns a Boolean
value indicating whether or not a speci-

fied printer is available for program use.

If the printer is available, attach
attaches it to the program, thus allowing
it to be accessed. DETACH does the op-
posite, making the printer unavailable to

the applications program. The functions
i (K K and its opposite number, unlock,
are used for coordinating record access
in a multi-user situation. LOCK prevents
a program from modifying a record; UN-
lock releases the record for write
access.

CBasic does not support any music
functions in the present version (2. 1),

nor is there the elaborate range of "on
(device) gosub" available in MS-Basic.
The documentation is uneven; in some

places it is lucid, while in others it tends
to wander and confuse by omission.
There are several reserved words for
which no explanation is given. Both the
MT+ and the CBasic compilers have a
very difficult time with the end of a
source code file. MT + absolutely re-

quires a carriage return after the final

END statement. If this is omitted, the
compiler freezes the system, requiring a
hard reset. The CB compiler was very
unhappy about the way my text editor
ends a file (it does not insert any control
characters). The compiler found 47 er-
rors of the "invalid character in source
file" when it failed to locate a Ctrl-Z af-

ter the final i:nd statement. It was, how- I

ever, indifferent to the presence or
absence of a carriage return. Microsoft's
compilers are uniformly happy with the
files produced by my editor, and the
inconsistent requirements of Digital's

compilers are irritating.

The original CBasic-86, which runs
under CP/M-86, did not have any
graphics support for the IBM-PC. Hap-
pily, the folks at Digital Research rein-
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edied this omission when they reissued

the PC-DOS version. The graphics

extension to CBasic is fairly complete

and sophisticated on the face of it, but

several features described in the manual
are not really all there. It comes with

quite a few printer and video drivers

supporting the Hercules monochrome
and the IBM color graphics board, the

Microsoft and Mouse Systems mice and
16 printers and plotters.

GSX-86 is designed to be device in-

dependent, that is, all graphic output de-

vices like displays, plotters, and printers,

appear the same to the applications pro-

gram. If you decide, for example, to out-

put to a plotter instead of the console, no
changes are required in the program
code. Getting the proper drivers in-

stalled can be a little tricky. The manual
has been superseded in places by several

lengthy READ.ME files on the GSX-86
disk, and if you are so foolish as to try

the installation without having thor-

oughly read them, you will have numer-

ous unpleasant surprises in store.

There are about 25 statements in the

graphics module that augment the

CBasic language. Some of them have a

counterpart in Microsoft Basic: clear/
cis and mat fill/paint, for example.

There are, alas, no statements in the

GSX-86 module comparable to pset,

nor does there appear to be a way to set

the background color of the display.

The remainder of the CBasic state-

ments are unique and are more oriented

towards business graphics than scribble

and draw programs. Several statements

are useful for making classy graphs.

character height defines the height

of letters relative to the length of the Y
coordinate, text angle sets the tilt at

which the text will print relative to the

horizontal, line style lets you set the

type of line for any subsequent plot or

mat plot statement. Four standard

styles are given: solid, dashed, dotted,

and dashed-dotted. ask style count
returns the line styles available on the

current open device. Marker types, of

which there are at least five, can be se-

lected with set marker type. Market
height, relative to the current extent of

the Y coordinate, can also be specified

with set marker height. An entire

array of X and Y coordinates can be

plotted with markers with one MAT
marker statement; this is obviously

very useful for drawing point graphs in a

speedy manner.
The range of the coordinate system is

established using a set window fol-

lowed by the X and Y bounds of the cor-

ners. This statement can be used to alter

the aspect ratio of a device as well. The
actual window boundaries can be

changed with set viewport followed
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catalog below or circle the reader service number.

Our colorful catalog is

FREE! II coupon is

missing write: Heath

Company, Dept

355-192. Benton

Harbor. Ml 49022

Heathkit

fic.iitiki' Send for yours today!

FREE CATALOG
Mall to: Heath Company

Dept. 355-192
Benton Harbor. Ml 49022

Address

.

City.
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ULTRATERM?
JUST ASK THE

PROFESSIONALS!

With the wide variety of

peripherals available, it's dif-

ficult to evaluate the quality

of accessories for your Ap-
ple. Listen to what the pro-

fessionals say about Ultra-

Term.

BYTE- FEB. '84

"Overall, the UltraTerm
display card is one of the

best peripheral devices I

have seen to enhance the

display capabilities of the

Apple."— P. Callamaras

SOFTALK—SEPT. '83

"The UltraTerm shines
brightest in use with spread-

sheets and word
processors."

COMPUTER RETAILING
—FEB. '84

"The UltraTerm is a high

quality investment for

anyone who has an Apple
product and wants to add to

it."

PEELINGS II—VOL. 4.

NO. 8 '83

"The UltraTerm will be the

new industry standard for

Apple video display cards.

The availability of the extra

modes will enhance almost
any software product that

uses the text screen."

PERSONAL COMPUTING
—MAY '83

"Perhaps the most im-

pressive achievement of the

UltraTerm expansion board
is that the character set it

produces is so sharp that its

difficult to see the dots that

make up each character."

The experts agree— the
UltraTerm is one of the
best display devices for
Apple computers.

Videx Inc.
1105 NE Circle Blvd.

Corvallis, OR 97330
(503) 758-0521

IBM Images, continued...

Listing 1. FOOBAR.BAS

C8:a4"CK5IC"CflipITif OSrsToiiTl

Serial No. 3120-0000-001580 All rights reserved

Copyright <c) 1984 Digital Research, Inc.

end of pass 1

end of pass 2

1: OOOOh REM

2: OOOOh REM

3: OOOOh REM

4: OOOOh REM

5: OOOOh

This progra* demonstrates soae of the features of CBASIC-86's

GSX-86 Graphics Extension Module

Susan 61 inert-Cole 4/2/84

XINCLUDE GRAPHC0M.BAS

6=a OOOOh COMMON MEH(2),?HIND<2),?P<2),?P1(2),?KAPU(2>

7»a OOOOh COMMON ?HSIZ<l),?nStK(l),?CONT/.<l),?INTIZ(l),?INT0K<l)

8=a OOOOh COMMON ?v>(TX(2),?WIM(2),?vX(l),?XN,7YN,?XH,?YH

9: OOOOh GRAPHIC OPEN 1 REM open the display

10: 0013h CLEAR REM clear the screen

11: OOI6h

12: 0016h SET HIN00H 0,100,0,100 REM take window 100x100

13: 0034h SET CHARACTER HEIGHT 40 REM set title height

14: 0040h GRAPHIC PRINT AT (33,90) : 'XXX TILT XXX'REH print the title

IS: 0054h

Mi 0056h SET CHARACTER HEIGHT REM set height for show

17: 0062h

18: 0062h PI =3.1415926 REM figure radians in

19: 006bh RADIANS - PIX2 REM degrees

20: 007dh DEGREES RADIANS/360

21: 008fh

22: 008fh FOR TILT = TO 340 STEP 90

23: 009dh SET TEXT ANGLE TILTXDEGREES

24: OOach GRAPHIC PRINT AT (25,55): ' FOOBAR ««««<
25: 00c2h GRAPHIC PRINT AT (75,45): ' FOOBAR »»»>»
Mi OOdSh GRAPHIC PRINT AT (30,70): 'XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX'

27: OOeeh GRAPHIC PRINT AT (70,30): 'XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX'

28: OI04h NEXT TILT

29: 013ch

30: OI3ch X: BOTOX
31: 013eh

32: 013eh SO TEXT ANGLE

33: 014ah GRAPHIC CLOSE

34: OI53h END

end of compilation

no errors detected

code area size: 339 0153h

data area size: 184 OObOh

caMon area size: 58 003ah

symbol table space regaining: 40918

by the corners of the desired window.
The GSX-86 module comes with the

source code for several demonstration
programs, and numerous other examples
are given in the manual. The demos are

not very spiffy, especially compared to

some of the ones supplied with the PC-
DOS disk, but they give a good feeling

for what this graphics extension is

capable of doing.

Now for the bad news. Listing 1 is a

small program I wrote to demonstrate
some of the GSX-86 commands. I

discovered several more unpleasant sur-

prises when the program was run. First

of all, none of the height statements is

implemented at the present time. This

little fact was found in one of the

READ.ME files after noticing that SET
character height had no effect on
the size of the letters, set marker
height is in the same boat.

Second, while the screen looked OK,
the rendition of this program on my
printer is terrible. Figure 2 shows what
Digital Research thinks is a decent

printout; Figure 3 is an accurate screen

dump of the display done with the

Prowriter Utilities from Courtrin Enter-

prises ( these excellent programs will be

described at a later time). In effect, the

device drivers are a little suspect.
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Figure 1. Printout from FOOBAR.BAS using the GSX-86 device driver.

Third, if you are so unwise as to turn

off the printer while it is printing, the

program makes a very ungraceful exit.

This is somewhat better than the fourth

complaint: you cannot break out of the

program at all without resetting the

computer. The goto X line, while

allowing the picture to remain on the

Figure 2. Screen dump of the FOOBAR.BAS display.

screen as long as I wanted to see tilted

lines of FOOBARs, also forced me to re-

set the computer when I got bored with

the display.

Speaking of Reset . .

.

For reasons too lengthy to go into

here, I received a new Combo card from

V
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Apparat. Along with the plebeian clock/

calendar, serial, parallel, and game

ports, there is a little gizmo called a reset

switch. This last fits neatly into the

knockout plug at the rear of the PC and

performs a function many programmers

will find irreplaceable. I call it a squishy

reset, because it is midway between a

soft reset, done with the ctrl-alt-del

key combination and the hard reset per-

formed by turning the computer off,

waiting, turning the computer on, wait-

ing, waiting, waiting . . . Every time the

soft reset fails to bring life back to my
display, pressing the squishy reset switch

manages to do it without requiring a

power-down. If you are a programmer

who spends a lot of time flicking the

PC ON/OFF switch, I recommend this

little addition to your system.

Firms Mentioned in this Column

XComp
3554 Ruffin Rd., South

San Diego, CA 92123

(619) 573-0077

Quadram
4355 International Blvd.

Norcross, GA 30093

(404) 923-6666

SirTech

6 Main St.

Ogdensburg, NY 13669

(315) 393-6633

Modula Computer Systems

950 N. University Ave.

Provo, UT 84604

(801) 377-3598

Awareco
38401 S. Highway One
Box 695

Gualala, CA 95445

(707) 884-4019

Digital Research

P.O. Box 579

Pacific Grove, CA 93950
(408) 649-3896

Apparat, Inc.

4401 South Tamarac Pkwy.

Denver, CO 80237

(303) 741-1778

Courtrin Enterprises

P.O. Box 231190

San Diego, CA 92123

(619) 569-8308

SuperSet Software

P.O. Box 1036

Orem, UT 84057

(801) 226-2572
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A Printer and other new products
for Radio Shack Computers

TRS-80
Strings
As the speedometer of our Tandy Spe-

cial reaches the 65 mark, we see on the
superhighway ahead of us the TRS-80
video cassettes, SCM's Ultrasonic Mes-
senger III electronic typewriter/printer,
the Add-A-Voice program from H.I.B,
and another short program that creates
twinkling stars.

TRS-80 Video Cassettes
At your local Radio Shack Computer

Center or Computer Department, you
may have noticed, over in a corner near
a TV set, a VHS video cassette player
and a dozen video cassettes. Perhaps
you've even looked at the titles: Scripsit
Seminar, Accounting Software Seminar,
VisiCalc Software Seminar, A Day in the
Life of the Model 100, Agristar. Profile
Plus, Legal Software Seminar,
Multiplan. etc. Each is 10 to 20 minutes
long.

These aren't tutorials; they're
commercials covering the basic features
of the products. These sales tools are
played at the Radio Shack seminars of-
fered on various software packages to
help encourage the attendees to buy the
product. They're also used occasionally
by Computer Center personnel to famil-
iarize themselves with various products
(for such people there are also special
tapes on selling techniques).
The tapes are professionally made and

resemble top-flight extended TV
commercials. They all have the same
beginning: a long introduction that dis-
cusses Radio Shack, "the largest chain
of retail stores in the world," the Com-
puter Center concept, the TRS-80, etc.
Then the tape examines the main fea-
tures of the software package.
The tapes usually blend mini-dramas

with show-and-tell. "The Scripsit Dif-

ference" tape, for example, shows a ha-
rassed secretary whose boss wants a
complicated report revised (and re-re-
vised) by noon. We see brief segments of
this continuing saga between descrip-
tions of Scripsit features, showing (with
close-ups) how they look on the screen;
what kind of documents can be created
with Scripsit; how to prepare a docu-
ment, make corrections, move or delete
phrases or sentences; do a global search
and replace; use spelling checkers,
hyphenation and page numbering; han-
dle printing formats; use Scripsit with
accounting and other packages; etc.

Several Scripsit users give testimo-
nials. Several TRS-80 models are de-

scribed, including the II, 16, 4, and 12,
and also Superscripsit. Some prices are
given.

The tape ends with the boss promising
his secretary that if she retypes the re-
port just one more time, he'll look into
Radio Shack's TRS-80 and Scripsit.

^ These tapes are in every Radio Shack
Computer Center and in some Com-
puter Departments. They are excellent
sales tools, designed to show the basics
of how the product works, its advan-
tages, what it runs on, and how much it

costs. If you attend a software seminar,
you may have a chance to see one of
these fine commercials.

SCM Ultrasonic III
Typewriter/Printer
The print mechanism used in the

Smith-Corona L-1000 daisywheel

Figure I. The SCM Ultrasonic Messenger 11/ portable typewriter can also be used as acomputer printer: ten printwheels are available in three pitches.
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printer, reviewed here in the previous

issue, is also used in several SCM
electronic typewriters.

The SCM Ultrasonic III Messenger

(Figure 1) is a portable (22-pound)

model that doubles as a computer

printer and offers electronic features

such as full-line memory correction, tri-

ple pitch selection (10, 12, 15 cpi), and

automatic underlining and centering.

Combined with its optional Messenger

Module, the typewriter becomes a letter

quality daisywheel computer printer.

The typewriter has a suggested list price

of $635 (it is available in New York for

under $440); the Messenger Module is

$170 (available for less than $150).

Typewriter
To use the SCM Ultrasonic III as a

typewriter, just slide the pitch selector to

the setting appropriate for the print-

wheel used, insert paper, and start

typing.

The three pitches are pica (10 charac-

ters per inch), elite (12 cpi), and micro

(15 cpi). A different look can be

achieved by using a 12-pitch printwheel

at 10 pitch ("to provide an exceptionally

attractive open styling," as a brochure

puts it) or a 15-pitch printwheel in 10- or

12-pitch settings.

All L-1000 printwheels fit the type-

writer, and vice versa, since the print

mechanism is the same in both, with one

difference: the typewriter has an error-

correction tape.

Several printwheels are available for

each pitch; at least two are designed to

be used at either 10 or 12 cpi. The one

for computer use is the ASCII Tempo
10/12 wheel, which includes characters

not found on the other wheels (Figure

2).

Tempo 10 is a 10-cpi non-ASCII

printwheel with characters a little dif-

ferent from the ASCII Tempo 10/12.

Regency 10 is a modern version of stan-

dard pica.

Printwheels are easily changed. Just

remove the ribbon cassette, move the

print hammer back from the printwheel.

The ASCII TEMPO 10/12
at 10 cpi: < > * \ I

and many other signs.
Same: 12 letters an inch.

Again: 15 letters to the inch.

Tempo 10 is the non-
ASCII 10-pitch wheel.
Regency 10 is a mod-
ern pica style.

Figure 2. These are only three of the ten

typefaces available for the SCM Ultra-

sonic Messenger typewriter.

pull the printwheel off its spindle, and

reverse the process with another print-

wheel. All this can be easily done in less

than 15 seconds.

Ribbons
All three of the ribbons designed for

the L-1000 printer can be used on the

Ultrasonic III typewriter: reusable fabric

(nylon) ribbon and one-time multistrike

and single-strike mylar film ribbons.

In addition, the SCM electronic type-

writers use Lift-Rite film ribbons, which

have a different chemical formulation

than the mylar printer ribbons. Lift-Rite

prints characters that can be lifted right

off the paper with Lift-Rite correction

tape.

The Ultrasonic III has a memory that

holds a full line of characters and will

automatically correct any or all of them.

To backspace and erase (lift off) charac-

ters simultaneously, just press the

correct key all the way down, and

hold it until all the wrong ones have

been deleted. Then type in the correct

characters.

Preset Mode
When the typewriter is first turned on,

a preset light turns on at the top left of

the keyboard. This indicates that the

margins and tabs are pre-defined, at

settings that depend on which pitch has

been selected.

For example, at 10 pitch the left mar-

gin is at 12, the first tab at 17 (standard

paragraph indent), second tab at 42

(center of the writing line), third tab at

52 (signature position), and right margin

at 72. At 15 pitch those settings are 18,

25, 63, 78, and 108.

All these settings are easily changed

using the left margin, right mar-
gin, TAB CLEAR, TAB SET, and MARGIN
release keys. Change any setting, and

the programmed light turns on instead

of the preset light, to let you know
which mode you are in.

As an electronic typewriter, the SCM
Ultrasonic Messenger is fine; I've been

using it for several months and like it

very much. However, I'd like to see sev-

eral changes in a future model:
• When you turn the power off, the

typewriter returns to the preset margins

and tabs. If TV sets can remember the

previous station setting while turned off,

why couldn't an electronic typewriter?

That way, you wouldn't have to keep

reprogramming margins and tabs to of-

ten-used settings every time the machine

is turned on.

• The margin release seems to be

mechanical; that is, it doesn't release un-

less you press the key when the

««l

•1M»
Pictures like thisore cosy using a

joystick and FLYING COLORS.
- Dickie Mitchell, Age 9

You'd be amazed to see how fast Dickie

can create one of these computer pic-

tures using just a joystick (not an
expensive tablet) and FLYING COLORS
software.

The speed comes from the ability to

draw elastic lines and make automatic

rectangles and circles. Presto. Erase.

Zip. Fill an entire area with color or

patterns. And you can even type in

labels or text too. Micro mode lets you
do the most exacting detail.

Dickie uses the "Slide

Projector'feature to create

whole shows, and of course, he
can save the pictures on disk

for later use.

FLYING COLORS. Its a snap. For
Apple or the Commodore 64.

now or call toll free ^«»1^ *TAt your dealer's now or call toll free

(800)874-1888.'
(415) 331-3022.

*££,

* Also available with automatic printout rout ines for O
•69.95.

Another creation from the Computer Colorworkv
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NEW from Creative ComputingPress-

Three great books for

Anile, Atari and TRS-80owners!
Creative Computing has just produced the books you've been waiting for- the most informative,

challenging and stimulating volumes yet written for the Apple," Atari," or TRS-80" owner!

THE CREATIVE APPLE
brings you 450 pages of the best articles
and features on the Apple to appear in the
past four years of Creative Computing.
Revised and updated, this wealth of material
gives you dozens of ways to tap the tremen-
dous potential of your Apple, with informa-
tion-packed chapters on:

• Graphics • Music • Education • Word
Processing • Business • Applecart
• Software Reviews • Programs- Ready
to Run • Tips for Easier Programming
• Branches

Whether you use your Apple for business,
teaching, home budgeting or just having fun,

you'll find plenty of ways here to net more
out of it than you ever dreamed!

THE CREATIVE APPLE, edited by Mark Pelczarski and Joe
Tate. 8'/V' x 11", softcover, illustrated $15.95.

THE CREATIVE ATARI is an invaluable
guide for the average, non-expert user who knows a little

about BASIC and simple programming. The Atari is one of the
most sophisticated consumer graphics devices ever invented.
Yet, because it is so powerful, learning how to use its special
features can be difficult for all but the most skilled program-
mers. Here's where THE CREATIVE ATARI can help. Taking
articles, columns and tutorials that previously appeared in

Creative Computing, the authors have updated the material
for maximum learning ease. THE CREATIVE ATARI contains
four main sections:

• An introduction, with a discussion of Atari memory con-
cepts essential to programming.

• A tutorial on Atari graphics.
• A collection of programming tips, plus information on
non-graphics areas.

• Programs you can type in yourself, with reviews of other
good commercial programs available for the Atari

You'll also find an Appendix with a reference guide to useful
Atari information. Whether you're a long-time Atari owner or
are just thinking about getting one, this is the book to have!

THE CREATIVE ATARI, edited by D. Small, S. Small and
G Blank. BW x 11", softcover, illustrated. $15.95.

THE CREATIVE TRS-80 ,s . comP.e,e
guide based on articles that appeared in Creative Computing,
covering everything from games to business applications for

the TRS-80. Chapters include:

• Games, with nine full-length listings you can type directly
into your computer.

• Personal Productivity, with discussions on expense man-
agement, record keeping and other packages.

• Education, detailing uses for pre-school, elementary and
high school students.

• Business, and making the most of investment opportunities.
• Word Processing, covering Scripsit, LazyWriter and more.
• Programming Tips, Suggestions on structured pro-
gramming, debugging, error trapping and numerical
techniques.

• Graphics, with advice from experts on how to enhance
your programming capabilities.

• TRS-80 Strings- reprints of this monthly Creative
Computing column.

• Software, and overview of commercial software ranging
from chess to improving your computer's language
capabilities.

• Hardware, including discussions on new models, printers
and other peripherals.

Your TRS-80 is a wonderful tool for learning, having fun, and
improving the quality of your life. With THE CREATIVE
TRS-80, you'll expand the uses of your machine-and its value
to you-in a hundred new and exciting ways!

THE CREATIVE TRS-80, edited by Ken Mazur 8!V' x 11",

softcover, illustrated. $15.95.

Registered Trademarks: Apple Apple Computer Inc . Atari Atari Inc
TRS-80 Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corp

For faster service

PHONE TOLL FREE: 800-631-8112

On N] call 201-540-0445.)

Creative computing press fSfi^tfiST*'"-
CREATIVE APPLE: Send me . . copies at $15 95 each* plus $2 postage

and handling «18R
CREATIVE ATARI: send me copies at $15 95 each* plus $2 postage

and handling »18B
CREATIVE TRS-80: Send me copies at $15 95 each* plus $2 postage

and handling »I8Y
*CA. NJ and NY Stale residents add i

nd hiir.iiir.r] ctraga

CHECK ONE:
G PAYMENT ENCLOSED $

: tax Outside USA add S3 postage

CHARGE MY: Q American Express fj MasterCard Visa

Card No Exp Date

Signature

Mr /Mrs /Ms

Address

City

I

-Apt.

Stat* _Zip_

Check here for FREE Creative Computing Catalog

Available at your local bookstore or computer store.







TRS-80 Strings, continued...

printhead is exactly at the end of the
line. I'd like the key to release the mar-
gin no matter where the printhead is, so
when you're typing and get the end-of-
line beep (five spaces before the end of
the line), you can hit the margin
release key and keep on going. As it is,

you have to wait until you're at the end
of the line for the key to be effective.

Enhanced Typewriter Features
Most electronic typewriters offer fea-

tures not found on standard electric

models. The Ultrasonic has a nice vari-

ety of such enhancements, activated by
pressing the code key and a number key
from 1 to 0.

Auto Return returns the carrier to the
left margin at the end of each typed line.

Auto Center centers text between the
margins currently in use.

Auto Underscore underlines words
but not the spaces between, on Code 5;

all word and spaces are underlined on
Code 6.

Tab Center centers typed text over a
particular tab stop.

Decimal Tab allows you to do statis-

tical typing; all numbers are aligned on
their decimal points.

Flush Right aligns text evenly to the
left of a particular tab stop.

Printer
If you have an SCM Ultrasonic type-

writer, it can be upgraded to be used as a
printer like the Messenger model. Either
way, you need the Messenger Module
between your computer and the type-
writer. Although the L-1000 prints in

both directions, the typewriter is

unidirectional.

The SCM Messenger Module (Figure

3) measures 1.8 x 6 x 8.8 inches and
weighs 2.5 pounds. It has both RS-232C
serial and Centronics-compatible par-
allel interfaces; the serial interface has
both hardware and software handshake
protocols. You'll need an interface cable;

I use the parallel 26-1401 cable with the
Model I/I 1 1/4.

Press the code key and letter P, and
the typewriter goes into printer mode.
The left and right margins are set to

their extreme positions, and all tabs are

cleared; margins and tabs are now under
computer control, as is pitch.

Controls that were operated from the
keyboard in typewriter mode are set

from Basic chr$ statements in printer
mode using the same software codes as
the L-1000 printer. For example, setting

pitch via software requires three chrS
codes: CHR$(27) for esc, CHR$(31) for

setting pitch, and CHR$(12 or 10 or 8)

for pitches 10, 12 or 15 cpi, respectively.

By using code-P again while in

printer mode, you can get back into

Figure 3. The SCM Messenger Module
contains serial and parallel interfaces,

and DIP switches for controlling various

features.

typewriter mode whenever you need to

insert text manually, such as a name and
address on a form letter.

Inside the Messenger Module are the
same 14 DIP switches as in the L-1000
printer, to control features such as
character length, parity, baud rate, and
whether or not a carriage return is to be
accompanied by an automatic linefeed.

For the TRS-80, all you need do is turn
on that last one, or else the paper will

never space up.

By the way, the "Ultrasonic" in the
name isn't just there because it sounds
futuristic. The typewriter actually op-
erates by sending high-pitched sounds

from the keyboard to the print mecha-
nism, thus eliminating all mechanical
and electronic linkages between the two.
This simplifies design and manufacture.

Ultrasonic III Lookalikes
The SCM Ultrasonic III Messenger

typewriter was designed to be sold by of-

fice equipment and typewriter dealers.

Two similar typewriters, with almost the
same features and slightly varying
prices, are also offered, tailored to spe-
cific markets. The Citation III is de-
signed for department stores and the
Memory Correct III for mass mer-
chandisers and catalog houses. Both are
available in Messenger models; add the
optional Messenger Module to either

and you have a computer printer.

As an example, the Citation III Mes-
senger is $24 less (in suggested retail

price) than the Ultrasonic III Mes-
senger; it lacks automatic underlining
and several tab features (Tab Center,
Decimal Tab, Flush Right) found in the
latter.

Changes I'd Like to See
There are several printer-type things

I'd like to see changed for the Ultrasonic
IV, or whatever the next model will be
called:

• Put rollers on the paper bail, as on

"Imodehomework fun usingojoystick
and FLYING COLORS.

- Katherine Mitchell, Age 1

1

Youre looking at the title page for

"The Littlest Pumpkin ', an original

story with pictures that Katherine did for

school.

First she drew the pictures with a
joystick and FLYING COLORS. That was
easy because she could use elastic lines

and automatic rectangles and circles.

Presto. Then fill in with patterns or vivid

colors. She used Alpha Mode to type in

labels and text.

When she was all done she
used the "Slide Projector" feature
to put the words and pictures

together in storybook form to show her
teacher.

Katherine used an Apple but
FLYING COLORS works on the
Commodore 64 too

, At your dealer's now or call

^rt^Ka toll free (800) 874 1888.*2^ In California call (415) 331-3022.

$»w 'Also available with automatic
printout routines for $69.95.

Another creation from the Computer Colorworks.
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TRS-80 Strings, continued...

the L-1000; without them, in printer

mode, the paper can get all messed up.

• Include information regarding

which line at the top of a page the print-

ing will start on. As it is, much paper

can be wasted figuring this out.

Even without these changes, the SCM
Ultrasonic III Messenger is an excellent

typewriter and a fine printer; both pro-

vide printing you'll be proud of.

Add-A-Voice
Add-A-Voice is a machine language

utility from H.I.B. that lets you add

voice output to any Basic program for a

TRS-80 Color Computer with 16K or

more of memory (Extended Basic is not

required).

Human speech was used to create 25

words, which were digitally recorded

and then written on tape, for reading

into memory. This lets you create voice

Only two simple
commands are needed
to select and generate
a spoken word from
your TV speaker.

output at any time in the program, using

any combination of the stored words.

Only two simple commands are needed

to select and generate a spoken word
from your TV speaker.

Two sets of words are provided to be

used one set at a time. The Game Set has

13 words: win, lose, I, you, go, hit, got,

me, stop, help, missed, oh, heh (laugh).

The Quiz Set has 12 words: you, yes, no,

good, sorry, are, right, wrong, try, again,

a, winner.

The entire Add-A-Voice program,

including one of the word sets and the

driver program, uses 4K of memory.

Generating Voice Output
To generate a voice output, use these

two Basic statements in your program:

POKE 15694, X
G= USR(1)

where X is a decimal between and 12

that indicates the word to be generated.

WIN is word in the Game Set; WIN-
NER is word 11 in the Quiz Set.

To change the pitch of the voice, use

POKE 15987.X
where X is a decimal number between 1

and 20 with 1 1 being the normal pitch.

The typed five-page manual (two

pages are program listings) says you can

add a filter to the program, "to smooth

the voice." The sound is just about the

same with or without a filter, resembling

a voice transmitted from a million miles

in space, surrounded by white noise.

However, it is recognizable, especially

after you become familiar with the short

list of words.

Add-A-Voice Demos
Two demonstration programs are pro-

vided, one for each word set. The Quiz

Set demo asks you to add numbers, such

as:

6 + 3 =
and if you answer 9, you'll hear

GOOD, RIGHT AGAIN
or

YOU ARE A WINNER
or

YES, YOU ARE RIGHT
or

YES, YES, YES.
Enter a wrong answer, and you'll hear

NO, YOU ARE WRONG
or
SORRY, TRY AGAIN.

The stored words include enough

blank space after each so that when sev-

eral are used in a phrase, they don't run

together.

Run the Game Set demo, and first

you'll be asked to specify a voice pitch (6

is high, 15 is low), and to turn the filter

on or off. Then enter a number between

1 and 5, and a voice says a few words at

the same time the words are shown on

the screen, to demonstrate phrases that

might be used in games, such as:

or

YOU WIN—I LOSE
r

OH! OH! STOP! HELP!
or

or

I MISSED YOU

I GOT YOU, HEH-HEH
or

YOU HIT ME.

That's all there is to it, except for two

"Tips to conserve memory in your Basic

program," the second of which is: Use a

data statement to specify the number of

each word in a phrase, like this: DATA
1,5,7,4,9. Then read these numbers and
poke them into memory to generate a

voice output.

Complete listings of the two demo
programs are provided to show how sim-

ple it is to add voice to a Basic program.

Add-A-Voice is $14.95, plus $1 for

shipping and handling, from H.I.B.

Specify 16K or 32K.

Short Program 49: Twinkle 2
The November 1983 column ended

with a short program (p. 330) that cre-

ates the effect of twinkling stars. But not

quite, so readers were asked if they could

improve on the original program. Many
sent in responses; the better ones will be

reprinted here. One at a time, that is, so

as not to bore you with all that

twinkling.

Fred Burggraf of Port Tobacco, MD,
has a straightforward approach:

100 RANDOM
110 DIM A(100) , 8(100)

130 CLS
130 FOR Z=1 TO 100

140 A(Z) = RND(127)
150 B(Z) = RN0(47)

160 SET(A(Z),B(Z))
170 NEXT
180 Z=RND(98)+1
190 RESET(A(Z),B(Z))

200 RESET(A(Z+1),B(Z+1))
210 RESET(A(Z-1),B(Z-D)
220 FOR ZZ=1 TO 20: NEXT

230 SET(A(Z),B(Z))
240 SET(A(Z+1),B(Z+1))
250 SET(A(Z-1),B(Z-1))
260 GOTO 180

This clever adaptation and expansion

of the original uses twin arrays (1 10) to

turn on 100 pixels (star»X130-170) in

random locations across the sky

(screen). Then it randomly resets a star

(190) along with two others: the stars to

the immediate southeast (200) and

northwest (210); that is, if there are stars

in those three locations. After a slight

delay (220) to provide a more realistic

twinkle than a fast off-and-on, these

three stars (actually, from zero to three

stars) are turned on again (230-250).

Line 260 recycles the program, to con-

tinue the twinkle process among the 100

stars in this fixed TRS-80 firmament.

Because not many stars in this display

are accompanied by immediate SE/NW
companions, almost the same effect can

be achieved without lines 200-210 and

240-250. However, the delay in line 220

should then be increased to 40 from 20

to make up for the delay provided by the

eliminated lines.

For more twinkle programs, stay

tuned to this station.

Firms Mentioned in this Column

U I D

3505 Hutch PI.

Chevy Chase, MD 20815

Smith-Corona Corporation

65 Locust Ave.

New Canaan, CT 06840

(203) 972-1471
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SOFTWARE

TI-99/4A PROGRAMMERS: Affordable Software!

Catalog, only $1. PROGRAMS SOFTWARE, 1435
Burnley Square North, Columbus, OH 43229.

Tl 99/4A SOFTWARE Free price list plus newsletter
Glen Dobbs. Box 801CC-1. Santa Maria. CA 93456

FREE EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE CATALOG— Pet.
Commodore 64. Apple II*. TRS-80— Island Software.
PO Bo« 300, Dept G. Lake Grove. NY 11755 (516) 585-
3755

ATTENTION APPLE. IBM. Commodore. Atari. Tl 99/
4A users. Extensive selection of software. Send for
catalog, specify model. Celpm Enterprises. 3687
Mexico. Westerville. Ohio. 43081 (614) 890-7725 after
4:30

TI99/4A KENO and many more Send SASE to AT. En-
terprises. 1391 Carr Ave . Aromas. CA 95004.

TI/99 4A OWNERS: Wide variety of original software.
For free catalog write to: Rodan Computing. Box 77.

Emory. VA 24327 (703) 944-5896

TS/1000. ZX/81. TI99/4A. VIC 20 Software. Send for

FREE catalog: Midwest Software. 9922 Harwich.
Crestwood. MO 63126

HANDICAPPING PROGRAMS FOR MOST PER-

SONAL COMPUTERS. Free Catalog: Gambler's

Edge Computing, Dept B4, 250 Richards Rd., Ste.

254, Kansas City, M0 64116.

HARNESS AND THOROUGHBRED RACING HANDI-
CAPPING PACKAGE $31.95 Specify Cassette.
Diskette. Apple lite. IBM PC. COMMODORE 64. VIC
20. Atari. TI-99/4A. TRS-80. FREE INFORMATION!
SOFTWARE EXCHANGE Box 5382 West Bloomfield.
Michigan 48033.

Tl—99/4C-64. TIMEX/SINCLAIR. VIC OWNERS 5 fun
programs for $2! Gel Baseball. Etching— Sketch.
Blackjack. Dungeon. Galactic Patrol. Specify your
computer Chipmunk Software 634 Llttlecroft. Upper
Darby Penn. 19082.

TI-99/4A OWNERS. Get your free catalog of new. ex-
citing low cost software DYNAMO. Box 690. Hicks-

villa. NY 11801.

MC10 HIGH RESOLUTION WITH NO HARDWARE
MODIFICATIONS. Cassette programs let you draw
18000 pixel (256x78) color pictures, and SAVE them
Full documentation 2 cassettes $16.65. Send check or
MO to RAM BAM ART 6 GAMES. 617 Constitution Dr .

Orlando. FL 32809.

LOTTERY, statistical analysis of Stat* lotteries Best
bets, daily/weekly Apple Hardin Inds . P.O. Box 611.
Manvllle. NJ 08835

FREE Commodore—64/TI99-4A/VIC-20/TR580-COCO/
Timex programs' Send stamps! EZRAEZRA Com-
pany. Box 5222-RJ. San Diego. California 92105.

CRYSTAL COAST SOFTWARE: educational, enter-
taining, practical programs. ATARI. Tl. TIMEX/SIN-
CLAIR. FREE catalog, program listings: POB 233.
Moorehead. NC 28557.

CUSTOM WORDSTAR: Patches lor Gemini. Epson.
Prownter. Okidata printers, get condensed, enlarged
characters, super/subscript, underlining and more.
Instructions: $10 95 We install: $29.95 (with PRINT-
MODE Program). LAI. POB 13118 Dinkytown. Minne-
apolis. MN 55414. SASE.

LADDER " PLAYERS! Improve scores, create your own
screens, with a new KAYPRO X. Order HINT ~ from
Softies Software $19.95 to PO Box 6658-C. Arling-

ton. VA 22206. Specify Computer system.

TI-99/4A Owners: Get your free catalog of new, excit-

ing, low cost software. Dynamo. Box. 690. Hicksvill*.

NY 11801

COMMODORE 64/VIC 20 Games/educational soft-

ware Over 400 titles! Write for FREE catalog! Ameri-
can Peripherals. 122 Bangor St . Lindenhurst. NY
11757.

HARDWARE
TI99 Printer Interfaces A 32K RAM expansions. No box
needed From $125 00 COMPRINT. (614) 349-8448

48K APPLE COMPATIBLE computer: US. $380.00 and
hundreds ol programs. Details US. $1 .00 Reliant. PO
Box 33610. Sheungwang. Hong Kong.

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES
FREE 64-PAGE COMPUTER catalog crammed full of
thousands of the best buys and lowest prices around!
A. P. Computer Products, Oept. CC. 214A Eaat Main,
Patchogue. N.Y. 11772. (516) 696-8636.

COMPUTER PAPER—SAVE $$$—Top quality. Fast
shipping. Low single-carton prices. Super quantity
discounts. Call A-1, (800) 626-8736 or (213) 804-1270.

SURGE-SPIKE PROTECTOR 6 outlet Send $24 95 to
OKP. P.O. Box 2421. Ann Arbor. Ml 48106

BARGAIN PRICES on computer error merchandise
Video games with both controls moving left player:
right player is stationary on screen, only $9. WOM
(Write Only Memory) chips in 13-pin DIP mounts. Good
to use with obsolete or unwanted data. 42 cents. Write
TE Sales Dallas. TX.

PRICES slashed on computer error merchandise. AND
gate chips that act as DON T gates: regardless ol in-

put, output is always volts Seven— bit micropro-
cessors. Much better than 4— bit mpus: almost as good
as 8 bits. $2 50 Write CE Sales. Ely. NV

FREE catalog— lull of the best computer accessories
at the lowest prices. Write: TEMCC6. 10-12 Charles St.

Glen Cove. NY 15442

COMPUTER PUBLICATIONS

"DISK DRIVE MANUAL "—Drive Alignment, Speed

Adjustment, Maintenance, Repair without spe-

cial software equipment. Comprehensive,

$15,000+ words. $20. Brochure $1. CONSUMER
TRONICS, 2011 Crescent, Alamogordo, NM 88310.

MICRO MOONLIGHTER NEWSLETTER—our third
year of home computer business resources' Sample
S3 00 Dept CE. 4121 Buckthorn Court. Lewisville TX
75028.

CHRISTIAN COMPUTING MAGAZINE. Bimonthly
subscription $12. Single issue $3.72 Valley Hill.
Stockbridge. Georgia 30281

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

START YOUR OWN Microcomputer based mail order
business. Free info. Bork Research. POB 317-CC Her-
shey Pa 17033

LAST week to send me your dollar! Offer ends soon,
so act now and avoid lawsuits. Send to Mr. A. Swindel.
22 Maiden Lane. NYC.

PROGRAMMERS. WE WILL HELP YOU FIND A-SOFT-
WARE PUBLISHER FREE We represent publishers
looking lor programs of all types SOFTSEARCH. Inc.
PO Box 281. Budd Lake. N.J. 07828 (201) 627-1790

CREATIVE PROGRAMMING OPPORTUNITY Innova-
tive software company seeks experienced assembly
and C language programmers. (6502 preferred) inter-

ested in creative applications including graphics, an-
imation, music/sound effects, artificial intelligence,
simulations, and robotics. Join the people who wrote
paint and moviemaker and participate in our growth.
Send resume to: INTERACTIVE PICTURE SYSTEMS
c/o James Ehiers 2004 Spring Garden Street Phila-
delphia PA 19130

GAMES

SUPER STAR TREK Not copy protected' You've seen
it on mainframes' All the thrills ol the original Star Trek
plus: Romulans equipped with cloaking devices. Klin-

gon Commanders with tractor beams, orbit planets,
mine dilithium crystals, launch probes, defend star-
bases, five play levels and much more' Only $19.95.
Commodore 64. Apple. SoftTrek Enterprises. 3646
Fieldcrest Or . Garland. TX 75042

COMMODORE 64

ARCADE ACTION—MOVIE THRILLS— -Lightcycles".
futuristic motorcycle chase-fast machine language
lor Commodore 64 on Disk or cassette. Send $1 5 95 to
UNICORN Box 7L. Graysummit. MO 63039

COMMODORE/VIC-20 bargains Programs, supplies,

peripherals, battery backup, game accessories, hard-
ware. Free catalog Creative PO 4253. Thousand oaks.
CA 91360

BASEBALL/SOFTBALL STATISTICS REPORTING.
Professional record keeping for team and/or league.
Cassette $29 95 Data Management 12 Fairlawn Drive.
Castleton. NY 12033

COMMODORE 64/V-20 CASSETTE ADAPTER Use
regular recorder instead of Datasette Loads data-
sette programs and copies even protected cassettes.
60 day warranty $29 95 » $1 50 s/h Ohio add 5% Tax.
Free literature' BDMicro. Box 6294. Canton Ohio
44706

FOR SALE/BARTER

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES ANYWHERE! Com-
puters Hardware—Soltware— Printers. Audio. Video.
Car Stereo. ELECTRIFIED DISCOUNTERS. 996 Or-
ange Ave

. West Haven. CT 06576 MC/VISA (203) 937-
0106

MAILING LISTS

COMPUTER SHOW ATTENDEES N.Y. N J : 15.000
names $30/M. P/S labels. For info. (201)297-2526

SERVICES

SHOP AT HOME! Use your modem to call Fantasy
Plaza. Free Electronic Shopping at (616) 840-8066.

USERS GROUPS
FREE VIC 20 and COMMODORE 64 USERS GROUP
MEMBERSHIP with soltware purchase. Why pay to
belong to a users group when you don't have to 7 Ben-
efits Newsletter, extensive club library, discounts,
contests, questions hot-line and more! Free details

—

(603) 797-1533 Lords ol Basic. PO Box 459. Dept 103.
Ladson. SC 29456.

CREATIVE PROGRAMMING custom tailored tor your
PC Reasonable rates. Contact: Fred Frabotta. Micro
Magic. 111 Francis Ave.. Shrewsbury. MA 01545. (617)
845-1962

INSTRUCTIONS

Double diskette capacity on single side SW single or
double density disk. Complete instructions $3.00.
Nothing else to buy Disk Cost Reduction. 2803 W 18th.
Plamview. TX. 79072 (806) 293-5650

WANTED

Inventions, ideas, new products wanted! Industry
presentation/national exhibition Call tree 1(800) 526
6050 Arizona. 1(800) 352-0458 X831.
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ARIZONA LOUISIANA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers Software. Peripherals

CALIFORNIA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers. Soltware. Peripherals. KENNER— 1900 vet-

erans. Memorial Hwy. . (S04) 467-632

1

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers. Software. Peripherals ANAHEIM—330 E. Ball

Rd. (714) 776-9420 CAMPBELL—2350 S Bascom Ave..

(408) 377-8920 EL CERRITO—6000 Potrero Ave.. (415)

236-8870 LA MESA—8363 Center Drive. (714) 461-01 10

LOS ANGELES—2309 S Flower St.. (213) 749-0261 PO-

MONA— 1555 N. Orange Grove Ave
. (714) 623-3543

REDWOOD CITY— 2001 Middlefield Rd.. (415)365-8155

SACRAMENTO— 1860 Fulton Ave.. (916) 486-1575.

WOODLAND HILLS—22504 Ventura Blvd.. (213) 883-0531

MARYLAND

COLORADO

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers Soltware. Peripherals DENVER—5940 W
38th Ave .(303)422-3408

CONNECTICUT

FLORIDA

GEORGIA

HAWAII

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers Soltware. Peripherals BALTIMORE— 1713 E

Joppa Rd . (301) 661-4446 ROCKVILLE—5542 Nichol-

son Lane. (301 ) 881-5420.

EXECUTIVE SOFTWARE-Stamlord-(203) 359-2604

Dedicated to excellence in microcomputers! Authorized

dealer (or KAYPRO t, ALTOS

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers Software. Peripherals AVON—395 W. Main

St (Rt. 44). (203) 678-0323.

NORTH COAST COMPUTERS. 650 Dover Center. Bay

Village 44140. 216-835-4345 100 N Mam. Chagrin Falls

Apple. Lisa. Vector Graphics. Hewlett-Packard. (216) 247-

2202

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers. Soltware. Peripherals CINCINNATI— 10133

Springlield Pike. Woodlawn. (513) 771-8850 CLEVE-

LAND-28100 Chagrin Blvd.. (216) 292-7553 COLUM-

BUS-2500 MORSE ROAD. (614) 475-7200 TOLEDO—48

S Byrne Road. (419) 537-1887.

OKLAHOMA

MASSACHUSETTS

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Soltware. Peripherals. HIALEAH—4705 W.

16th Ave . (305) 823-2280 JACKSONVILLE—8262 Ar-

lington Expressway. (904) 725-4554 PLANTATION—7173
W Broward Blvd . (305) 791-7300 TAMPA—4109 Hills-

borough Ave .
(813)886-2541 FT LAUDERDALE— 7173 W

Broward Blvd (305) 791-7300

SCIENCE FANTASY BOOKSTORE 18 Eliol. Harvard

Square. Cambridge. 02138 (617) 547-5917. Open 11-6.

Apple. Atari. IBM. Commodore 64. ^^
MICROCON COMPUTER ft SOFTWARE center, Danvers.

Wide selection ol products and services lor Apple, Atari.

Color Computer, CP/M a MS DOS systems, and Com-

modore computers. Software, accessories, peripher-

als, books * magazines. (617) 777-6440.

MENTOR TECHNOLOGY. 3957. Pleasantdale Road. At-

lanta. 30340. (404)447-6236 Televideo. Eagle. OSM. Pro-

writer. Morrow. Business Software Multi user specialists 1

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers Soltware. Peripherals. ATLANTA—5285

RoswelIRd .(404)252-4341.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers. Soltware. Peripherals MISSION—5960 La-

mar Ave .(913)362-4486

KENTUCKY

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith

Computers. Software. Peripherals. HONOLULU—98-1254
Kaahumanu St . Pearl City. (808) 487-0029

ILLINOIS

VIDEO ETC . 465 Lake Cook Plaza. DEERFIELO. 60015.

(312) 498-9669 Other locations: SKOKIE (312) 675-3655.

ORLAND PARK (312) 460-8980. BUFFALO GROVE. (312)

459-6677. strong Hard/Soltware support lor Apple. Atari.

Kay Pro. IBM-PC

LOMBARD-COMPLETE COMPUTING 890 E Roosevelt

(312) 620-0808 Kaypro. Eagle. Victor. Atari. Commodore

64. Great Soltware Selection' Service/Training.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers. Soltware. Peripherals Chicago—3462-66W
Devon Ave . (312) 583-3920. DOWNERS GROVE—224

Ogden Ave .(312)852-1304

INDIANA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers. Software. Peripherals INDIANAPOLIS—2112

E 62nd St (317)257-4321

KANSAS

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers. Soltware. Peripherals PEABODY—242 An-

doverSt (617)531-9330 WELLESLEY— 165 Worchester

Ave, (617) 237-1510.

MICHIGAN

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers Soltware. Peripherals. E. DETROIT— 18149

E Eight Mile Road. (313) 772-0416. FARMINGTON HILLS—
29433 Orchard Lake Road. (313) 555-4171.

MINNESOTA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers Soltware. Peripherals, HOPKINS— 101 Shady

Oak Road (612)938-6371 St PAUL— 1645 White Bear Ave

(
612)778-1211.

MISSOURI

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers. Soltware. Peripherals. ST. LOUIS—3794
McKelvey Road (314) 291-1850.

NEBRASKA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers Soltware. Peripherals OMAHA—9207 Ma-

ple SM4^2)39V207T

NEW HAMPSHIRE

VIOEO STORE— 140 Congress. Portsmouth 03801 (603)

431-1211 Osborne and Epson QX-10 for your business/

home. Software. Supplies.

COMPUTER HUT of New England— 101 Elm, Nashua.

03060. (603) 889-6317. Retail-Mailorder DISCOUNT
HOUSE for all your personal computing needs.

WAYNE SOFTWARE— 1459 Route #23. Wayne 07470

(Across trom Packanack Center) Books. Programs. Dis-

count Prices' (201 )628-7318

UNION SOFTWARE OUTLET. 2183 Morris Ave . Union. NJ

07083 (201 ) 964-8555 Large selection ol soltware! 20%
lower than national retail prices! Eagle dealer.

NEW YORK

ALPHA STEREO—345 Cornelia Street. Plattsburgh 12901.

(518) 561 -2822 Atari computers and software. Weekdays
10-8. Sat 10-6. Sun 12-5

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers. Software. Peripherals. AMHERST—3476

Sheridan Dr
.
(716) 835-3090 ROCHESTER—937 Jeffer-

son Rd. (716) 424-2560 N WHITE PLAINS—7 Reservoir

Rd.. (914) 761-7690 Jericho. L.I.—15 Jericho Turnpike.

(516) 334-8181

NORTH CAROLINA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers. Soltware. Peripherals OKLAHOMA CITY—
2727 Northwest Expressway (405)848-7593

PENNSYLVANIA

PERSONAL SOFTWARE, 146 Paoli Pike. Paoli. 19355.

(215) 296-2726. Software Specialiata. Custom Pro-

grams, Canned Programs and Peripherals.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers Soltware. Peripherals PHILADELPHIA—6318
Roosevelt Ave . (215) 288-0180 FRAZER—630 Lancas-

ter Pike. (Rt 30). (215) 647-5555 PITTSBURGH—3482
WmPenn Hwy. (412)824-3564.

RHODE ISLAND

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith

Computers. Soltware. Peripherals WARWICK—558

GreenwichAve .(401)738-5150.

TEXAS

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers. Software. Peripherals DALLAS—2715 Ross

Ave . (214) 826-4053 FORT WORTH—682S-A Green Oaks

Road (817)737-8822 HOUSTON— 1704W Loop N. (713)

869-5263 NORTH HOUSTON—5050 FM 1960 West (713)

583-1163. SAN ANTONIO— 7111 Blanco Road. (512) 341-

8876

UTAH

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers. Soltware. Peripherals MIDVALE—58 East

7200 South. (801) 566-4626

VIRGINIA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith

Computers. Soltware. Peripherals ALEXANDRIA—6201
Richmond Hwy . (703) 765-5515 VIRGINIA BEACH— 1055

Independence Blvd . (804) 460-0997

WASHINGTON

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers. Software. Peripherals. Louisville— 12401

Shelbyville Road (502)245-7811.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers Software. Peripherals GREENSBORO—4820
W. Market St.. (919) 299-5390.

OHIO

ABACUS 11—1417 Bernath Pkwy . TOLEDO 43615; (419)

865-1009 4751 Monroe St (419) 471-0082. 10-6. 10-9

Thursdays. IBM-PC. Epson. Apple. Osborne. Lisa.

COMPUTERS . 2504 Jellerson Avenue. Tacoma. 98402

(206) 272-2329 Atari/Commodore Computers. Atari/

Commodore/TRS-80 Software Supplies.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith

Computers Soltware. Peripherals. SEATTLE—505 8th

Ave .North. (206)682-2172 TUKWILA— 15439 53rd Ave..

South. (206) 246-5358 VANCOUVER—516 S.E Chaklov

Dr (206)254-4441

~"aa^ex**^^^^ Gel the )ump on
competitors by using our

Creative Computing Hotline number to

place your classilied ad and or directory listing

now lor our next issue 1 We'll give vou inlormation

on ad sizes, options, rates- everything you need to

reach new customers easily and economically It's

like having Iresh prospects nght at your lingertips'

Classilied Advertising

ZIFF-DAVIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
Consumer Computers & Electronics

Magazine Division

^laC^^.



fcfee creative coirapafcep i«ai»fc

OKIDATA
92A

1 160 CPS— DOT MATRIX
PRINTER

IN STOCK LIMITED TIME
ONLY

OKIDATA 93 -850.00
WABASH DISK 165.00

per case of 100
SS/sd - 165.00 ss/dd 195.00
ss/dd - 275.00 verbatim

datalife - 245.00

DISK CONNECTION LTD. • 703 451-4100
6641 BackhckRd,

Springfield. VA 22150
KAYPRO, EAGLE,

OKIDATA, TRANSTAR
Choice Visa. Mastercard

ECARO

Best Prices On

TRS-80 Computers

Our 6th year of discounts

Ed or Joe McManus

Fgt. Prepaid. Save Tax.

Toll Free 800-231-3680

Marymac Industries, Inc.

22511 Kary Fwy. Katy

(Houston) Tx 77450

1-713-392-0747

Telex 774132

Set us in the Wall Sttttt

Jound mm t.*« w«i Thurv

NATIVELINX
means

never having to say you re sorry.

Lack of information and delays

costing you money?

Bisynchronous Communication
cuts your losses.

Simply connect your Apple 1 1. 11+

,

or He to a 3270 or 2780/3780
mainframe. (Full IBM or FUE
functions available .)

TRANSMITS DOS DIRECT
VIKING ASSOCIATES INC.

320 West Fillmore Avenue
Colorado Springs,

Colorado 80907 (303)632-7004
Telex: 450-71

1

SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE SHOPPERS GUIDE

TRS-80 MODEL 4

Word Processing Program

*o«fc»»iin TRtOOlM
MK TUT •LN'PCR t***en eiparvdwd ma>,VT
Bu'H m FOMM LITTCH end MAIL MCROC c*p*tMM*»
Performs *RO*0«TIOMA4. S*ACt r.gM-margwt |uaM<celion on
0-r*r t0 Offerer* prtftttn (all *-ver» <nclud*d MCCl
Same powerful editing stature* as ZORLOf H, wilti do/ent more

Verwona also enviable (e run on MOM1 1. MOOIl Hi, LMW M
PMC<M.4",tMAj(-a0

l ftrw4dj.»ptarl

Letcnel c*M* <M0 Im Mian

CALL 1-305-259-9397
EK SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
GO* »113*

UEIBOURNE Fl 12*38

l"M» l«US Mi IV 10aH—Wt
--•sntFA* •»(•« Moaooaot*

Star Micronics Printer Sale

Delta 10 $469.95
Delta 15 $ CALL
Gemini 10X $269.95
Gemini 15X $399.95
Radix 10 $695.00
Star STX-80 $139.95

(below dealer cost

Elephant Memory Systems
Guaranteed Diskettes

5'/4" SS/SD $ 16.95
5W' SS/DD $ 18.95
5%* DS DD $ 27.95

Write for tree Catalog

TEAM COMPUTER PRODUCTS
109 Church Street

New Haven, CT 06510

NATIONAL ORDER DESK
1-800-343-2325

TECHNICAL SUPPORT DEPT.
203-785-1606

Sure
it$ insured?

SAFEWARE™ Insurance provides full

replacement of hardware, media and
purchased software. As little as $3Vyr covers

• Fire • Theft • Power Surges

• Earthquake • Water Damage • Auto Accident

For information or immediate coverage call

1-800-848-3469
In Ohio call (614> 262-0559

(SflJSWE)
SAFKMRK. THE IN'SI KANCK ViKNO INC

BL6MESS • EOUCATCntAi . OAT* BASf • GAMES •
UTLITCS • SCXNCE • MUSC • GWKS • HVANCE

Maen, GA«s"Lfr^«S^OwKra . NT&fS?
SOfNCI • TECH • MUSC & AuOO
****** Oak* na il at S59 95 eecr.

LV^drvctfrvntfaiadandSaveupuiSiaO &* Ltrsr. Oafti

Jr«1 >995 . S4 sftgm BUT to- tf.Bm VaU nnZ. m*,
9 da** M>momt 600 1*or be*pojn *r or*. 6S4 as*
trapaxfceppraafKm CertAad Pbtapa ra» r—fjnr. ~t>

cHii.U mmUU
cataJbf, and aam

(fwranayi nmwhi aiteaa SM. U.S.)

•MICROCOMPUTER*!

BUSINESS
SOFTWARE
MEDICAL MGMT...
DENTAL MGMT...
INSURANCE AGENT
LEGAL BILLING
PROPERTY MGMT..
AND MUCH MORE !

UNIVAIR INTERNATIONAL
9024 St Charles Rock Road
ST LOUIS. MISSOURI 631 14

(314)426-1099

39 Dysan

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
101) foothill Blvd

ban Luis Obispo CA
93401 (InCdl call

(805) 543-1037)

ftMBfft^MU



MEMOREX
FLEXIBLE DISCS

WE WILL NOT BE UNDER-
SOLD!! Call Free <S00)US-4137

lor prices and information Dealer

inquiries invited and COD s

accepted

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Brvd

San Luis Obispo CA
93401 In Cal call

(800)592 5935 or

,8051543 1037

TAPE WORLD
f 1 800-245 6000

maxell 9i)ym
hdi v. ssoo 2in 104 ID V. SSOO !**>

070 y.'DSM lit) 1M 20 V. OSOO MM
foi rssao MM )>w io r.ssoo MM
n>2 r.osoo MM 1740 ?0 I'.OSOO MM

IBM
MSI V. SSOO MM TDK
MM V. 0500 HI) not s. ssoo 21 M
HDD 1 00 (OH UBKM CASI im v. osoo 11

M

mm r.ssio 11 M mi r ssoo MM
un r osoo MM not r-.osoo MM

WE WILL BEAT
ANY PRICE!

Sold in cases ol 10. Shippini 3.75 «nt silt order

riepiid. COO, or credit card. COO add 1 65

Mia. TOR and Maiell ludio a*d nideo cassettes.

220 SPRING ST. BUTUR. P» 16001

412 213 8621 M-F 1:30-5:00

r
n

£

Copy Atari m/m/XL Sortoo CMrtrtd©.. to Dtafc

and run thorn from a Mmtmj

ATARI CARTRIDGE TO DISK
COPY SYSTEM $69.95

Supa^an tf.,« rr-py ANY cartnrta. Iw irw At»i 400 «TJQ XI S*<«»t

_„, CMrtndBtMV «nct out ot your cot«mM> E»Kh tartndo* cop*d by

SufM*c*n lufKlaon* #a*cf»V *** I** OW*
SupeWtaM #K*udM
" ^

CoVy
T
h!oGHAM Cop-. «w ca-tndg. to • <NUntlu»»lcM

IradtjM «•»- M on on* *** I

MENU PHOCRAM Autorrt*»»w-v run, •«» »MW a "*""f™™5!
•no us* *m • ONC luryW"*- sMtelBon 0« •*** MltnOgM on In* »s*

. CARTKIlX.t
tl»MMT»uM*inWMWMW^m«fh»0«r»n* copy p.

oViP«H*i«| and iu*wwsg •

peoi««c*wi«»»»thM*..no*o. Homm-v«w. frWMRUN«l
guawanHM th» otmiuon ol a- fuftn» cavrtndgM

SupeHiavrl * ut«f lti«wsdl» and lampta »ow aril re**--** no modr

ItW Mrd**. nM1UTMUIIOTI:Sur>CnCAaiTM nM l

10. *** coov«Q^^^j^^flafiy

'

Awn 4O0 iOO o. XL S**m- Compute. 4»X Mpt^t* J>?_P»*.0?y
or daract from FMONTRUNNffl

Sorry"

TOti Mil ohd€« UN* <2* Hr» I 1 800 6*8 4780

m NovdM or tor iiuMiwni Cat. 17021 7W-4800
Pm(r«cn*c>s<iO»nMea>l<ll tta' M C and VIS* MCWMd
Inc-jcte »3 90 117 SO fot»gn ordMTil *ot M^ppir»a

316 CaMornw Av*
,
Suite #712. Hono Ndnwdi *M0t ITQS) 7»4M0

Ornex. ***«e Cltwm SUrtdCABT mato copMt'"
MAP.I m a watMrrnpn. o* W»rna» C4WT>unca«Mf.V Inc

Moixj evrelleOle For trie
computer expoclmenter 1

ONLY 16 ou I ACM ASSOnTUfNJ Of SIX FOR 12650

a liojeai—I computio ooooHAHie' too m*mt to uot
iun how ro aociivt «•» umpui ouauc oojuia

MATlMAi SUCH * OMOW OWHO- "OO", "UO". -liOO«ir-

o -iooi- «••• itc uwoui ouMS-inaweiM o>
DOWIIV «OMO IWI MMMH AOVtMTUM »T*« TMII «TC
-win i»h.«ci i.i.m with WMMiiuin ••a»«c
CAMWlintS IND MIOW TOO TO Ol** THOM OH HMNT
MIT COMOvTIO MATHIHUTiC* HlTIWXOay. aaTOOIOMV TOO'

^.ke one you've all

been u'iJtt'iM^ ^or3

PUBttSMtD MONTH*

•at una MMcartMi moo
s*«fu carr u ooi

COMPUTEL-thecomplete SOOHCE
t
lor jyeryona

rioht m the privacy ol your own home Indispensable
reference to phreahs and hackers. Learn how lo net
an kinds ot computer programs FREE Get ihe inside

story ol big businesssystems-their quirks and Haws
-and remain up to dale with vital occurrences withm
the computer industry Computel is a publication de-
signed tor everyone who has an intense curiosity ot

computer systems, containing a wealth ot hard lo tind

intormation. codes, and numoers Published monthly

* 181 Qtwxwisl M»i8tiiaf Scciely CPS
63S4A VAN NUVS BLVD. / VAN NUYS. CA 91401

FREE!*
THINK + PLUS

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
Developed by leading educators for

grades 1 — college, this drill and

practice software series contains

34 different programs including, 8

vocabulary and grammar, 16 math

and arithmetic, and 10 science

programs.
These packages run on the IBM

PC and PC compatibles, the new
Sanyo 550, Apple, TRS80, DEC
Rainbow and most CP/M 80 systems

Please contact us for a complete
brochure on the THINK + PLUS
software series.

'Forward this ad and order form lor 3 pack-

ages, get one free.

Resource Software International

330 New Brunswick Ave.

Fords, N.J. 08863
(201) 738-8500

TtT1 PROMPT DELIVERY!!!
J.V/S SAME DAY SHIPPING (USUALLY)

64K DYNAMIC RAM ICs

200 ns $5.87

150 ns «' $5.99

These are the ICs yoo need to

expand your IBM PC memory In-

stall these yoursel! in the mother-

board or an expansion board Our
prices are often half that ol retail

stores Our quality is second to

none

We sell other memory ICs

27128. 2764. 6264. 2S6K. etc.

iMMtarCWd VISA or UPS i A •
: [

Factory New. Prime Pert* --"'^

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED

BEGGS C* 74421 (»18)
267-4961

NM C*. I«r I*"** ft *~— ("-• *<<» MMMT3
1

M
|

«**r<* '**"
•"fS?SJ,

emJtwSm ***• ami •<-*« »»xaii<*di By ft r»MC5f cdn itmmm. W> a»-a**Ml M
KX.tr.Tn, -em mpnr^ «. FMW Cap).— *"..) ** •*-•"•

CIRCLE 32S ON READER SERVICE CARD

EXPAND YOUR
APPLE ll/+/e STORAGE

DISK MASTER II allows you to:

e Connect up to two 8" ds/dd

including Shugatl 80 1 /85

1

series in all compatible drives

• Connect two 3' 2" Sony drives

• Read standard 8 IBM
compatible disks

• Drivers tor all CPM Cards

available

USING YOUR APPLE 11/ t /e or Apple

Compatible Computer
Atfordably priced at $285.00

Data Cue
5659 Highway 431 S
Brownsboro, AL 3574

1

205-883-2933

HELLO
ADVENTURER

Do you have an adventure that you
haven't been able to solve7 Witt's Notes

are the answer' Witt's Notes are compre-
hensive booklets ol hints and maps for

most adventures Games like ZonV (I, II

or III), Starcroes. Deadline, Suspended.
Witness. Enchanter, Planettall. Infidel,

Colossal Cave, Quest, Transylvania,

Coveted Mirror, Mask ol Sun, Serpent's

Star, Death In Caribbean, Blackpoole.

Kabul Spy, Mystery House, Wizard.

Cranston, Ulysses, Time Zone, Dark

Crystal and many more Best of all. each
is only $5 95 Quantity discounts avail-

able Write for our free catalog which lists

other products including software, pos-

ters and morel Dealer inquiries invited

CT residents add 7'/,% sales tax

WITTS END
42 Morehouse Rd 1 1

Easton. CT 06612 L_^—

J

(203) 254-0728
if

wabash
lexible Diskettes

6 Year Warranty - 1 0O% Certified

FREE DELIVERY
5W ' lift

51A" $|89

5V4"

BULK «|in
SSSD »|*?f

BULK $170SSDO *||a?i,

S»£ $225

"Call for Quantity Prices"

1-800-634-2248
We accept money orders, certified checks. VISA
MasterCard and personal checks (lake 1 days)

In N O add 4%

Software Services'
1 326 - 25th St S . Suite H2

Fargo. ND 58103
1-701-280-0121

T3»CLE343 ON READER SERVICE CARO



IBM
Vi HEIGHT
DISK DRIVES
$189.00

TANDON
TM 100-2

5V4" Disk Drives

$209.00
• Shugart SA455 DS/DD 360 KB

or Matsushita (same drive)

APPLE
COMPATIBLE 5V« DISK DRIVES

$189.00
• Utilizes Shugart SA390 Mechanism full

one year replacement warranty

CALL TOLL FREE
1 -800-227-3800 ext 456

for orders only

FOR INFO OR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
404-956-0903

WE SHIP COD. CASHIER CHECK OR
MONEY ORDER VISA. MASTER CARD

ADD 4%
BULLDOG COMPUTER PRODUCTS

100 GALLERIA PKWY. STE 400
ATLANTA, GA 30339

ONLY km95l
Sill

Ctnttrlng

360

Cursor

Control

>

Full X-Y
Coordinate

Control

2 Firing

Buttons

THE AMP0TR0NIC SELF-CENTERING
JOY STICK FOR APPLE COMPUTERS

Z-80 Card |75 gg
SO Column Card J 75 00
16K RAM Card (45 M
Fan for Apple. 2 Power Outlets 140 00
RF Module 1^2 00
Computer Paper 15#,
3300 sheets 9Vxi 1- SM.fftVkM

Diskettes Call
Diskettes, SSOO. Generic. 10 Disks
in Library Case. S&.N/Cm*

Include $2 50 mm tor shipping handling
NY State residents add sales tax

Send check or money order to

AMPOC ENTERPRISES INC.
S lEEKMAN SI SUITE 720, NY 10031

(212) 233-17M
Dealer I

CftfTAIN M6GA6YTC
I W « NT . mm LMMRMLI M. SUM
riCC • QUALITY • PRICE

naMsp*ti<e

tmmm

691 -iTitCl.

255.

BUY IN QUANTITIES «««o»m

AND SAVE

LOW PRICE-HIGH QUALITY
PRODUCTS FOR PC's

MAXELL 5 v>

DYSAN5V4"

'SS/DD
DS/DD
SS/DD
DS/DD
DS/DDIBM

DBASE II

-

MICROSOFT WORD •

WORD/MOUSE

-

CYMA SOFTWARE

-

SUPERCALC3-
R: BASE 4000 -

SMARTMODEM1200B-
SMARTMODEM1200-
WORD STAR PRO PACK
LOTUS 123-
ASTSIXPAK PLUS 64K -

23.90
35.90
29.90
39.90
CALL
397.
249.
309.

CALL
229.
329.
439.
-499.

389.

329
269

DATA BASE CO.
9778 Katella Ave. #106
Anaheim, CA. 92804
(714)534-6140

I
CALL CREDITED TO ORDER
CA RESIDENTS ADD 6% TAX

SHIPPING
• J MINIMUM

Seeing is Believing!
Take 10 days, with tull refund privileges, to see
how the remarkable LINEMINDER' Guide
LC-8 can save you thousands ol dollars in time
andeltort.

• The fastest, easiest, most accurate way to
input (and edit) computer programs, data
statistics, text, mailing and phone lists, prices.
and more.

• For use on page widths up to 9Vj inches

• ONLY $3.95 25&SZT9

• FuJI refund if not 100% satisfied

• Send check or money order No COO
NJ residents add 6% tax US only

H L ENTERPRISES
22 Ellsworth Ave.C 74 Morrlitown NJ 07960

CIRCLE 300 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Scotch Diskettes
Rely on Scotch* diskettes to keep /our valu-
able data sale Dependable Scotch diskenes
are tested and guarantsed error free The low
abrasivity saves your road/write heads
They're compatible with most diskette drives

(800)235-4137

r« iik m msi.h
tunlixuhillBlvcl
SjnluisOhistMi ( A
'IUIII In I jl I .,11

MS or
mi.

1 .41 nil-

At last you can own
THE PROGRAMMERS
SECRET WEAPON —
"LEE'S GUIDE TO PUBLISHED

MICROCOMPUTER PROGRAMS. 1st Ed.

By Henry Lee. Ph.D.

An exhaustive index to over 8000 BASIC programs
and 300 Assembly programs from 160 books and
500 magazines 1979-1983 2 Vols All program
descriptions listed by source, and cross-indexed 1

to 3 times by subiect Hundreds of programs on
finances, education, math, engineering, games
and graphics Plus where to obtain over 1600 ag
ricultural. business, educational, and home prog-
rams tree or almost-free

an indispensable work for all serious com
Outer users, programmers and teachers"

—mm PASADENA TECHNOLOGY PRESS
I Dept CC

1444 Santa Anita Ave

It P Box 3836
South El Monte. Calif 91733

Price $27 plus $2 00 handling and postage
Calilornia residents please add $1 96 sales tax

SALES
POWER
Creative Computing not only
sells itself at a nice profit, it

helps sell the hardware and soft-
ware in your store too. Because
it goes home with customers and
continues to influence buying
decisions long after you're closed
for the day. Let's talk now.

CALL COLLECT:
(212) 725-7679
< >r » ril»;

2D /.iT-l)a<i« I'uhli.hin,]

One Park Avenur
New York. NY 10016

I Minimum i.nlrr. 10<-,.pt,-» w> p»y »|| >hip.

CIRCLE 300 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Index To Advertisers

Reader
Service No. Advertiser Page

Reader
Service No. Advertiser

Reader

Page Service No. Advertiser Page

101 Aardvark 193 129 Hayes 10. 11 153 Panasonic 180

Accent Software 21 150 Hayes 118 159 Precision Data Products 58

102 Actrix 151 131 Heath 213 160 Precision Software 26

AH 65 187 Heath Cover 4 157 Prentice Hall 15

196 Allenbach Industries 133 132 Houston Instruments 137 156 Prometheus Products 106

105 Amtype Corporation 200
161

Apple 122, 123 133 IBM 49-52 154 Quark

112 Attache Software 59 135 Indus

134 Infax

153

55

161 Qumsept 200

136 Intocom 154, 155 186 Radio Shack 162. 163

107 BASF 47
137 Inmac 212 163 Reston 171

108 Baudville 212 168 Ring King 25

188 Beagle Brothers 186
184 Jandel 217 165 Rolland 205

109 Borland International 1

185 Jandel 219

166 Sakata 29

1 1 1 CBS Software 69-80 138 Kangaroo 58 167 H Sams 144

183 CBS Software 138. 139 140 Kensington Microware 117 164 Sattellite Software 127

106 Commodore 185 139 Koala Cover 3 169 Southern California Research

113 CompuServe 41 191 Koala 124 Group 169

66

62

23

1 14 CompuServe 188. 189 170 Sentinal

1 15 Computer Discount Products 149 141 Lewis Lee Corp. 109 171 Sierra On-Line

1 1 7 Computer Line 156 143 Lyco Computing 198. 199 Spinnaker

1 16 Computer Mail Order 130, 131 174 Sublogic 45

120 Conroy-La Point 98,99 Mac Millin Books 113-115
173 SWP 101

121 Cosmic Computer 197 145 Micro Lab 5
176 Tecmar Cover 2

146 Micro Management Systems 197
178 Tecmar 2

123 Dennison 9 147 Millenium Software 105
179 Tecmar 7

Digital Equipment Corp 60. 61
Texas Instruments 177

182 Disc Washer 134 • NEBS 208 Texas Instruments 36.37

148 NEC 121
177 Thoughtware 190. 191

Electronic Arts 56 190 NEC 143
172 US Robotics 17

124 Electronic Specialist 132 149 Nibblenotch 160

125 Epyx 35 130 Nonagon 164
175 Videx

180 Votrax

214

97

127 Gemini 33 151 Okidata 172

128 Gentech 203 152 Omega 128 181 Xerox 103

226
July 1984 c Creative Computing



REE
NFORMATION
SERVIGE

creative
computing

••fr***p*lrr mppiimtnm» mtd taflwmrr

INFORMATION!
QUESTIONS
ANSWERED!
LATEST DATA!

lere's your chance to learn
lore about any number of

>roducts and services de-
scribed or advertised in this

lonth's Creative Computing.
ZREE OF CHARGE!

Directions on reverse side.



INFORMATIOl
SBRVIGE

Free! Quick!
No Obligation!

Let us forward your request tor further

information you'd like to receive on any

number of products or services men-
tioned or advertised in this month's issue

of Creative Computing. No charge or

obligation! And as easy as 1-2-3!

1 Clearly print/type your name/com-
plete address on one of the attached

reply cards.

2 Circle the number(s) on that card

which correspond to the number(s)

you'll find at the bottom of the ad(s)/arti-

cle(s) about which you'd like to learn

more. (You'll also find these key numbers

on advertised products in this month's

Advertiser's Index.)

3 Stamp and mail the card. The sooner

it's sent, the quicker you'll get the lit-

erature you're after.

This is an ideal time to subscribe to Cre-

ative Computing—the # 1 magazine of

computer applications and software—

and save 20%. One year, 12 issues, is just

$19.97. (It's usually $24.97.) Just check

the box at the bottom of the reply

card... and make certain we have your

complete present address.



creative computing
Please indicate which of the following mi-
crocomputers you currently own and /or
plan to buy in the next 12 months

1

Own
2 Plan
to Bur

Apple A L
Atari B M
Commodore/PET C N
Digital Eouioment /DFf.

Heath /Zenith E P
IBM F O
Radio Shack/Tandv TRS-ao G R
Texas Instruments H S
Timex Sinclair

1 T
Other (soecifvl J u
None K V

101 102 103 10« 105 106 107 106 109 110
126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135
151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160
176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185
201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210
226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235
251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260
276 277 278 279 280 281 282 283 284 285
301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310
326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335
351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360
376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385
401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408 409 410
426 427 428 429 430 431 432 433 434 435
451 452 453 454 455 456 457 458 459 460
476 477 478 479 480 481 482 483 484 485
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY-Use only

NAME

111 112
136 137

161 162
186 187
211 212
236 237
261 262
286 287
311 312
336 337
361 362
386 387
411 412
436 437
461 462
486 487

113 114
138 139
163 164
188 189
213 214
238 239
263 264
288 289
313 314
338 339
363 364
388 389
413 414
438 439
463 464
488 489

115 116
140 141

105 166
190 191

215 216
240 241
265 266
290 291
315 316
340 341
365 366
390 391
415 416
440 441
465 466
490 491

117 118
142 143
167 166
192 193
217 218
242 243
267 268
292 293
317 318
342 343
367 368
392 393
417 418
442 443
467 466
492 493

one card per person

Void after September
119 120 121 122 123
144 145 146 147 148
169 170 171 172 173
194 195 196 197 198
219 220 221 222 223
244 245 246 247 248
269 270 271 272 273
294 295 296 297 298
319 320 321 322 323
344 345 346 347 348
369 370 371 372 373
394 395 396 397 398
419 420 421 422 423
444 445 446 447 448
469 470 471 472 473
494 495 496 497 498

30. 1984

124 125
149 150
174 175
199 200
224 225
249 250
274 275
299 300
324 325
349 350
374 375
399 400
424 425
449 450
474 475
499 500

O For what, if any, business application(s)v do you use the microcomputer you cur-
rently own?

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY

PHONE * (_

LE

-APT

STATE _ZIP-
(Zip code must be included to insure delivery

)

4 D mT
a
/r!.H^

,d m0 12
J
a8u*«

1

of CreaMvo Computing tor $19.97 and billme. (Full 1 year subscription prico $24.97.)

creative computing
Please indicate which of the following mi-
crocomputers you currently own and /or
plan to buy in the next 12 months

1

Own
2 Plan
to Buy

Apple A L
Atari B M
Commodore /PET C N
Digital Equipment /DEC O O
Heath /Zenrt,h E P
IBM F O
Radio Shack/Tandv TRS-80 G R
Texas Instruments H S
Timex Sinclair

1 T
Other (specify) J u
None K v

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110
126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135
151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160
176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185
201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210
226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235
251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260
276 277 278 279 280 281 282 283 284 285
301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310
326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335
351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360
376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385
401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408 409 410
426 427 428 429 430 431 432 433 434 435
451 452 453 454 455 456 457 458 459 460
476 477 478 479 480 481 482 483 484 485

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY-Use only

111 112
136 137
161 162
186 187
211 212
236 237
261 262
286 287
311 312
336 337
361 362
386 387
411 412
436 437
461 462
486 487

113 114
138 139
163 164
188 189
213 214
238 239
263 264
288 289
313 314
338 339
363 364
388 389
413 414
438 439
463 464
488 489

115 116
140 141

165 166
190 191

215 216
240 241
265 266
290 291
315 316
340 341

365 366
390 391
415 416
440 441
465 466
490 491

117 118
142 143
167 168
192 193
217 218
242 243
267 268
292 293
317 318
342 343
367 368
392 393
417 418
442 443
467 468
492 493

one card per person

Void after September
119 120 121 122 123
144 145 146 147 148
169 170 171 172 173
194 195 196 197 198
219 220 221 222 223
244 245 246 247 248
269 270 271 272 273
294 295 296 297 298
319 320 321 322 323
344 345 346 347 348
369 370 371 372 373
394 395 396 397 398
419 420 421 422 423
444 445 446 447 448
469 470 471 472 473
494 495 496 497 498

30. 1984

124 125
149 150
174 175
199 200
224 225
249 250
274 275
299 300
324 325
349 350
374 375
399 400
424 425
449 450
474 475
499 5O0

NAME

O For what, if any, business application(s)
*» do you use the microcomputer you cur-
rently own?

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY

PHONE # ( )_

-TITLE

APT.

STATE _ZIP_
(Zip code must be included to Insure delivery )

CC7842
4 D m!T^.«

e
4
nd m* 12 '•«"••« Cromtlvo Computing tor $19.97 and billmo. (Full 1 yoar subscription prico $24.97.)

creative computing
Please indicate which of the following mi-
crocomputers you currently own and /or
plan to buy in the next 12 months

1

Own
2 Plan
to Buy

Apple A L
Atari B M
Commodore/PET C N
Digital Equipment /DEC D O
Heath/Zenith E P
IBM F JQ

RRadio Shack / Tandy TRS-80 G
Texas Instruments H S
Timex Sinclair 1 T
Other (specify) J u
None K V

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117
126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142
151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167
176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 164 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192
201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217
226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 241 242
251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 261 262 263 264 265 266 267
276 277 278 279 280 281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292
301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 317
326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 341 342
351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 363 364 365 366 367
376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 387 388 389 390 391 392
401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408 409 410 411 412 413 414 415 416 417
426 427 428 429 430 431 432 433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440 441 442
451 452 453 454 455 456 457 458 459 460 461 462 463 464 465 466 467
476 477 478 479 480 481 482 483 484 485 486 487 488 489 490 491 492
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY-Use only one card per person

Void after September 30. 1984
118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125
143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150
168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175
193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200
218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225
243 244 245 246 247 248 249 250
268 269 270 271 272 273 274 275
293 294 295 296 297 298 299 300
318 319 320 321 322 323 324 325
343 344 345 346 347 348 349 350
368 369 370 371 372 373 374 375
393 394 395 396 397 398 399 400
418 419 420 421 422 423 424 425
443 444 445 446 447 448 449 450
468 469 470 471 472 473 474 475
493 494 495 496 497 498 499 500

NAME

3 For what, if any, business application(s)
do you use the microcomputer you cur-

rently own? __^

COMPANY

ADDRESS

PHONE * (.

-TITLE

APT

STATE -ZIP-
CITY
(Zip code must be included to Insure delivery.)

4 Please send mo 12 Issues of CreaMvo Computing tor $19.97 and billmo. (Full 1 yoar subscription prico $24.97?)
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Now. . . Draw On Your Imagination

Introducing The Gibson Light Pen System.

The link between mind and machine has arrived Suddenly you re free free
to translate your every thought into professional quality computer graphics
just by touching your screen
The Gibson Light Pen System software features Icon menus that otter easy

>ss to powerful graph.cs tools such as symbol libraries, geometric shapes
mirror-imaging, magnification and complete colo* and pattern editing Even
if you re not a graphic artist, you can design, diagram and draw with precision
at high-speed in high-resglution and in full-color right on your screen

COMPLETE WITH FIVE SOFTWARE SYSTEMS TO MAXIMIZE
YOUR CREATIVE OPTIONS
The Gibson Light Pen System comes complete with all you need to draw
paint, design score music and learn animation

[ Koala Technologies

„ 800-KOA-BEAR

of templates make pfc- ctura , diagrams tech-
drawings and engineering schematics a sn

CREATE COMPUTERIZED ANIMATIOrJWfrt-TpENANIMATOR
All that you need \o learn the basics of anWtion Develop your own animation
sequences, and bring your screen to life

COMPOSE MUSIC WITH PENMUSICIAN
Score computerized Melodies with incredible ease at the touch of your pen
CREATE YOUR OWN LIGHT PEN APPLICATIONS WITH THE PENTRAK
LANGUAGE SYSTEM
Take advantage of the software features and customize your own light pen -

programs

NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE APPLE II SERIES
Coming soon for the IBM PC"^ and PCj-

llllilllMHI •,HU5 PHOIIH

HK
The Gibson Light Pen System
Touch the Magic of Light

CIRCLE 139 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Build yourown IBMPC compatible

and save hundreds of dollars.

v*

Heath proudly announces
the NEW HS-151 Desktop and
HS-161 Portable computers.

One of the world's largest software

libraries has IBM's name on it

Now you can run that software on

Heath's new IBM PC compatible

computers, available in easy-to-

build kits.

Can you build one of these comput-

ers? 85% of our first-time customers

ask the same question. And the

answer is 100%jyes You can.

In fact, you should build one. You II

save a lot of money while learning J

about computers in general and the

Heath PC s in particular.

Build confidence and your ne\

computer. .'.one step at a time. Two
main circuit boards come to you

pre-assembled and factory-testi

So that you can build the three-other

boards, we include a test soldenng

board plus helpful soldering instruc-

tions to make sure you get, it-right.

Our instruction manuals are easy to

understand, thorough and packed

with cogent illustrations. And once
it's built, the computer guides you

through a full range of included disk-

based diagnostics.

Expert advice is only a phone call

away, should you need it. You II

reach a trained consultant whose

specialty is talking sense, not jargon.

We II do whatever s necessary to

make our pledge come true: We
Won't Let You Fail.' Our entire

business depends on that

simple promise.

Experience a little won-
der and a lot of pride. Save

money, too. by building the high-

est quality personal computer. The

Heath PC s have 128K RAM staD-J

dard (expandable to 640K), a pro-

fessional keyboard, dual 360K disk

drives aad optional W» Chester. - •

These machines are truly complete.

Both are color capable and

MS"-DOS is included.

Check out the Heath PC computers

today. IBM compatibility means
they'll run the most popular soft-

ware. And, with the money saved by

building a kit, think of all the periph-

erals and softwar.

Hi -151 De
PC with stan-

dard floppy

disk drive

or optional

hard disk.

CIRCLE READER SERVICE
CARD Get more information on the

most rewarding personal comput-

ers. The HS-1 51 Desktop PC and

HS-161 Portable PC.

'MS is a registered trademark of

Microsoft Corporation

For computing on the go...

the HS-161 Portable.

The HS-161 has the same features as

the HS-151. Amber Monitor included.

Convenient keyboard folds up, two

disk drives fold down.

Heathkit


